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Abstract.
This thesis reassesses the Early Islamic Trans-Saharan Trade primarily via 
archaeological data from the northern Sahel of West Africa. Specifically, it focuses on 
the trading entrepots which developed on the southern fringes of the Sahara during the 
Early Islamic period. This research was motivated by the recognition that historical 
sources, while offering useful insights into Trans-Saharan commerce, are unable to 
answer certain key questions due to inherent limitations in source material. 
Additionally, although previous archaeology at the entrepot sites has provided useful 
data, its analytical application has been limited. This is largely because most relevant 
archaeological work was done 30 or more years ago and was technologically or 
methodologically limited in aspects of artifactual analysis and dating. It was therefore 
decided that our understanding of entrepot archaeology would be best served by a new 
field project. Accordingly, excavation and surface collection was undertaken at the 
previously untested entrepot site of Essouk-Tadmekka in northern Mali.
The results from Essouk provide a new perspective on the Early Islamic Trans-Saharan 
Trade process and make the following important contributions to research on Trans- 
Saharan commerce: 1) new evidence that large-scale trade was earlier than traditionally 
believed (c.750-950AD) as well as fresh data on the nature of the 10th/early 11th century 
'trade boom'; 2) greater insight into the changing socio-economic history of the entrepot 
system, demonstrating specifically that the Almoravid era (c. 1050-1140AD) 
inaugurated a profound shift in the organization of trade, and also showing how there 
was a final alteration and disruption of the 'Essouk' system by the arrival of new Berber 
groups (C.1300-1400AD); 3) better understanding of the movement of Trans-Saharan 
commodities and their archaeological correlates, including new evidence relevant to the 
gold trade (coin moulds) and new ways of interpreting the flow of Trans-Saharan Trade 
(e.g. via in-depth analyses of notionally 'local' ceramic traditions).
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INTRODUCTION.
A new archaeological investigation of the Early Islamic 
revolution in Trans-Saharan Trade.
Section 1: overview.
_ 1° °  M iles
Figure Int.01: Map showing the archaeological sites focused on in this thesis (highlighted); other
important locations mentioned in the thesis are also marked.
This thesis provides an archaeological account o f the phenomenon which has come to 
be accepted as having brought about commercial and cultural contacts across the Sahara 
desert on an unprecedented scale: the Early Islamic Trans-Saharan Trade. Inaugurated 
by the Islamic conquest o f North Africa during the 7th century AD, the Trans-Saharan 
camel caravan trade brought gold and slaves from sub-Saharan regions northwards, and 
provided wealth for Sudanic polities such as Ghana and Mali. The motivation for this 
thesis is that while the Early Islamic period has long been broadly accepted as the 
period during which the Trans-Saharan Trade first began to boom (see e.g. Mauny, 
1961; 1978), our understanding o f this very important episode within the history of 
Africa is still highly inadequate. To advance our understanding o f the Early Islamic 
trade, this thesis investigates the archaeological sites associated with the trading 
entrepots which developed in the West African Sahel -  the marginal environmental 
zone on the southern fringes o f the Sahara -  and which served as the southern termini
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for the routes across the desert. While adopting a broad perspective on the archaeology 
of the Early Islamic West African Sahel, the thesis focuses on a single-site excavation 
and surface study project at the virtually unexcavated entrepot site of Essouk at the 
northern limits of the Malian Sahel. The site of Essouk has long been widely recognized 
as one of the key archaeological sites associated with the Early Islamic trade in West 
Africa due to its association with the major Early Islamic entrepot town of Tadmekka 
(Mauny, 1961: 117-118; Insoll, 2003: 215-216). Results from previous archaeologies at 
the other key Early Islamic ‘entrepot sites’ will be compared with the new Essouk data 
to provide broader comparative reflections upon the Early Islamic trade.
With the rest of this introduction we will set the scene of the project in a little more 
detail. Firstly, in part 2, we will provide a clear account of why exactly the Early 
Islamic period is considered such a revolutionary period in the development of the 
Trans-Saharan Trade. This will be demonstrated by viewing the Early Islamic Trade 
against the backdrop of the pre-Islamic Trans-Saharan commerce which preceded it. 
What this will show is that while pre-Islamic Trans-Saharan Trade undoubtedly existed, 
the Early Islamic period saw major structural developments within the Trans-Saharan 
system which are a clear sign that trade reached unprecedented levels in this period. 
Specifically, and crucially, it will be shown that it led to the creation of permanent 
habitation points in the marginal northern Sahel on the southern fringes of the Sahara.
In part 3 of the introduction a broad review of existing literature will be provided to 
demonstrate how our current understanding of the Early Islamic period trade is 
inadequate. This review will briefly introduce the existing forms of knowledge on the 
Early Islamic Trade within various disciplines and show how each of these forms of 
knowledge has certain limitations. In part 4 of the introduction I will briefly outline 
how the thesis based around the fieldwork at Essouk represents a targeted response to 
the limitations still seen to exist within our understanding of the Early Islamic trade. 
This will include an account of the basis for the selection of the site of Essouk as a 
suitable location for archaeological research into the Early Islamic trade, an account of 
the specific research questions the Essouk project is intended to answer, and a brief 
account of the fieldwork approach adopted.
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Section 2 : understanding the revolutionary passage from the pre-Islamic 
trade to the Early Islamic trade : the view from the W est African Sahel.
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Figure Int.02: map showing the main trade routes, cultural centres and environmental zones of the Early 
Islamic trade and highlighting Tadmekka, the focus of this thesis (from Last, 1985).
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Prior to focusing our study upon the Early Islamic trade, it is useful to contextualize it 
within earlier, ‘pre-Islamic’ developments. While this will provide a useful background 
for investigating the Early Islamic period trade, more crucially this will provide the 
basis for justifying the claim that the Early Islamic period saw a revolution in Trans- 
Saharan Trade, clarifying how it was different from what had gone before.
The West African Sahel is traversed by the trade routes linking North Africa with the 
resource rich areas o f West Africa, the zone traditionally considered as the main focus 
and trading partner o f North African Trans-Saharan Trading groups due to the location 
there o f major sources o f gold (see fig.Int.03), the central commodity driving North 
African interest in the Trans-Saharan Trade. Not only is the Western Sahel a zone 
which is ‘traversed’ by the main Trans-Saharan routes, it is a particularly important 
zone on those routes as it is the first point beyond the desert proper where adequate 
water and pasture are available for man and animal alike after the gruelling Trans- 
Saharan journey. This logistical importance means that the most predictable locations 
for water and pasture immediately after the desert in this zone -  i.e., those at the furthest 
northern parts o f this Sahel zone touching on the Sahara -  will naturally develop into 
important nodal points in the Trans-Saharan landscape. Beyond being simply
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‘stopovers’ these points in the Sahel would have been natural termini for the Trans- 
Saharan routes. The reason for this is linked to the nature o f the camel -  the Trans- 
Saharan pack animal -  as while it is able to carry heavy loads and to forego water for 
long periods in the desert it is vulnerable to waterborne disease and thus precluded from 
venturing too far to the south. Further to the south the primary beast o f burden is the 
donkey. The entrepots o f the northern Sahel were therefore in effect the nexus point 
between the camel and donkey caravan trades.
There is thus a strong tendency for Trans-Saharan Trade and exchange centres to 
develop at this point where the desert based transport system exchanges with the sub- 
Saharan transport system, something surely shown in the consistent location of the 
termini o f the Trans-Saharan routes here in Early Islamic times. While we can therefore 
understand the importance o f the northern Sahel as a key exchange zone, what means 
have we o f discerning when this came into effect? I argue that the key register is the 
archaeological dating o f the development of large permanent settlements in this zone.
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Figure Int.03: map showing the main gold fields in West Africa and Tadmekka’s position as a crucial 
channel o f the gold trade -  note however the erroneous positioning of Tadmekka and Audaghust: see Fig. 
Int.02 for correct locations (from Devisse, 1993).
The marginal Sahel zone does not lend itself easily to permanent settlement. The harsh 
environment there means that agriculture is near-impossible and consequently cultural 
groups there tend to be mobile pastoralists. A pastoral existence in a marginal zone has
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to be shifting as the limited pasture available in a specific locality is soon used up. It is 
clear therefore that if permanent settlement is to develop in the Sahel zone it has to be 
based upon external provisioning. Due to the difficulty of provisioning a permanent 
settlement through external contacts, without a strong incentive permanent settlement in 
the Sahel zone will not develop. I suggest however that the Trans-Saharan Trade is the 
progenitor of permanent northern Sahelian settlement.
A large-scale regular Trans-Saharan Trading system would require a number of things. 
Firstly, there is the need for services and subsistence supplies for traders not of the local 
economy. Secondly, there is the need for the temporary storage of trading merchandize. 
Thirdly, there is a need for the permanent presence of professional traders to act as 
facilitators and, ultimately, middlemen. It seems clear that without the permanent 
presence of these three things a regular large-scale trade network would not be able to 
function. The lack of availability of these conditions would mean not only that there 
would be a lack of logistical and material conditions for large-scale trade but also that 
the necessary levels of economic confidence to undertake the costly and risky Trans- 
Saharan enterprise would not exist. Quite simply, therefore, the shift to a large-scale 
regular Trans-Saharan enterprise requires permanent settlements which can fulfil the 
crucial demands brought about by this enterprise and instil the necessary levels of 
economic confidence. The brief outline of the occupational history of the Western Sahel 
which follows demonstrates that prior to the Early Islamic period there was no 
significant tradition of permanent settlement in the marginal Sahel zone, indicating the 
lack of large-scale trade prior to this.
When we look at the later prehistory of this geographical zone we see that between 
C.2000BC -  300BC the Sahel zone was the location of a flourishing polity (sometimes 
termed a chiefdom or a state), that of the Tichitt Tradition which developed in the 
Mauritanian Sahel (Munson, 1980; Holl, 1985; MacDonald, 1998). Although the nature 
of Tichitt remains subject to debate, it is clear that it supported large, stone-built 
settlements, sometimes exceeding 50ha in area. Indicators of long distance trade at the 
Tichitt sites are scarce, restricted to probable down the line trade in semi-precious 
stones and well-worked polished stone objects. When this polity developed ‘the Sahel’ 
was however a far less arid zone than today and could support relatively large self- 
sufficient permanently inhabited settlements without the need to be provisioned with 
grain by other areas (ibid.), as was to become the case later in the Sahel’s history. North
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of Tichitt in that period in what would then have been the limit of the ‘Sahel zone’ there 
would appear to have been no major permanently occupied centres.
In the period C.300BC-300AD the ancient area of Tichitt virtually ceases to be 
occupied, and larger contemporary settlements such as Dia-Shoma appear to shrink in 
size (Schmidt and MacDonald, 2004). It appears at this time the Sahel zone as we know 
it became ecologically marginal and that this was not seen as a desirable or viable place 
for permanent settlement. Indeed, on the basis of climatological evidence, the 300BC to 
300AD period Niger basin was even drier than today (cf. McIntosh, 1998: pp.66-80). In 
the context of our discussion, these severe environmental conditions and the consequent 
disruption of large-scale permanent settlements in the Sahel would also suggest that 
there was no significant Trans-Saharan Trade system operating. Yet the development of 
the Garamantian culture in the Fezzan Oases zone (see fig.Int.02) during this period has 
been seen as a sign of a thriving Trans-Saharan enterprise (Law, 1967; Liverani, 2000). 
However there is little material evidence for such a Trans-Saharan Trade at the time of 
the Garamantes and it should be observed that the Garamantian culture developed in the 
relatively fertile Fezzan. Indeed, while it is clear that certain contacts were established 
between the Garamantians and Roman North Africa in this era (Liverani, 2000) the fact 
that permanent settlements were lacking further south suggests that if these contacts did 
involve a Trans-Saharan Trade function this trade was on a fairly unsystematic basis.
In the period C.300-450AD we start to see changes in the Western Sahel, including 
improved rainfall conditions (McIntosh, 1998). This period sees various permanent 
settlements founded in the southern areas of the Sahel, the sites which soon grow into 
major urban centres, including Jenne-Jeno (McIntosh, 1995) and Dia (Bedaux et al, 
2005). The development of these permanent centres at this time has been interpreted as 
largely a result of inter-regional trade contacts rather than as a result of the external 
stimulus of Trans-Saharan Trade (e.g. McIntosh & McIntosh, 1993). While this is so, 
the period in which these centres develop does show an interesting chronological 
parallel with the period which has been outlined by Timothy Garrard for the advent of 
the Trans-Saharan gold trade. Garrard’s argument, essentially a numismatic one based 
on the relative quantity of gold coinage minted in North Africa from the Roman through 
Islamic period, suggests an advent for the Trans-Saharan gold trade as early as the 4th 
century AD (Garrard, 1982). When we consider Garrard’s thesis it does indeed seem to 
indicate some form of Trans-Saharan Trade was existing at this time. It is also possible
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that the development o f centres in the south o f the Sahel such as Jenne-Jeno and Dia 
may in some senses be connected with this early trade. I suggest though that any trade 
that was occurring in this period was still on a relatively small scale. The first reason for 
thinking this is that the centres which develop in the south o f the Sahel in this period do 
not reach their apogee until the Early Islamic period (McIntosh, 1995; Bedaux et al, 
2005). Secondly, and more crucially, within the Northern zone o f the Sahel at this time 
-  the area which we have established was the first point beyond the desert and the ideal 
location for Trans-Saharan entrepot centres to develop -  we do not see the development 
o f permanent settlements. It is not until the Early Islamic period that archaeology 
provides dates for permanent settlements in the Northern Sahel zone.
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The investigation o f the Early Islamic trade in the Sahel has consistently been 
dominated by the study o f the Early Arabic documentary sources, written between 
c.850-1600AD by authors resident in the Arabic speaking world to the north of the 
Sahara (see Levtzion & Hopkins (1981) for an extensive compilation o f these sources). 
By at least the 10^-11th centuries these documents clearly identify a group o f permanent 
settlements in the Western Sahel serving the Trans-Saharan Trade: Audaghust, 
Tadmekka, ‘the merchant town o f Ghana’ and ‘the merchant town o f Gao’. These four 
centres have been defined as the pivot points of the earliest Early Islamic trade (Mauny, 
1961; Insoll, 2003: 214-232; Devisse, 1988 -  see figure Int.04). Archaeological 
investigations have identified sites associated with three o f these locations and pursued
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studies there. Excavation at these three sites -  Tegdaoust, associated with Audaghust 
(Vancker, 1979; Devisse, 1983; Polet, 1985; Robert-Chaleix, 1989); Koumbi Saleh, 
associated with Ghana (Berthier, 1997); Gao, associated with ancient Gao (Insoll, 1996; 
2000) -  has shown that they do not appear to have pre-Islamic occupation levels with 
permanent occupation. My own excavations at the previously unexcavated fourth of 
these major sites, Essouk (associated with Tadmekka), have also strongly suggested that 
it does not have pre-Islamic levels.
The location of two of these four key sites we have just introduced in the far North of 
the Sahel -  Tegdaoust and Essouk -  and the location of the two other sites in far more 
marginal environments than the Deltaic trading centres of Jenno-Jeno and Dia indicates 
that it is only with the Early Islamic period that we see the development of significant 
permanent settlements in the most marginal zones of the Sahel. It seems therefore that 
the Early Islamic period was the first time that the conditions came into existence to 
make it both necessary and profitable to maintain permanent settlements in the marginal 
far northern areas of the Sahel. One can only associate this development with a 
fundamental increase in volume of trade across the Sahara. Fixed predictable points of 
commerce in the northern Sahelian landscape would have provided both confidence to 
the desert traveller and economic confidence for the market to enable trade to flow like 
never before: it seems clear a major flow of trade across the Sahara was first established 
in the Early Islamic period.
The revolutionary aspect of the Early Islamic trade would then appear to be clear. What 
then is the object of a study of the Early Islamic period? Quite simply put, the economic 
and cultural process which established large-scale commerce across the Sahara is highly 
inadequately understood. This inadequate understanding of this crucial point within the 
development of Trans-Saharan Trade needs to be rectified. Inadequate understanding is 
due to a combination of the limitation of historical sources and the failure to fully 
activate other forms of evidence, most crucially archaeology. A brief outline of the 
extent of the lack of clarity which pertains is now provided.
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Section 3: Lack of clarity in understandings of the Early Islamic trade: the 
evidence from the Western Sahel.
The fundamental problem with Early Islamic research in the Sahel is its reliance upon 
the documentary sources of the Early Arabic geographers who recorded their 
perspectives on the Trans-Saharan Trade between C.850-1600AD. The stating of this 
point should be immediately followed by the clarification that these sources represent a 
fabulous resource for the study of the Early Islamic period, providing as they do a 
wealth of information on diverse subjects which without their existence we would have 
no means of insight into. Yet they should only be treated as a first base of 
understanding, a point from which to begin: we must recognize that they have their 
limitations. The first sense in which these sources are limited is that they are for the 
most part written by authors who were not resident in the Sahara or in sub-Saharan 
Africa, and very few of these authors ever crossed the Sahara. Indeed, many of the 
accounts provided of West Africa by these authors are simply small components of 
larger world geographies rather than focused studies of West Africa (see translator 
introductions in Eevtzion & Hopkins, 1981). In addition to these factors, there are 
however other reasons why these texts only offer a partial account of the Trans-Saharan 
Trade process.
The most fundamental limitation of the Early Arabic texts relating to the Early Islamic
tlitrade is that they do not start until the mid-9 century (see Levtzion & Hopkins (1981) 
for earliest texts) by which time the Islamic presence in North Africa is almost 200
tliyears old (the Islamic conquest of North Africa having occurred in the 7 century). 
Even with the commencement of the texts the sources are often very vague and it is not 
until the late 10th/early 11th century that we start to see reasonably detailed accounts of 
the trade process. It can be seen therefore that in the first centuries of a potential trade 
process the texts that could inform us about this either do not exist or are very vague. 
Certainly the texts indicate that some form of trade existed but ideas of when it started, 
which groups were involved or the scale of this trade the texts cannot tell us. These 
fascinating first stages of the trade process are only hinted at in the texts, allowing our 
minds to wander and imagine but allowing no more.
tli  thWhile from the 10 /II  centuries the Arabic documents do start to improve, as 
indicated above this improvement has to be understood as a relative one. While they do
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start to give us more detailed accounts of the groups involved and their locations, these 
improved views are only glimpses into isolated aspects of the system; certain areas of 
the Trans-Saharan map remain as blanks. Are we then to interpret these blanks as areas 
of inactivity? Were they just dead zones that the authors did not consider worthwhile to 
report on? When one thinks of the long process of time by which the Arabic texts have 
come down to us in the present day -  the first texts written 1150 years ago- it is surely 
more sensible to see these voids as perhaps areas that other authors reported on but 
whose reports are now lost. In addition to simple voids of this nature in the coverage of 
the texts, the way in which the Arabic authors write has also meant that certain topics 
are not covered: the geographers were not anthropologists and therefore many issues we 
as historians and archaeologists are interested in are simply not covered. Indeed even 
with the increased detail and coverage of the texts from the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries 
of the trade the texts still leave us very short in our understanding of the Trans-Saharan 
process.
A further factor in addition to temporal or geographical documentary ‘voids’ also needs 
to be considered; we must remember that the documents were created by individuals 
who would have had their own subjective socio-political biases (see for example 
translator introductions to Ibn Hawqal [pgs. 43-44] and Al-Muhallabi [pgs. 167-168] in 
Levtzion & Hopkins 1981). Further, we need to remember that the Early Islamic 
scholarly tradition featured a good deal of referencing to older authorities and 
sometimes straightforward plagiarism (for example compare Al-Bakri’s and the Kitab 
al-Istibsar’s descriptions of Tadmekka in Appendix A). Lastly, and fundamentally we 
must not forget that we often do not have the original text that was produced by the 
author: the texts have undergone numerous forms of copying and therefore the versions 
we have in the present day contain many potential errors and reinterpretations that this 
copying process could entail. In short, the texts while valuable are also patchy and 
problematic sources. They are no basis on which to construct an authoritative account of 
the Early Islamic Trans-Saharan process.
When we look for other historical source material which can provide us with insight 
into the Early Islamic trade process we see that there is useful material available. 
Associated with certain of the major entrepot centres (Gao and Tadmekka) we have 
epigraphic remains which provide us with insights into the culture of these locations 
which are not available from the documentary sources (see Moraes Farias, 2003: sects.
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3.4 & 3.5). While this epigraphy is useful in many ways and while it provides important 
new perspectives on cultural changes occurring in the Early Islamic trade process, it is 
temporally restricted (not commencing until the 11th century) and geographically 
restricted (it only being found in the eastern part of the West African Sahel). 
Additionally, the content of this epigraphy while informing us about many local and 
regional processes is restricted in its subject matter and cannot directly inform us about 
key issues in the Trans-Saharan Trade process. There are also oral traditions recorded
th  tliduring the 19 and 20 century which provide certain insights into the centres 
associated with the Early Islamic trade (see e.g. Badi, 2005; Robert et al, 1970: 97-107; 
Conrad & Fisher, 1983). Like the epigraphy these sources provide us with certain useful 
insights, but again they do not provide us with the information -  particularly reliable 
chronological information -  required to get at certain key issues related to the trade 
process.
It can be seen therefore that archaeology may be our best hope for providing new 
evidence which can inform us about the trade process. While archaeology has made 
certain valuable contributions it has unfortunately however not so far had the impact of 
which it is capable.
The archaeology undertaken at the three sites of Tedgdaoust, Koumbi Saleh and Gao 
has already provided useful evidence for the investigation of Early Islamic trade. There 
are good material culture sequences from these sites and data relevant to trade. Yet 
much of this information has not been brought to bear on the outstanding questions 
related to the Early Islamic trade. Partly this is a result of historians not having 
attempted or not being able to manage the data, and partly this is a result of 
archaeologists not having adequately demonstrated the utility of this data for broader 
debates. It is not ungenerous to say that the majority of the data gained from excavations 
at the Western Sahelian sites has not been adequately activated. While recognizing the 
potential of data gained by previous archaeologies, the assessment of the author was that 
given certain limitations of these previous archaeologies it was seen that there was 
potential for a new, focused archaeological project, thinking differently about the 
archaeological evidence and utilising the latest technologies, to shed light upon many of 
the issues which are still outstanding in the study of the Early Islamic trade. It was seen 
that this new archaeology could be pursued most profitably at the heretofore virtually
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unexcavated fourth major entrepot of Essouk. It was with this view that it was decided 
to excavate at this site at the northern limit of the Malian Sahel.
Section 4: The archaeology of Essouk: site selection, research objectives 
and fieldwork approach.
The archaeological site of Essouk has long been identified with the famed trading town 
of Tadmekka which was recorded in Arabic documentary sources dating to between the 
11th and 14th centuries AD (Gautier, 1907: 26-28; Mauny, 1961: 117-118). This 
connection between ‘Essouk’ and ‘Tadmekka’ was definitively confirmed in the 1990s 
by epigraphic research at the site (Moraes Farias, 2003: cxxxiv-cxxxv). As was 
previously stated, Essouk, due to its identification with Tadmekka, is considered to be 
one of the four major ‘entrepot’ sites associated with the very earliest years of the Early 
Islamic trade, along with Tegdaoust, Koumbi Saleh and Gao. As an archaeology site 
Essouk presents itself to the visitor as a large expanse (40/50 hectares) of ‘urban ruins’ 
detached from any significant contemporary settlement in the semi-desertic northern 
Sahel. In addition to the remnants of stone structures which are found across the main 
urban ‘tell’ of the site, the site is surrounded by a number of Muslim cemeteries which 
contain within them numerous headstones bearing epigraphy, these ‘documents’ 
forming a major body of historical material relating to Essouk (see Moraes Farias, 2003: 
sect. 3.4). In addition to these various archaeological remains, in the immediate vicinity 
of the site there is also a large collection of petroglyphs (see Dupuy, 1999) and tifinagh 
(indigenous Saharan Berber script) epigraphy (see Moraes Farias, 2003: sect 3.3 & 7.1).
The selection of Essouk as a place for research was determined by a number of factors. 
Firstly, as the only ‘unexcavated’ (see sect.3.3 for the negligible previous excavation) 
site of the four major centres there was obviously value in attaining a data set from this 
site to contribute to a comparative view of the archaeology of the Early Islamic 
entrepots and in this sense it was far more sensible to work here than at one of the three 
major centres already significantly excavated. Also, as Essouk has not been a place of 
intensive archaeological investigation over the years, the archaeological remains at 
Essouk are relatively undisturbed. Additionally, Essouk has long been considered a 
place which may shed light upon many of the outstanding issues of the Early Islamic 
trade (see again Mauny, 1961:117-188; Insoll, 2003: 215-216), a result of the intriguing 
histories which revolve around the site. It can be seen therefore that there could be no
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better or more exciting prospect within the investigation of the Early Islamic trade in 
West Africa than an archaeology of Essouk. Accordingly, permission was sought from 
the Malian national heritage authorities (Direction National du Patrimoine Culturelle) to 
pursue fieldwork at Essouk. Gratefully, this permission was granted.
Research Objectives
The research objectives for the excavation of Essouk were defined by reference to 
outstanding issues within historical research and those left unresolved by previous 
archaeological research. Accordingly my research objectives have been as follows:
1) to improve our understanding of the pacing of Early Islamic Trans-Saharan 
Trade and the key stages of its development, with particular reference to the 
earliest period of Early Islamic Trans-Saharan trade (c.650-1000AD);
2) to use a combination of archaeological and historical sources to analyse the 
changing socio-economic and cultural situation of the entrepot site of Essouk- 
Tadmekka and relate this to broader shifts in the organization and functioning of 
the entrepot system;
3) to further understanding of the movement of Trans-Saharan commodities and 
their possible archaeological correlates.
With the defined research objectives in mind a fieldwork strategy was developed for 
Essouk. What was decided upon was to conduct a single field-season comprising one 
month of surface archaeological work and two months of excavation. During the surface 
archaeological portion of the season the objective was to collect a representative sample 
of the surface distributed ceramics. No detailed study of the archaeological structural 
remains on the surface of the site was carried out, these having been adequately treated 
previously (Mauny, 1961; Cressier, 1988). It was also considered more profitable to 
invest more time and money in pursuing sub-surface investigations. It was decided that 
for the sub-surface archaeology a minimum of two units would be excavated down to 
sterile soil, and if time permitted one or two additional test units dug. The aim of the 
sub-surface investigations was to record an absolutely dated representative material 
culture sequence for the site, as far as possible in association with architectural remains.
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Before the field-season commenced a long-term strategy was developed for the 
archaeological material that was to be collected. Prior to setting out to Mali agreements 
were established with a range of artefact specialists to pursue detailed studies of the 
material collected. The intention of the project was that as far as possible every category 
of archaeological material collected would be processed by an expert with knowledge of 
that material, it being believed that all forms of material could potentially present 
interesting insights into the Early Islamic trade.
This thesis therefore firstly contains the results of hard, lengthy and systematic 
fieldwork and the careful process of drawing as much data as possible out of the 
material collected. It is believed that the results of this project have significantly 
advanced understanding of the Early Islamic trade process.
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CHAPTER 1 
The Early Islamic trade and historical sources.
Section 1.1: Chapter introduction.
The primary source material for understanding the Early Islamic trade has traditionally
tVibeen the Arabic documentary sources which were composed between the 9 century
tViand the 16 century by geographers from North of the Sahara. This material has been 
essential for gaining an understanding of many aspects of the Early Islamic trade and 
represents an essential first point of reference. Accordingly in section 2 of this chapter 
our analysis of the Early Islamic trade will start with what we can learn about the trade 
and the entrepot from these Early Arabic documents, providing a thematic overview of 
what this material can tell us about the trade and specifically what it can tell us about 
the entrepot centres around which this thesis is structured. While using the Arabic 
documentary sources to familiarize ourselves with the Early Islamic trade, and while 
recognizing these sources to be highly valuable, this thesis is however based upon a 
fundamental recognition that these sources do have their limitations and cannot provide 
a fully adequate account of the trade for progressive research.
From the inception of the study of the Early Islamic trade, the Arabic documentary 
sources have defined dominant opinion concerning the Early Islamic trade (Bovill, 
1958; Mauny, 1961; Levtzion, 1978). While for many years there was little critique of 
opinion based upon these sources, increasingly there has developed a sense that many of 
the opinions which were formed around these texts were problematic. For instance, 
there developed an awareness that the texts contained serious potential for factual error 
(Lhote, 1955). Also, there developed an understanding that the texts were not 
transparent accounts of the historical processes but were often constructions of the 
historical reality which had to be carefully deconstructed (Moraes Farias, 1974). Also 
there developed a sense of the innate socio-political biases of the writers (Insoll, 1994). 
Various factors like these compounded other longer recognized interpretative problems, 
such as fairly frequent borrowing or plagiarism practiced in the texts (see introduction). 
Additionally, there was the realisation that they simply do not provide insight into 
certain subjects, being quite focused geographical texts. With this increasingly critical 
perspective towards the texts we can see that the dominant opinions constructed from 
them are themselves potentially flawed.
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In section 1.2 we will show how the Early Arabic sources can provide a good 
familiarization with many aspects of the Early Islamic trade process. In section 1.3 we 
will then go on to show the dominant accounts of the trade which have been constructed 
from the Early Arabic sources together with a demonstration of how these dominant 
accounts can be critiqued.
Section 1.2: gaining a familiarization with the Early Islamic trade from the 
Early Arabic documentary sources.
The information available from the Early Arabic documentary sources concerning 
Trans-Saharan Trade is presented here in two parts. Firstly we will provide an 
introduction to certain key aspects of the Early Islamic trade which enable one to grasp 
its fundamental characteristics. This will focus on the following aspects: the 
chronological parameters of the trade; the North African context of the trade; the 
Sudanic states involved in the trade who were the suppliers of the Sub-Saharan 
commodities desired by North African groups; the desert groups whose territory the 
trade passed through; the Trans-Saharan routes; and finally, the goods traded. Secondly 
we will use the Arabic documents to introduce the Early Islamic entrepot towns of the 
Western Sahel. Through this process we will gain not only a better sense of the cultural 
historical focus of the thesis but also the documents which are the primary means by 
which this cultural historical focus has been understood.
Part 1: key aspects of the Early Islamic trade process illustrated by the Early Arabic 
sources.
The basic chronological parameters o f the trade.
The first thing Early Arabic documents afford us insight into is the chronology of the 
Islamic conquest of North Africa, the process which brought about the Islamicization of 
North Africa and the potential for the Early Islamic trade to occur. While this process 
was one of many events and turning points -  starting in 639AD with the Arab invasion 
of Egypt (Brett, 1978b: 496) -  it was not until C.710AD that the Maghreb, the western 
region of North Africa, was conquered by Islamic groups (Brett, 1978b: 505-513). It is 
during this period therefore that the potential for Early Islamic Trans-Saharan Trade 
first came into existence. While the early events of the Islamic conquest of North Africa 
can be gauged from the documents, it is not until the 9th century that some sense of a 
Trans-Saharan Trade process is seen with the earliest references to sub-Saharan polities
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which came to be the main Trans-Saharan trading partners (see e.g. Levtzion & 
Hopkins, 1981: 5-10, 19-22). While we have these 9th century references, however, it is
tfinot until the late 10 century that the Arabic documents begin to clearly indicate large- 
scale trade across the Sahara (see e.g. Ibid, 43-52). From this point onwards a reading of 
the documents shows that the trade continues to thrive in some form or other effectively
aL
up until the late 16 century. The Arabic documents therefore seem to provide a fairly
tViclear broad idea of the pacing of trade from the late 10 century onwards. However, the 
extent to which the Arabic documents provide a representative account of the early 
stages of the trade is a major point of contention and will accordingly be discussed 
further in the next section.
The North African context.
The next crucial aspect of the documentary evidence involves the cultural landscape 
within which the North Africa traders and trading systems developed and operated, of 
particular importance being their insight into the trading centres and trading
aL
communities of North Africa. The Early Arabic documents indicate that by the 9 
century two zones of the Maghrib were defined as the locations at which trade to and
aL
from the Sudan operated, even if this 9 century trade was only sporadic. Firstly there is 
the area of modem Morocco where the town of Sidjilmasa came to be known as an 
entrepot in the 9th century (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: pgs. 41 & 22 for 9th century; pgs. 
43-52 for 10th century); secondly there is the zone in northern Algeria where the town of
aL
Tahert began to be associated with trade from the 9/10 centuries AD (Levtzion & 
Hopkins, 1981:24-25). While shifts were to take place in the specific location of 
entrepot towns in these zones, the zones themselves were to remain important 
throughout the entire Early Islamic period of trade (see Devisse, 1988).
In addition to telling us about the zones of North Africa participating in the trade, the 
Early Arabic documents also give us a certain indication of key groups involved in the 
trade. It is clear that from the earliest times North African traders involved in the trade 
appear to have been majority Islamicized Berber groups operating from what appear to 
have been city states (El Ghali, 2003). The ‘city states’ of Sidjilmasa and Tahert are the 
most notable examples of these. The Arab documents also provide us with certain 
indications of the culture of these groups, it being clear that many of the early groups 
involved in trade were associated with the dissident Khajirite branch of Islam which 
was highly successfully propagated amongst the North African Berbers in the years
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immediately following the Islamic conquest (Savage, 1992; El Ghali, 2003: chps. 3 &
4). The Ibadi traders of Tahert are the most well-known of these early Khajirite Berber 
groups (see Savage, 1992; Lewicki, 1962; El Ghali, 2003). While up until the 10th 
century whatever trade there was appeared to be controlled by city-states such as
tV iSidjilmasa and Tahert, from the 10 century the major political units of the Fatimids 
and the Umayyads began to become more involved in trade and appear to have exerted 
a fairly significant influence on the trade (see Devisse, 1988). From the documents we 
can see that certain clear rivalries developed between groups who appear previously to 
have had almost complete control of whatever trade there was, such as the Ibadis, and 
the newly involved powers (Hrbek, 1988). What is difficult to gauge from the 
documents is the extent to which these changes saw the increased involvement of new 
non-Berber groups such as Arabs in the trade.
The Arabic documents indicate that with the 11th century a powerful new force became 
involved in the trade: the Almoravids, the desert Berber groups who conquered North 
Africa in the name of a fundamentalist Islamic revival and in doing so gained control of 
much of the trade (Levtzion, 1978). The documents clearly show us that the rise of the 
Almoravids was associated with a highly rigorous Maliki Islam which purged many of 
the lax Islamic practices maintained by such groups as the Khajirites (Norris, 1971; 
Hrbek and Devisse, 1988). In the post-Almoravid period the Early Arabic documents 
provide us with clear insights into the successive rules of the following North African 
dynasties all of whom maintained a strong presence within the Trans-Saharan Trade 
(Ki-Zerbo & Niane, 1997). It can be seen therefore that the Arabic documents provide a 
very reasonable grasp of the North African situation during the Early Islamic period.
The Sudanic states.
The Arabic geographies also provide us with insight into the Sub-Saharan groups who 
were in control of, or in contact with, the suppliers of the desired sub-Saharan products
iL
of gold, ivory and slaves. From the 9 century we are provided with the names of the 
two states perceived to be the most powerful, Gao (Kaw Kaw) and Ghana, locations 
lying in the south of the Sahel (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 7). While Gao is perceived 
to be stronger in the 9th century (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 21) by the 10th century 
Ghana is seen as the supreme power (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 32, 49) due to its 
perceived association with the major gold mines:
Ghana is the wealthiest king on the face of the earth because o f his treasures and stocks o f gold 
extracted in olden times for his predecessors and himself (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 49).
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Broadly speaking, Ghana is seen to retain this supremacy until the 11th century 
(Levtzion, 1985). While it is questionable whether Ghana disintegrates in the 12th 
century during the period o f the Almoravids, the documents clearly state that by the 13th 
century a new power begins to rise: Mali, a power which retains its hegemony into the 
late 14th/early 15th centuries (ibid; see also Conrad and Fisher, 1982; 1983). During the 
period o f Ghana and then M ali’s supremacy, Gao retained its status as an important if 
slightly weaker power (Lange, 1994). In the 15th century however Gao became the 
power base o f the Songhay Empire which supplanted Mali and reigned supreme in the 
Sudanic zone until the end o f the Early Islamic period. A look at Figure 1.01 shows a 
map o f notional areas o f influence o f these various state systems which have been 
constructed from the Early Arabic documents; while one cannot use the Early Arabic 
documents to delineate the exact geographical boundaries o f the various Sudanic states 
over time they do provide a broad idea o f the changing political geography in the Sudan.
' RIABI
Figure 1.01: map showing the maximal zones of extension of the successive 
Sudanic states in the Early Islamic period (from Berthier, 1997: 2).
While the Early Arabic documents provide us with a broad brush view of the major 
power shifts within the Sudan they are not however overly informative concerning the 
internal workings o f these Sudanic powers. Unfortunately, the documents provide few 
references to the exact political status o f the Sudanic powers in the trade and their 
shifting status and role within the trade.
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The desert groups.
The Early Arabic documents provide us with reasonable insight into the desert groups 
of the Sahara whose territory trade had to pass through (Lewicki, 1988). Not only are 
we made aware of the existence of a broad ethnic Sanhadja Berber desert group but we 
are also given some sense of smaller cultural units of these Sanhadja Berbers, including 
names, geographical territories and ancestral lineages. With this information it is 
possible to track the development of the desert Berber groups who appear in the earliest 
documents, such as the Massufa and the Lamtuna, and to trace their change over time 
with the cultural and economic shifts of the trade and thereby relate these ancestral 
groups to the later, better-known desert groups such as the Tuareg who appear in the 
more recent Arabic documents. Such groups are particularly well outlined in the works 
of the 14th century writer Ibn Khaldun (see Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 317-342) who 
showed a great interest in the history of the desert Berbers. From such works we also 
gain certain insights into Berber cultural and economic life. We also should remember
j.L
that the Almoravid movement -  referred to above -  which occurs in the 11 century and 
was one of the major cultural processes affecting the trade, was a cultural movement 
fundamentally composed of desert Berber groups and due to the documents providing a 
relatively large amount of detail on this group (see for example Moraes Farias, 1967; 
Norris, 1971) we are afforded certain key insights into the desert Berber culture of this 
era.
The Trans-Saharan routes.
thUp to the 11 century the descriptions of the routes taken across the desert from North 
Africa to reach the Sudan are quite vague. We are aware of a ‘Far Western’ route 
leading from Sidjilmasa in the direction of Ghana (see Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 43- 
52) and we are also aware of a broad route slightly further east leading from the area 
around Tahert in the direction of Gao; though this route is less well-documented than 
the western route in the pre-11th century era, its definition largely relying on a clear 9th 
century reference to diplomatic and trading contacts between Tahert and Gao (Levtzion 
& Hopkins, 1981: 24-25). We are however given little detailed accounts of the
thwaypoints, directions and distances involved in these routes before the 11 century. 
With the 11th century the accounts of the Trans-Saharan routes improve dramatically. 
From this point onwards detailed itineraries of the Trans-Saharan routes are provided 
including directions, distances, waypoints and important stop-offs along the routes. Al-
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Bakri (see Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 62-87) appears to be the geographer who 
launched this new level of detailed description of the routes. Given the potential 
environmental hazards of the desert it is no surprise that the geographers show a great 
preoccupation with plotting precise routes that can assist the traveller.
The trade goods.
The documents provide us with certain insights into trade goods which were exported to 
the Sudan. We are provided with mentions of items such as glass beads (Levtzion & 
Hopkins, 1981:169), copper (ibid) and cowrie shells (e.g. ibid: 83). While this is so, 
these insights into trade goods are on the whole mere snippets of information casually 
recounted by the Early Arabic authors. At no point in the documents is a single detailed 
accounting made of the goods exported across the Sahara by a caravan. Accordingly we 
cannot gain a true sense of the proportions of major commodities exported at any point 
in time within the trade. The relative limitation of comment on the exports to the Sudan 
is nothing compared with the almost complete lack of detailed comments on the 
commodities shipped back across the Sahara. While the references to the main 
commodity, gold, are legion within the Early Arabic sources (see Levtzion & Hopkins, 
1981: 474 for index of references) for the most part we fail to really grasp a concrete 
idea of this commodity; its origins, its movement or in what form it was dealt are not 
detailed. Gaining an idea of the slave trade is an even more difficult task as there are 
very few detailed references on the human commodities which undoubtedly formed a 
major part of the trade until later periods (see Fisher, 2001; Segal, 2001). Other 
commodities such as ivory are referred to but only in the vaguest sense. The following 
quotation provides a clear sense of the level of the average early Arabic document’s 
insight into trade commodities: “[goods comprised]...male and female slaves and gold 
and ivory and ebony and elephant tusks and sharki skins and lamt shields and other 
things” (Al-Zuhri in Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 95). It can be clearly seen that the 
geographers were not preoccupied with discussing commerce: they were geographers 
not merchants.
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Part 2: The entrepot towns.
The immediate destinations of the Trans-Saharan routes were the entrepot towns located 
on the southern fringes of the Sahara. In the following account we will look at the four 
principal entrepot towns which form the focal point of this thesis. On the far western 
route leading from the Moroccan area to Ghana there were two key entrepot centres, 
Audaghust situated in the northern part of the Sahel, the first point beyond the desert 
proper, and further south the merchant town of Ghana located in close proximity to the 
Sudanic polity of Ghana. On the route further east firstly there was the town of 
Tadmekka, situated like Audagust at the first point beyond the desert proper, and further 
south there was the merchant town of Gao, located in close proximity to the Sudanic 
polity of Gao. While these four towns were the key entrepot centres for a large part of 
the Early Islamic period, towards the end of the Early Islamic period certain of these 
towns had ceased to figure prominently in the Early Arabic sources and certain had 
dropped out completely. It is unclear exactly what this disappearance from the texts 
means for these locations. Certainly by the later centuries of the Early Islamic era 
different towns are referred to in the Early Arabic sources. To provide a sense of these 
towns we will also show what the Early Arabic sources can tell us about these later 
developments. Firstly though we focus on the four principal towns of the earliest years 
of Early Islamic trade, starting with the far western route and the merchant towns of 
Audgahust and Ghana, then looking at the more eastern route and the merchant towns of 
Tadmekka and Gao.
Audashust.
On the far western route the most important entrepot town first reached after the Sahara 
proper from the earliest times was that of Audaghust. This location is first mentioned in 
872/3AD by Al-Yaqubi who described it as “a town called ‘Ghust’, an inhabited valley 
with dwellings ... It is the residence of their king who has no religion or law” (Levtzion 
& Hopkins, 1981: 22). Within Al-Yaqubi’s text the description of Audaghust clearly 
shows it to be the first permanent location after the desert on the way to the Sudan. At 
the end of the 10th century (c.967-988) the town of Audaghust is again singled out by 
Ibn Hawqal as the pre-eminent permanent settlement in the western areas of the 
Western Sahel, the writer describing Audaghust as “a pleasant town, and of all God’s 
lands it most resembles Mecca...” (Ibid., 46). Hawqal’s description provides further 
information adding that: “I saw at Audaghust a warrant in which was the statement of a
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debt owed to one of them [the people of Sidjilmasa] by one of the merchants of 
Awdaghust, who was [himself] one of the people of Sidjilmasa, in the sum of 42,000 
dinars. I have never heard anything comparable to this story in the East {i.e. in Asia}” 
(Ibid., 47). Seemingly confirming Audaghust’s status at this period as the major town in 
this region and a place of flourishing trade, Al-Muhallabi (c.990AD), quoted in Yaqut 
(c.1229), states that: “The king of Awdaghust maintains relations with the ruler of 
Ghana” and that “there are excellent markets in Audaghust, and it is one of the most 
important metropolises, and there is a continuous flow of traffic towards it from every 
land” (Ibid., 168). In addition to indicating its commercial importance, Al-Muhallabi 
also seems to indicate it is an important Islamic centre: “its people are Muslims, who 
recite the Koran, study Islamic jurisprudence and possess Mosques and oratories” (Ibid.,
tli168). In the mid-11 century the documents indicate that Audaghust is attacked by the 
Almoravids, many of the inhabitants apparently being massacred and the town sacked 
(Ibid., 73-74). Reports of Audaghust after this time are less easy to interpret, it being 
unclear from the reports whether it flourishes again or whether it loses its status (see 
Robert et al, 1970: 15-27). While Audaghust is referred to in the mid-14th century it is 
difficult to distinguish within this reference whether the name is being used in 
connection with a commercial entrepot or simply a pastoral locality (Levtzion & 
Hopkins, 1981: 274). This is the last documentary reference to Audaghust.
• • thFrom these descriptions it is quite clear that Audaghust was by the 9 century some 
form of permanently inhabited centre, and by the end of the 10th century a location of 
flourishing commerce with some form of Islamic population. What is less clear from the 
documentary sources is the post mid-11th century period of Audaghust after its dealings 
with the Almoravids.
The merchant town o f Ghana.
For traders going further south than Audaghust, the next location on the ‘Far Western’
tfiroute was Ghana itself. While Ghana is first referred to in the documents in the 9
tl icentury as we recounted earlier, it is not until the 11 century that we hear a reference to 
a merchant town there. This description is as follows:
The city o f Ghana consists o f two towns situated on a plain. One o f these towns, which is 
inhabited by Muslims, is large and possesses twelve mosques, in one o f which they assemble for 
the Friday prayer. There are salaried imams and muezzins, as well as jurists and scholars.... The 
king’s town is six miles distant from this one and bears the name Al-Ghaba. Between these two 
towns there are continuous habitations (Al-Bakri in Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 79-80).
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Shortly after this description was written, Ghana like Audaghust is seen to have had 
involvements with the Almoravids, Ghana having ‘turned Muslim’ under Almoravid
tininfluence in the late 11 century (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 99). The texts are not 
clear as to the consequences of this for Ghana and its merchant town. Part of the 
difficulty of interpreting Ghana’s history after the development of relations with the 
Almoravids is brought about by there being the potential for multiple ‘Ghanas’ to have 
existed and therefore multiple trading towns or capitals in a region or state broadly 
referred to as Ghana (cf. McIntosh, 1998; Masonen, 2000).
Our sure understanding of ‘the’ entrepot of Ghana from the sources therefore focuses 
essentially on the 11th century report of Al-Bakri. The origins of this 11th century town 
are unclear. After the 11 century likewise it is not clear what happened to it. Likewise 
we cannot gauge the possible histories of other potential merchant towns of Ghana.
Tadmekka.
On the route further to the east leading from the region of Tahert in the direction of Gao, 
the first major permanent habitation we hear of to develop south of the desert is 
Tadmekka. To reiterate, this is the particular entrepot which this thesis focuses on.
In the 10th century we are given a description of some form of cultural centre at 
Tadmekka provided by Ibn Hawqal:
These are the tribes o f the pure Sanhaja. As for the Banu Tanamak, the kings o f Tadmakka, and 
the tribes related to them, it is said that they were originally Sudan whose skin and complexion 
became white because they live close to the North and far from the land o f Kawkaw, and that 
they descend on their mother’s side from the progeny o f Ham.....
Some say, however, that they actually belong to the Sanhaja. Those who attach the Banu 
Tanamak to the descendants o f Ham base themselves on the theory o f al-Kindi that the whites, 
when they breed for seven generations in the land o f the Sudan, take on their external appearance 
and black colour.
The supreme kings o f  Tadmakka in our time are Fusahr b. Alfara and Inaw b. Sabanzak. They 
are the rulers, who combine leadership with learning, jurisprudence, and political skill, as well as 
some knowledge o f  biographies and they are versed in traditions and history. They are Banu 
Tanamak.
(Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981:50-51).
In addition to Hawqal’s report we also have certain oral traditions recorded in the Early 
Arabic documents in the 11/12th centuries which recount 10th century events involving
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Tadmekka and suggesting Tadmekka was at that time a place of thriving commerce 
with ‘treasure houses’, implying therefore a permanent settlement:
Three shaykhs, Abu ‘Amr [‘Uthman b. Khalifa al-Sufi], Abu Nuh [Salih b. Ibrahim b. Yusuf al- 
Mazati] and Abu T-Rabi [Sulayman b. ‘Abd al-Salam al-Wisyani] (may God have mercy upon 
them), recount that a man o f the B.Wisyan named Tamli was mean (muqill) in his early 
years...H e belonged to the people o f the Qusur...He began to travel to Tadmakkat where he 
attained great w ealth ...H e began to send from Tadmakkat every year sixteen bags, each bag 
containing 500 dinars. These bags were o f cowhide and on each o f them was written “This is 
God’s property” . The shaykh returned. He used to recount o f his treasure houses: “I saw there 
marked bags which I can only liken to puppies piled one on another, as full o f gold. On each bag 
was written: ‘This is G od’s property. Praise be to God the Lord of the W orlds’.” (Ibid:90/91).
Following the 10th century, the next mention we have of Tadmekka is just after the mid- 
11th century as what appears to be a thriving metropolis:
From Bughrat you go to Tiraqqa and from there across the desert plain to Tadmakka, which o f 
all the towns in the world is the one that resembles Mecca the most. Its name means “the Mecca 
like” . It is a large town amidst mountains and ravines and is better built than Ghana or Kawkaw. 
The inhabitants o f Tadmakka are Muslim Berbers who veil themselves as the Berbers of the 
desert do. They live on meat and milk as well as on a grain which the earth produces without 
being tilled. Sorghum and other grains are imported for them from the land o f the Sudan. They 
wear clothes o f cotton, nuli, and other robes dyed red. Their king wears a red turban, yellow 
shirt, and blue trousers. Their dinars are called “bald” because they are o f pure gold without any 
stamp. Their women are o f  perfect beauty, unequalled among people o f any other country, but 
adultery is allowed among them. (Ibid: 85).
Towards the end of the 11th century Tadmekka, like Audaghust and Ghana, is seen to 
come in contact with the Almoravid movement and is said to have “turned Muslim” 
through Almoravid influence (Ibid: 99). Whereas Tadmekka is not specifically referred 
to as having been sacked like Audaghust, the reference to it as having ‘turned Muslim’ 
does appear to be associated with some form of conflict. Due to the vagueness of the 
source which refers to Tadmekka’s involvement with the Almoravids we cannot gain a 
clear sense of the potential effects this might have had on Tadmekka. Indeed, the 
sources for Tadmekka from the late-11th century up until the early-14th century are 
either very sparse or obviously copies of earlier sources (see Appendix A). The 
significance of the few new references to Tadmekka during this period is unclear. In the 
early-14th century, however, we do get another clear reference to Tadmekka:
In the land o f the Sudan there are also three independent white Muslim kings who are Berbers; 
the sultan o f Ahir (Air), the sultan o f DMWShH, and the sultan o f Tadmakka. The three are 
Muslim kings in the south o f the west, between Morocco (the kingdom o f the sultan Abu T- 
Hasan), and the country o f Mali and its neighbours. Each o f them is an independent sovereign; 
no one o f them rules another, but the greatest is the king o f Ahir. They are Berbers and dress 
more or less like the Moroccans in the durra ‘a (except that it is narrower) and turban with chin- 
band. Having no horses, they ride camels. Neither the Marinid sultan nor the ruler o f Mali has 
any authority over them. They live, as desert dwellers do, on meat and milk; grain is scarce with 
them. (Al Umari in Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 274).
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It can be seen in this quotation though that there is no specific reference to Tadmekka as 
a commercial town and therefore it is difficult to judge whether we are seeing a 
reference to a flourishing trade centre or some other form of cultural centre, perhaps not 
even urban. After this fairly detailed early-14th century description there are no clear 
records of Tadmekka (discussed further in sect. 10.4). The last reference to Tadmekka
t liin the early-15 century is vague (see Appendix A) and after this we are not sure what 
happens to it.
It can be seen therefore that the Early Arabic documents do provide us with important 
information on Tadmekka. While there is a good deal of debate concerning the extent to
• tliwhich Tadmekka was a thriving metropolis in the 10 century, it is clear that the groups 
who existed there had contacts with the Muslim world -  something which can be seen 
in Hawqal’s reference to the leaders at that time being versed in Islamic law -  and by
tL
the second half of the 11 century it most definitely had become a major metropolis. 
We are also aware that it had some form of contact with the Almoravids. After the late- 
11th century, however, the documents provide little clear idea of the extent to which 
Tadmekka was still a thriving entrepot town, and the ultimate fate of Tadmekka as a 
town is not at all clear from the documents. In addition to the broad ideas of the town’s 
development we must also note the importance of the documents in establishing for us 
the very name of the town and its cultural significance, ‘Tadmekka’ being clearly a 
name which designates the town as an important Islamic cultural centre, it meaning in 
Berber ‘a resemblance to Mecca’. The documents also refer to certain other interesting 
characteristics of Tadmekka: the early cultural mixing in the locality, the ‘looseness’ of 
its 11th century women, and the 11th century presence of a monetary system at the town 
(see quotations above). While we can use these ideas in various ways, these references 
cannot be taken as clear evidence of the historical existence of these cultural 
characteristics, as it is quite possible these ideas are elaborations of the geographical 
texts for added colour. These ideas will, however, be returned to.
The merchant town o f  Gao.
For traders continuing south of Tadmekka the next major entrepot was that of the
• t limerchant town of Gao. While Gao (or Kaw Kaw) was first mentioned by name in the 9
thcentury, it is not until the end of the 10 century that we hear some form of reference to
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a merchant town of Gao. This is the record of Al-Muhallabi which was recounted in the 
12th century by Yaqut:
Their king pretends before his subjects to be a Muslim and most o f them pretend to be Muslims 
too. He has a town on the Nile {i.e. the Niger}, on the eastern bank, which is called Samah, 
where there are markets and trading houses and to which there is continuous traffic from all 
parts. He has another town to the west o f the Nile where he and his men and those who have his 
confidence live’. (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 174).
Al-Bakri in c.1068 also records the presence of two settlements at Gao (Ibid: 87), but 
without saying that one is an exclusively merchant town. He does however state that 
one of the towns is inhabited by Muslims. The king of the Sudanic polity of Gao is also
tlidescribed by Al-Bakri as being Muslim. In the 12 century Gao is described as a major 
town but there is no reference to a separate merchant or Muslim centre (see following 
reference). Within the 12th century documents we do have accounts of the merchants of 
Gao however:
Their merchants wear chemises and mantales, and woolen bands rolled around their heads. Their 
ornaments are o f gold. The nobles and eminent persons among them wear waist-wrappers. They 
mix with the merchants, sit in their company, and take shares in their wares [participating in the 
profit] by way o f muqarada. (Al-Idrisi in Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 113).
From the 13th century onwards we do not have particularly clear descriptions of the 
merchant centre of Gao but, as indicated earlier, it is clear that the Sudanic polity of Gao 
itself continues to thrive in terms of commerce. One can only assume that a strong 
commercial function was retained in the town right up to the end of the Early Islamic 
era as it continued to be a major centre and in the 15th century became the capital of the 
Songhay empire.
It can be seen therefore that we can gain useful ideas of Gao from the sources regarding 
its earlier period especially and the motif of some form of division between the 
merchant town and the royal town at this time. One is though not sure what to make of 
the lack of new references to this merchant settlement in the 12th century and as we have 
indicated the documents are not terribly clear on the nature of the merchant system at 
Gao as a whole.
‘Later ’ Early Islamic towns.
We have already indicated that within the Early Arabic documents not all the entrepot
tiltowns continue to be recorded after the 11 century. As we have shown, Audaghust and 
Tadmekka are not recorded in great detail after the 11th century though they are
• • t bmentioned in name. Audaghust is not mentioned at all after the early-14 century and
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Tadmekka is not referred to after the early-15 century. The merchant town of Ghana 
likewise becomes from the late-11th century onwards a hard-to-define entity. While it is 
unclear exactly what these various changes and dropping out of the texts meant for all 
these locations, what is certain is that by the later centuries of the Early Islamic era new 
towns are referred to in the Arabic sources as entrepot centres in the Western Sahel.
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Perhaps the most important of these is the town of Timbuktu which from the mid-14 
century is referred to in the records, located between Audaghust and Tadmekka 
(Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 287). In the ‘far west’, located just below Audaghust, we 
hear of the town of Walata, clearly an important part of the Trans-Saharan system as 
well by the mid-14th century (Ibid., 284-286). Further to the east, east of Tadmekka 
even, we hear of the town of Takedda as an important trade centre also from the mid- 
14th century (Ibid., 301-303). At the very least these towns represent a diversification of 
the trade market and one does suspect from their greater entries within the Early Arabic 
documents from the mid-14th century that these towns begin to supplant some of the 
most dominant ‘Earliest’ Islamic towns. Certainly by the 15th and 16th centuries a 
review of the documents strongly suggests that the only continuity with the earliest 
years of the Early Islamic trade is at Gao, the other towns having dropped out of the 
literature which has become increasingly detailed and therefore increasingly reliable.
It can be seen therefore that the Early Arabic documentary sources provide a very good 
base with which to understand the Early Islamic trade and its entrepot. While this is so, 
as we have seen in this brief review they cannot provide all the answers and are no 
means by which to construct an entirely authoritative account of the trade. While this is 
recognized by critical progressive scholars, there is still a strong traditional voice within 
thinking and writing on the Early Islamic trade which does see the Early Arabic sources 
as an adequate stand-alone tool for understanding the Early Islamic trade process. It is 
this traditional voice and its critique that we turn to now.
Section 1.3: The traditional account of the Early Islamic trade and its 
critique.
In our review of the traditional account of the trade and its critique, we will focus on 
three broad areas of research. We will look at research concerning the pacing of trade,
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the cultural character and organization of the trade entrepot system and the movement 
of Trans-Saharan commodities. From our review of the Arabic historical sources it will 
already be clear that it is not possible to gain a clear idea of these core research issues 
concerning the Early Islamic trade from them alone. Despite this fact, certain 
authoritative opinions have been constructed regarding these core issues upon the basis 
of this limited evidence. While for many years the traditional account of the trade was 
not questioned, new work has been questioning this traditional account and offering 
different ideas. In addition there have also been attempts to diversify the types of 
historical sources being used in order to offer new perspectives. My review of this work, 
and some additional original analysis, will demonstrate that there is a need for new 
evidence to be brought into the debate, and archaeology would appear to be the 
discipline offering the greatest potential for producing such evidence.
The yacins o f  trade (1): the pre-l(fh century era o f  trade.
thThe traditional account of the pacing of trade has made the 10 century the point at 
which major Trans-Saharan commerce finally commences (Devisse, 1988; Insoll, 2003:
i.L
chp.5). This idea rests on the fact that, as we have seen, prior to the 10 century the 
Arabic documentary sources do not indicate the existence of a significant Trans-Saharan
tViTrade whereas towards the end of the 10 century there is clear documentary evidence 
of a thriving trade. The way in which this development has been modelled in the 
traditional account is that in the 10th century trade is seen to be given a boost by the 
involvement of major powers such as the Fatimids and the Umayyads who invest 
economic and military power in Trans-Saharan commerce (Devisse, 1988). What this 
implies is the inability of previous groups operating out of small ‘city states’ to 
orchestrate a significant trade on their own. The account of why groups lacking large 
economic and military power would have been incapable of orchestrating a significant 
trade seems to rely largely on the sense that the desert was a formidable barrier to trade 
in the pre-10th century era which groups without large economic and military resources 
would not be able to tame (Devisse, 1988:389). A degree of support can indeed be 
found in the documentary sources for this view as certain sources picture the desert as a
thharsh landscape in the pre-10 century era both in terms of the environmental 
difficulties and the predation of Sanhadja nomads (see e.g, Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 
41, 45). Accordingly, the overwhelming traditional consensus has been that pre-10th 
century trade was limited, being characterized as “hazardous and timid” (Devisse, 1988: 
389).
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While the traditional account of the early pacing of the Trans-Saharan Trade is 
dominant it has not gone unchallenged. The basis for questioning the traditional account 
has been the reanalysis of certain of the earliest Arabic documents, principally those 
relating to the Ibadi traders who were defined earlier as an important early trading group 
based around the northern entrepot of Tahert. The study of these Ibadi documents raises
iL
serious questions over whether in fact trade in the pre-10 century era was really as 
limited as had been made out within the traditional account (Levtzion, 1978). These 
documents appeared to offer glimpses of interaction between the Ibadi traders and
• tliSudanic polities from well before the accepted organised trade of the 10 century (e.g. 
Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 24-25). The ‘Ibadi hypothesis’ has continued to throw up 
evidence which hints at a significant pre-10 century Trans-Saharan Trade (e.g. Savage, 
1992). Associated with this critical study was a broader raising of questions related to 
some of the core Early Arabic sources. For example, the question was posed whether 
the massive trade system reported on at the end of the 10th century by Ibn Hawqal could 
really have sprung up over night (Levtzion, 1978: 646). Yet there was no clear way of 
proving that the traditional account was really fundamentally flawed with the existing 
limited historical evidence, the documents allowing one to criticize only ever offering
xl_
the merest hints of a pre-10 century trade. Interestingly for our investigation 
archaeology has already been applied to this debate, two authorities, Devisse (1988) and 
Insoll (2003), both drawing heavily on archaeological data to back up the dominant 
view based around the Early Arabic documents. As I will show in the next chapter, this 
contribution has not been entirely satisfactory.
The pacing o f  trade (2): the 10th and early- 11th century ‘trade boom
tViWhile debate has been fairly intense in relation to the pre-10 century trade, the fact 
that there is reasonable consensus on the existence of major trade from the 10th century
th  tVionwards means that the account of the 10 /early 11 century ‘trade boom’ has gone 
virtually unquestioned. However, when we look at it we see that it is not an entirely 
sound account.
thThe traditional account of the 10 century ‘trade boom’ maintains that this took place 
almost exclusively on the far western route and that this pattern continued into the early 
11th century, it not being until after the mid-11th century that the more eastern (Gao) 
route is seen to take off (Devisse, 1988). The basis for this belief is the scarcity of
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reports within the core Early Arabic texts concerning the eastern route. Specifically, the 
work of Ibn Hawqal has been used as proof of this, since while he talks of ‘42,000 dinar 
debts’ being run up by traders on the far western route he says nothing about trade on 
the eastern route (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 43-52). On the basis of this account it has 
been maintained that the western route saw all the trade while the route further east 
running from the zone around Tahert to Gao saw very limited trade (Devisse, 1988). 
The scholarly modelling of the 10th century trade has argued that the western route was 
most important because it was favoured by the major powers who became involved in 
the trade in the 10th century; it being close to the domains of the Umayyads (Spain), and 
also seen to have been the focus of the Fatimids who after clashes with the Ibadi traders 
from the eastern district had decided to focus their commercial energies further west 
(Devisse, 1988: 397).
While this account of the 10th century development of trade has assumed authoritative 
status there is good reason to question it. Firstly we must consider how representative 
Hawqal’s report of the geography of 10 century trade is. An awareness of the 
background to Hawqal’s text shows that it was written based upon information collected 
at Sidjilmasa on the far western route (Levtzion, 1968). Is it not possible therefore that 
Hawqal’s account of trade is biased in favour of the western route with which he was 
most familiar? Also what are we to make of reports recorded in the 11th or 12th century 
that 10th century Ibadi traders accumulated masses of gold on the eastern route at 
Tadmekka (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981:90-91)? And what of the multiple Muslim 
cemeteries seen at Essouk on the eastern route which epigraphy date to at least the 
early-11th century (Moraes Farias, 2003: sect.3.4)?
While this evidence raises serious questions about the traditional account, it is not 
enough to set up a convincing alternative account of the 10th to early-11th century trade 
process. Firstly, making an argument for significant trade on the eastern route in the 10th 
century on the basis of oral traditions recorded in the 11/12th centuries is a weak 
argument as it could be maintained that these texts are equally likely, perhaps more 
likely, to be corrupted as are Hawqal’s writings. Likewise, the epigraphic evidence, 
while convincing to those already critical of the dominant account, is not early enough 
to fundamentally challenge it. Once again archaeology has not yet shone much light on 
this debate, in large part due to the fact that there has been no excavation at Tadmekka.
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The organization and culture o f  the entrepot system.
While clear ideas exist concerning the organization and culture of the Trans-Saharan 
entrepot system, an awareness of the evidence once again leads one to raise serious 
questions of these ideas. The dominant idea of the organization and culture of the 
entrepot system has been communicated by Timothy Insoll (2003), an archaeologist. 
While Insoll is an archaeologist, his account is mostly informed by historical sources.
aL aL
According to Insoll (2003: chp.5) during the 10 and 11 centuries, as trade expands, 
Commerce is concentrated at entrepots at the northern edge of the Sahel: Tegdaoust and 
Tadmekka. With these core centres of northern merchant activity thriving, further south 
secondary merchant centres develop located in close proximity to the Sudanic centres of 
Ghana and Gao. These secondary centres, the merchant towns of Ghana and Gao, are 
seen to exist as quarantined northern merchant centres, part of a dual settlement 
structure coupled with the Royal towns of the Sudanic polities. It is argued that this 
division was created for the sake of maintaining cultural distance for the merchants and 
Sudanic polities alike. Within the 12th and 13th centuries as trade continues to expand 
the system based upon these four entrepot centres is presented as showing a clear 
continuity.
When we reflect upon this account of the organization and culture of the entrepot 
system in light of other historical research we see certain causes for questioning it. The 
key piece of evidence is epigraphy from Gao-Saney, presented in InsolTs account as the 
quarantined merchant town associated with the polity of Gao. This epigraphy clearly 
shows that Royal groups, practising Islam, were associated with Gao-Saney from at 
least 1100AD (Moraes Farias, 2003: sect.3.5). This piece of evidence shows that the 
idea of cultural and spatial separation between merchants and indigenous elites is far too 
simplistic. There is further cause for questioning the model. For instance, what is one to 
make of the references to the population of Tadmekka as having significant Sudanic 
elements in the 10th century (see Ibn Hawqal in appendix A) but being described in the 
early 14th century as ‘white’ (see Al-Umari in appendix A)? While not taking these 
references at face value to mean that significant ethnic or cultural change took place at 
Tadmekka between the 10th and the 14th centuries it should at the least make us question 
the authoritative account of a ‘cultural continuity’ within the merchant centres over the 
course of the trade. One further omission from the model stands out: the failure to 
provide an account of the Almoravid movement’s effect upon the entrepot system, a 
movement which the Arabic document: elves quite clearly indicate had major
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effects upon the entrepot system in the 11th and 12th centuries even if they do not clearly 
communicate the exact nature of this effect. It can be seen therefore that Insoll’s (2003) 
model requires some revision. As we will see in the next chapter the existing 
archaeology has not been adequately applied.
tHThe post-13 century organization and culture of the entrepot system is not dealt with 
by Insoll and no clear account has been provided elsewhere. As we have already seen in 
the previous review of the documents, it is in this 13th to 14th century period that certain 
entrepots begin to drop out of the Arabic documents and certain new ones begin to 
appear. While this ‘negative’ documentary evidence does suggest clear changes in the 
status of the earliest Early Islamic centres, there is no ‘positive’ historical evidence upon 
which to construct a clear account of the changes that take place. Epigraphic evidence
tV» •does not provide a guide to the entrepot towns after the 14 century as it has not been 
evidenced after this period (see Moraes Farias, 2003: sect.3.4 & 3.5). As we will show 
later in the thesis, certain oral traditions may provide useful new directions for research. 
Also, as we will see later in the thesis, archaeology can offer some interesting new 
insights into the post-13th century situation, demonstrated through an account of Essouk 
at this time.
Trans-Saharan commodities.
The last area of debate to focus on relates to a topic which has formed some of the 
central conceptual structures of Trans-Saharan research: the movement of commodities 
north and south across the Sahara. Within historical debate the movement of 
commodities from North Africa to the sub-Saharan regions is little discussed, certainly 
due to the limited amount of information the historical sources provide. While attempts 
are made to deal with the historical source material, the result is simply a listing of the 
commodities generally referred to by the Arabic authors (Mitchell, 2005: chp.5); no 
account can be provided beyond the limited references of those authors and no solid 
account can be given of the changing North African export system over time, not even 
for the limited products referred to by the historical sources. There are thus no historical 
sources to offer us insight. As we will see in the thesis, however, archaeology has 
potential to shed some light upon this topic.
The account of the movement of the commodities from the south to the north has 
received a great deal more attention. One particularly sustained attempt to deal with the
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available data and to struggle with the debates surrounding this has been provided by 
Devisse (1988: 381-389). This discussion shows the way in which the Early Arabic 
authors consistently show a preoccupation with gold, suggesting it to be the main 
commodity shipped north. While this seems highly likely, there has been an inability to 
understand the functioning of the gold trade. Devisse’s analysis concentrates on 
breaking down the terms Arabic authors use to refer to the quality and extent of the 
traded gold and its refinement. While struggling hard with the historical source material 
Devisse’s conclusion is limited essentially to saying that gold was coming across the 
Sahara in a raw form, but it is unclear what form.
When we reflect upon Devisse’s account, while agreeing that the historical sources are 
vague, one sees also that Devisse’s account has been highly selective of these historical 
sources and has accordingly perhaps over-simplified the conclusions, vague though they 
are. To understand this let us look first at the following quote of Devisse:
The Arab sources attest that gold existed in wrought form in West Africa; but apparently those in 
power south o f the Sahara, whether Muslim or not, never, even after 1050, turned this gold into 
coins.”(Devisse, 1988: 386-387).
It appears that this quotation does not fit well with Al-Bakri’s statement concerning the
• • thcirculation of a gold coinage at Tadmekka in the 11 century nor with the Ibadi oral
iL
traditions related to 10 century Tadmekka which record bags of Dinars being housed at 
Tadmekka (see Al-Bakri and Ibadi sources in appendix A)? Are these references not 
suggestive of a great amount of complexity to the nature of the gold trade within the 
Early Islamic system? As Devisse is correct to note, the issue of the nature of the gold 
trade relates to some fundamental questions in economic history (Ibid.: 387). Aware of 
the fact that fundamental questions are at stack, it is therefore dangerous to trust 
historical sources which provide hints but do not provide the basis for complete trust in 
their accounts. Again it seems that although the Arabic documents are useful for 
generating hypotheses, they are not solid evidence with which to start rewriting the 
economic history of the Trans-Saharan Trade. While previous archaeology has not so 
far been applied to this debate this thesis will again show that it has the potential to 
make important contributions.
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CHAPTER 2.
Previous archaeologies at the entrepot towns.
The provision o f an overview o f the archaeology of the three other major entrepot towns 
in addition to Essouk is intended to form a useful background to archaeological 
evidence that will be drawn upon in this thesis for comparison to the new Essouk data. 
In addition to individual site introductions a brief overview will consider how 
archaeology has been applied to the core research issues of this thesis and the ways in 
which it has been neglected.
Section 2.1: Individual site backgrounds.
Tegdaoust.
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Figure 2.01: Aerial photograph of the site of Tegdaoust (from Vanacker, 1979:2).
The site o f Tegdaoust in central Mauritania has been identified with the Early Islamic 
entrepot centre o f Audaghust (Devisse, 1983: 5-29). The equation o f Tegdaoust with 
Audaghust had as its fundamental starting point the fact that the site was located in the
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geographical area where the Early Arabic documents indicated Audaghust to have been 
(Robert et al, 1970: 33-38). The identification o f Tegdaoust as a potential site of 
Audaghust’s ruins was made initially due to the fact that the site was larger than any 
other sites in the region, something which appeared to correspond with Audaghust’s 
major Early Islamic role in the region (Ibid:39-67; Devisse, 1983: 5-29). Another factor 
which suggested Tegdaoust was Audaghust was that the specific geographical 
description o f Audaghust appeared to show strong correspondences with the 
contemporary environs o f Tegdaoust (Devisse, 1983: 539-549). Although the linguistic 
correspondence between Tegdaoust and Audaghust can be seen to be negligible (Robert 
et al, 1970: 29-30) the contemporary groups possessing the name ‘Tegdaoust’ have oral 
traditions which correspond well with the known written history of the town of 
Audaghust (Robert et al, 1970: 97-107). When these factors are combined with the 
findings o f archaeology the initial identification is given considerable further weight 
(Devisse, 1983: 5-29), so much so that I am not aware of any scholars who contest the 
assertion that Tegdaoust and Audaghust are one and the same.
Figure 2.02: excavation image from the Tegdaoust fieldwork project showing 
an area o f excavated ruins in the foreground (from Devisse, J/D & S. Robert, 1969).
The site of Tegdaoust is situated in a very arid part o f the Northern Sahel, yet the 
immediate locality still retains a certain sparse vegetation cover. The site itself is 
composed o f a central urban tell o f  circa 10 hectares over which architectural ruins of 
the terminal occupation o f the site can be clearly defined, the majority o f which appear 
to be housing compounds (see figs. 2.01 & 2.02; for a more detailed description o f the 
site see Devisse, 1983: 5-29). Amongst these buildings at least one mosque was 
discovered. In addition to the central urban tell a number of associated structures are 
found surrounding the site and a large cemetery. Fieldwork at Tegdaoust was conducted
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between 1960 and 1965 by a team of French archaeologists. During this period all zones 
of the site saw sub-surface investigation and the area which was designated as the 
principal medieval tell saw intensive, large-exposure excavations. The results of these 
excavations formed a number of theses and have been published in four separate 
volumes (Vanacker, 1979; Devisse, 1983; Polet, 1985; Robert-Chaleix, 1989).
The results of the Tegdaoust excavations provided a good stratified occupational and 
material culture sequence for the site which was dated both by radiocarbon samples and 
trade goods of known age (see Polet, 1985: 231-243). The earliest levels of Tegdaoust
|L
were dated to c.8 century AD. These levels were not associated with clear evidence for 
a full-scale urban settlement, but they did show significant occupation and evidence 
some form of architecture in mud-brick. No significant quantities of material culture 
imports from North Africa were found in these deposits and, indeed, are not seen until 
the 10th century. The 10th century deposits of Tegdaoust appear to provide good 
evidence for major settlement expansion and also see a change in architecture to
tVi • • • •widespread building in stone. With the 10 century there is also a massive increase in
evidence for North African material culture imports such as vessel glass, glazed
ceramics and glass beads. The next significant shift in the occupation sequence takes 
place in the 11th century when the site appears to see a major rupture associated with 
destruction. The rebuilding following this rupture is more limited, with certain areas of 
the site abandoned and never re-occupied although certain of the buildings rebuilt are 
‘deluxe’. In the artefactual evidence from this rebuilding phase only limited North 
African material culture imports are seen and there seems to be a disappearance of local
thmetallurgy which previously had been important. In the 13 century the site declines 
further in size and in the 14th century it is abandoned.
Koumbi Saleh
The site of Koumbi Saleh is situated in the south of Mauritania close to the Malian 
border. Debate concerning the identification of Koumbi Saleh has been heating up over 
the past few decades. While an earlier currency was given to the idea that Koumbi Saleh 
was the capital of the empire of Ghana, in more recent years there is increasing opinion 
that this suggestion is erroneous (see McIntosh, 1998:256-258; Lange, 1996; 1998; 
Masonen, 2000). To begin, a problem has been seen to exist in its identification with 
‘Ghana’ -  the capital -  due to the fact that the historical description of Ghana locates the 
stone-built merchant town with mosques some 6 miles from the royal town. The failure
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to find the royal town, or any other major settlements in a wide radius from the site, 
makes the identification o f Koumbi Saleh with the merchant town o f Al-Bakri a bit 
problematic. More importantly, there has been growing dissent based upon the fact that 
Koumbi Saleh is an isolated centre without a hinterland, more than 100 kilometres from 
tens if not hundreds o f major, contemporary and earlier Middle Niger urban centres in 
the Mema, Middle Niger, and Lakes Region (Togola, 1996; Lange, 1994; 1996; and 
MacDonald, pers. comm.). Finally, the relatively recent publication of substantive 
excavation results from the site (Berthier, 1997, see below) has revealed once and for all 
that Koumbi Saleh as an urban site, did not exist until the 11th century -  virtually the 
end o f the historical polity o f Ghana which notionally dates from sometime before the 
8th century to the late 11th century AD (Levtzion, 1980). The most widely held opinion 
is now that the archaeological site o f Koumbi Saleh was a major entrepot of the final 
period o f Ghana, and perhaps even served as its ultimate capital, before enduring as a 
trade entrepot through the time o f the Malian Empire.
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Figure 2.03: Map o f the central area of the urban ruins o f Koumbi Saleh (from Berthier, 1997: 4).
The site o f Koumbi Saleh is located in the Sahelian scrubland o f south central 
Mauritania, not far from the Malian frontier. Koumbi Saleh is truly vast, the central tell 
covering an area o f some 100 hectares. In addition to the central tell, there are multiple
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necropolis surrounding it. From the surface of the main site, it is evident that at its 
abandonment Koumbi Saleh was a well defined urban complex, with large blocks of 
stone masonry architecture and carefully laid out streets. Various fieldwork projects 
have been carried out at Koumbi Saleh over almost a century, beginning in the 1910s 
(Bonnel de Mezieres, 1920; Mauny and Thomassey, 1951; 1956; Berthier, 1997). 
However, in terms of publication the site has been almost accursed, with only one 
substantive monograph, that of Berthier (1997), emerging from 12 seasons of 
excavation -  the 1975-1981 excavations of Serge and Denise Robert being almost 
entirely unpublished.
Figure 2.04: excavation image from the site o f Koumbi Saleh (Berthier, 1997: 127).
Through the combination of Berthier’s (1997) study and the more limited publications 
produced by others it is possible to build a fairly good idea of the sub-surface deposits 
of Koumbi Saleh. The sector of the site excavated by Berthier was first occupied at the 
end of the 9th century, with the first evidence for an urban structure and permanent
tliarchitecture dateable to the 11 century, sometime just prior to the advent of the 
Almoravid movement (see Berthier, 1997: 103). The apogee of the site begins in the 
12th century and continues through the 14th century. During this period a monumental
• thcolumned mosque is constructed at the site (12 century), coupled with well-made stone
  th
domestic structures. The site reaches its largest extent by the 13 century. The end of 
the 14th century through the 15th centuries see a dramatic decline in the portions of the 
site being occupied, with ultimate abandonment sometime in the 15th century.
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Glass beads from Koumbi Saleh, given its large-scale excavation, are relatively few in 
number. Berthier’s large-scale excavations found only 125 specimens, scattered
threlatively evenly across the entire sequence, with a minor quantitative peak in the 12 
century. Glass gold weights -  a rare but excellent indicator of commerce -  were also
tV i tV»recovered (seven in all) from 12 and 14 century contexts.
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Figure 2.05: Map showing the various archaeological sites o f Gao (after Insoll, 1997).
Gao is situated at the Niger Bend in Mali, on the left bank (or northern side) of the river. 
In and around it there are archaeological components of varying ages, including Gao 
Ancien, Gao-Saney, and the Gao Saney cemetery (see Figure 2.05 and Insoll, 1996; 
1997; 2000). These sites have been identified respectively with the Sudanic capital of 
Gao Ancien and the merchant centre of Gao Saney. Due to the relationship between the 
names of the site of Saney and the reference in the historical records to the merchant site 
of Saney this seems a reasonable identification and this appears further confirmed by 
the epigraphy at Gao-Saney cemetery which contains within it references to the name 
‘Saney’.
The site of Gao Ancien is difficult to access as the modem city of Gao rests atop it. 
This ‘urban archaeology’ was first seriously investigated by Insoll (ibid.) who opened a 
small exposure in an open square in the city’s old quarter at the northern end of the 
town. There he found a sequence of occupation dating (on the basis of dateable trade 
goods rather than C14 determinations) from the ninth century. However, structural
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remains do not appear to be present until the late-9th / early-10th century when mud
tharchitecture begins. In 11 century deposits Insoll (1995) found a substantial cache of 
hippopotamus ivory, no doubt destined for the Trans-Saharan Trade (Figure 2.06). 
Directly overlying this cache was more mudbrick architecture, which Insoll believed to
th  thdate to the 11 /12 centuries. It was in these deposits that Insoll found the bulk of his 
Trans-Saharan Trade goods (glass beads, glass fragments, and glazed pottery). 
Overlying this horizon was a very substantial structure made of fired brick, with fired 
tile floors. This structure was seized upon by the Malian media as a portion of the ruins 
of the Mosque of Mansa (Kankou) Moussa, rumoured to have existed in the vicinity of 
Insoll’s excavations. The name has stuck to the site, although it is now known with 
certainty that this structure pre-dates the 14th century reign of this illustrious Malian
t h  thmonarch. Insoll believed the structure to date to the 12 or 13 century on the basis of 
associated trade items. However, much more extensive excavations of this area from 
2003 to 2005 by Tereba Togola, the late director of the Malian Direction National du 
Patriomoine Culturelle, have showed this floor to be part of a large monumental
thbuilding complex, more likely a palace, and dating most probably to the 11 century 
(Sanogo et al, 2006; Togola, pers. comm.). Although Togola’s results have not yet been 
published in detail, if the palace of Gao Ancien does indeed date to the 11th century, 
then Insoll’s earlier sequence must be displaced by at least a century back in time. The 
more recent deposits at Gao Ancien are much disturbed and do not present a sequence 
of any great certainty.
Figure 2.06: Hippo ivory cache excavated at Gao Ancien (Insoll, 1996:98).
The Tell and cemetery o f Gao Saney, have seen a number of investigations over the 
years, but have also suffered from heavy looting -  largely to get at the quantities of
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valuable glass trade beads which occur in the tell, or to remove epigraphic stone stele 
from the cemetery (cf. Insoll, 1993). The site was investigated, but never fully 
published, by Flight in the 1970s (Flight, 1975). Moraes Farias (2003), amongst others, 
has investigated the inscriptions from the cemetery. A single radiocarbon date for the 
tell 1000 +/- 70 bp (970 to 1160 cal AD) was obtained by Raimbault and Sanogo as part 
of the Malian national site inventory programme of the 1980s (1991: 520). Flight
• • t hsuggested that the site was abandoned in the 13 century, as there are no dated 
inscriptions from after that time. However Insoll (1996: 12) has suggested that 
occupation may have continued until much more recent times, given the date of a 
Chinese ceramic fragment found on the surface of the site (17th century AD). New 
investigations are required on this heavily damaged site before the nature of its 
sequence of occupation can be fully understood.
Section 2.2: Assessing potentials and limitations of previous archaeologies.
The pacing of the trade according to previous archaeological evidence.
The earliest trade.
The application of previous archaeological data from the Western Sahel to the question 
of the pacing of trade has revolved around the study of three core groups of material 
culture with a North African provenance: glass beads, ‘non-bead glass’ (mostly vessel 
glass) and glazed ceramics. These items of material culture are the most 
archaeologically recoverable material culture items which can be clearly seen to have a 
Trans-Saharan origin. Essentially the question of the earliest trade has been tackled by 
determining at which point in the archaeological sequence these durable trade items 
start to appear in significant quantities. Archaeology at Tegdaoust using such an 
approach has been the principal evidence upon which the dating of significant Trans- 
Saharan Trade has been reconstructed. At Tegdaoust glass, beads and glazed ceramics
thwere recorded in large quantities from the 10 century. This has been used as a support 
for the ‘dominant’ 10th century date for the start of significant trade based on the Early 
Arabic sources (Devisse, 1988; Insoll, 2003).
While one could think therefore that archaeology has made the question of the earliest 
trade an open and shut case, this is not necessarily so. For instance, we see at the site of
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Koumbi Saleh, which all would agree was a major entrepot site, only limited glass- 
beads, non-bead glass and glazed ceramics. Likewise when we look at evidence from 
Gao Ancien, a site which was undoubtedly major in the trade for a sustained period, we 
see that the glass, glass-beads and glazed ceramics there are confined to a 5cm portion 
of the stratigraphy (Insoll, 1996:40). Does this mean there was limited trade at Koumbi 
Saleh and only trade at Gao Ancien for a period relating to 5cms of deposition? I 
suggest not: I suggest glass, bead-glass and glazed ceramics are not reliable indicators 
of volume of trade and therefore should not be used as a marker of the earliest trade. 
Indeed Insoll himself, although relying on this data as a marker of trade elsewhere 
(Insoll, 1997), has recently tentatively raised the question of its validity (Insoll, 
2006:233).
Looking further with a critical eye one sees that the occupation levels at Tegdaoust 
show that there are significant archaelogical deposits associated with permanent 
architecture at Tegdaoust before the evidence for glass-beads, non-bead glass and 
glazed ceramics (Polet, 1985: 231-243). Having stated the importance of permanent 
architecture as a marker of trade in the far north of the Sahel where Tegdaoust is 
located, I suggest that we need to look again at the archaeology below the occupational 
deposits associated with ‘luxury items’ with new eyes for signs of significant Trans- 
Saharan Trade. The Essouk data will indeed shed crucial new light on this issue, as well 
as highlighting more clearly than ever before the methodological problems for 
archaeology in its reliance on durable luxury imports for tracking Trans-Saharan Trade.
The geography o f  the l ( fh to early- 11th century trade boom.
The dominant idea in the historical sources that the 10th century trade boom was focused 
almost exclusively on the far western route from Sidjilmasa to ‘Ghana’ via Tegdaoust, 
is a concept which has received significant backing from previous archaeological 
research. As was shown in the previous chapter one of the key authorities espousing this 
view (Devisse) is an archaeologist and one of the major figures in the excavation of the 
site of Tegdaoust, the notional focus of the 10th and early-11th century western route 
trade. Indeed the results from Tegdaoust were used to illustrate this theory (Devisse, 
1988). Unfortunately, the amount of archaeology done on the eastern route is far less 
and therefore we cannot say with confidence that the eastern route was not also 
significantly involved in trade at that time. While it seems we can have confidence that 
significant trade was occurring at Gao by the 11th century, Togala’s evidence and
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chronology for a 10th century significant trade are intriguing but as yet wait to be clearly 
communicated through publication and discussion. Gao then would not appear to offer
ththe equivalent 10 century data for a ‘boom’ to that seen in the far west at Tegdaoust. 
While no clear evidence has then yet been presented from Gao we must remember that 
anyway Gao as a ‘southern’ site in the Sahel cannot be used as an equivalent for 
Tegdaoust in measuring the importance of trade on the eastern route; for example,
t h  thTadmekka further to the north of Gao could have funnelled 10 /early-11 century trade 
westwards, towards Ghana and therefore a ‘boom’ in trade at Tadmekka might not 
necessarily have seen a corresponding ‘boom’ at Gao. The major problem in the 
archaeological assessment of this question is then the previous lack of excavation at 
Tadmekka. Without data from this site no concrete independent archaeological
• • th  thconclusions can be made on the question of the extent to which 10 and early-11 
century trade was focused on the western route. This thesis will provide the data to 
make that assessment.
Organization and cultural groups according to the archaeological evidence.
In the previous chapter we showed how the dominant account of the organization and 
cultural character of the entrepot system has been developed by Timothy Insoll (2003). 
We also showed that his model for the organization and cultural character of the
t h  thentrepot system during the period from the 10 -13 centuries may be flawed. While 
we showed this previously with the historical evidence alone, when we look at the
tharchaeological evidence we see further basis for critique as when we look at the 10 - 
13 th century archaeological evidence we see certain clear patterns which simply do not 
fit within Insoll’s model. Firstly if we look at the archaeology from the site of 
Tegdaoust we see that it experiences a major rupture in the 11th century. Also we see 
that its post-11th century rebuilding is more limited than previously with major shifts in 
material culture. The archaeology from this site does not support the great continuity of
t h  thcore merchant centres for the 10 -13 centuries put forward by Insoll. Likewise the 
archaeology from the site of Koumbi Saleh does not fit within Insoll’s model, given the 
archaeological evidence for its major expansion during the 12th and 13th centuries 
suggesting as it does a huge imbalance in the relative sizes of Tegdaoust and Koumbi 
Saleh during this time, not communicated in Insoll’s model.
It can be seen therefore that the archaeology already appears to show certain patterns 
which could be used to revise our understanding of the organization of the entrepot
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system in the 10-13th centuries. Essouk will contribute further data to aid this new 
thinking. I maintain also that certain indications of the cultural character of this system 
can be provided by the previous data and again that the Essouk data will also provide 
further insight into this issue.
Regarding the final phases of the town of Tadmekka which this thesis investigates, 
obviously the lack of previous archaeological research at Essouk means that this 
question can only be tackled with my own fieldwork results. What we will see in the 
thesis is that the Essouk data can provide much clarity to both the chronology and 
cultural activity at Tadmekka in its final phases.
Trade exports to the Sudan according to archaeology.
The archaeological input into this question is largely reliant on the same material culture 
data that has been used to tackle the earliest period of Trans-Saharan trade: glass-beads, 
non-bead glass and glazed ceramics. The study of these items at the three entrepots 
already investigated has provided us with sequences of their presence and relative 
volumes, but this information is not of such a nature as to have had a dramatic effect 
upon dominant thinking. The problem is that given their highly variable presence across 
sites and within sequences it can be seen that these artefacts are only one element of the 
export commodities to the south; indeed the historical literature even provides 
indications of certain of the commodities which archaeology is not finding in large 
quantities such as cloth and books (Mitchell, 2005). Archaeology is highly restricted in 
its insight by the fact that the majority of the likely Trans-Saharan commodities don’t 
preserve well archaeologically. While the archaeological data from Essouk will not 
provide for a full account of the historical development of the export trade to the south, 
it will lend certain new important insights.
Trade imports from the south according to archaeoloev.
Archaeology’s ability to gain insight into this question has been famously minimal 
(Devisse, 1988). The evidence related to the gold and slave trade is practically non­
existent. There have been occasional dramatic finds of raw commodities, such as the 
ivory cache at Gao noted above, which give us certain insights into this trade. More 
importantly, there has been evidence from Tegdaoust for gold ‘ingots’ (see fig.2.07). 
This throws light on commercial activity related to the working of gold in the south 
which has perhaps not made its way into the wider literature. These fleeting glimpses of
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the export trade from the Sudan are all that archaeology has really contributed. Within 
this thesis, however, it will be shown that the Essouk data presents some major new 
discoveries which cast a wholly different light upon the organization and nature of the 
export trade. In addition the Essouk data can be used to draw out other previously 
under-utilized data from other o f the entrepot sites.
Figure 2.07: Gold ‘finger ingots’ excavated at Tegdaoust (from Devisse & D./S. Robert, 1969).
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CHAPTER 3.
The site o f Essouk: overview, surface archaeology and previous 
research.
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Figure 3.01: Map o f the archaeological site o f Essouk (from Mauny, 1961).
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Section 3.1: Introduction.
The archaeological site of Essouk located in the far north of the Malian Sahel is 
considered one of Mali’s great archaeological sites due to the wealth of remains existing 
there from the past. Not only is Essouk the site of the major Early Islamic ‘town ruins’ 
associated with the Early Islamic town of Tadmekka which this thesis focuses on but it 
is also the site of numerous associated Early Islamic cemeteries (see necropole in fig. 
3.01) which themselves house a wealth of Arabic epigraphy from the Early Islamic 
period. Additionally the site houses a collection of non-funerary Arabic epigraphy, 
tifinagh (indigenous Berber script) epigraphy and a range of petroglyphs (‘rock-art’) 
dotted around the site. It is due to this combination of archaeological remains that the 
site is being put forward as a Unesco World Heritage site by the Malian Cultural 
Heritage agencies.
This chapter provides a broad familiarization with the site of Essouk consisting of an 
overview of the geographical, environmental and cultural context of the site and an 
account of its surface archaeology together with previous research conducted of it. The 
account of the surface archaeology and its previous research which forms the major 
portion of the chapter is presented in two parts: firstly the structural remains of urban 
ruins, cemeteries and other structures in the immediate locality are looked at together 
with the previous research of them; secondly we look at the various epigraphy and 
petroglyphs at the site and the research that has been conducted on them.
Section 3.2: the geographical, environmental and cultural context of 
Essouk.
The archaeological site of Essouk is situated in the north-east of the republic of Mali, 40 
kilometres north-west of the town of Kidal (see Fig. Int.01), the administrative capital of 
the semi-autonomous Tuareg region of Mali. The wider region around Kidal within 
which Essouk is situated is dominated by the Adrar des Iforas, a broad expanse of low 
mountains. While this region is standardly referred to as part of the Sahel (Claudot- 
Hawad, 1985), it is a region which is environmentally at the most arid extremes of the 
Sahelian zone, the majority of the Adrar des Iforas being vast swathes of sandy terrain 
dotted with rocky outcrops. Due to this fact this region is predominantly a nomadic 
pastoral zone (Tuareg groups) and consequently there are no significant contemporary
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permanent settlements in the wider region around Essouk, the nearest being Kidal. 
While the Adrar des Iforas is an arid zone, the immediate landscape surrounding Essouk 
is one o f the areas where a certain vegetation cover can be found (see fig. 3.02). Indeed, 
the Essouk valley where the Essouk archaeological site is located provides one o f the 
best areas for the location o f wells in the Adrar des Iforas offering a relatively shallow 
water table (Jean-Pierre Tita, pers.comm). While there has been no significant tradition 
o f permanent settlement in the immediate environs o f the Essouk valley for a significant 
time, in very recent years at 2 kilometres from the site a small group of buildings has 
been constructed which includes a school and a housing compound for a local official.
Figure 3.02: the Essouk valley and its surroundings.
The archaeological site o f Essouk is integrated into educational and Cultural Heritage 
structures on both a national and a local level. Under the auspices o f the Direction 
Nationale de Patrimoine Culturelle a ‘Mission Culturelle Essouk’ serves as the primary 
means o f governmental Cultural Heritage efforts. This mission is run from Kidal by 
Jean Pierre Tita who participated in the entire Essouk field season and was crucial to its 
success. The physical manifestation o f the ‘Mission’ at the site is currently limited to 
several plaques (see e.g. fig. 3.03), the main focus o f the Mission being its educational 
and consciousness raising work in the local area. In addition to the ‘Mission’ there 
exists another organization concerned with the Cultural Heritage o f Essouk, the ‘Essouk 
association’. This organization was created with the aim o f retaining a consciousness o f 
the historical importance o f  the site within the local Tuareg community and within the 
wider Tuareg region o f Kidal. A manifestation o f this consciousness raising is seen in 
the holding o f a yearly ‘Festival o f the Desert’ at Essouk. Given the geographical
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positioning o f the site ‘cultural tourism’ is not common, though with the increasing 
desert tours operating in Mali this is a growing phenomenon (e.g see fig.3.04).
E S S n U KTADMEKKA
Figure 3.03: Posing with an Essouk plaque during the ‘festival of the desert’.
Figure 3.04: tourists photographing petroglyphs.
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Section 3.3: The surface archaeology of Essouk and its previous study 
(part 1): urban ruins, cemeteries and immediately associated structures.
Introduction.
The town ruins of Essouk which the fieldwork focuses on are located between two lines 
of rocky hills which form a c.500 metre wide valley and through which the wadi Essouk 
runs, broadly dividing the valley floor in two (see fig.3.01); water flows in this wadi 
(north to south) only briefly in the summer. The town ruins of Essouk are vast, the 
visible ruins covering some c.50 hectares of the valley floor. Due to the lack of 
significant soil/sand deposition after the final abandonment of the site, it is possible to 
clearly trace the buildings present on the site during Essouk’s terminal occupation, the 
remains of stone walls being seen all over the surface of the site (see fig. 3.05); indeed 
one can see not only the broad distributions of areas of occupation but it is easy to 
clearly define street plans, individual dwellings and even individual room spaces within 
those dwellings. These remains stand up to 2 metres high in places but are more 
commonly found standing to a height of c.50 cms. The cemeteries which Essouk is also 
well known for, containing extensive funerary epigraphy, surround the central urban 
ruins, located for the most part immediately beyond the cliffs which enclose the urban 
ruins (see various ‘necropole’ in figure 3.01). The non-funerary Arabic epigraphy, 
tifinagh and petroglyphs are located in the cliffs either side of the site and in the wider 
locality. While making one briefly aware of the locations of the epigraphy and 
petroglyphs, as was stated before these will be discussed in the next section, this section 
concentrating on the structural remains. It is to be remembered during this account of 
the structural remains that no systematic detailed recording or study of this surface 
archaeology was made and the following is based only upon the observations of the 
author during the field-season coupled with the study of aerial photographs and the 
findings of previous research.
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Figure 3.05: aerial photograph of the town ruins of Essouk (I.G.N, Paris, 1952).
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(adapted from Mauny, 1961).
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The ‘town’ ruins of Essouk.
The division of the landscape created by the wadi forms the basis for beginning to 
describe the ‘town’ ruins of Essouk. From looking at figure 3.05 and 3.06 it can be seen 
that the stone structural ruins are most extensive to the east side of the wadi covering a 1 
kilometre stretch. Additional areas of ruins are found on the island in the middle of the 
wadi and to the west of the wadi. When looking at the aerial photographs and maps it 
must be remembered that prior to sub-surface investigation it should most definitely not 
be assumed that all these ruins relate to a contemporaneous occupation, and this will 
indeed become evident throughout the thesis. In addition to the remains of buildings, 
one finds large amounts of ceramic fragments at various parts of the site and also small 
finds such as glass beads. This surface material culture is studied in detail in section 6.5 
and will not be discussed further here.
We will now look in a little more detail at the ruins commencing with those to the east 
of the wadi, treating the island ruins and those to the west of the wadi afterwards.
Ruins to the east o f  the wadi.
The ruins on the east of the wadi are best understood by relating them to the access 
points to the valley through the eastern cliffs which define the eastern side of the valley. 
A look at figure 3.06 shows the two principal entrances to the site from the east 
(through which the green lines run in fig. 3.06), these access points coming through 
quite narrow passages in the hillside. Lines created by the paths which run down to the 
wadi from these two entrances (again see the green lines in fig. 3.06) form a useful 
means of dividing the ruins to the east of the wadi into three zones. The ruins in the 
central zone between these two lines are where the majority of the most noteworthy 
surface archaeology is found on the east of the wadi; this is the area we turn to now.
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Figure 3.07: looking across the central zone o f ruins on the east of the wadi with the island in the middle 
distance and on the far side o f the wadi in the distance the western ruins.
The structures seen in ‘the central zone’ o f the ruins to the east o f the wadi can be seen 
from walking the site and from the aerial photography to relate in the majority to 
housing compounds structured around a central courtyard, seemingly being domestic 
habitations. While certain o f  these compounds can be seen to be isolated from other 
compounds, often there is a clear joining together of compounds to create small 
compound clusters. In addition to the ‘basic’ compound form observed there are 
however certain structures which stand out as obviously different. The structures which 
stand out most obviously are the two mosques within this area (see nos 1 and 2 in figure 
3.06 and compare with aerial photo fig. 3.05; also see figures 3.08 and 3.09). The 
mosque parallel to the north-tip o f the island (see fig.3.08) has a main building 
measuring 23.5m x 15.5m and has 5 aisles parallel to the qibla wall, the qibla having an 
angle o f 110° (author’s measurement). The mosque also has an associated courtyard 
(see Cressier, 1988; 1992). The mosque further to the south (Cressier, 1988) is a smaller 
more rudimentary structure measuring 11.8/12.50m x 8.3m (see fig. 3.09). It has no 
internal structural remains and no associated courtyard. Its qibla is at 92° (author’s 
measurement). These structures will be briefly returned to later during discussion of 
previous research. In addition to these 2 mosques a 3rd mosque was evidenced in 1952 
just outside the southernmost o f  the two eastern entrances (see no.3 in fig. 3.06) but is 
now seemingly covered in sand. In addition to the mosques the central zone to the east 
o f the wadi contains a large ‘monumental’ structure which has been dubbed ‘the 
monument o f Koceila’ (see no .4 in figure 3.06 ; also figure 3.10), a structure which is 
obviously not domestic but whose function is difficult to determine. Again this structure
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will be returned to briefly later. This central zone contains other aspects of note. Firstly 
the area o f ruins near to the cliff around the ‘monument o f Koceila’ is of interest as it is 
only in this zone o f  the site where ruins are found standing to a considerable height, up 
to 2 metres (see fig.3.07 at bottom of image). In addition to their being noteworthy due 
to their preservation many o f the buildings in this group o f ruins appear to have a 
slightly different character to the majority o f structures seen on the site’s surface, often 
being constructed o f very large individual stones and often having very thick walls, as is 
the case with ‘the monument o f Koceila’. Other features to note in this central area are 
what appear to be burials marked by ‘stone circles’, located next to the area of buildings 
displaying good preservation (see no.5 in figure 3.06; see also fig. 3.07 in the area just 
beyond the first housing compound cluster ). It seems likely these post-date the main 
Early Islamic occupation. The final features o f note in this zone are two buildings which 
appear most likely not to be domestic structures (see nos. 6&7 in fig. 3.06); from the 
study o f the aerial photographs (see fig. 3.05) an expert o f North African archaeology 
suggested these might be caravaneserai, structures for housing merchants, their wares 
and camels (Elizabeth Fentress, pers.comm).
Figure 3.09: the smaller mosque at Essouk; viewed 
from the north-west (no.2 in fig. 3.06).
3.06).
Figure 3.08: the ‘main’ mosque at Essouk; 
viewed from the north-east (no.l in fig.3.06)
Figure 3.10: the ‘monument of Koceila’ (see no.4 in fig.
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Moving now to look at the ruins in the southern area to the east o f the wadi (see no.8 in 
fig. 3.06) we can see from aerial and site photography (see figs. 3.05 and 3.11) they 
appear to be o f quite a different nature to those just discussed. It can be seen that there 
are no obvious signs o f  ‘housing compound’ structures like those which characterize the 
central zone just discussed. From walking around this area the nature of the ruins 
suggest it was a zone used either as a livestock market or for the storage of livestock, 
the structures giving the impression o f the remains of large, fairly rudimentary 
enclosures. While this is so, there are occasional structures in this area which do seem to 
be dwellings, particularly near to the cliff.
Figure 3.11: ruins in the southern area to the east of the wadi (see no. 8 in fig. 3.06).
Moving to look at the ruins in the northern area on the east o f the wadi (see no. 9 in fig.
3.06) from surface observation (see fig. 3.12) and aerial photography (see fig. 3.05) 
these appear to be mainly composed o f clusters o f habitation compounds o f a square or 
rectangular form with courtyards. Nowhere amongst this area o f ruins are there obvious 
signs o f monumental structures or structures not having a domestic dwelling function. 
Other than this, the only significant comment one can make is that there does appear to 
be a slight separation between this area o f ruins and the maximal extension o f the ruins 
o f the central zone; it is possible though that sand has obscured structures in between 
these two areas.
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Figure 3.12: ruins in the northern area to the east o f the wadi (see no.9 in fig.3.06). 
Ruins on the Island.
The ruins on the island all appear to be clusters o f habitation compounds having a broad 
similarity to those already observed on the east o f the wadi. While from the aerial 
photograph the ruins at the northern end o f the island appear to be linked as a single 
cluster, on the ground it can be clearly seen that there is a central street running up the 
middle o f the island which cuts through this area o f ruins to the tip of the island. The 
only other significant feature to note are stone steps which are found at the tip of the 
island going down to the wadi (see no. 10 in fig. 3.06; also figure 3.13).
Figure 3.13: stone steps leading down to the wadi at north tip of island (no. 10 in fig.3.06).
Ruins to the west o f  the wadi.
As with the ruins in the central and northern zones on the east side o f the wadi and the 
ruins on the island, the majority o f the ruins on the west o f the wadi appear to be mainly 
composed o f clusters o f habitation compounds which only a very detailed mapping 
project would be able to differentiate from the habitation clusters already described 
from other areas. This said, there are one or two features which stand out in this area o f
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ruins. Firstly the study of the remains on the ground evidenced one structure which had 
a monumental character, being defined by well-built, large, lengthy walls (the location 
of this was not recorded precisely but lies near the area marked by number 11 in fig.
3.06). Also of note in this part of the site is a long wall which is not part of a habitation 
structure (see no. 12 in fig. 3.06). The precise function of this wall was not determined 
though given that the wadi flows north to south near to the location of this wall, and 
given that the wall is only seen flanking the wadi, one might suggest that this wall 
served to protect the buildings in that quarter from seasonal flooding caused by the 
sudden flow of the wadi.
The cemeteries.
There are 6 cemeteries at Essouk located for the most part outside the cliffs which 
enclose the central urban ruins (see ‘necropoles’ in fig. 3.01). These cemeteries show no 
evidence of pre-Islamic remains, and the remains evidenced in them are obviously 
Islamic, conveyed most clearly by the fact that the majority of the cemeteries feature 
Arabic epigraphy with reference to the Muslim faith (see Moraes Farias, 2003: chp.7). 
The north-east (see fig. 3.14) and the south-west (see fig. 3.15) cemeteries are the most 
extensive. The western necropolis (see fig. 3.16) is also of a significant size. The 
cemeteries to the east, south-east and north-west are smaller. The three most major 
cemeteries -  north-east, south-west and west -  all feature enclosure walls of some form 
which define clusters of individual tombs from each other. While providing this 
definition however the majority of enclosures are spatially attached to other enclosures 
rather than existing as completely independent units (see e.g. figs. 3.14-3.16). While the 
cemeteries do in this respect have a certain broad formal similarity, from looking at the 
images of these cemeteries it is very clear they are very different in their arrangement. 
Indeed a clear sign of the variability between these three cemeteries is that the western 
cemetery has no epigraphy on the head-stones whereas this epigraphy is found in the 
other cemeteries (Moraes Farias, 2003: sect.3.4), a point to be returned to.
Based upon the presence of absolutely dated epigraphy from 5 of the cemeteries we can 
provide a certain date range for these (from Moraes Farias, 2003: chp.7). It is to be 
remembered however that this date range does not provide a range for the first and the 
last use of these cemeteries as it is possible that they were used both before and after
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these dates by groups who did not ‘date’ their headstones. The date ranges we have for 
the cemeteries are as follows:
• North-east = 1033AD -  1251 AD;
• North-west =1212AD -  1385/1387AD;
• East = 1037AD -  1342AD;
• South-east = 1074AD -  1275/76AD or 1294/1295AD;
• South-west = 1017/1019A D - 1168/1169AD;
• West = no dates available.
The epigraphy which provides these dates is obviously to be discussed in the next 
section.
Figure 3.14: a portion of the north-eastern cemeteries.
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Figure 3.15: aerial photograph o f the south-western cemetery; compare with fig.3.06 for scale (I.G.N., 
Paris, 1952).
Figure 3.16: aerial photograph o f the western cemetery; see fig.3.06 for scale (I.G.N., Paris, 1952).
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Structural remains beyond the central area o f the site.
No systematic survey o f the surrounding landscape was made during the field-season 
but extensive random walking in the surrounding area did result in the evidencing of 
certain structures. The most important structure evidenced was found c.200 metres to 
the north-west o f the north-eastern cemetery, a large ‘monumental’ structure (see fig. 
3.17 & 3.18). Due to the presence o f a mihrab and the large size o f the structure this was 
thought to be a mussala (open prayer area) (from figs.3.17& 3.18 it can be seen that the 
qibla is due east). Near to this building a small mound featuring ruins is seen in the 
middle o f the valley; neither the function nor the period of this could be determined. 
The last structure o f significance noted was found slightly further north of these two 
structures high on the eastern cliffs o f the valley, a small structure built in a very similar 
style to that o f the buildings seen in the central urban ruins (see fig.3.19). Due to the 
positioning o f this isolated building high up on the cliff this was thought to be most 
likely a watchtower o f some form. No other significant remains were found. No further 
discussion o f these structures will be provided as they have not been focused on by 
previous researchers.
Figure 3.17 (left) the dead-straight line o f a wall o f the mussala; figure 3.18 (right) the mussala mihrab.
Figure 3.19: ‘watchtower’ to the north of the town.
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Previous archaeological research on the ‘town ruins’ and cemetery structures.
Early research.
The first archaeological recording of the town ruins were made at the beginning of the 
20th century by Gautier (Gautier, 1907). Other than making certain broad descriptions of 
the site, it is through him that ‘the monument of Koceila’ was first recorded 
academically (referred to above) as a significant building. Due to the ‘monumental’ 
nature of this building it was seen as a special structure and Gautier recounted in his 
report of the site that local tradition believed it to be associated with the Berber queen 
Koceila who is said to have fled into the Sahara for refuge following her battle against 
and defeat by the 7th century Arab conqueror Ucqba. When one visits the site and 
compares the structure with the drawing made by Gautier (not provided) one can see 
that the remains bear little resemblance to his drawing which depicted a far more 
impressive structure than the current remains and indeed there is no way in which the 
current structure could ever have resembled Gautier’s ‘monument of Koceila’: it seems 
that the portrayal of the structure was highly ‘embellished’. There seems no reason to 
associate this building with a ‘pre-Islamic’ structure. Following Gautier, Cortier (1908) 
visited the site and made further observations and recordings. Cortier made a drawn 
record of the steps at the north of the island but recorded little else of significance. The 
next researcher to visit Essouk was De Gironcourt during his 1908-1912 tour of the 
region (De Gironcourt, 1920). De Gironcourt’s primary interest in Essouk was however 
its epigraphy and he therefore provided little account of the town ruins. His drawings of 
the cemeteries were however of great value (see De Gironcourt, 1920). The last study 
made during what we are calling the ‘early era’ of research was that conducted several 
decades later by Mauny (1952; 1961: 117-118). In addition to the taking of aerial 
photographs of the town ruins and cemeteries and the generation of a good map from 
them, Mauny importantly undertook the only academic sub-surface investigation prior 
to my work. This sub-surface investigation was only conceived of as a preliminary 
investigation being an excavation which took place on a single day (Mauny, 1961). The 
structure excavated can be seen marked on figure 3.06 (no. 13). Mauny’s findings 
concluded little but he did discover pottery with ‘dessins currieux’ although these were 
not recorded (see Mauny, 1961: 118).
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Recent research.
In the late 1980s a team of archaeologists made a preliminary reconnaissance to Essouk 
with a view to a longer term fieldwork project focused on the town ruins of Essouk 
(Cressier, 1988). This project saw Essouk as the central site within a broader study of 
the Eastern Malian/Western Niger Early Islamic Sahel. A limited surface study was 
made of important structures such as the two mosques (Cressier, 1988; 1992). Also 
limited plans were made of certain of the structures found in the cemeteries (Cressier, 
1988). In addition to recording surface structures a limited surface collection of glazed 
ceramics seen to come from North Africa was carried out (Cressier, 1992). This project 
set in train a program for the excavation of Essouk but due to the death of one of the 
archaeologists leading the project this project was put on hold. Due to the Civil War that 
broke out in Mali in the 1990s between the Tuareg and the government in the south this 
project was not able to be restarted due to the instability of the Essouk region. Instead of 
investigating Essouk, the project investigated sites in the Azawagh region of Niger 
(Bemus et al, 1999).
Recent ‘clandestine ’ excavations.
While as it was recounted earlier Mauny is the only academic scholar to have conducted 
sub-surface investigations at Essouk, there was in 1987 an excavation carried out by 
local pastoral groups who sought to pursue investigations into the past of Essouk 
associated with their own attempts to re-establish a permanent settlement at the site 
(Moraes Farias, 2003: cxxxviiii). Fascinatingly the excavation undertaken by them 
revealed the southern of the two mosques seen to the east of the wadi. These 
excavations were quickly brought to an end and no sub-surface work was done prior to 
my own investigations (Jean-Pierre Tita, pers. comm).
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Section 3.4: The surface archaeology of Essouk and its previous study 
(part 2): epigraphy and petroglyphs.
Funerary and non-fimerary Arabic epigraphy: overview and previous study.
The majority of the Arabic epigraphy found at Essouk is located in the cemeteries which 
were detailed in the previous section. We have already seen the date range of this 
epigraphy. The first obvious but necessary thing to register is that this epigraphy is all 
located on head-stones of graves (see e.g. figure 3.20). Regarding its distribution we 
have shown already that it is found only in 5 of the 6 cemeteries. From the study of the 
date ranges of this epigraphy we can also clearly see that there appears to be clear 
spatial variability in the use of epigraphy, the variability of dated epigraphy across the 
site either seeming to indicate that funerary epigraphy was focused on certain areas of 
the sites at certain times or that ‘dated’ funerary epigraphy was focused on certain areas 
of the site at certain times. Only excavation could obviously tell if this means that the 
cemeteries themselves were only used during the restricted periods indicated by the 
epigraphy. The basic content of the funerary epigraphy revolves around pronouncing 
Muslim benedictions and naming the deceased and their relatives (see Moraes Farias, 
2003: chp.7). In addition to the funerary epigraphy there is also a significant body of 
non-fimerary epigraphy at the site located mostly in the cliffs either side of the town 
ruins but also found in the wider locality (see e.g. fig. 3.21). This is less numerous than 
the funerary epigraphy at the site but still a significant collection (23 non-funerary 
epigraphs being counted as recorded by Moraes Farias as opposed to 77 funerary 
epigraphs -  see Moraes Farias, 2003: chp.7). This epigraphy is obviously of an entirely 
different nature to the funerary epigraphy. Much of it does though similarly contain 
Muslim benedictions, again commonly associated with a name but that of a living 
person. At the same time though certain of the inscriptions simply record a simple 
statement of identity such as: ‘Amin wrote [this]’ (see Moraes Farias, 2003: 96). Often 
many of these inscriptions also contain the year of the Muslim calendar. Amongst the 
inscriptions three are of particular note all located at the southernmost of the two 
entrances into the town through the east cliffs (see no. 14 in fig. 3.06). Firstly there is an 
epigraph which gives a directive for the reader to recite the phrase ‘Muhammad is his 
[God] messenger’ 20 times (Moraes Farias, 2003: 88-89) Secondly there is the 
inscription which establishes the connection between Essouk and Tadmekka: ‘and there
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will remain to it [literally: to her] a market in conformity to [or: a longing for] Bekka 
[or: Mecca]’ (Ibid: 87). Thirdly there is the inscription which is ‘the oldest extant 
writing in West Africa’ dated to 1013/1014AD (Ibid.89; Moraes Farias, 1990) showing 
the global importance o f the Essouk epigraphy.
Figure 3.20: tomb-stone featuring Arabic epigraphy (north-east cemetery).
Figure 3.21: non-funerary Arabic epigraphy from the eastern cliffs overlooking the town ruins.
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While the Essouk epigraphy was first studied by De Gironcourt at the beginning of the 
20th century (De Gironcourt, 1920), its study has been augmented hugely since then by 
the work of Paulo de Moraes Farias (2003). In addition to providing a major corpus 
which informs us about the chronology and the content of the epigraphy Moraes 
Farias’s study has enabled us to gain important insights into the Early Islamic 
populations of Tadmekka. The first important thing for us his study has shown is the 
epigraphic tradition practiced at Tadmekka was one which was highly influenced by the 
local cultural traditions, there often being clear cross-overs between the tradition of 
tifinagh epigraphy (see below) and the Arabic epigraphy (see Moraes Farias, 2003: sect. 
7.1 for further discussion); this therefore provides us with certain clear ideas of the 
cultural character of Tadmekka. Indeed it seems clear that the Essouk epigraphy is in 
the majority a product of Berber groups rather than Arab groups from the centre of the 
Muslim world (Moraes Farias, 2003: chp.7). Importantly however this study has also 
shown how the epigraphy clearly shows the strong identification of the Tadmekka 
community with the wider Muslim world, an identification Moraes Farias demonstrates 
by highlighting the epigraphy’s consistent preoccupation with simple references to the 
‘global’ Muslim calendar (see Moraes Farias, 2003: clxxx-clxxxiii). From the cultural 
content of the epigraphy it also seems possible to see that the different cemeteries across 
the site were most likely populated by different groups and therefore we gain a sense of 
the diversity of the population (Moraes Farias, pers.comm): it seems most likely that 
this diversity can be associated with different cultural groups coming from all over the 
trade system. Innumerable other detailed insights have been provided into the textual 
character and significance of the Essouk corpus, not least amongst which in the context 
of this study is the suggestion that the western necropolis which contains no epigraphy 
might relate to the Ibadi group of traders who are associated with the earliest 
developments of the Trans-Saharan Trade (Moraes Farias, 2003: cxlviii)
Tifinagh: overview and previous study.
Like the non-fimerary Arabic epigraphy examples of epigraphs of Tifinagh, the 
indigenous Berber script, are found both in the cliffs either side of the town ruins and in 
the wider locality. This epigraphic tradition is not specifically focused on Essouk but is 
found throughout the Adrar des Iforas. The content of this tifinagh has not been as 
extensively studied as the Arabic epigraphy but certain studies have been made (Moraes
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Farias, 2003: sect.7.1). The content of the tifinagh epigraphy does not relate to Islam as 
one would expect. On the whole the content is fairly simple being based mainly around 
graffiti-like statements such as “it is m e ...” followed by a name and possibly a place 
(Moraes Farias, 2003: sect.7.1). The tifinagh contain no dates and it is very difficult to 
date them. The fact that they are found occasionally on the same rock face as Arabic 
epigraphy has led to the suggestion that tifinagh could have been practiced at Essouk 
during the Early Islamic period (Moraes Farias, 2003: 95).
Petroglyphs: overview and previous study.
Petroglyphs (‘rock art’) are found both in the cliffs either side of the site and in the 
wider locality. The content o f these petroglyphs are most commonly people and animals 
(e.g. ostrich, giraffe, gazelle, cow). Based upon the findings o f the detailed study of 
petroglyphs within the wider Adrar des Iforas region it would appear that many of the 
petroglyphs around Essouk are pre-Islamic (Dupuy, 1999). The basis for this thinking is 
that many o f the petroglyphs contain animals which appear to belong to a not very 
recent environmental epoch in this region (e.g. elephants and giraffes). Additionally a 
lot o f the petroglyphs appear to contain material culture items which are seen to 
correspond with excavated dateable material culture items from pre-Islamic times. This 
said, however, while no detailed study was made by the author, certain o f the 
petroglyphs contain no means o f dating them and one should not discount the idea that 
they were produced during the Early Islamic period (see e.g. fig. 3.22).
Figure 3.22: petroglyph showing ladies of ancient Essouk 
(located at c.l kilometre to the south-west of the town ruins).
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CHAPTER 4
Excavation unit placement and excavation methods.
Section 4.1: Introduction.
As was conveyed in the introduction to the thesis, it was determined that fieldwork at 
Essouk would be carried out during a single long field-season. The broad aim of the 
fieldwork was to gain a representative sample of the surface distributed ceramics and to 
excavate a minimum of two units down to sterile soil to attain an absolutely-dated 
material culture and architecture sequence for Essouk which as far as possible 
represented the site’s occupational history. For the excavations, within the broad aim of 
providing a material culture sequence for the site, the priority was specifically to gain 
stratified evidence of Essouk’s Trans-Saharan past.
During the preliminary reconnaissance visit to the site before the commencement of the 
fieldwork it could be seen that the surface distributed ceramics were not to be used as 
the main guide to the placement of excavation units. Therefore while the surface 
collection of ceramics preceded the excavation, in this thesis the account of the 
excavation precedes the account of the surface collection of ceramics (this being 
detailed in sect. 6.5). This chapter therefore represents simply a short preface to the 
excavation chapter. It will provide a brief account of how the placement of the 
excavation units was decided upon and also provide an account of the excavation 
methods implemented including recording and other specialist procedures.
Section 4.2: the placement of the excavation units
As was stated above, the central objectives of the excavations were to attain a 
representative material culture sequence for the site and its trade, and therefore to attain 
the longest possible stratified sequence of Essouk’s past. These clear objectives were 
foremost in deciding the placement of units. While surface ceramic distributions are 
often used as a guide for the placement of excavation units on untested sites they were 
not used as a major guide for the placement of excavation units at Essouk. The reason
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for this was that large areas o f the site, and the centre o f the site in particular, evidenced 
no ceramics whatsoever on the surface. Additionally, as no dated ceramic sequence 
existed for Essouk prior to the excavation, the various ceramics found on the surface of 
the site could not be used prior to excavation as a clear guide to the chronology of the 
sub-surface deposits. Due to the combination o f these factors it was seen to be sensible 
to base the location o f the excavation units upon the topography o f the site, the surface 
structures, and visible evidence for North African material culture imports.
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Figure 4.01: map showing Essouk excavation unit locations (adapted from 
Mauny, 1961).
One of the first two units to be excavated at Essouk was unit Eka, located on the east 
side o f the wadi running parallel to the ‘isle’ (a central eminence in the site, cordoned 
off by wadis to either side; see Figure 4.01). The logic behind the location o f unit Eka 
ran as follows. It was seen to be an interesting location due to the presence nearby o f an 
important mosque. It was felt that this mosque would either relate to the terminal 
occupation o f  the site or to a relatively late period in the site’s Islamic history. This by 
itself was obviously not a sufficient reason for the location o f the unit as, simply upon 
this logic, the excavation might merely evidence a late phase occupation and relatively 
quickly arrive at sterile soil. Additional factors however suggested this was a good 
choice. Firstly, this was at the geographical centre of the town ruins which would 
suggest that it was not a peripheral area o f the urban development. Secondly, the area
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around Eka appeared to have relatively deep deposits as it was higher than the adjoining 
areas, probably caused by the build-up of greater amounts of occupational deposits in 
this central area over time. It was on the basis of these factors that the unit was seen to 
offer good potential for recording an occupation sequence from relatively late in the 
sites occupation to a relatively early period. Due to the desire to gain evidence of 
architecture within the recorded occupation sequence, Eka was located across the 
exterior wall of a housing compound (see sect. 5.2 for more detail).
The second of the two units excavated first was unit Ekb, located near to the escarpment 
to the east of the wadi in the central zone of ruins (see fig. 4.01). The logic behind the 
emplacement of this unit was two-fold. Firstly, more North African material culture was 
found here than anywhere else during the surface collection at the site, including 5 
sherds of glazed pottery (see sect. 7.3). Given the specific aim of the excavation to 
record occupational deposits associated with the period of Essouk’s Trans-Saharan 
activity this was seen to be an important location which would at the least provide some 
insight into Essouk’s Trans-Saharan past. In addition to this, it was felt that the 
difference in the structures from this part of the site (observed in the previous chapter) 
as compared with those around unit Eka might indicate a functionally or culturally 
different zone, or perhaps a different time period. Either of these possibilities were seen 
as a worthy cause for excavating here. As with unit Eka, Ekb was located across the 
exterior wall of a housing compound.
Due to the fact that unit Ekb attained sterile soil before unit Eka did so, a third unit was 
opened up: Eke. Eke was located on the ‘isle’ (Figure 4.01). The logic of this location 
was that, in the light of the ongoing excavation of unit Eka, it could be seen that the 
majority of the ceramics on the surface to the west of the wadi related to the terminal 
occupation layer of unit Eka (see sect. 6.5 for further discussion). As there was therefore 
no positive evidence that occupation to the west of the wadi preceded the terminal 
occupation of Eka, it was thought sensible to seek evidence from another area of the site 
where no surface ceramics had been seen and which might therefore possibly relate to a 
different (perhaps more recent) period of the site’s occupation. The area selected was 
the island as this was not only seen to be geographically a unique and potentially 
important location, but also it was the area of the site where Mauny had recorded 
pottery with ‘dessins currieux’ (see sect. 3.3), thereby raising the possibility this might 
be a ceramic type not encountered in the other excavation units and accordingly
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possibly a marker of a different occupation period. Eke like the other two units was 
located across the exterior wall of a housing compound.
No further units were excavated.
Section 4.3: Excavation methods.
Stratigranhic excavation and recording.
The Essouk excavation strategy was to diligently pursue stratigraphic excavation of all 
occupational deposits encountered rather than arbitrary (‘spit’) excavations. Following 
the removal of the surface deposits in each excavation unit, each individually distinct 
occupational deposit (as defined by colour, consistency and soil type) was removed as 
an individual context in the reverse order to which the individual deposits had been laid 
down. The careful recording of individual contexts in this order meant that a clear 
occupational stratigraphy could be reconstructed from the excavation records. Only very 
rarely were arbitrary levels excavated when natural stratigraphy was not discemable (as 
indicated in chp.5).
The recording procedures practiced during the excavation involved firstly the full 
documentation of the nature of each individual context, including: soil type, texture and 
colour (using the Munsell system), and the character and extent of natural and cultural 
inclusions within the deposits (e.g. stones/pottery). Any other noteworthy features, 
observations or interpretive hypotheses were also recorded in the notes section of the 
context sheets. In addition to recording each context in this manner, an accurate plan 
drawing was made of each context and multiple measurements (usually five: comers 
and centre) were taken of the depth below datum of the start and end of each context, a 
temporary datum point having been established for each unit linked to a site datum. The 
strict following of these recording procedures meant that a highly detailed stratigraphic 
occupation sequence could be reconstmcted for all three excavation units.
Artefact recovery and recording.
All deposits were sieved (excluding wall removals). For each unit consistent use of the 
same sieve size was practiced, in unit Eka a 1cm sieve being used while in unit Ekb and 
Eke a 2mm sieve was used (this was due to the lack of availability of two 1cm sieves).
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All artefacts collected during sieving were systematically bagged and labelled on site 
according to their individual context and then processed and sorted by the author for the 
various artefact specialists.
Specialist recovery procedures.
During the excavations, in addition to the recovery of all sieved artefacts, two types of 
artefacts were collected by hand. Firstly individual ceramic specimens were selected by 
hand which were seen to offer good potential as samples for radiocarbon dating, the 
project having identified ceramics containing organic materials (chaff) as the most 
suitable means of gaining radiocarbon dates (see sect.5.5 for discussion). These samples 
were bagged and labelled individually and stored separately. In addition to selecting 
ceramic specimens as potential radiocarbon samples, charcoal was also sampled as a 
back-up for the radiocarbon project; this was carefully wrapped in foil, bagged, labelled 
individually and stored separately. The second type of material not recovered by sieving 
were archaeobotanical samples. Soil samples for archaeobotanical recovery were taken 
from deposits which appeared to be rich in ash or organic remains, both these types of 
deposits offering good potential for the recovery of botanical material. Such soil 
samples were bagged and labelled and stored separately for processing by flotation.
The implementation of these excavation methods at the carefully chosen points of the 
site outlined in the previous section meant that the excavation stood the best chance 
possible of recovering a well-recorded, representative occupational sequence for Essouk 
which could be dated and which could structure material culture analysis. It is to this 
sequence that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 5
Excavations at Essouk: stratigraphy, phasing and chronology.
Section 5.1) An introduction to the excavation results and their 
presentation.
Excavations were carried out at Essouk in January, February and March 2005. During 
this time 3 units were excavated -  units Eka, Ekb and Eke (see figure 5.01 for unit 
locations) -  the choice o f excavation unit locations and the methodological approach to 
excavation having been explained in the previous chapter. The excavations were 
directed by the author who was assisted by Jean-Pierre Tita (Head o f the ‘Mission 
Culturelle Essouk’) and three archaeologists from the ‘Direction Nationale de 
Patrimoine Culturelle’ in Bamako (Fane Yamoussa, Mamadou Cisse and Soumaila 
Coulibally). The excavations uncovered an occupation sequence composed o f c.6.5 
metres o f cultural deposits, c.5 metres o f which relate to occupation associated with 
permanent architecture. Using radiometric dating methods, the permanent architectural 
occupation recorded so far has been dated to a period commencing in c.750 AD and 
terminating in c. 1400AD. The time-depth o f pre-permanent architectural occupation 
remains unclear, however, as it was not possible to gain radiometric dates from these 
deposits.
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Figure 5.01: map showing Essouk excavation unit locations (adapted from 
Mauny, 1961).
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The presentation of the stratigraphies that enabled the recording of this occupation 
sequence will commence in section 5.2 with the stratigraphy from unit Eka, the only 
unit which represents the full span of occupation recorded at Essouk. Due to Eka 
evidencing this continuous cultural sequence, and in addition due to the large quantity 
of extremely well preserved features within Eka, this unit has provided the principal 
evidence for the construction of the site periodisation. Consequently the presentation of 
the stratigraphy from this unit is accorded significantly more space within this chapter 
than those of the other two units.
The description of the Eka stratigraphy will be presented according to the 14 separate 
‘horizons’ which have been defined within it: these horizons represent divisions of the 
stratigraphy according to distinct changes within architectural construction and within 
the deposits. Each horizon description will include a plan drawing and photographic 
illustration (except horizon 1 which contains nothing worthy of illustration) to assist 
comprehension as well as a descriptive list of the individual archaeological contexts 
recorded within it (provided at the end of each horizon description). Once all the 
deposits have been described I will present two section-drawings of the deposits from 
the unit: the first drawing will illustrate the character of the individual archaeological 
contexts from the unit while the second will show the stratigraphic positions of the 14 
horizons defined for the unit. Both of these sections-drawings are based on a north- 
south line drawn through the centre of the excavation unit. In the second section- 
drawing the contexts from which radiocarbon samples were taken will be clearly 
marked, showing both the lab number and the calibrated date of the sample that was 
taken.
Having fully described the deposits of unit Eka, in section 5.3 I will then detail the 
process by which the analysis of the Eka deposits has led to the construction of a 
periodisation sequence for the unit. This periodisation sequence will divide the 14 
building horizons encountered in the Eka deposits into 4 different periods. This broad 
division of the sequence will allow us to make broad statements concerning cultural 
development at Essouk within later chapters. As units Ekb and Eke do not represent any 
periods of the site’s occupation not evidenced in Eka this periodisation sequence can be 
seen to represent not just the periodisation sequence for the unit but that for the site as a 
whole. For this reason I have referred to section 5.3 as the creation of an ‘Essouk 
periodisation sequence’.
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Having explained the site periodisation that has been produced from the deposits 
excavated in unit Eka I will in section 5.4 present the stratigraphies from the other 
excavation units, Ekb and Eke, units which provided additional information for the 
periods of the site’s occupation already encountered in unit Eka but which -  as I have 
said above -  did not alter the periodisation sequence. The stratigraphy of each of these 
units will be presented in the same way that the Eka stratigraphy was presented: it is to 
be noted, however, that the horizon numbers given to the horizons described in units 
Ekb and Eke relate only to the units being described and are not to be taken as referring 
to the horizon numbers already used in the description of Eka. At the end of this section 
I will illustrate how the deposits recorded within units Ekb and Eke can be related to the 
Essouk periodisation sequence established from unit Eka.
The final section of this chapter (section 5.5) is an account of the radiocarbon dating 
project that has established the absolute dating for the 3 units and therefore the 
chronology for the periodisation sequence that has been built from them. In addition to 
providing a table of the uncalibrated dates provided by the radiocarbon laboratory, I will 
outline the process of sample selection and storage, the chemical procedure used to date 
the samples and then finally the calibration of the dates and the interpretation of the 
results.
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= line used to define limit of excavated area 
= line used to draw observed remains 
= thicker line used to delimit structures
= line used to draw hypothesized remains 
beyond excavated area
= vertical change in elevation 
= gradual change in elevation
= context number 
= structure number
= height below unit datum
= doorway at ground level 
= complete pot found within deposits
= stone
= pattern used to identify in-situ 'banco'
Figure 5.02: Key for all illustrations of plan drawings.
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Section 5.2) the stratigraphy from excavation unit Eka: occupation 
and permanent architecture from c.750-1400 AD.
Excavation unit EKA was located in the quarter o f the site around the Friday mosque 
[G.P.S ref: n, 18° 46.278 e, 001° 11.181] (see fig. 5.01 & fig. 5.03). More precisely, the 
unit was located in relation to the surface remains o f a housing compound on the eastern 
side o f the street which runs closest to the wadi in this area o f the site (on the western 
side o f this street is another housing compound which flanks the wadi). On the surface, 
excavation unit Eka contained a portion o f the western side o f the housing compound 
and a portion o f the street. The architecturally informative surface archaeology allowed 
us to lay out the excavation unit so as to contain a complete room space o f the terminal 
occupation o f this compound. At the commencement o f excavation the excavation unit 
covered an area o f 25 square metres (5 metres x 5 metres) and was orientated at 20°. 
The temporary datum point for the unit was established c.50cms above ground level and 
was recorded at 5.94 metres below the site datum.
Figure 5.03: view of the Friday mosque with unit Eka seen in the background (see red arrow); 
running to the right o f the mosque and Eka is the wadi which flows through the centre of the site.
The excavation o f unit Eka recorded c. 6.5 metres o f cultural deposits. As I stated in the 
previous section, these deposits provide evidence o f all the major periods o f occupation 
so far recorded at Essouk. During the excavation o f these deposits 14 archaeological 
horizons were identified and recorded. While this relatively large number o f horizons 
indicates there was significant change within the deposits throughout the sequence, this 
must not be allowed to obscure the tremendous continuity seen. This continuity is well 
illustrated by the fact that two o f the walls o f the room space evidenced on the surface 
o f the site, the North and West walls, represented the last stage o f a process o f 
rebuilding on the structures o f previous horizons spanning the entire period of
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permanent architecture in this area of the site; left in place over the course of the 
excavation, these cumulative ‘structures’ appear as 5 metre high walls. While this 
continuity is interesting, it does make explaining changes in construction more complex 
than if walls are constantly rebuilt in new positions. To overcome this complexity in my 
explanation, I will allot a new wall number to any rebuilding on a previous wall which 
changes the form of the previous wall in some way: for instance the building of a new 
wall containing a doorway on a previous wall which contained no doorway. Conversely, 
rebuilding on a previous wall following the precise form of the previous wall is not 
given a new wall number but referred to using the number of the wall which it adds 
height to. As the majority of the structures were left in situ the analysis of construction 
change has on the whole taken place from studying the exterior surfaces of the 
structures. It is to be noted therefore that in the plan drawings which illustrate the 
individual horizons the plan view drawings of the structures do not represent the actual 
interior form and arrangement of the materials used to construct the walls as having 
been left in situ this was not possible.
Regarding the archaeological preservation within the unit, this was extremely good with 
practically no post-depositional disturbance of the deposits. The deposits themselves 
were characterized by horizontal floor surfaces layer-caked one on another; as a result 
of this, when one looks at the section-drawing of the unit’s stratigraphy one can have 
the impression that the unit was excavated in arbitrary levels, something which it is 
necessary to emphasize was not the case. As these floor surfaces were often very 
compact -  indeed often made of heavily compacted clay -  this would have prevented 
significant movement of artifacts between the different archaeological horizons. 
Combined, the excellent preservation and the intact solid floor surfaces have provided 
ideal archaeological conditions for establishing a chronologically secure material 
culture sequence.
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Horizon 1: late 1st Millennium BC (?) -  early 1st Millennium AD (?).
Horizon 1 commences with context 123, the context therefore evidencing the earliest 
cultural activity from the excavation unit, and indeed from the site as a whole so far. 
Below context 123, sterile deposits were recorded to a depth of 8.18 metres below the 
unit datum. This horizon was excavated over an area of 3.04 metres (North-South) by 
2.46 metres (East- West). All contexts in this horizon -  123, 122 and 121 -  were 
composed of a loose, medium-grained sand (see individual context descriptions below 
for more details) containing limited organic material resulting from cultural activity. 
Due to the lack of clear, natural stratigraphic layers within the horizon 1 deposits, the 
archaeological contexts within the horizon are defined from each other only on an 
arbitrary basis: it is to be stressed that this excavation in arbitrary ‘spits’ was practiced 
only during the excavation of this horizon as clear stratigraphy was in evidence in all 
other horizons and was accordingly used to define the archaeological contexts. There 
was no evidence for architectural structures or any other features within this horizon.
Given the nature of these archaeological deposits just described, it appears that this area 
of the site did not witness intensive cultural activity at the period this horizon relates to. 
No radiocarbon dates are available for this horizon so its dating can only be estimated 
relative to the radiocarbon dates available from more recent horizons. Working on this 
basis, it is most likely these deposits relate to a period roughly defined as late-first 
millenium BC -  early-first millenium AD (see section 5.5 for further discussion of this).
Below are a description of the individual contexts within the horizon and their depths 
below the unit datum:
123 Loose, light orange, medium-grained sand containing limited organic material; 
717-690 cms.
122 Loose, light yellow, medium-grained sand containing limited organic material; 
690-661 cms.
121 Loose, light yellow, medium-grained sand containing limited organic material; 
661-628 cms.
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Horizon 2: early 1st Millennium AD (?) -  c. 750AD.
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Figure 5.04: Plan o f unit Eka horizon 2.
Horizon 2 (see fig.5.04 for plan) is defined from horizon 1 by evidence for what appears 
to be a shift to more intensive use of this area of the site. This evidence is represented 
firstly by the remains of architecture in horizon 2, entirely absent from horizon 1. This 
architectural evidence consists of post-holes with a diameter of 7-12 cms and a depth of 
5-10 cms. These post-holes are seen within all contexts within this horizon (see fig. 5.05 
for context 117 post-holes). The post-holes are lined with stones, ceramic and bone, 
presumably to help secure the posts in the holes (see fig. 5.06). Their distribution does 
not allow us to reconstruct with any precision the nature of the architecture they relate 
to, but the size and shallow depth of the post-holes suggests we are looking at evidence 
for types of non-permanent structures such as tent frames or mat and pole structures.
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Figure 5.05: post-holes within eka horizon 2 
(context 117).
Figure 5.06: detail of stone and ceramic ‘post- 
supports’ remaining within post-hole (con. 117).
In addition to the convincing architectural evidence for a distinct change in cultural 
activity between horizons 1 and 2, differences within the nature o f the soil deposits 
between the two horizons also suggest distinct cultural change. Whereas in horizon 1 we 
saw loose sand deposits containing limited culturally associated organic material, in 
horizon 2 we see more compact silty deposits containing higher amounts of culturally 
associated, organic material. Upon the basis o f this combined evidence, it is difficult to 
argue against there having been a shift to a more intensive use o f this area of the site 
during horizon 2.
The difference between the horizon 2 and horizon 1 deposits aside, we also see a clear 
change within the deposits o f horizon 2. While contexts 120, 119 and 118 all contain a 
relatively high amount o f organic material, context 117 contains far more organic 
material than any o f the preceding contexts. Interestingly, context 117 immediately 
precedes the context associated with the earliest evidence yet found for permanent 
structures at the site (discussed in the next horizon description). This evidence for a 
great increase in the presence o f organic remains in context 117 either suggests there 
was a surge in cultural activity at the site immediately prior to the establishment of 
permanent architecture at Essouk or that this area o f the site was at this period on the 
outskirts o f an already developing permanent architectural occupation focused 
elsewhere at the site.
Tentatively, the beginning o f this horizon has been given an early-first millennium AD 
date. As this date has been calculated by extrapolation from absolute dates further up in 
the sequence, however, it is only provisional to attach this early-first millennium AD 
date to the hypothesized shift to a more intensive occupation of the site (see section 5.5
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for further discussion). The end of this horizon can be dated with reasonable security to 
the 7th century AD as this is based upon reliable radiocarbon dates available for the two 
contexts immediately above the terminal context of this horizon.
Individual context descriptions:
120 Compact, light-brown, clayey-silt containing areas o f  gravel -  post-holes
recorded; 628-606 cms.
119 Compact, light-brown, clayey-silt -  post-holes recorded; 606-582 cms.
118 Compact, light-brown, clayey-silt -  post-holes recorded; 582-573 cms.
118b Area o f  loose ash -  remains o f  a hearth located within context 118; 577-
573 cms.
117 Compact, mid-brown, sandy-silt containing large amounts o f  organic
material -  post-holes recorded; 573-562 cms.
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Horizon 3 (c. 750AD -  c. 800AD).
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Fig. 5.07: plan o f Eka horizon 3 (showing all contemporary walls and staircase).
This horizon contains the earliest permanent architecture yet evidenced at Essouk, a 
complete architectural space measuring 2.45m (east-west) by 3.05m (north-south) and 
having two ground-level exits (see fig. 5.07). The architectural space also appears to 
contain the remains o f a structure providing raised access to an area east o f the room in 
the manner o f a staircase (feature 7). Both o f the walls which define this space (22 and 
26) were built without a foundation trench. Due to the relatively small size o f the 
architectural space excavated, it is believed to be an interior room rather than an exterior 
courtyard. The dating o f  a radiocarbon sample from the first levels o f this horizon 
(context 114) has produced a date o f 690-860 cal. AD [uncalibrated 1238 +/-30 BP; 
Oxa-16151]. A study o f the calibration curve for this sample (see fig. 5.84) indicates the 
extremely high probability that the deposit this relates to is an 8th century AD deposit 
and this is seen to be a secure date for the earliest permanent architecture yet evidenced 
at Essouk (see section 5.5. for further discussion).
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Figure 5.08: infilled south exit from the horizon 3 architectural space seen from the base of the horizon 3 
deposits; this exit is seen in between the solid banco (pise) of wall 22 (left side of image) and the worked 
stone o f wall 26 (right side o f image). The lower section of the exit is ‘filled’ with the accumulated 
deposits o f living surfaces which went through this doorway (those o f horizons 3, 4 and 5); the upper 
section contains a stone infilling used to block off this exit in horizon 6.
Before moving on to discuss the layout o f the architectural space, it is important to note 
the interesting combination o f banco (dried mud) and dry stone architecture seen in this 
building, the structure forming the east and south walls o f the room space (wall 22)
being constructed o f solid banco 
(known as pise) (see e.g. fig. 5.08) 
while the structure forming the room’s 
west and north walls (wall 26) is 
constructed o f worked stone coated 
with banco (see fig. 5.09). The use of 
stone as a building material is easily 
explained by its abundance in the area 
and its being a relatively easily 
workable material, something which is 
bome out by its ubiquitous presence 
throughout all the horizons o f the
Figure 5.09: detail o f banco coating applied to 
worked stone walls (image shows banco coating 
partially removed).
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Essouk sequence. Banco is not so ubiquitous throughout the Essouk sequence and its 
unusual combination with stone needs to be explained; indeed, given the fact that the 
stone walls we see in the images from this horizon were coated with banco, there has to 
be a reason for the use o f pise in addition to these “banco-plastered” walls. If we are to 
come up with a reason beyond the purely idiosyncratic, it is perhaps useful to think 
about the load-bearing properties of pise, a material which is far easier to create a load- 
bearing structure with than is stone especially in an arid environment when seasonal 
rain is not an issue. While there is no definitive evidence for this structure having had a 
roof which had to endure load-stress, the evidence for some form of staircase should 
make us consider this possibility.
As I stated above, there appear to have been two ground-level exits from this room 
space: an exit to the east and an exit to the south can be clearly distinguished despite 
later rebuilding and in-filling (see again figure 5.08 above showing south exit). Other 
than the two ground-level exits, evidence for some form of raised exit or ‘staircase’ is 
seen in the remains of a pise structure (feature 7) (see figure 5.10 below) affixed to the 
north wall of the building after its construction. The large width of the remains within 
the room space, and the rebuilding of elements of this structure over the next 5 horizons 
suggests this was a major structural element of the room space. Initially it was thought 
the structure these remains relate to might be a load-bearing pillar but the obvious signs 
of access having occurred through it suggested the need to consider another 
explanation. The initial evidence leading one to see the remains as representing a 
staircase in the manner of those widely constructed today in the West African Sahel 
(Prussin, 1986; Maas & Mommersteeg, 1992: see e.g. figure 5.11 within this thesis) is 
the fact that while on its south side the rebuilt structure rises to a height of c. 2.5 metres, 
on its western side the rebuilt remains only stand c.60 cms high, giving the impression 
that the low side of the structure might represent a stairway access point. The fact that 
the interior surface of this structure is cleanly finished indeed suggests the interior was 
designed to be visible and accessible. The presence at the ‘access’ point of stones in the 
form of a step (see arrow in figure 5.10) provides suggestive evidence of access as does 
the presence of what appears as an in-filled ‘doorway’ at the back of this structure (see 
arrow in figure 5.10) bearing evidence of various pise rebuildings which could represent 
the periodic raising of a pise step. While the majority of the evidence for access through 
this structure comes from later horizons its construction within horizon 3 suggests that
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from this point it provided raised access either to a flat roof or some other raised 
habitation area east o f the excavated space.
Infilled
‘doorway’.
Stones arranged 
at the access point 
into the structure.
Figure 5.10: remains o f pise  structure (feature 7) built in horizon 3; seemingly 
this represents the remains o f some form o f staircase.
Figure 5.11: a banco staircase within a room from the town 
o f Djenne, Mali (image from Maas & Mommersteeg, 1992: 72).
The main architectural elements o f the structure explained, we move now to look at the 
nature o f the deposits within the horizon. As I indicated earlier context 116 was the first
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deposit associated with permanent architecture. This compact sandy-silt deposit was 
associated with the building phase of the walls, accumulating from their base. Onto this 
deposit a compact, clayey-silt deposit was laid (114) which one presumes provided a 
solid ‘bedding’ surface for occupation of the architectural space. It is on this surface that 
the staircase structure (feature 7) was built. Within context 114 post-holes were 
recorded containing small supporting stones, bone and ceramics like those from horizon 
2 (see fig.5.06). These post-holes were 5-10cms deep with a diameter of 10-14 cms. 
Being confined to the north-west area of the room space the distribution of these post­
holes does not obviously indicate a load-bearing function like those documented at other 
sites from this period (see Horton 1996, chp 11). It is possible therefore that these post­
holes relate instead to internal sub-structures within the room space, perhaps with the 
function of keeping possessions and foodstuffs off the ground. Covering context 114 is 
a layer of medium-grained sand (113b) which presumably served the function of a 
living surface (as one sees in modem Tamashek houses) added on top of the ‘bedding’ 
layer below. Covering context 113b is a compact clayey deposit (113a) which appears 
to serve the same function as context 114 in providing a bedding deposit for the creation 
of a new living surface. As with context 114, context 113a also features post-holes. 
While these are of a similar depth and diameter to those from context 114 their 
distribution more obviously suggests some form of load-bearing function, particularly 
the presence of a group of post-holes within the centre of the room space. In the same 
way that the previous ‘bedding’ layer was covered with sand, context 113a is followed 
by a thick layer of pure sand (111): unlike the sand of 113b, however, this sand is very 
fine-grained, presumably sieved. The presence of fine, sieved sand suggests a display 
function, as in the Arab housing tradition where this floor surface is used in reception 
rooms for visitors (Tita, pers. comm).
Attempting to assign a precise function to this room space is difficult. However, the 
presence of multiple doorways in a room so small suggests this was an open 
‘thoroughfare’ area rather than for example a storage area, it being necessary to 
maintain uncluttered space to allow for movement through the room. The suggestive 
evidence for some form of reception room provided by the fine-sieved sand of context 
111 fits well with this interpretation. Beyond questions of precise function, we can say a 
great deal about occupation from the available evidence. Firstly, the presence of 
multiple exits suggests we are dealing with an architectural space which served the 
function of allowing movement to other parts of a larger architectural complex: this is
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not an independent one-room magasin structure for storing and selling produce like 
those constructed today near Essouk. Secondly, the quality of architectural construction, 
the apparent mastery of load-bearing construction and the high-level of the architectural 
‘finish’ shows the building resulted from a well-managed, skilled construction project. 
The expenditure of energy on the sieved sand floor further suggests the high- 
specification of this architectural construction. Combined, this evidence shows that from 
the 8th century AD Essouk was the location of a culture with a thriving sedentary 
element.
Individual context descriptions:
116
114
113b 
113a
111
Compact, dark-brown, sandy-silt with areas o f ash and gravel; 562-550 
cms.
Compact, mid-brown, clayey-silt layer containing stones (c.5cm size) -  
post-holes recorded; 550-542 cms.
Loose, light-yellowish, medium-grained sand layer; 542-536cms. 
Compact, mid-brown, clayey -silt layer -  post-holes recorded; 536- 
532cms.
Loose, white, fine-grained sand layer; 532-513 cms.
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Horizon 4 (C.800AD -  c. 825AD).
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Figure5.12: plan o f Eka horizon 4 (showing all contemporary walls and features).
The dimensions o f the room space recorded in horizon 4 correspond very closely to that 
o f the previous horizon as the majority o f construction that occurs is either a rebuilding 
of previous structures (wall 22 and feature 7) or the creation o f new structures on the 
foundations o f the horizon 3 structures (walls 23 and 24 built on wall 26 from horizon 
3). Regardless o f the desire to restructure space, new construction would most likely 
have been necessary as the rise in the floor surface brought about by horizon 3 
deposition would at some point have made the original horizon 3 ceiling too low for 
habitation, a raising o f the walls and roof therefore being the solution. One wall created 
within this horizon which is not located on top of a previous wall is wall 25, a diagonal 
wall placed at the south-west corner o f the room. The placement o f this wall meant that 
the southern exit used in horizon 3 was rendered inaccessible to occupants o f the room 
space (the depositional evidence from behind this wall however shows that the southern 
exit was not filled-in, meaning therefore that the triangular section o f space left open 
behind the wall now formed part o f the space which extends south o f the excavated
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space). While the room ceased to have a southern exit, there is evidence that the eastern
exit created in horizon 3 continued in 
use: this is evidenced by the creation 
o f a sand-filled step (feature 8) in 
front o f this doorway (see fig. 5.13). 
The ‘staircase’ exit also appears to 
have continued in use, the evidence 
for this being seen in the placement of 
new paving stones leading into 
feature 7 (see fig. 5.14).
Figure 5.13: step (feat. 8) created in front of eastern 
doorway in horizon 4.
Figure 5.14: detail of paving stones leading into feature 7 laid down in horizon 4.
In addition to continued use o f the eastern exits, building in this horizon (walls 23 and 
24) incorporated the construction of a western exit. When studying the arrangement o f 
worked stones on the western side o f the room space at the horizon 4 level, the 
existence o f  a horizon 4 exit is immediately apparent. Despite its later filling in, it is 
possible to see this horizon 4 exit due to the presence o f a fault-line in the arrangement 
o f the stones (see fig. 5.15 below), something which never occurs unless a ‘w all’ 
represents multiple phases o f building and infilling. This fault-line is traceable to the 
base o f the horizon 4 deposits. The tracing o f other fault-lines associated with this 
allows one to distinguish the form o f a doorway (see fig. 5.16 and fig. 5.17),
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construction around this form showing the stones have been carefully worked and 
arranged to provide the frame for a doorway, a working and arrangement absent from 
other areas o f the worked stone construction at this level. The stones within this 
‘doorway’ can be distinguished from those o f the rest o f the wall at this level by the fact 
that the lower section o f them have been laid on a different plane to the rest o f the wall 
while the upper section contains stones o f a colour and finish different to the rest o f the 
construction at this level (see again oblique view o f construction in fig. 5.15) -  these 
fillings seem to relate to horizons 5 and 6 and will be discussed later. Interestingly the 
newly constructed diagonal wall (25) was located in such a way that it’s surface within 
the room-space formed a continuous line with the left side o f the new western doorway, 
though it is unclear why this was so.
M etres
Figures 5.15 (left) and 5.16 (right): views o f the west wall construction at the horizon 4 level showing 
‘ghost’ o f the infilled horizon 4 western doorway. Figure 5.15 shows the fault line (see between 2 red 
lines) relating to the right side o f the ‘ghost’ infilled in blue in figure 5.16 In figure 5.16 the height of the 
base of the horizon 4 deposits is marked in red.
Figure 5.17: close up view o f the lower section of the infilled western doorway created 
in horizon 4 showing the worked angular stones used to create the doorframe.
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The occupational deposits in this horizon commence with context 110, a compact, fairly 
pure layer o f clayey-silt containing occasional large (c.lOcm) stones, presumably laid 
down to provide a solid covering for the sieved sand o f the previous horizon: it is on 
this surface that the diagonal wall (25) is built. Laid on top of context 110 is context 
109b, a layer o f coarse sand, presumably representing a new living surface. This sand 
layer is in turn covered by a very compact, clay floor surface (109a): the step (feat.8) is 
built on this surface. In a departure from the depositional pattern so far, context 109a is 
not followed by a layer o f sand. Through context 109a a cut is made (107b) which is 
filled with sand (107a) (see fig. 5.18): the presence o f worked stones arranged on top of 
the sand fill suggests it was used for some kind o f activity but the lack o f large amounts
o f charcoal suggests it was not a 
hearth (unfortunately these stones 
were removed before they could be 
recorded). Interestingly nowhere in 
this horizon do we see the post-holes 
which we have seen in the previous 2 
horizons. These post-holes are not 
seen again until horizon 9.
Figure 5.18: cut (107b) filled with sand (107a); worked stones 
arranged on top of this sand were unfortunately removed 
before being recorded.
Regarding the use o f the room in this horizon, we again seem to be seeing evidence for 
multiple exits, suggesting the room functioned in some way as a thoroughfare. The 
evidence for some kind o f activity area (107a/b), however, suggests that at least in the 
latter part o f  the horizon this room does not seem to have been used as it was in the 
previous horizon. The use o f  a bare clay floor (109a) rather than the sand covered floor 
surfaces seen previously also suggests a different use o f the space to that seen in horizon 
3.
Individual context descriptions:
110 Compact, mid-brown clayey-silt layer containing occasional large
(c.l 0cm) stones; 513-502 cms.
109b Loose, light brown, coarse-grained sand layer; 502-496
109 a Very compact, mid-brown clay floor; 496-491 cms.
107b/a Cut (107b) fille d  with loose, light brown, coarse-grained sand (107a)
with worked stones arranged on top; 511-491 cms.
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Horizon 5 (C.825-850AD)
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Figure 5.19: plan of Eka horizon 5 (showing all contemporary walls and features).
The horizon 5 space contains a rectangular room space defined by walls 23, 24, 25 and 
22 (see fig. 5.19): the majority o f any construction that took place within this horizon 
was therefore a rebuilding o f previous structures. The only new structure within this 
horizon is a low pise  structure containing a step (feat. 6) similar to that seen in the 
previous horizon, the step being located in front o f the eastern exit which obviously 
continues in use in this horizon. It also appears that access through the ‘staircase’ exit 
continues as we see new paving stones laid down leading into feature 7 (see fig. 5.20); 
however, the fact that feature 7 has not been significantly built up in this horizon and is 
nearly covered over now suggests that the access this exit is now providing may simply 
be at ground level. The western exit also appears to have continued in use: the evidence 
for this is that the stones within the area which we defined as the doorway in the 
previous horizon relate to two episodes o f filling. The fact that the upper section has 
been filled in a construction style very different to any seen so far and that this style is 
very similar to other construction seen in the next horizon suggests that this doorway 
was still open within horizon 5, the only partial filling presumably representing a
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building up o f the level o f the step within the doorway to match the rise in the floor 
surface caused by deposition.
The first deposit within this horizon is a compact layer o f  clay (106) covering up the 
mixed occupational surface o f 109a and 107a received from the previous horizon. 
Covering 106 is context 103, a thick layer o f coarse-grained sand. The laying o f this 
covers the step o f the previous horizon (feat.8). Upon this thick layer o f sand the new 
low pise  structure containing the step (feat.6) is built and new paving stones are laid 
down leading into the ‘staircase’ passageway. Cut into context 103 are two shallow, 
circular pits filled with a compact greenish clay (101 b/a and 102b/a) (see fig. 5.21). 
While the exact function o f these pits is unclear, it seems likely they are associated with 
some kind o f production activity.
Figure 5.20: Paving stones newly laid down Figure 5.21: Two shallow, clay-filled pits
within horizon 5 leading into feature 7. (10lb/a and 102b/a) located next to wall 25.
As in the previous two horizons, the existence o f multiple access points to the room 
seems to suggest a continued functioning as a thoroughfare area. Again, as in horizon 4, 
the evidence o f activities represented by the two shallow pits suggests that the room was 
serving as the location o f some form of production activity rather than serving as a 
formal room such as a reception room.
Individual context descriptions:
106 Very compact, mid-brown clay floor; 491-486 cms.
103 Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand layer; 486-470 cms.
102b/a Shallow p it (cut=102b) filled  with compact greenish clay (102a); 478-
468 cms.
lOlb/a Shallow p it (cut=101b) filled  with compact, greenish clay (101a); 480-
470 cms
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Horizon 6 (c.850-900AD).
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Figure 5.22: plan of Eka horizon 6 (showing all contemporary walls).
The horizon 6 room space is defined by a rebuilt wall 22 and walls 18 and 21 built on 
top o f the previous horizon’s structures (fig. 5.22). Consequently, we again see a room 
space which retains the basic dimensions o f the space originally created in horizon 3 
and modified in the previous two horizons. The first significant alteration to the room 
space is the levelling and covering o f the diagonal wall used in the previous horizon 
(25). The open doorway to the area south o f the room space this exposed appears to be 
immediately filled in on a plane with the original south wall, this filling having the 
appearance o f being created in one episode rather than having the appearance o f an 
accumulation o f  partial fillings designed to periodically raise the height o f a step within 
a doorway (see fig. 5.23 below). The working and laying o f this stone -  creating a very 
flat, neat plane to the constructed surface -  is clearly distinguishable from previous 
construction, as is the stone type itself (a purple-tinged stone). The western exit created 
in horizon 4 and apparently continued in use in horizon 5 now appears to have been 
completely blocked off during the building o f wall 18, the upper section o f the western
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exit fill containing well-worked, purple-tinged stone arranged on a clean plane with the 
rest o f the wall as is seen in the fill o f the southern doorway just described.
e s s o u k
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Figure 5.23: detail o f well-worked, purple-tinged stone used to fill the 
southern doorway at the beginning o f horizon 6.
It appears therefore that for the first time the room space we see now only has exits 
through the east wall. Reuse o f the exit in the centre o f the east wall is evidenced by the 
building up o f a stone step within the doorway. While there is no longer evidence for 
the rebuilding o f the large pise  ‘staircase’ structure (feature 7) within the room-space, 
the access that was taking place through this structure still seems to have been possible 
as the exit at the back o f  this structure does not appear to have been smoothly filled-in 
from the beginning o f the horizon but rather seems to have been built up in stages (with 
pise) suggesting the periodic raising o f a pise  step throughout the horizon. However, the 
lack o f a major pise  structure within the room, coupled with clear evidence for a clay 
floor going through this exit at ground level in the next horizon (see fig. 5.26 in next 
horizon description), suggests it is advisable to see this exit as merely a ground level 
passageway defined on one side by a pise  wall (wall 21) jutting out slightly into the 
room, rebuilt on the staircase structure below.
The occupational deposits laid down following the restructured o f the room space 
commence with context 97, a compact, clayey-silt deposit presumably designed to
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create a solid, flat surface for new occupation. Following context 97 the occupational 
evidence from this horizon is limited to a thick layer of coarse-grained sand which was 
removed separately as contexts 96, 95 and 93 despite the lack of clear natural 
stratigraphic layers within this sand deposit. While sand build-up can be interpreted as 
an abandonment phase, the sand we see here is not smooth wind-blown sand (like that 
seen on the surface of the site) which would signal abandonment. Also there is evidence 
for occupation within this sand build-up including charcoal and other organic remains.
The absence of informative features in this horizon makes it difficult to assign any exact 
function to the room. However, the apparent evidence for the room space now only 
having exits through one wall tells us at least that the space was no longer functioning 
as a thoroughfare in any way.
Individual context descriptions:
97 Compact, mid-brown, clayey-silt layer; 470-451 cms.
96 Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand; 451-436 cms.
95 Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand; 436-410 cms.
93 Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand including a lens o f charcoal;
410-380 cms.
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Horizon 7 (c.900 -  c.925AD)
0 1 2
Scale M etres
Figure 5.24: plan o f Eka horizon 7 (showing all contemporary walls and features).
Continuing what has become a remarkable pattern o f continuity, in horizon 7 we again 
see a room space which retains the dimensions o f the original space created in horizon 
3. The north and the west walls o f the room space are defined by the rebuilding o f wall 
18 while the south and the east walls see the creation o f new walls (19 and 20) on top of 
previous walls. Other than the use o f pise  in the rebuilding o f wall 21, associated with 
the original staircase structure, all rebuilding o f walls was done in worked stone coated 
with banco.
At the start o f this horizon the exit in the centre o f the east wall which had functioned 
since horizon 3 was blocked off by the creation of wall 20. However, this restructuring 
o f the east wall incorporated a new exit further south on the east wall. Created in front 
o f this new exit and wall 20 is a low banco structure (feat. 5) made of moulded banco 
bricks (see fig. 5.25); one section o f this structure functioned as a step in front o f the 
new eastern doorway while the other section appears to have functioned as some kind o f 
support for objects. The passageway between wall 21 and wall 18 appears to continue in
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use, a clay floor surface found within the interior o f the room also continuing at ground 
level through this passageway at the beginning o f this horizon (see fig. 5.26).
Moulded banco 
brick removed 
from the 
structure
Figure 5.25: low banco structure (feat. 5) containing step located in front of east wall exit 
(unfortunately the clay floor this was built on (92) was removed before the photo was taken, 
this image therefore shows the sand of context 93 below)
Clay floor 
(context 92).
Figure 5.26: detail o f the east wall section following the cutting back of the banco pillar to the 
plane o f the east wall. In this image the clay floor (92) which covers the interior of the horizon 
7 room space can be clearly seen continuing through what was obviously an open, ground-level 
passageway at the beginning of horizon 7.
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The first occupational deposit within this horizon is context 92, a very compact, green- 
tinged clay surface which also continues into the passageway, as noted above. This 
appears to have been laid down to provide a solid surface for new occupation following 
the sand of the previous horizon. The low banco structure seen on the east wall (feat. 5) 
is build on top of this clay surface. Covering the clay surface is a layer of coarse sand 
containing little cultural material (90), presumably a living surface, in the pattern we 
have so far observed.
As with the previous horizon, we seem to be dealing with a room space that has access 
points in only one wall, meaning it was again not functioning as a thoroughfare but as a 
private space which might have functioned as a store or bedroom.
Individual context descriptions:
92 Very compact, green-tinged clay floor surface; 380-370 cms.
90 Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand layer; 370-356 cms.
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Horizon 8 (c. 925-950AD).
[feat. 4]
88a
89b
[w all 19]
[feat. 5]
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Figure 5.27: plan o f Eka horizon 8 (showing all contemporary walls and features).
Within this horizon the dimensions o f the rebuilt space o f horizon 7 are broadly 
retained, any major construction that did occur being a rebuilding of the structures 
inherited from the previous horizon. This is the last horizon in which we see the 
dimensions o f the original horizon 3 space retained. The significant change from the 
previous horizon we do see is the blocking off o f the ‘passageway’ between walls 21 
and 18 to allow for the creation o f a large hearth area (89a/b) in the northern part o f the 
room (see figure 5.28). This blocking off is carried out by filling the doorway with pise 
and then adding a smoothed banco finish to obliterate the signs o f there having 
previously been a doorway. The space for the hearth is defined on the east side by the 
jutting-out end o f the moulded banco brick structure (feat. 5) while on the western side 
o f the room a small pise  and stone structure was built (feat. 4), presumably serving little 
other function that to define spatially the hearth area. The eastern exit created in the 
previous horizon is retained in use and the part o f the moulded banco brick structure 
(feat. 5) which functioned as a step can be seen to have been built up in pise  to match 
the rise o f the floor surface brought about by the build-up of occupational deposits.
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The first occupational deposit in the room is context 88b, a very compact, clay floor 
surface. This is covered by a layer o f coarse-grained sand (88a). Presumably this floor 
surface was used for a time before the hearth (89a/b) was created. The hearth appears to 
have been created by making a cut (89b) into the layers below and then placing some 
large stones at the bottom o f this to use as a hearth base. The majority o f context 89a, 
the fill o f the hearth, consists o f ashy deposits rich in organic material resulting from use 
o f the hearth.
Due to the presence o f the large hearth rich in organic material it is highly likely that the 
room space seen within this horizon functioned as a kitchen.
Figure 5.28: view o f horizon 8 deposits showing the large hearth area (89) on the right. Feature 4 is seen 
at the top o f the image.
Individual context descriptions:
88b Very compact, mid-brown, clay floor; 356-350 cms.
88a Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand layer; 350 -338cms
89b/a Cut (89b) fille d  with ash rich deposit (89a) containing large quantities o f
organic material; at base fi l l  contains large stones (c.l0/15cms). Presumed to
be a hearth; 362-336 cms
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Horizon 9 (c.950 -  c.llOOAD).
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Figure 5.29: plan of Eka horizon 9.
Within this horizon for the first time we see a change in the dimensions o f the excavated 
room space from that originally created in horizon 3. While the room space seen within 
this horizon features west, east and north walls in the same position as those of the room 
spaces used in the previous horizons, any southern wall the room space now has is 
located beyond the excavated space (see fig. 5.29). The creation o f wall 17 within this 
horizon -  the only structure seen within the excavated space -  sees construction taking 
place on top o f  3 o f the four walls o f the previous room space. However, it seems this 
new wall only used the previous structures as sub-surface foundations rather than 
incorporating them as part o f the new above-ground structure as we seem to have seen 
previously. It is possible to discern that rebuilding has taken place from a basal level 
due to the discontinuity in the vertical plane o f construction from the base o f the horizon 
9 deposits right round the 3 walls (see e.g. fig. 5.30), a discontinuity which would only 
be allowed to occur if  this point o f the wall was to be covered by the basal deposits o f 
the room space and therefore not be visible when occupation commenced. Seemingly 
this represents the first time this building from a basal level has been seen so far in the
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sequence, an equally large departure therefore from previous construction as is the 
change in the dimensions o f the room space. In addition to these departures within the 
pattern o f  construction we no longer see the use of banco construction, all three walls 
being constructed from worked stone: the banco wall (21) built on top of the original 
‘staircase’ structure built in horizon 3 is now levelled and not rebuilt. While the rebuilt 
northern wall contains no exits, the west and the east walls both contain ‘breaks’ within 
them. Due to only one side o f both o f these breaks being visible within the excavated 
area it is unclear whether these are doorways or larger ‘breaks’; it is also unclear 
therefore whether the room-space is a self-contained space with multiple doorways or a 
semi-enclosed area with no southern wall, forming part o f a larger space.
Figure 5.30: detail showing the discontinuity within the vertical plane o f construction at the point 
associated with the base o f the horizon 9 deposits (seen in the image in the line between the two red 
arrows). Below the line is the eastern wall o f the room space which has been built on the same vertical 
plane since horizon 3, above this line is the wall constructed (as part of wall 17) within horizon 9 from the 
base o f the horizon’s deposits; this is set c.lOcms back from the plane of previous construction.
Following the rebuilding o f the walls, the first occupational deposit is context 87b, a 
compact clayey-silt deposit which appears to have been laid down to level the 
occupation surface. Covering this is a layer o f sand (87a), presumably a living surface. 
Following this, context 86b is laid down, another compact clayey-silt ‘bedding’ deposit 
which has cut into it a pit (85b/a) o f 52 cms diameter and 37 cms depth containing 
coarse-grained sand (see fig. 5.31): presumably, this pit was dug into 86b to place 
valuables in and then sealed with the medium-grained sand living surface (86a) which 
covers it and the remaining area o f 86b. Covering this sand surface is context 84b, a
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compact clayey-silt layer dotted with post-holes (see fig. 5.29) and cut by a rectangular 
pit (82b/a) and a gulley or slot trench (83b/a) the latter containing a very ashy deposit 
(see fig. 5.32). The arrangement o f the posts and their association with contexts 82b/a 
and 83b/a is very distinctive but has yet to be precisely interpreted. It is to be noted that 
this is the last horizon in which we see post-holes. Covering 84b is 84a, a layer of 
medium-grained sand. Slightly modifying the pattern o f deposition within the horizon, 
the next deposit laid down is a sandy-silt layer (80b) containing a relatively high amount 
o f organic material followed by a layer o f medium-grained sand (80a). No features are 
associated with these final two layers o f the horizon.
Figure 5.31: view of the floor surface (86b) into which a pit 
(85b/a) has been cut (seen below red and white scale in 
image); presumably previously filled with valuables, 
this was then covered by a surface of sand.
Figure 5.32: detail of gulley (82b/a) and 
rectangular pit (83b/a) within context 84b.
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Due to this horizon being seen to represent a significant departure from previous 
horizons, a radiocarbon sample was run from the context which seems to be the first 
living surface within the horizon (87a). A date of 895-995 cal. AD [ Oxa-16769 -  1087 
+/- 27] was established for context 87 a/b.
Individual context descriptions:
87b Compact, mid-brown clayey-silt layer containing occasional large
(c.lOcms) stones; 338-326 cms.
87a Loose, light brown, medium-grained sand layer; 326-320cms.
86b Compact, mid-brown clayey-silt layer containing occasional large
(c.lOcms) stones; 320-312 cms.
85b/a Pit (85b) containing loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand ; 349-312
cms.
86a Loose, light-brown, medium-grained sand layer; 312-306cms.
84b Compact, mid-brown clayey-silt layer containing occasional stones
(c.5cm size); layer dotted with postholes; 306-294cms.
83b/a Rectangular p it (cut=83b) containing ashy deposit (83a); 302-294 cms.
82ba Gulley/slot-trench (cut=82b) containing loose, light-brown, medium-
grained sand; 303-294 cms.
84a Loose, light-brown, medium-grained sand layer; 294-290cms.
80b Loose, mid-brown sandy-silt containing relatively large amounts o f
organic material; 290-283 cms.
80a Loose, light-brown, medium-grained sand layer; 283 -278cms.
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Horizon 10 (c.1100 -  1200AD).
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Figure 5.33: plan o f Eka horizon 10 (showing all contemporary walls).
The wall built in the previous horizon (17) is used as the foundation for the majority o f 
the new walls created in horizon 10. However, the addition o f wall 16 built on an east- 
west axis roughly across the centre o f the excavation unit (see fig. 5.34), a wall not built 
on a previous wall, leads to a major change in the arrangement o f space. This east-west 
wall splits the space seen in the previous horizon to create a self-contained room space 
in the north of the excavated area while the remainder o f the space contains a portion of 
an architectural space extending beyond the excavated area southwards. For the first 
time therefore we see substantial portions o f two separate living spaces within the 
excavated space. The lack o f a doorway in wall 16 dividing these two spaces means that 
access between them was not possible. The living space in the north o f the unit was 
approached through a doorway in the north wall incorporated into the building of walls 
12 and 15. The southern area has evidence o f a doorway in the east wall and a break in 
the west wall which is either one side o f a doorway or a larger opening in the wall.
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Figure 5.34: view o f wall 16, a wall running across the centre of the unit on 
an east-west axis seperating the two living spaces seen within the unit.
While in the previous horizon for the first time we had seen the absence o f any 
construction in banco architecture, this horizon again sees evidence of banco 
construction, wall 13 and the portion o f wall 14 forming the other side o f the eastern 
doorway being constructed o f pise  (the remainder o f wall 14 is constructed of a mixture 
o f banco and stone); the bottom range o f the new east-west wall (16) is also constructed 
in banco, but here we see the use o f banco bricks instead o f solid banco (see fig. 5.35). 
The rest o f the architectural construction in the horizon is in worked stone. There is also 
evidence for the use o f a plaster coating in this horizon on the eastern wall.
Figure 5.35: banco bricks used as the first range of construction of the new east-west wall (wall 16).
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The first deposit laid down in this horizon is a mixture o f clay and gravelly sand: this 
was taken off in three separate contexts (72, 74 and 79) but represents one homogenous 
deposit. It is upon this layer that wall 16 is constructed; while this wall is constructed of 
both banco and stone it appears to represent one unified phase o f construction. 
Following wall 16’s creation, the first deposit north o f this wall is context 78, an ashy, 
sandy-silt layer extremely rich in organic remains. Within this deposit is a hearth (78b) 
and also a lens o f extremely well-preserved semolina. Overlaying context 78 is a very 
similar ashy, sandy-silt deposit extremely rich in organic remains (77): at the top o f this 
deposit are the remains o f a very well preserved coiled-reed mat (context 76 -  see fig. 
5.36), similar to those used amongst the Tamashek o f the area today as a support for 
pots and other items. The evidence from these deposits suggests that the room space in 
the northern area o f the excavation unit served as a kitchen space. One assumes this 
kitchen space would have been accessible from a courtyard (evidence from excavation 
north o f the room space in the next horizon indeed reveals a wall inherited from horizon
10 which encloses the area beyond this northern room 
space). The only deposit laid down in the architectural 
space south o f wall 16 following the clay bedding layer 
(72 and 74) is context 71, a compact sandy silt 
containing little organic remains. As with previous 
interpretation, the presence o f multiple access points 
into and out o f this southern space suggests this would 
have functioned as a thoroughfare in some way.
Figure 5.36: remains of coiled-reed mat 
found at the top of context 77.
Individual context descriptions:
79 Very compact, mid-brown clay containing patches o f  gravel;
cms.
74 Very compact, mid-brown clay containing patches o f  gravel;
cms.
72 Very compact, mid-brown clay containing patches o f  gravel; 275-
270cms.
71 Compact, mid-brown sandy-silt; 270-264cms.
78 Loose, mid-brown sandy-silt rich in organic material; 268-250 cms.
78b hearth within context 78.
77 Loose, mid-brown sandy-silt rich in organic material; 250-238 cms.
76 remains o f  coiled-reed mat found  at the top o f  context 77.
280-268
280-275
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Horizon 11 (c. 1200 -  c. 1300 AD).
[wall 7] ZP
[wall 9]
Interior seating 
platform with 
raised border.
M etres
Figure 5.37: plan of Eka horizon 11 (showing all contemporary walls and features).
Figure 5.38: elevated view of red-ochre coated, banco seating-platform within Eka horizon 11.
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Figure 5.39: the seating platform being put to use for afternoon tea.
In horizon 11 though the majority o f any construction that occurs is a rebuilding of 
previous structures, the major construction change that does take place creates an 
entirely different living space to that seen in horizon 10. What takes place is a levelling 
o f the east-west wall built in the previous horizon (wall 16) to a height o f c.50 cms 
above the level of the inherited floor surface (71) in order to create a raised structure 
coated with red-ochre coloured banco (feat. 3) in the area north o f this wall (see figure 
5.38); this structure is interpreted as having been a seating platform (see figure 5.39). 
Having lowered the wall to the requisite height, the next stage o f the construction 
process was the addition o f a clayey-silt fill (75) to the area north o f the wall to bring it 
up to the required height (this fill is distinguishable from the deposits which have 
preceded it by being a layer which contains little ash or organic material). To create the 
surface o f the seating platform a very compact banco coating with a red-ochre colouring 
(59) is laid over this fill. This same red-ochre banco coating is also applied to the 
vertical face o f the seating platform. The lower floor area o f the rest o f the room space 
is covered in a very compact clay layer (64). Allowing access beyond the seating 
platform is a doorway which is a restructuring o f that from the previous horizon. Due to 
the excavation o f the area north o f the room space in this horizon we can see that the 
north side o f walls 12 and 15 were also coated in red-ochre banco. This area north o f the 
room space was contained within the same compound as the central excavated room 
space, evidenced by the rebuilding o f  a wall (9) inherited from the previous horizon. 
Also, excavation to the west o f the room space shows that during this horizon a wall (7) 
was tacked onto the exterior o f wall 12 (see fig. 5.40), seemingly either to obstruct the 
view from the exterior through the western break in the architectural space while still 
allowing access (see fig. 5.37 for hypothesized arrangement) and/or to provide an area 
o f storage in the gap created between walls 12 and 9. The assumption that this area to
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the west o f the unit is an exterior space is made on the basis o f continuity with the 
terminal horizon o f the unit where the surface remains show this area was part of a 
street.
Figure 5.40: wall 7 created in horizon 11.
Exits from the southern area o f the room space remain the same as in the previous 
horizon. The rest o f the deposits within this horizon from the central architectural space 
(62, 57, 55, and 56) and those from the architectural space in the north o f the unit 
(contexts 65 and 52) are a mixture o f worked stone, loose clayey silt and banco ‘wall 
m elt’ (i.e. the wall collapse o f a banco wall), contexts which can be equated with wall 
collapse and which mark the termination o f this horizon. Likewise in the area to the 
west o f wall 12 we see evidence o f this wall collapse (context 68). It is unclear whether 
the wall collapse these contexts signify relates to intentional destruction prior to a new 
building construction or to other causes.
Individual context descriptions:
75 compact, mid-brown clayey-silt; 238-224 cms.
59 Very compact, red ochre-coloured banco layer; 224-218cms.
64 Very compact mid-brown clay floor; 264-258cms.
65 Loose, mid-brown clayey-silt; 225-214cms.
70a Loose, mid-brown clayey-silt; 240-235cms.
70b Loose, mid-brown clayey-silt; 242-235cms.
62 banco wall melt -  also contains some worked stone; 258-235cms.
57 banco wall melt -  also contains some worked stone ; 235-222cms.
55 banco wall melt -  also contains areas o f  burnt clay and loose sand; 222-213cms
56 banco wall melt; 219-212cms.
52 Banco wall melt containing chunks o f  red ochre; 214-196cms.
68 Pure, loose, mid-brown clayey silt containing large quantities o f  worked stone -
wall collapse; 235-213.
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Horizon 12 fc.1300 -  1325AD).
Metres
Figure 5.41: plan o f Eka horizon 12 (showing all contemporary walls).
This horizon sees fairly significant restructuring o f  the architectural space following the 
major wall collapse seen in horizon 11. The first major change is that feature 3 is 
completely covered over and not rebuilt so that the major part of the excavation unit is 
again occupied by one architectural space on the same level. Three walls o f this 
architectural space can be seen within the unit, a new wall, wall 10 (not built on 
previous structures as it occupies a slightly more westerly position than the structures 
which precede it), defines the east side o f the space while the north and west walls of 
the space are formed by wall 8, a construction built on top o f previous walls. Again we 
see the same ‘break’ in the west wall as in the previous horizon but the east wall and the 
north wall have no exits. The architectural space extends beyond the unit in a southern 
direction. The wall tacked onto the west wall in the previous horizon (wall 7) is 
continued in use, as is the wall which extends the architectural space in a northern 
direction (wall 9). One other new wall is created in this horizon, a banco wall situated to 
the north o f the central architectural space (11) -  the west face o f this wall is coated 
with red-ochre coloured banco, as is the north face of the north wall. A plan view o f this 
architectural layout (fig. 5.41) shows that the excavated area now contains portions of
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three different living spaces in addition to the area to the west o f wall 8 which we are 
assuming is an exterior area.
Within the architectural space occupying the centre o f the excavated area there is only 
one deposit showing signs o f occupation within this horizon, a thin layer of compact, 
sandy-silt containing occupational debris (context 54). Likewise, the other excavated 
areas show signs of only this single occupation (contexts 45b, 58a, 58b and 47 -  see fig. 
5.41 for context locations). The lack o f significant features within the remains from this 
unit makes it difficult to ascertain the function o f the architectural spaces we see. The 
termination of this horizon is marked by a thick layer o f wall collapse containing 
worked stone, pure clayey-silt and banco ‘wall melt’; this wall collapse has continuity 
right throughout the excavated area (see contexts 43, 45a, 49 and 46 -  locations given in 
context descriptions). Within this layer o f wall collapse a ‘complete’ pot smashed 
during the collapse was found (see fig. 5.42). The organic temper o f this pot has been 
radiocarbon dated and produced a date o f 1315-1410 cal. AD for termination of this 
horizon [Oxa-16150; 579 +/- 30 BP].
Figure 5.42: ‘complete’ pot covered by the wall collapse marking 
the termination of horizon 12.
Inidividual context descriptions:
54 compact, mid-brown sandy-silt containing large amounts o f
occupational debris; 212-200cms.
45b fa irly  pure, loose, mid-brown clayey-silt -  ‘complete ’ po t sitting on the
top o f  this context 196-188cms;
58b Loose, dark-brown clayey-silt;213-195cms.
58a Loose, dark-brown clayey-silt containing patches o f  gravel; 210-190cms.
47 Loose, mid-brown sandy-silt containing patches ofgravel; 210-197 cms.
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Loose, mid-brown clayey-silt containing numerous worked stones and 
some patches of banco wall melt -  wall collapse (central area of unit); 
200-180cms.
Banco wall melt containing occasional worked stone and patches o f  
loose, mid-brown clayey silt ( deposit covers the ‘complete ’ pot) -  wall 
collapse (north area o f  unit); 188-166cms.
Loose, mid-brown clayey-silt containing numerous worked stones -wall 
collapse (west side o f  unit); 195-168cms.
Loose, mid-brown clayey-silt containing numerous worked stones -  wall 
collapse (east side o f  unit); 197-175cms.
Horizon 13 (c. 1325-1350AD).
’  [wall 4]
[wall 6]
[feat. 2]
[wall 3],
40a
Figure 5.43: plan o f Eka horizon 13 (showing all contemporary walls and features).
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Figures 5.44 (upper) and 5.45 (lower): images showing the ‘before and after’ o f the wall 
collapse that preserved the remains o f the central room space of the horizon 13 occupation; in 
the lower image one can see the top o f the left-most pot revealed as the first layer of wall 
collapse is taken off.
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Following the large scale collapse of horizon 12, horizon 13 sees significant rebuilding 
and a new arrangement of space. Architectural continuity is broadly maintained with the 
previous horizon, however, as the two most major walls seen within the unit (3 and 5) 
are built on top of previous structures, thereby retaining the basic positions of the north, 
west and east walls of the room spaces seen in previous horizons (the section of wall 3 
which forms the east wall of the central architectural space is however created in a 
slightly more westerly position). The new arrangement of space seen within the unit is 
largely created by the addition of an east-west wall (6) with no structural precedent. 
Linking with structures 3 and 5, this creates a roughly square room-space in the centre 
of the unit which is accessible through its north wall; within this room-space we see a 
small, low, worked-stone platform (feat. 2) which seemingly functioned as a support for 
pots and other items of kitchen use (see below). In the south of the unit we again see a 
fairly large portion of an architectural space which extends southwards beyond the unit; 
this is accessible on its western side by a doorway incorporated within the building of 
wall 5 and the unprecedented wall 4, the latter only just evidenced within the 
dimensions of the unit. Excavation on the east side of the unit again evidences a small 
portion of another architectural space. The covering within this horizon of walls 7 and 9 
was not followed by any new construction in these west and north-west areas of the unit 
which we are assuming are exterior spaces.
Prior to the construction of the east-west wall (6) a very compact clay deposit (39) was 
laid down on the remains of the previous horizon within the area defined by walls 5, 6 
and 3 (feat. 2 is also built on context 39). A similar deposit is also found as the first 
deposit within the horizon in the east of the unit (40b). Following the building of the 
east-west wall, the central room space it creates is covered with a thick layer of sand 
(22) assumed to be the living surface of the room. Within the remains of this room 
space we also see two complete pots, one posed on the sand and one on the low stone 
structure, feature 2. The presence of these pots, which incidentally have a form 
associated with water-containers, suggests this was a kitchen or storage area. The next 
deposits from the architectural spaces to the south of the room space (33) and the east 
(40a) are of a similar character to those seen within the central room space. In the 
majority of the area to the west and the north of the unit the only deposit we see within 
the horizon is a layer of clayey silt containing patches of gravel (32). In the area 
immediately outside the western doorway, we see arranged on top of this deposit large 
paving slabs which appear to function as an entrance step to the southern architectural
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space. Associated with these slabs was a small sheet of crumbly white plaster which 
appears to have fallen off from a wall surface. It appears that these western and northern 
areas were exterior spaces.
The termination of the horizon is marked by a thick layer of wall collapse which has 
continuity throughout the unit (contexts 17, 16, 14, 30, 28, 31, 27, 38). The presence of 
significant amounts of pure charcoal within the first layer of this collapse (18) suggests 
the termination of this horizon was accompanied by burning, this charcoal perhaps 
signifying a burnt roof collapsing
Individual context descriptions:
40b Very compact, mid-brown clay floor containing patches o f  gravel; 182-172
39 Very compact, mid-brown clay floor; 180-175
22 Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand; 175-165
33 Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand; 175-163
40a Loose, light-brown, coarse-grained sand; 172-163
32 Loose, mid-brown clayey-silt containing patches o f  gravel; 167-154
18 Area o f ash and charcoal - seemingly the result o f  a burning event related
to collapse o f  structures; 165-150 
17 Loose, fairly pure, mid-brown clayey-silt and worked stone -  wall collapse
in central room area; 165-150 
16 (description same as 17) -  wall collapse in central room area; 150-138
14 (description same as 1 7 )-  wall collapse in central room area; 138-130
30 (description same as 17) -  wall collapse in north and west areas o f  unit;
154-146
28 (description same as 17) -  wall collapse in north and west areas o f
unit; 146-138
31 (description same as 17) -  wall collapse in southern architectural space; 
163-146
27 (description same as 17) -wall collapse in southern architectural space; 146-134
38 (description same as 17) -  wall collapse in eastern architectural space; 163-135
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Horizon 14 (c.1350 -  J400AD).
1 .3 0 m
Metres
Figure 5.46: plan o f Eka horizon 14.
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Figure 5.47: the structures o f the terminal horizon within the unit defined following 
the removal o f the windblown sand and overburden that covers them.
This is the terminal occupation horizon within this part o f the site. The rebuilding 
following the destruction o f the last horizon closely follows the layout o f architectural 
space used in that horizon and a complete room space continues to occupy the central 
area o f the unit (defined by walls 1, 2 and 3). The first difference to the space seen in 
the last horizon is that the east-west wall forming the new southern wall o f the central 
room space (2) is built slightly further south than that o f the previous horizon. Also, in a 
change from the previous space, the building o f wall 1 on the remains of previous walls 
includes a filling in o f the western exit seen in the previous horizon as well as a re­
extension o f the architectural space in the north-west o f the unit. In addition to the 
rebuilding o f wall 3, the only other structure built within the horizon is feature 1, a 
small, pise  structure in the south-west o f the central room space containing two 20cm 
deep circular depressions (see fig. 5.48). It is thought that these might possibly serve the 
function o f storing grain as they bear a certain resemblance to excavated grain storage 
bins from the Early Islamic site o f Tegdaoust (see fig. 5.49). Other than the central room 
space, the unit contains portions o f 3 other architectural spaces (see fig. 5.46). The only 
break within the arrangement o f walls within the unit is the doorway which provides 
access to the central room space through its north wall. As this is the terminal 
occupation and the surface archaeology allows us to see clearly the wider layout o f the 
compound within which excavation is being conducted, one can see that the area 
excavated within this horizon is located on the west side o f a housing compound. On the
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west o f the unit runs a street which curves round following the dimensions o f the comer 
of the building.
Figure 5.48: feature 1 seen within the central 
room space of horizon 14.
Figure 5.49: grain storage bins from Tegdaoust 
(Devisse & D., S., Robert, 1969).
Within the central room space the first deposit laid down within the horizon is context 
9b, a clay floor. This is covered by context 9a, a compact occupational surface 
containing relatively large amounts o f organic material. The deposits within the other 
architectural spaces are o f a similar nature to those found within the central room space 
(8, 15 and 12). The deposit in the west o f the unit (20), the street area, has evidence for 
a pit (19b/a) having been dug into it. The termination o f the horizon, and with it the 
occupation o f this area o f the site, is marked by a thick layer o f wall collapse (see fig. 
5.47) right throughout the unit (contexts 3,5,4,7,13,10,1,11 and 2) and then a thin layer 
of wind-blown sand (surface) (see figure 5.50).
Figure 5.50: surface of unit Eka. The line of the west wall can be seen heading in a southern direction 
defining the western edge of the compound. Within the rope marking out the excavation unit, the form of 
the central room space o f the terminal occupation can just be defined by the distribution of stones left 
from the collapse of the terminal horizon’s walls.
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Individual context descriptions:
9 Compact, gravelly, mid-brown sandy-silt surface rich in organic 
material -  living floor; 130-125 cms.
8_ Loose, gravelly, mid-brown sandy-silt surface containing areas o f  sand
and ash -  occupation surface o f northern architectural space; 138- 
130cms.
15 Loose ashy lens covering a more compact gravelly, sandy-silt surface -
occupation surface o f southern architectural space; 134-130cms
12 Compact, gravelly, mid-brown clayey-silt with areas o f  ash -  occupation 
surface o f  eastern architectural space; 135-128cms.
20 Loose, mid-brown, clayey silt -  occupation surface o f  western space
(street); 138-132cms.
19b/st pit cut (19b) into context 20; fill (19a) dark brown clayey-silt rich in
organic material; 161-132cms.
3 worked stone, sand and pure clayey-silt -  wall collapse (central room
space); 125-104cms.
5 Interior space o f  structure 4 - containing similar evidence o f  wall
collapse seen in context 3; 120-102cms.
4_ Interior space o f  structure 4 -  containing similar evidence o f  wall
collapse seen in context 3; 122-102cms.
7 worked stone, sand and pure clayey silt, also containing areas o f  sand
and ash (context 13) -  wall collapse (southern architectural space); HO- 
IOS cms.
13 Loose medium-grained sand and ash; 114-108cms.
10 worked stone, sand and pure clayey-silt -  wall collapse (western area o f  
unit); 132-115 cms.
1_ worked stone, sand and pure clayey-silt -  wall collapse (western area o f
unit); 115-90cms.
11 worked stone, sand and pure clayey-silt -  wall collapse (eastern 
architectural space); 128-95cms.
2 General overburden/wall collapse debris covering entire unit (worked
stone, sand and clayey silt with few  artefacts); 125-60cms.
Surface Wind-blown sand; 60-48cms.
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Figure 5.51: looking down into the excavation unit Eka from the surface one can gain an 
impression of the incredible continuity of construction that characterized the occupation 
sequence (image taken following excavation of context 117).
All the horizons within unit Eka have now been described. I will now present two 
section drawings o f the Eka deposits excavated, one to illustrate the character o f the 
individual contexts, the other to show the stratigraphic position of the 14 horizons.
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= medium/coarse grained sand
= ash
=  fine sand
= gravel
=  clayey silt =  reddish gravel
=  sandy-silt
=  pure brown clay
=  pure green clay =  In-situ 'banco'
In-situ red-ochre 
coloured 'banco'
=  sterile soil 1
=  'Banco' wall-melt
Figure 5.52: key for all section drawings showing character of individual deposits.
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Figure 5.53: Section drawing illustrating the character of individual deposits from unit Eka; based upon a 
north-south line through the centre of the excavation unit.
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Figure 5.54: Section drawing of the Eka deposits showing the stratigraphic positioning of the 14 
occupational horizons recorded during the sequence. Identified within the illustration are the contexts 
from which radiocarbon samples used to date the sequence were taken: the dates these produced are listed 
alongside the stratigraphy.
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Section 5.3: defining a periodisation sequence for Essouk from the 
Eka stratigraphy.
Period 4
Period 3b
Period 3a
Period 2
Period 1
Figure 5.55: illustration showing the division of the Eka stratigraphy into four periods (plus a sub-division 
of period 3), a division based upon distinct, major changes within the nature of the deposits.
As briefly discussed in section 5.1, there is a need to divide the relatively numerous 
horizons encountered within the Eka sequence into larger divisions, or periods. The 
primary necessity in doing this is to allow us to analyze the deposits, structures and 
material culture within the sequence at a sufficiently broad scale of analysis to 
determine significant patterns o f cultural change. The need to conduct analysis at a
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broad level is particularly marked when dealing with large quantities of data as will be 
the case during the analysis of the material culture remains in the coming chapters. 
Therefore, while my analysis of the Essouk sequence will analyse inter-horizon 
variability when relevant, much of my analysis will be conducted at the broader level of 
inter-period variability using the periods we will define in this section. Not only does 
this broad scale analysis allow us to see significant cultural change at Essouk but the 
‘global’ view of the sequence that a study of inter-period variability allows will help us 
to compare the Essouk sequence with similarly broad periodisation sequences 
established from other archaeological sites relevant to our analysis, an enquiry which 
would become unmanageable if conducted at chronologically tighter levels of analysis.
Figure 5.55 illustrates the way in which 4 different periods have been defined within the 
occupational deposits recorded from unit Eka. This periodisation has been created on 
the basis of changes in construction and changes within the nature of the occupational 
deposits. This has then been anchored to an absolute chronology by means of 
radiocarbon dating. Deciding the points at which to divide the occupation sequence to 
create the different periods was carried out by determining the points at which the 
greatest change within the occupational deposits and within construction was observed. 
Accordingly, the first period, period 1, was defined simply as the deposits laid down 
prior to the commencement of permanent architecture, therefore being deposits 117 and 
below, corresponding to horizons 1 and 2. Period two is defined primarily as the 
deposits associated with the building of structures which maintained the basic 
dimensions of the original architectural space created in horizon 3: this included all the 
deposits within horizons 3, 4, 5, 6 , 7, 8 . Aiding the selection of the horizon 8/9 interface 
as a significant point at which to draw a division between periods is the fact that in 
addition to being the point at which the dimensions of architectural space see their first 
significant change, horizon 9 also represents the first point at which we seem to see a 
complete rebuilding of structures from a basal level, something already pointed out in 
the horizon 9 description.
Period three is composed of the deposits laid down in horizons 9, 10 and 11. Deciding 
the point at which to draw the line between period 3 and period 4 (the horizon 
11/horizon 12 interface) was made principally according to the fact that the end of 
occupation of horizon 11 seems to mark a point after which we see evidence for large- 
scale wall collapses, this being seen in each of the horizons which follow horizon 11
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whereas previously we had not seen this evidence at all. While period 3 can be 
approached as a whole it was also seen to be advisable to make a sub-division of period 
3 into ‘period 3a’ and ‘period 3b’ as within this period there was also a significant 
structural change which occurred between horizons 9 and 10 and accordingly it was 
seen to be necessary to maintain the possibility of analyzing the horizon 9 and the 
horizon 10/11 deposits separately when relevant. The remaining horizons, 12, 13 and 
14, are therefore defined as horizons within the final period, period 4. The period 
3/period 4 distinction we have made appears to be a sensible one as we also see that in 
period 4 we see a distinct decline in the quality o f construction compared with what we 
had seen previously (though this is certainly more marked in horizons 13 and 14 than in 
horizon 12). A clear illustration o f  the chronology o f the four periods is shown in figure 
5.56.
.  c  1400 AD
r \
PERIOD 4
c.1300 AD
PERIOD 3
C.950AD
PERIOD 2
C.750AD
PERIOD 1
Figure 5.56: Chronology o f the four periods o f occupation evidenced so far at Essouk.
As there has been no previous attempt to construct a periodisation sequence for the site 
and as all sectors o f the site were not excavated, it is obviously advisable to recognize 
that future excavation at the site might result in some modification to this phasing 
sequence.
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5.4) Excavation units Ekb and Eke: additional evidence from the 
urban occupations.
Excavation unit Ekb
Excavation unit Ekb was located in the eastern area of the site (n 18° 46.145 e 001° 
11.255 - elevation 1470) close to the point at which the hillside begins to rise up steeply 
(see fig. 5.01). In this area o f  the site the building remains are better preserved than 
anywhere else on the site, building remains standing to a height o f 2 metres in places. In 
addition to the better preservation, the buildings in this area o f the site also appear to be 
o f a different character to those encountered on the surface across the majority o f the 
site, the buildings having a more monumental character, being composed o f larger 
individual architectural spaces and being built with thicker walls containing larger 
individual stones. The excavation unit itself was located astride a wall which appeared 
to serve as the exterior (southern) wall o f a courtyard associated with a large housing 
compound. At the commencement o f excavation the unit covered an area o f 25sq metres 
(5 x 5) and was oriented at 10°. The unit datum was established at 5.31 below the site 
datum.
Figure 5.57: the eastern area o f the site seen from the elevated position of the eastern 
hill; unit Ekb can be seen in the lower-centre of the image.
By comparison with the remains from unit Eka, this unit produced a fairly shallow 
stratigraphy, the deepest deposits being found at around 2 metres below the surface. 
Other than the wall on the surface included within the area o f the excavation unit only 1
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other wall and 1 feature were evidenced during excavation. As I will show later in this 
section the majority of the deposits appear to correspond to period 3 of the Essouk 
occupation sequence.
Horizon 1 (c.vre- 95PAD).
Sterile
Sterile
Scale Metres i .
Fig.5.58: plan o f unit Ekb horizon 1.
The horizon 1 deposits consist of c.120 cms of cultural occupation. Below these 
deposits sterile soil was encountered. The horizon 1 deposits were only evidenced in the 
south-west comer of the excavation unit, a heavily cemented sterile gravelly deposit 
being encountered in all other areas of the excavation unit (see fig. 5.58). This 
localisation of the horizon 1 deposits in the south-west comer of the unit results from 
the character of the topography in this area of the site prior to the horizon 1 deposits 
being laid down. Prior to horizon 1 deposition, the area where the excavation unit is 
located was the site of a sharp drop in elevation as the land descended (east to west) 
from the hillside towards the wadi (similar sharp changes in elevation can be seen in
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areas surrounding the site today where occupation has not taken place -  these result 
from erosion due to water action during the seasonal inundations of the site). The 
horizon 1 deposits have accumulated at the lower level of elevation up against the 
almost vertical wall of this sharp drop in elevation (see fig. 5.59), hence their being 
witnessed within the unit almost as if in a gully. By the end of the horizon, deposition 
has led to a levelling of the topography within this part of the site as the ground level of 
the area occupied during horizon 1 has risen to the level of the sterile soil of the higher 
point of elevation and has begun to cover this.
The first deposit laid down within the horizon is context 17, a loose, medium-grained 
sand containing fairly intensive evidence of cultural activity. This is followed by 
context 16 and contexts 15, both deposits composed of a mix of a reddish gravel and a 
greenish clay, but also containing evidence of fairly intensive cultural activity. 
Following these contexts, we see a deposition of a medium-grained sand mixed with a 
grey gravel -  contexts 12 and 11 -  again evidencing fairly intensive cultural activity. 
What all these contexts appear to be showing is that within this horizon while the area 
was the location of fairly intensive activity, deposition also appeared to be resulting 
from natural processes, most likely due to various types of sediments being washed off 
the steep incline of the hillside nearby.
There are no walls evidenced within this horizon and the only feature we see is what 
appears to be a lavatory (feature 1). This was evidenced in the excavation of a pit ringed 
by worked stones (see fig. 5.60) and appearing to contain the remains of human 
excrement. This structure was created and used during the period of time represented by 
the last deposit within the horizon, context 11. To create this structure a pit was cut 
(14b) and then around the top of this pit a circle of stones was laid. The pit was filled 
with an organic-rich clayey silt (contexts 14a and 13). While we see no evidence of 
permanent architecture or other habitation structures within this horizon, it is unwise to 
conclude that this eastern area of the site was not a zone where structures were built at 
this period as we see such a small area of the horizon 1 occupation within the 
excavation unit. If we are to attach a date to the commencement of occupation seen 
within the unit, it is most likely that this corresponds to the period immediately before 
the 10th century (discussed further in section 5.5).
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Figure 5.59: the horizon one deposits were confined to a small area in the south-west of 
the excavation unit (the darker area o f soil where the north arrow is positioned);the 
horizon 1 deposits accumulated up against the almost vertical wall o f a bank o f heavily- 
cemented, sterile soil (the lighter area o f soil seen in the unit above) created by water 
action prior to horizon 1.
Figure 5.60: feature 1 (assumed to be a lavatory); stones used to ring the pit of 
structure can be seen (wall seen within image relates to the horizon above).
this
Individual context descriptions:
17 Loose, light yellow, medium grained sand; 270-259cms.
16 A fa irly compact, greenish clayey deposit containing areas o f  reddish gravel;
259-230cms.
15 A fairly compact, greenish clayey deposit containing areas o f  reddish gravel; 
230-212cms.
12 Loose, light brown, medium-grained sand containing areas o f  grey gravel; 212-
185cms.
11 Loose, light-brown, medium-grained sand containing areas o f  grey gravel; 185-
155cms.
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14b Pit cut into context 11 -  assumed to have been cut to function as a lavatory; 
275-155cms.
14 Loose, yellowy-brown, clayey-silt rich in culturally associated organic material 
-  appears to contain remains o f  human excrement; 275-220cms.
13 Loose, yellowy-brown, clayey-silt rich in culturally associated organic 
material; 220-155cms.
Horizon 2 (c.950 -  1000AD)
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Figure 5.61: plan o f Ekb horizon 2.
Horizon 2 consists of c.70cms of deposits, excavated either side of a 90cm thick wall 
(wall 1) that runs east-west through the centre of the unit (continuing beyond the 
excavated space on both sides) and was built at the start of this horizon (see figure 5.61, 
5.62 and 5.64). A second wall built within the horizon is wall 2, a 40 cm thick wall that 
abutts the northern side of wall 1 and continues beyond the excavated space in a 
northern direction (see fig. 5.63); this wall was built shortly after wall 1. Following the 
creation of wall 1 -  which marks the beginning of the horizon -  the first deposit north of 
this wall is context 8, a loose, ashy deposit (the deposits both sides of wall 2 were
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excavated as context 8). The context above this (4) is of the same character (again, the 
deposits both sides o f wall 2 were excavated as context 4). Both o f these contexts 
contain large quantities o f culturally associated organic material. These two contexts 
appear to represent a continuity in the use o f this space, either as an area of waste 
disposal or as a cooking area. The first deposit laid down within the horizon south of 
wall 1 was context 10, a loose, sandy deposit which covered the whole southern area of 
the excavation unit. The deposit which overlays context 10 and again covers the entire 
area south o f the unit is context 9, a loose sandy deposit containing areas of ash.
Regarding the interpretation o f  the remains within the horizon, it is assumed that the 
area north o f wall 1 was an area internal to some form o f housing compound, while the 
area to the south was an external area o f  some form. This interpretation is made firstly 
on the basis o f the presence o f wall 2 in the north area o f the unit, a structure which 
defines an architectural space in conjunction with wall 1. Secondly the evidence for 
cultural activity apparently linked to food preparation is much greater from the northern 
area o f the unit than from the southern area, something which seems a good basis for 
interpreting the two areas as internal and external respectively. Thirdly, the well-laid 
and carefully worked construction o f the south face o f wall 1 -  in contrast to the less 
well-constructed north face -  suggests a wall surface that was designed to face the 
elements and designed for public display. For what it is worth, this interpretation o f the 
north and south areas as respectively internal and external would represent continuity in 
the use o f space with the horizon above (3) where the surface archaeology clearly shows 
the area to the north o f wall 1 to be an area internal to a housing compound and the area 
to the south as forming part o f a passageway between the excavated housing compound 
and another compound.
Figure 5.62: view o f north area o f the excavation 
showing wall 1 revealed to its base.
Figure 5.63: wall 2 revealed to its base.
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Figure 5.64: south face of wall 1, showing the large stones used in its construction and the skilful way in 
which they have been laid.
Individual context descriptions:
10 Loose, light-brown, medium-grained sand; 160-130cms.
9 Loose, light-brown medium-grained sand containing large areas o f  ash; 130-
105cms.
8 Loose, ashy, sandy-silt rich in culturally associated organic material - appears
to be some form  o f  rubbish desposal area or cooking area; 165-135cms.
4 Loose, ashy, sandy-silt (contains hearth area located between structure 2 and
the west wall o f  the excavation unit; 135-100cms.
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Horizon 3 (c.1000 -  1050AD).
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Figure 5.65: plan o f Ekb horizon 3.
In this horizon the excavated space is again broadly divided in two by wall 1 which is 
reused and possibly built up in this horizon. The other wall which we had seen north of 
wall 1 in the previous horizon (wall 2) is covered over. No new walls or features are 
created within this horizon. To the north of wall 1 the only occupational deposit in this 
horizon is context 3, a loose sand deposit containing patches of ash and two hearths (3b 
and 3a); one of these hearths (3 a) is extremely large and appears to have been used over 
a long period of time, it being quite a deep deposit (25cms deep). South of wall 1 two 
contexts were excavated, contexts 2 and 6, but both these contexts are composed of a 
similar compact gravel containing patches of sand and ash. On the surface of this 
deposit there is evidence for a hearth (2a) and a pit (5b) cut into this surface.
The depositional evidence we see in this horizon appears to correlate well with the 
evidence that the surface archaeology provides. This surface archaeology suggests the
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area to the north o f wall 1 is an area contained within a courtyard of a housing 
compound while the area to the south of this wall appears to be part of a passageway 
running between this compound and the neighbouring compound. Certainly the gravel 
remains from the south o f the unit fit well with the kind of surface one would expect to 
see in a passageway. Likewise, the large hearth in the north o f the unit is the kind of 
depositional evidence one would expect to see within a courtyard.
As it was seen to be o f importance to determine the period at which occupation in this 
area o f the site ceased, a radiocarbon date was gained from this horizon. This was taken 
from context 2. This produced a date o f 985-1025 cal. AD [Oxa-16152 1032 +/- 30].
Figure 5.66: unit Ekb seen during the removal of the wall collapse which terminated the horizon; 
in the foreground one can see the area which formed part of a the courtyard of a housing 
compound while in the background is the area which formed part of a passageway which ran 
between this compound and the neighbouring compound.
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Figure 5.67: wall 1, the wall created in horizon 2 and reused in horizon 3, seen on the surface.
Individual context descriptions:
6 Compact, light-grey gravel containing areas o f ash and loose sand -  passageway
surface; 105-82cms.
3 Loose, light-brown, medium-grained sand, containing patches o f ash and two
hearths (see 3b and 3a below); 100-48cms.
3b Hearth found within context 3; 80-72cms.
3a Hearth found within context 3; 100-75cms.
2 Compact, light-grey gravel, containing areas o f ash, loose sand and a hearth (see
2a) -  passageway surface; 82-52cms.
2a Hearth found within context 2; 60-52cms
5b/5a Pit (5b) cut into context 2 -  filled with organic rich loose clayey silt (5a); 125-
52cms.
/  worked stone, pure clayey silt, and sand -  wall collapse and overburden
covering entire unit; 52- 22cms
la  Surface covering o f wind-blown sand; 22-12cm
On the following page two section drawings o f the deposits from Ekb are provided, one 
drawing illustrating the character o f individual contexts in section, the other drawing 
showing the stratigraphic positions o f the 3 horizons encountered in the unit.
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Figure 5.68: illustration showing the character o f the individual contexts from unit Ekb in 
section.
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Figure 5.69: illustration showing the stratigraphic positions of the Ekb horizons within the 
occupation sequence.
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Unit Eke.
Unit Eke was located on the island in the middle of the wadi (Gps ref. n 18° 46.288 e 
001° 11.136 -  elevation 1494). The unit was located either side of a wall which 
functioned as the exterior wall o f a housing compound seen on the surface of the site, 
one side o f the unit therefore being within the compound and one side being in the street 
which runs north to south along the centre o f the island. The unit covered an area of 6 
square metres ( 2 x 3  metres) and was oriented at 5°. The unit datum was situated at 7.84 
metres below the site datum.
In retrospect it is seen that this unit was not broad enough on the surface, the narrowing 
of the trench during excavation very soon resulting in too small an excavated area being 
available for analysis. This was compounded by the evidencing of an infilled well at just 
over a metre below the surface (see figure 5.70). Despite the limitations o f the unit 
excavation was continued and reached a depth o f 10 metres, the fill o f the well still 
being within the unit. Due to the potential mixing o f deposits o f a great age and deposits 
from the fill of the well the material culture from the deposits below 2 metres will not 
be analysed to avoid potential confusion. However, the analysis and description o f the 
deposits excavated appear to show that cultural activity occurs down to c.7 metres 
below datum. While it is to be noted that this depth is very similar to the depth of 
deposits that were encountered in unit Eka, it would be dangerous to conclude anything 
concrete concerning occupation on the Island from this evidence. The deposits from 
which the material culture will not be recorded will be referred to as ‘horizon O’. The 
deposits from which analysis commences will be named ‘Horizon 1’ despite the fact 
that these definitely do not represent the earliest occupation on the island.
Figure 5.70: view to the base of excavation in unit Eke.
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Horizon l ( c . l200-1300AD).
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Figure 5.71: plan o f Eke horizon 1.
The first deposit within horizon 1 is context 13, a mixed deposit of a heavily compacted 
clay and a compact gravel. This deposit is covered by context 11, a loose sandy-silt 
deposit containing large quantities of ash. Into context 11 a pit is cut (12b) which is then 
filled with a coarse-grained sand (12a) (see figure 5.72); the presence of very high- 
quality, cut standing stones arranged in the soil immediately above this pit, and the way 
in which they provide a neat, low surrounding wall (feat. 1) to the pit immediately 
makes one think this is evidence of a grave (see figure 5.73). The depth of the part of 
the pit evidenced within the unit was c.50 cms. Associated with feature 1 on top of the 
pit were more stones which appear to have been similar standing stones but had fallen. 
The fact that feature 1 and the pit are only partially present within the excavated area 
(see fig. 5.71) meant that any skeleton that may have been contained within the 
hypothesized grave would perhaps not have been evidenced by excavation. The final 
deposit laid down within the horizon is context 10, a layer of coarse-grained sand which
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covers feature 1 and the deposit 11. Also contained within the unit at this depth is the 
fill o f the well which relates to a later horizon (see figure 5.72).
Figure 5.72: image showing the unit at the level of context 13. On the left side one can see the 
pit of what appears to have been a grave (see arrow) while on the right one sees the fill of a well 
relating to a later horizon.
to be the
Individual context descriptions:
13 Mixed layer o f heavily compacted clayey deposit and compact gravelly deposit;
245-222cms.
11 Loose sandy silt deposit containing large quantities o f ash; 222-190cms
12b/a Pit cut (12b) with coarse-grained sand fill (12a) -  associated with structure 1;
190-240cms.
10 Loose coarse-grained sand layer containing areas o f ash; 190-145cms.
Figure 5.73: feature 1, well-worked stones arranged above a pit (12b/a) -  assumed 
surrounding wall o f a grave.
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Horizon 2 (c .l300-1350AD).
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Figure 5.74: plan o f Eke horizon 2.
The commencement of this horizon is marked by the construction of a wall (wall 2) 
oriented on a north-south axis. This wall is only partially evidenced within the unit (see 
fig. 5.74) but from this it is clear that the part we see is a cleanly worked end of a wall 
of a width of 1 metre (see fig. 5.75), this latter evidence suggesting that the excavation 
unit is cutting through an extremely large entranceway the other side of which lies to the 
south of the unit. The large width of the wall certainly suggests a monumental structure 
of some form which could have had a large entranceway of this nature. The deposit 
which accumulated from the base of this wall was excavated as context 7, a layer of 
coarse grained sand. Also seen within the unit was context 9 (see figure 5.76), a deposit 
made up largely of worked stone but also containing clayey-silt, ash and sand; this 
context represents the uppermost level of the fill of a well (cut = context 8) filled during 
this horizon. It is not possible to say that the well was created in this horizon as it could 
have been created earlier and recut periodically as deposition raised the surface level
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surrounding it. The other contexts within the unit (6, 5 and 4) are evidence of wall 
collapse which surely is a product of the collapse of wall 2.
A radiocarbon date was obtained for context 4 of this horizon, in order to try to date the 
upper levels of occupation on the island. A date of 1285-1390 cal.AD [Oxa-16770 -  650 
bp +/- 27] was obtained.
Figure 5.75: wall 2 seen within the north face of 
the excavation unit.
Figure 5.76: Uppermost fill of well (9) seen in 
south-east comer of unit.
Individual context descriptions:
7 Layer o f coarse-grained sand containing areas o f ash and yellowy clay; 145- 
115cms.
8 Cut o f well; 10.1 metres -(excavated stopped before bottom)-160cms.
9 Worked stone, clayey-silt and sand -  uppermost layer o f fill o f well; 160- 
120cms.
6 Mixed deposit o f clayey-silt, worked stone and loose, coarse-grained sand -  wall
collapse; 115-75 cms.
5 Mixed deposit o f clayey-silt, worked stone and loose, coarse-grained sand -  wall
collapse; 115-75cms.
£ Mixed deposit o f clayey-silt, worked stone and loose, coarse-grained sand -  wall
collaspe -  the deposit also contains a lot o f very well preserved wood; 115- 
70 cms.
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Horizon 3 (c .l350-1400AD).
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Figure 5.77: plan o f Eke horizon 3.
The commencement of the horizon is marked by the construction of wall 1, a wall 
running in a north-south direction through the centre of the unit (see figure 5.77); this 
wall is seen on the surface of the site, horizon 3 being the terminal horizon in this area 
of the site. Wall 1 is built immediately on top of the wall evidenced in the unit in the 
previous horizon (wall 2); while this is so, the new structure is in evidence right across 
the unit and therefore does not rebuild according to the exact same structural plan of the 
previous horizon where a break existed in the wall in the excavation area. It is to be 
noted that at c.85 cms in width wall 1 is slightly narrower than wall 2; nevertheless this 
still represents a fairly wide wall. There are no other walls or features evidenced within 
the horizon. The deposits laid down within the horizon (contexts 2 and 1) are for the 
most part wall collapse and there was little sign of a distinct occupation surface. The 
wall collapse within both contexts was composed of significant amounts of worked 
stone within a very ashy, sandy silt deposit. This wall collapse represents the last 
deposit laid down within this area of the site.
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Figure 5.79: the excavation unit of Eke laid out on the surface of the site.
Individual context descriptions:
2 Ashy, sandy silt deposit containing significant amounts o f worked stone -  wall
collapse; 75-32cms.
7 Ashy, sandy-silt deposit containing significant amounts o f worked stone -  wall
collapse; 70-22cms.
Having presented all the horizon descriptions from the unit, a section drawing is now 
shown illustrating the stratigraphic position of the horizons within the unit.
Figure 5.78: the creation of wall 1 marks the beginning 
of horizon 3, the terminal horizon in this area of the site.
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Figure 5.80: section drawing o f the Eke occupation sequence showing 
the stratigraphic position of the 3 horizons excavated.
Relating the Ekb and Eke stratigraphies to the Essouk occupation sequence.
The way in which the stratigraphies o f units Ekb and Eke have been related to that of 
Eka and thereby ‘the Essouk occupation sequence’ is not a complex process and does 
not require exhaustive explanation. Radiocarbon dating o f samples from the two units 
has provided an absolute means o f linking them to the dated sequence of Eka. The 
diagram on the following page shows how the stratigraphies o f the two units can be 
correlated with the ‘Essouk occupation sequence’ in this way.
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Figure 5.81: diagram showing how the stratigraphies of units Ekb and Eke can be correlated with the 
‘Essouk periodisation sequence’ created from the unit Eka stratigraphy. The basis for establishing 
correlation is radiocarbon dating, the radiocarbon dates from Ekb and Eke being shown in their 
stratigraphic position in the diagram.
Having fully described the stratigraphies of the three excavation units and demonstrated 
how they can be compared chronologically all that remains is to provide a thorough 
account o f the radiocarbon dating project to demonstrate that the chronology we have 
established for the sequence is a sound one.
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Section 5.5: An account of the radiocarbon dating project.
The commencement of the radiocarbon dating project began before the fieldwork itself 
as it was necessary to develop a strategy for sample retrieval, selection and storage. The 
first stage of the initial strategy was deciding which types of material to sample for 
dating. As the area where the site is located is a desert area and has been for a 
considerable period it was decided not to use charcoal as a sample type as in desert 
environments “dead wood” can remain in the environment for long periods without 
decaying and therefore the possibility exists that ‘old wood’ might be picked up, burnt 
and deposited in an archaeological context which post-dates the life of the wood by a 
significant period.
In light of the above problem for the Essouk project it was decided to sample short-lived 
organic materials and principally organic remains in chaff-tempered ceramics, 
confirmed as the dominant temper type in the ceramics at Essouk during the preliminary 
survey of the site. This method of dating operates by extracting the burnt chaff from 
within the wall of the ceramic vessel in order to use for dating. With AMS dating it is 
possible to sample incredibly small amounts of organic matter, making this a viable 
technique. Far from being a technique which is just developing, AMS dating of 
ceramics has demonstrated itself to be a reliable dating method, projects such as that at 
Azelik-Takedda (Bemus and Cressier, 1991: 89-116) demonstrating that dates gained 
from the organic temper of ceramics produced consistent calibration curves as well as 
solid correspondences with independently dateable material such as coins. The other 
form of dating of short-lived samples that it was decided to pursue was the sampling of 
botanical remains. It was decided to do this in order to have some form of comparison 
with the dates gained from the organic temper of the pottery as well as having a back-up 
in case the ceramic sampling encountered unexpected problems, such as systematic 
contamination of the samples. While botanical remains were sampled, prior to the 
fieldwork there was an awareness that very small items such as seeds are far more likely 
to move up and down in the sequence than are larger ceramic fragments. As will be 
shown this proved to be the case when the results were analysed.
For the excavation season it was decided to take a suitable ceramic sample for dating 
purposes from each context excavated, thereby allowing for a targeted dating strategy 
following reflection upon the initial results of the fieldwork. By a suitable sample, it is
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meant a sufficiently large and sufficiently thick piece of ceramic which will have 
preserved organic remains inside, thinner, smaller samples tending to have the organic 
remains rotted out of them. Also when selecting samples there was an attempt to select 
samples whose deposition appeared to result from primary use; the near intact pot 
described in horizon 12 of unit Eka being a good example of a sample definitely in its 
primary context of use. During excavation the ceramic samples selected were bagged up 
separately in sealed bags and clearly labelled. The approach applied to the ceramics 
was also applied to the botanical sampling, the emphasis during sample selection being 
laid upon samples obtained from primary contexts such as hearths rather than simply 
gathered by flotation from random soil samples of living surfaces, a sure way to obtain 
samples which are secondary to the context excavated. The sampling of the botanical 
samples was carried out by bagging up as many samples from contexts apparently 
representing primary deposition. These samples were carefully sealed and labelled and 
then put through a flotation procedure to extract the organic flot. This flot was then 
dried and sealed in a carefully labelled bag to be next opened by the botanical expert of 
the project.
Following the fieldwork 19 selected samples were submitted to the Oxford Radiocarbon 
Laboratory to be dated; 13 samples were ceramic and 6 botanical (all these samples are 
listed in table 5.01). When the samples were received back it was found that 5 of the 
pottery samples had failed to produce a date (samples commencing with a ‘P’ in table 
5.01): this was due to not enough organic material being extracted. Of the remaining 
samples all produced dates. 2 of the dated samples produced dates but were given an 
oxa V  number (see table 5.01 for sample numbers prefixed by ‘oxa-x’): this meant that 
the laboratory were concerned about the potential for some irregularities in the results 
produced, a concern linked to the dl3c levels. The dates from these 2 samples must 
consequently be approached with caution. The remaining samples all produced reliable 
dates.
When we look at the calibration curve for the reliable radiocarbon dates from unit Eka 
(see figure 5.82) we see that they produce a fairly good sequence with only one 
inversion within the whole sequence, sample ‘oxa-16012’. When we look more closely 
at the sequence however we do observe that the sequence is not completely consistent 
relative to the stratigraphic relationship between the samples, even discounting the one 
inversion. The assessment of this slight inconsistency led us to conclude that this was
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caused by the movement of botanical samples within the sequence. The basis for this 
judgement was firstly that the inverted sample was a botanical sample. In addition to 
this the study of the calibration curve solely for the dates obtained from pottery samples 
(see fig. 5.83) showed a good consistency throughout the sequence relative to the 
stratigraphic position of the samples. In addition to these observations based purely 
upon the radiocarbon sequence, reflection upon the nature of the botanical material 
sampled also makes one see that there would be great potential for the movement of 
botanical material within the deposits as this material is light and small and therefore is 
a material which is highly likely to move up and down within the deposits over time 
through processes of bioturbation. Pottery on the other hand is far less likely to move 
around the sequence and also we specifically selected samples which appeared to have 
been in a primary context of deposition (see figure 5.42 for example, the whole pot 
dated in context Eka 45, sample oxa-16150). Therefore for this combination of reasons 
we are inclined to rely on the consistent pottery sequence more than the inconsistent 
botanical sequence. Having raised questions about the botanical sequence at the same 
time it should not be forgotten that a good proportion of the botanical samples showed a 
good correspondence with the dated pottery sequence as well.
Given the greater confidence in the pottery dates than the botanical dates it is fortunate 
that the dates for units Ekb and Eke were both gained from pottery. Given this fact and 
the consistent dated pottery sequence from unit Eka we have confidence in saying that 
the Essouk radiocarbon dating project produced a solid dated occupation sequence 
relating the 3 excavation units.
While we have now reviewed the radiocarbon sequence as a whole, one thing remains 
to be discussed that being the date from context Eka 114, as this is associated with the 
foundation of permanent architecture, the dating of which is of great importance to 
discussing issues of Trans-Saharan Trade development. The individual calibration plot 
for the sample from context Eka 114 is shown in figure 5.84. What this plot clearly
tVishows is that by far the greatest likelihood this sample represents an 8 century AD date 
for the earliest permanent architecture yet evidenced at Essouk.
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Sample nam e|Sam ple type Context calibrated date D13c level date + / -
OxA-16768 |pottery eka3 1305-1400 AD -13.9 602 26
Oxa-16012 jseed eka5 1020-1150 AD -18.6 961 28
Oxa-16013 jseed eka 18 1295-1390 AD -22.7 630 27
Oxa-16150 Jpottery eka45 1315-1410 AD -13.2 579 30
Oxa-16014 jseed eka77 1020-1150 AD -23.0 959 27
Oxa-16015 jseed eka85 1020-1150AD -22.0 960 28
Oxa-16769 jpottery eka87 895-995 AD -13.7 1087 27
Oxa-16016 |seed e k a l13 895-995 AD -23.0 1086 28
Oxa-16151 jpottery e k a l14 690-860 AD -13.6 1238 30
Oxa-16017 jseed e k a l18 875-970 AD -23.1 1141 28
Oxa-16152 jpottery ekb2 985-1025 AD -13.3 1032 30
Oxa-16770 Jpottery ekc4 1285-1390 AD -13.8 650 27
Oxax-2178 19|pottery eka77 640-770 AD -12.6 1339 36
Oxax-2178 22 jpottery e k a l16 680-810 AD -14.7 1245 34
■ 1 1
pi 8296 jpottery eka9 - - - -
pi 8298 jpottery eka75 - - - -
pi 8301 jpottery eka103 - - - -
pi 8303 jpottery e k a l16 - - - -
pi 8306 Jpottery ekb9 - - - -
Table 5.01: full list of all radiocarbon dates obtained from Essouk.
Atmospheric d a t a  from Reimer et a l  (2004);OxCal v3 10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub r:5 sd:12 prob usp[chron]
eka-3 (pot) 602±26BP M i  _ 
eka-5 thotant 961±28BP 4 ^ 1
eka-18 (botan) 630±27BP -
eka-45(pot) 579±30BP A A _
eka-77 (botan) 959±27BP k
eka-85 (botan) 960±28RP
eka-87 (pot) 1087±27BP
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eka-114 tpott 1238±30BP A k t
eka-118 tbotant 114U28BP .  AM
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500CalAD lOOOCalAD 1500CalAD
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Figure 5.82: calibration curve of all reliable radiocarbon dates from unit Eka (diagram shows only one 
inversion in the sequence).
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Atmospheric data from Reimer et al (2004),OxCal v3 10 Bronk Ramsey (2005), cub r:5 sd: 12 prob usp[chron]
eka-3 (oxa-16768) 602±26BP 
eka-45 (oxa-16150) 579±30BP 
eka-87 (oxa-16769) 1069±35BP 
eka-114 (oxa-16151) 1 2 3 8 ^ A A ^ *
500CalAD 1 OOOCal AD 
Calibrated date
1500CalAD
Figure 5.83: radiocarbon calibration curve for pottery samples from unit Eka.
Atm ospheric data from R e im e rc ta l (2004);O eC al v 3 .10 Bronk Ramsey (2005); cub  r  5 s d :1 2 p ro b u sp |c h ro n |
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Figure 5.84: individual plot from context 114, the sample associated with the lower part of the 
horizon evidencing the earliest permanent architecture yet found at Essouk
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CHAPTER 6
Essouk material culture (IV. pottery.
Section 6.1: Introduction.
This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the most common type of material 
culture collected during the fieldwork: pottery. The main objective of this analysis is to 
assess the timing and nature of shifts in the Essouk pottery assemblage which might 
correspond with larger socio-cultural changes connected to the people making and 
consuming the Essouk pots. The ability to attain this information from the study of 
pottery is based upon the ethnoarchaeological understanding that formal and technical 
attributes of pottery show significant variation between cultural and/or linguistic groups 
(Gallay et al. 1996; Gosselain 1998) and therefore the study of the formal and technical 
attributes of the Essouk ceramics can provide us with insight into the groups producing 
the Essouk pots. While one must be aware that pots do not represent people and that 
therefore the Essouk ceramics were not necessarily used by their manufacturers, 
nevertheless, a careful use of the socio-cultural data gained from the study of pots can 
allow us to gain insight into cultural changes and connections at Essouk.
I will commence by briefly explaining the methodological approach adopted in the 
analysis of the Essouk pottery. This will be followed by a presentation of the 
typological reference material necessary to its comprehension. Following this, the 
excavated pottery assemblage will be described in detail. This will be done in three 
stages: stage 1, investigating in isolation the character over time of individual attributes 
of the pots excavated at Essouk (e.g., decorative motifs, material composition, form, 
etc.); stage 2, investigating the character of combinations of attributes found in the 
pottery assemblage, specifically concentrating on the observed associations between 
decorative motifs and forms; stage 3, providing full descriptions of the most distinctive 
and time-sensitive pot types found at Essouk. Through this process, a clear idea of the 
excavated assemblage will be gained to allow for comparison and discussion of the 
assemblage’s most important features with other Sahelian and Saharan pottery 
assemblages.
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Prior to the comparative discussion of the assemblage, a brief account is provided of 
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) and plain light microscopic analysis of selected 
pottery samples which was undertaken to answer some outstanding questions presented 
by the descriptive analysis of the excavated material. The results of this analysis are 
crucial to understanding one of the most important elements of the pottery assemblage. 
Following the account of the microscopic analyses, the comparative discussion of the 
Essouk excavated pottery against other Sahelian pottery assemblages is presented.
The last section of the chapter is a brief account of the pottery collected from the surface 
of the site. The main function of this section is to see what the surface distribution of 
pots can tell us about the occupational history of the unexcavated areas of the site when 
this is compared with the excavated pottery.
Section 6.2: descriptive analysis of the Essouk excavated pottery. 
Methodology I: Attribute-based analysis.
As the Early Islamic era ceramics from this area of the northern Sahel have not been 
studied previously, to describe the ceramics it was necessary to develop a completely 
new ceramic attribute-based analytical framework for this region. The methodology 
used to develop a new attribute-based typology broadly follows the methodology which 
has been used and developed over a number of years at other West African sites from 
this era (cf. McIntosh, 1995) and has made particular reference to the most recent of 
these studies (Arazi, 2005) which represents a highly detailed reflection upon the 
methodological process of typology construction. The broad methodological approach 
guiding these studies is the recording of all formal and material attributes of each 
individual ceramic sherd collected to build up a database describing the individual 
characteristics of all sherds collected which can then be used to conduct quantitative 
analysis of the assemblage attributes. Before this recording stage there are however a 
number of steps which have to be undertaken. The first step involves the definition of 
the categories used to describe the ceramics. Examples of the descriptive categories 
used in this study are the following: decoration; fabric; firing technology; pot rim shape; 
pot rim diameter. Having defined the descriptive categories for the analysis the next step 
is to create a number of attribute codes within each descriptive category and assign a
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code to each individual attribute: for instance one of the codes for the descriptive 
category of fabric is ‘41’ which means a ceramic sherd whose fabric is ‘chaff-tempered 
clay’. Having assigned all the codes for all the descriptive categories the recording 
process is ready to be carried out. The recording process involves entering all the 
descriptive codes for each individual sherd into a database set up for this purpose.
Once all the attribute codes of all the sherds are entered into the database it is then 
possible to use this database to commence the analysis via the counting and sorting of 
attributes. Such an analysis avoids the pitfalls of purely typological analyses which can 
play down relevant variation within types at the expense of generating viable type- 
counts. Within attribute-based analyses it is also easier to look at variations within 
certain isolated descriptive categories over space and time at a site (such as pottery 
decor attributes).
As was related in the introduction, the first stage of analysis within this study involves 
studying the assemblage from the isolated perspectives of each of the descriptive 
categories defined for the study. For each of the categories this will involve quantifying 
the numbers of sherds within the assemblage which correspond to each of the attributes 
defined within the descriptive category and showing the stratigraphic distribution of 
these quantities. With this information it will then be possible to identify for each 
descriptive category both the dominant characteristics of the assemblage as a whole as 
well as identifying significant time sensitive variability (e.g., the restriction of a 
particular decorative motif to a specific period within the occupation sequence). While 
this first level approach can be highly informative for focused studies of individual 
ceramic attributes, it obviously does not allow us to see potentially interesting 
correspondences between the patterns defined in isolation for each of the descriptive 
categories. For this reason a second stage of analysis will be conducted to establish 
these correspondences. This second stage of analysis will focus on defining 
correspondences between forms and decor attributes to form ‘attribute clusters’ -  a sort 
of statistical typology. In addition to this focus on decoration and form, the two most 
variable aspects of the Essouk assemblage, the second stage of analysis will also include 
limited investigations of the correspondences of ceramic fabric types with other 
attributes of pots. The final stage of the analysis -  stage 3 -  involves investigating in 
more detail the pots displaying the most significant decorative and form
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correspondences in stage 2 of the analysis: quite simply this will involve presenting 
tables describing in full the attributes of those pots and providing a brief commentary.
Methodology II: Recording processes and typological reference material.
The first stage of the recording process took place at the site where the assemblage was 
divided into the following six groups: 1) specimens with sufficient rims remaining to 
allow vessel form reconstruction (hereafter ‘rim sherds’); 2) specimens having 
insufficient rim to enable vessel reconstruction but having handles; 3) specimens having 
no rim but having a modelled base; 4) specimens having no rim but having some other 
modelled form (e.g., a spout); 5) specimens having insufficient remaining rim and no 
modelled form but being decorated (‘decorated body sherds’); 6) specimens having 
insufficient remaining rim, no modelled attributes and having no decoration (‘non­
decorated body sherds’). Following this division the next step involved counting the 
undecorated body sherds by archaeological context and reburying these: no attempt was 
made to study the fabric or the firing technology of these body sherds as it was seen that 
this information could be gained from the other categories of the assemblage. The rest 
of the material was taken to Bamako for storage for analysis. The recording was carried 
out in Bamako by the author between October 2005 and January 2006.
The first category studied was ‘decorated body sherds’. For these sherds the following 
attributes were recorded: decor; burnish; slip; firing core; temper. Explanation of these 
categories is provided below.
Decor motif The decorative motifs featuring on the body sherds were recorded with 
the aid of the code chart shown at the end of this sub-section which lists all the codes of 
all the types of decoration used on the ceramics from Essouk. These include cord- 
related decorative motifs, painted motifs and plastic motifs. Illustration of a selection of 
these decorative motifs is provided in Figures 6.03 and 6.04. While the recording of 
decorative ‘patterns’ is noted and recorded where relevant, the main emphasis in the 
study of the decor is on the tools being used to produce the decoration. This is because 
recent African ethnoarchaeological work has shown that technical aspects (tools, 
forming techniques and fabrics) tell us more about social boundaries that more readily 
transferred ‘artistic’ aspects (patterns of decoration, for example) (cf. Gosselain 1992, 
1998; Gallay et al. 1996).
Burnish Burnishing of vessels is a process which involves giving a polished 
surface to a vessel by rubbing or smoothing it before firing. Simply the presence or the 
absence of burnish was noted for all the body sherds.
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Slip Slip is a liquid clay solution applied to the surface of ceramic vessels
after they have been formed to give them a smooth surface. Again, simply the presence 
or absence of slip was noted for all the body-sherds.
Firing core The firing core of a ceramic vessel is the colouring of the interior of the 
ceramic wall. Different firing atmospheres produce different firing cores. The 
characteristics of the various firing cores evidenced at Essouk are illustrated in Figure 
6.05 which also shows the codes that these firing core types were giving during the 
recording process.
Temper The temper of a ceramic vessel is the material which is added to the clay 
when the vessel is being formed to give it extra bonding strength. The temper types used 
in the production of the ceramic recorded at Essouk are listed in Figure 6.06 together 
with the codes used to represent these different types.
Following the study of the body-sherds the next group of ceramics studied was the rim 
sherds. In addition to the recording of the attributes listed above for the decorated body 
sherds, the following additional attributes were recorded for the rim sherds: rim form; 
maximum rim thickness; diameter of vessel; decor location.
Rim form  In the West African Sahel rim forms are one of the attributes of ceramics
which vary the most, with all forms of shaping, thickening and bending being used in 
the production of the rim. As with decorative tools, particular rim forms can be stable 
indicators of particular pottery traditions and therefore the careful recording of their 
various forms can potentially yield useful information related to cultural practice. The 
various rim forms evidenced at Essouk are divided into 3 broad categories, simple, 
thickened and everted rims. Within these three categories a great range of variation was 
categorised and recorded. These rim types are illustrated in Figures 6.07 -  6.11 together 
with the codes which represent them.
Maximum rim thickness The thickness of rims when recorded ‘en mass’ can often 
show interesting patterns within ceramic production. Within this analysis, the maximum 
thicknesses of the rims are recorded, that being the measurement of the thickest point of 
the rim seen in section.
Rim diameter From the majority of rim sherds recovered it is possible to
understand the diameter of the vessel that the rim sherd formed a part of. This is done 
by placing the rim at the correct angle on a chart illustrated with a series of concentric 
circles corresponding to diameters from 1 cm to 56 cms (not illustrated). The curve of 
the rim is compared with the curve of the various concentric circles until the matching 
curve is found and thereby the diameter of the opening of the pot it formed a part of. 
With this information we are obviously able to gain a sense of the size ranges of pots 
used at Essouk.
Decor location In addition to recording the decor motifs found on the rim sherds 
the location of these motifs on the rim sherd is also noted. Figure 6.12 illustrates the 
various location ‘units’ which are used to describe decor locations. Obviously, in 
addition to the rim itself a rim sherd can include a large part of a pot or an entire pot and
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therefore with rim sherds the location of the decor is able to be noted not simply on the 
rim but on all areas of the pot which are seen.
Following the study of the rim sherds the three remaining groups were studied: handles, 
bases and other modelled forms. For these three groups of the assemblage the following 
attributes were noted where possible: form type; temper; firing core; decor motif; decor 
location. The explanations of the categories of temper, firing core and decor motif 
already given apply equally to these groups of the assemblage. The only extra 
information necessary for these groups relates to decor location as follows:
Decor location (for handles, bases and ‘other modelled forms ’) There are two
decor locations which apply to handles, the first being decor on the handle and the 
second being decor associated with the handle, this being the immediate area around the 
handle on the pot itself. For modelled bases, there is only one location unit which relates 
to decor anywhere on the modelled base. The only ‘other modelled form’ to feature 
decoration was the trilobate pot rest and this is given one decor location code the same 
as its form code (02b).
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Decor codes and names for pottery typology.
* Certain of the decor types listed here are followed by references to the typologies of Hurley 
(1979), Soper (1985) and S.K. McIntosh (1995) for the purposes both of comparative reference 
and standardization; the numbers which follow the names of each of these authors when they 
appear after a reference indicate the code used in their typologies. This list is an improvement 
and modification of an attribute list used for Sahelian pottery analysis created by K.C. 
MacDonald and used by Projet Dia (Schmidt et al. 2005).
1. Cord-Wrapped Decors fPeigne Filete Souple et Peigne Filete Rigide)
Impressed Cord-Wrapped Decors (Peigne Filete Imprime)
PFI-3 = Tightly Spaced (1.5mm or less between wraps), no stick marks 
PFI-4 = Widely Spaced (more than 1.5mm between wraps), no stick marks 
PFI-5 = Cord-wrapped stick (1.5mm or less between wraps), stick marks negligible 
PFI-6 = Multiple cord-wrapped stick (Hurley 262-270)
Cord-Wrapped Roulettes (Peigne Filete Roule)
PFR-1: Single Bead, Single Base, no stick marks (Hurley, 271)
2. Cord Impressions and Roulettes Ino basel
Cord Roulettes
CR-1 = Knotted Cord (Hurley 165, 182-198)
CR-2 = Double Braided [simple herringbone] (Hurley 210, McIntosh Tw 1&2) 
CR-4 = Accordian Pleat Roulette (McIntosh Tw 4&5)
CR-5 = Knotted Strip Roulette (Soper Fig.5)
CR-6 = Twisted Cord Roulette (Hurley 54-62, McIntosh Tw6)
CR-7 = Looped Cord [chevron roulette] (Hurley 172, McIntosh Twl2)
CR-9 = (Hurley 87)
Cord Impressions
Cl = cord impression insufficiently clear to show precise decorative pattern 
CI-2 = Impressed in a Single Row/Channel
Other Cord
C = cord decor of some form but too eroded to identify more precisely
3. Comb Decors
Dragged Comb (Peigne Entrainer)
PE-1 = Linear
PE-4 = Other geometric
Stabbed Comb 
PI-1 = Linear
Figure 6.01: Essouk excavated pottery decor motif codes (1).
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4. Stylus Decors
Channels
Ch = Single Channel
Mch = Multiple Channels (but slightly irregular, not made with a comb)
Simple Stylus-Incised Decors 
SI-2 = cross-hatched 
SI-3 = Dashed lines 
SI-4 = geometric forms
SI-8 = cross (Tuareg property sign? -  see stage 1 decor discussion in text)
Punctuate/impression with stylus
ST1 = punctate, simple angular holes or depressions
ST2 = punctate, simple circular holes or depressions
ST3 = punctate, simple circular holes in specific design form (triangle)
ST4 = Sideways impressions of the stylus on lip.
5. Organic decors
Dragged Organ ics
Herb = Dragged straw or palm frond
Herb-geo = Dragged straw or palm frond to form patterns
Impressed Organics
OI = Fingernail Impressed [Ongle Imprime]
OI-geo = Fingernail impressions arranged in geometric form 
FI = Finger impression
6. Mat formed
Natte = Grass mat impressed [fine sharp fibres in a diamond weave]
Dogon = Mat-formed impressions comparable to current Dogon techniques
7. Paint
Three letter Code describing:
Initial Code> P = paint, then dash (-)
Colour Code> R = rouge, B = Blanc, N = Noire
Design Code> W = wash, C = Cross-hatch, L = Parallel Lines, T = Triangles, Do = dots 
Example = P-RC is a red, painted cross-hatched design.
8. Applied Plastic
PA2 = Nubbins/Boutons -  rounded 
PA4 = Bands/Bandes - Notched
9. Other
Perf = Single Drilled Hole 
Mperf = Multiple Drilled holes
Erod = eroded decor unable to be precisely defined.
Figure 6.02: Essouk excavated pottery decor motif codes (2).
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1. Cr-1 (Eka-2) 2. Q -4  (Eka-116) 3. Ci-6 (Ekb-9)
4. Fi (Ekc-11) 5. Herb (Eka-45) 6. Mch (Ekb-9)
7. Mch (Ekb-14) 8. Natte (Ekb-S) 9. Oi (Eka-2)
10. Oi-geo (Eka-45) 12. Paint (Eka-78)11. Pa-2 (located at top o f  sha d: 
Eka-3)
13. Paint (Eka-79) 14. Paiiit (Ekc-2) 15. Pe-4 (Eka-2)
Figure 6.03: illustration o f decor motifs recorded on Essouk ceramics (1).
16. Pe-4 (Ekb-9) 17 Pfi-3 (Eka-86) 18. Pfi-3 (Ekb-31
19. Pfi-? (Eka-77) 20 Pfi-5 (Eka-62) 21 Pfi-5 (stick marks seen at too o f
sherd) (Eka-84)
22 Si-3 (located at top and base o f  23. Si-3 (Eka-45) 24. Si-4 (Ekc-4)
handle; Eka-"S)
2?. Si-4 (Eke-101 26. S i-4 (E k c -ll)  27. Si-4 (Eka-39)
28. Si-4 (same sherd as seen in image 29. St-1 (Eka-32) 30. St-1 (Eka-113)
27 with white powder applied to define 
desiai)
Figure 6.04: illustration of decor motifs recorded on Essouk ceramics (2).
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■: ■' .
Figure 6.05: Essouk excavated pottery firing core types (stylized pottery wall cross-sections showing 
variations in the appearance of firing cores; after Rye, 1981).
Material composition (temper) coding key.
21 = coarse sand (potentially some occasional grog) 
23 = fine sand (potentially some occasional grog)
31 = grog (other inclusions rare)
32 = grog + coarse sand abundant
41 = chaff (other inclusions rare)
42 = chaff + grog + coarse sand abundant
44 = chaff + grog + coarse sand in small quantities
45 = chaff + coarse sand (no grog)
Figure 6.06: Essouk excavated pottery temper types.
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Figure 6.07: Essouk excavated simple rim forms.
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Figure 6.08: Essouk excavated thickened rim forms.
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Figure 6.11: Essouk excavated everted rim forms (3).
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Figure 6.12: illustration o f decor location zones used in the pottery analysis.
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Figure 6.13: Essouk excavated pot handle forms.
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Figure 6.14: Essouk excavated pottery modelled base forms.
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Figure 6.15: Essouk excavated ‘other modelled forms’.
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Overview of the excavated assemblage.
Before commencing more detailed analysis it is useful to establish a broad sense o f the 
size o f the assemblage we are dealing with and the character o f the pottery sample 
within it. The following table showing the broad characteristics o f the ceramics from the 
different periods o f unit eka provides a useful first step in this direction:
Pottery category
Unit Eka period 1
Unit Eka 
period 2
Unit Eka 
period 3a
Unit Eka 
period 3b
Unit Eka period 
4
All Sherds with no decor 137 1274 1080 1954 3089
All Sherds with decor 20 (12.7%) 159 (11.1%) 108 (9%) 342 (14.9%) 568 (15.5%)
Rim Sherds 6 57 44 110 164
Body Sherds 151 1367 1128 2158 3423
Handle Sherds 0 7 6 13 66
Sherds with modelled 
base 0 2 8 5 2
Feature Sherds (e.g. 
spouts) 0 2 2 10
2
Total sherds studied 157 1433 1188 2296 3657
Table 6.01: table showing a broad overview of the unit Eka pottery assemblage.
The first thing to note in the above table is that pottery is relatively scarce in period 1. In 
order to provide further definition as to when we start seeing significant amounts of 
pottery in the occupation sequence, the following additional figures are provided for the 
quantities o f pottery specimens found in the first 3 horizons o f Eka: horizon 1 = 35 
sherds; horizon 2 = 103 sherds; horizon 3 = 524 sherds. From these figures it can be 
clearly seen that pottery starts to be seen in large quantities from the horizon associated 
with the beginning of permanent architecture (account should also be taken of the fact 
that far less cubic metreage was excavated in horizon 3 than in the two previous 
horizons). From the beginning o f period 2 to the end of the unit’s sequence pottery is 
present in large quantities. The relative distribution o f pottery throughout the periods 
associated with permanent architecture is not o f particular significance other than it 
perhaps indicating changing functions o f the excavated space.
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In addition to providing certain information regarding the quantity of pottery found, 
Table 6.01 provides certain key indicators of the characteristics of the assemblage. 
Firstly one can see that in all periods the assemblage is massively dominated by non­
decorated pottery, the largest percentages of decorated vs. undecorated items only ever 
just getting over the 15% mark of the assemblage as a whole in Period 4. Within this 
overall tradition of limited decoration one can however see certain patterns -  in period 
3b and period 4 it is clear that there is more decorated pottery than in periods 1, 2 and 
3a. The second additional thing to note from Table 6.01 is that we can clearly see from 
the minimal amount of modelled bases recorded that on the whole the assemblage is of 
a round-bottomed tradition. This fact not only tells us about the form of the pots but also 
indicates without further analysis of the pots that the Essouk assemblage contains, at the 
most, only minimal amounts of wheel thrown pots (never more than roughly 7% of 
vessels if we compare numbers of rims against numbers of wheel thrown bases where 
bases are most numerous, in Period 3a). The last point to make regarding the 
assemblage in relation to Table 6.01 is that we can already note a significant time- 
sensitive variable within the assemblage, that being the presence of handles. While 
handles are obviously a major attribute of the period 4 assemblage in all other periods 
they are a limited presence.
The initial patterns observed in the decorative and formal attributes of the Eka 
excavated pottery are paralleled in units Ekb and Eke when we look at an equivalent 
table of results for these units. In Table 6.02 we again see that these assemblages are not 
highly decorated; the relatively large quantity of decor in Ekb horizons 2/3 should be 
noted, however. This is generally consistent with the chronological pattern of decor 
incidence from unit Eka. We see again that modelled bases are only minimally present. 
Likewise, the pattern for a low incidence of handles in general and their relative 
increase in more recent deposits is consistent with the unit Eka assemblage. One 
noteworthy pattern is the extremely large quantities of pottery observed from unit Ekb 
horizon 2/3: this perhaps indicates that excavation was taking place in an area 
previously used as some kind of ‘ depotoir\
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Ceramic category
Unit Ekb 
horizon 1
Unit Ekb horizon  
2&3
Unit Eke horizon 
1
Unit Eke horizon 
28.3
All Sherds with no decor 806 5949 708 1770
All Sherds with decor 97 (10.7%) 1392 (19%) 105(12.9% ) 165 (8.5%)
Rim Sherds 39 416 51 79
Body Sherds 852 6844 760 1828
Handle Sherds 5 58 0 22
Sherds with modelled 
base 3 12 2 5
Feature Sherds (e.g. 
spouts) 3 11 0 1
Total items studied 903 7341 813 1935
Table 6.02: table showing a broad view of the pottery assemblage from units Ekb and Eke.
Analysis Phase 1: individual attributes.
Having provided an initial broad analysis o f the assemblage we will now move to the 
more detailed analysis o f the Essouk pottery commencing with analysis o f individual 
attributes o f the assemblage in isolation. This analysis o f the attributes will be 
conducted in an order which broadly follows the stages by which the pots are made. 
Firstly, we will look at the material composition (temper) o f the pots, an attribute 
relating to the preparation o f the clay by the potter. Following this, by looking at the pot 
rim diameters we will investigate the potter’s decisions as to which size of pot to make. 
We then turn to the analysis o f form commencing with the decision of whether to 
provide a modelled base to the pot, then the rim type the pot is to have, followed by 
looking at the rim thickness. The next thing we investigate is the potter’s decision as to 
whether the pot should have a handle or other modelled form s. After form comes decor. 
We look firstly at the choice o f the decoration to be used, then at the choice o f decor 
location. We then investigate potential final pre-firing treatments o f the pot such as the 
addition o f slip or the decision to burnish the pot. The final stage o f the pot process and 
the final attribute to be studied is the firing technology as we look at the firing  core o f 
the pot. A greater sense o f the production process we are studying can be gained by 
looking at appendix B where full illustration and commentary o f contemporary pot 
making at Essouk is provided, a process which includes most o f the above-detailed 
stages.
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Material composition (‘temper’).
When we look to Tables 6.03 and 6.04 we can see that the Essouk assemblage is 
dominated by clays tempered only with ‘chaff (cereal processing waste products) or 
grass (code 41). While one can make a general statement that all deposits from all three 
units are dominated by chaff-tempered pottery (ca. 96%) one can discern a pattern of 
significant variability in the presence of the next most frequently encountered temper 
type, chaff combined with ‘grog’ -  crushed-up broken pottery -  and coarse sand in 
small quantities (code 44): pots tempered with this temper type are found in relatively 
high quantities (17% of all fabrics) in period 3b. The high incidence of this fabric type 
in period Eka 3b and its low incidence from units Ekb and Eke is entirely consistent 
with the stratigraphic relationship of the 3 units. These grog tempered sherds have a 
particular interpretive significance, the basic elements of which are discussed in sections 
6.3 & 6.4 below. All other temper types found are found in negligible quantities and 
show no particularly significant patterning.
Tem per
Type eka period 1 eka period 2
eka period 3a eka period 3b eka period 4
21 f
23 3 1 F F
31 1 1 1 4 5
32 1
41 24 (96%) 222 (92%) 172 (92%) 401 (76%) 748 (92%)
42 1
43 1
44 12 (5%) 10(5%) 87 (17%) 23 (3%)
45 2 4 18 23
Total 25 ^41 |188 525 814
Table 6.03: Frequency distribution of temper types from unit Eka pots.
Tem per type ekb horizon 1 ekb horizon 2 and 3 eke horizon 1 eke horizon 2 and 3
21 1 2
23 1 3 1
31 5 31 7
32
41 142 (91%) 1715(92%) 148 (90%) 250 (96%)
42
43
44 6 (4%) 90 (5%) 2(1%) 6 (2%)
45 2 35 4 4
Total 156 1875 164 260
Table 6.04: Frequency distribution of temper types from unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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Size (rim diameter).
Turning now to the size of the pots, from Tables 6.05 and 6.06 it can be seen that the 
rim diameters of Essouk pots are as a whole fairly strongly concentrated in the 10-20 
centimetre band. Likewise, a general statement can be made to the effect that pots larger 
than this are found in increasingly lesser quantities the larger the rim diameter category 
becomes. Likewise on the whole one can say that pots of 6-8 centimetres -  i.e. sub-10 
centimetre pots -  are by no means minimally present in the assemblage and are often 
found in excess of 50% of the total of the next diameter category up, the 10-12 
centimetre category (Eka period 1 is discounted in this statement as the quantities 
present are not statistically significant). The one most notable exception to these above 
generalities about rim diameters relates to the Eka period 4 pots where we can clearly 
see that the rim diameter concentration in these pots is even more precisely defined to 
the 10-16 centimetre category: if we compare these 10-16 measurements of the Eka 
period 4 pots with rim diameters from Ekb horizon 2/3 we can see that the c.l4th century 
pots of Eka period 4 clearly have smaller diameters than the c. 10th/l 1th century pots of 
Ekb horizon 2/3 even though this size reduction is only of the scale of 4 centimetres. 
Given the lack of good statistical data relating to the pottery from other chronological 
units of the assemblage no further definite statements can be made about rim diameter 
change over time.
diameter eka period 1 eka period 2 eka period 3a eka period 3b eka period 4
6-8 1 8 4 16 16
10-12 1 14 5 23 46
14-16 1 11 17 28 53
18-20 3 11 7 17 19
22-24 3 3 8 12
26-28 6 4 7 6
30-32 1 2 5 3
34-36 1 1 2 3
38-40 1
42-44 1 1 3 1
46-48 1 1 1
50-52 2
54-56 1
Total 6 57 44 110 164
Table 6.05: Frequency distribution of rim diameters from unit Eka pots.
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diameter Ekb hor 1 Ekb hor 2/3 Eke hor 1 Eke hor 2/3
6-8 2 48 7 6
10-12 8 84 12 25
14-16 9 93 5 20
18-20 6 83 13 17
22-24 6 35 8 3
26-28 3 33 4 3
30-32 4 21 2 2
34-36 1 12
38-40 4 1
42-44 2 1
46-48
50-52 1 1
54-56
Total 39 416 51 79
Table 6.06: Frequency distribution of rim diameters from unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
Modelled bases.
As was indicated earlier, modelled bases are very infrequently found in the Essouk 
assemblage clearly indicating that it is for the most part a round bottomed assemblage, 
made by moulding or paddling, rather than by the wheel. Looking at Tables 6.07 -  6.08 
showing the frequency distributions o f modelled bases over time we can observe that 
the modelled bases that are found are relatively equally distributed in time.
Base type |eka period 1 eka period 2 eka period 3a eka period 3b eka period 4
B1 I 2 1 1
B2 I I 1 0 1
B3 3
B4 1 0
bsect 2 4 1
Total modelled  
bases per 
period 0 2 8 5 2
Table 6.07: Frequency distribution of modelled pot-base forms from unit Eka.
Base type ekb horizon 1 ekb horizon 2 & 3 eke horizon 1 eke horizon 2 & 3
B1 5 2
B2 2 2 1
B3
B4 2
Bsect 1 3 4
Total modelled bases per 
Period 3
12 2 5
Table 6.08: Frequency distribution of modelled base types for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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Rim shapes
The potter having decided the size, base type and shape of the vessel, the next decision 
involves what type of rim the pot should have. This decision is one of the most 
culturally and functionally contingent decisions in pot making, hence the variety of rim 
forms generally found is relatively large. While the task of defining a rim typology for a 
previously unstudied area -  the case with the Adrar des Iforas region where Essouk is 
located -  is therefore a cumbersome task with the profusion of forms evidenced, this is 
an important task as it provides a very useful body of data to contribute to the data set of 
West African archaeology.
The first breakdown of the rim types data made is a division of the rims into three broad 
categories: simple rims -  rims with no addition of clay to the rim tip and no bending of 
the upper part of the vessel (see Figure 6.07); thickened rims -  rims with clay added to 
the tip to provide some form of modelled thickening but with no bending of the upper 
part of the vessel (see Figure 6.08); everted rims -  vessels whose upper part has been 
bent in some way (see Figures 6.09-6.11).
Looking broadly at the Eka assemblage we see that simple rims are consistently the 
most represented rim category in the Eka assemblage being found to be around 40 to 
60% of the assemblage and thereby roughly equalling the combined totals of everted 
and thickened rims (Table 6.09). Regarding the relative frequency distribution of the 
other two rim categories over time we see a pattern of everted rims becoming relatively 
more numerous over time, in period 3 and 4 everted rims being more numerous than 
thickened rims while in period 2 the inverse had been the case. It should be noted 
however that the quantity of rims in period 2 is a relatively small number to base this 
observation on and therefore it is advisable to treat this pattern with caution. Given the 
relatively large quantities of rims from periods 3 and 4 however one can say fairly 
confidently that over time everted rims become more common than thickened rims.
Turning to the Ekb and Eke assemblages we see a certain confirmation of the patterns 
observed for unit Eka relative to their chronological relationships (see Table 6.10). 
Looking first at the assemblage from unit Ekb horizon 2/3, this being statistically the 
most sound part of the Ekb and Eke assemblage due to the large quantities of specimens 
found, we see that simple rims are again the most dominant rim category. In Ekb
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horizon 2/3 one can also see that everted rims are seen in greater proportion that 
thickened rims, a pattern that corresponds well chronologically with what was seen for 
unit Eka, Ekb horizon 2/3 being seen to relate to Eka period 3a. Regarding Ekb horizon 
1, Eke horizon 1 and Eke horizon 2/3, we do see that these fit with the pattern o f everted 
rims becoming more numerous over time though again we should be cautious about 
these statistics given the small quantities o f rims recorded, and especially as the simple 
rim statistics for these parts o f the assemblage are beginning to diverge significantly 
from the pattern seen previously in the statistically more sound parts o f the assemblage.
rim category unit A period 1 unit A period 2 unit A period 3 unit A period 3b unit A period 4
Simple 3(50) 31 (54.4) 17(38.7) 66 (60.0) 77 (50)
Thickened 3 (50) 19(33.3) 14(31.8) 12 (11.0) 37 (22.6)
Everted 0(0) 7(12.3) 13(30.5) 32 (29.0) 50 (30.5)
Total rims 6 (100%) 57 (100%) 44 (100% ) 110 (100%) 164 (100%)
Table 6.09: table showing the division of the Eka rim forms into simple, everted and thickened rim
form categories.
rim family unit b horizon 1 Unit b horizon 2/3 unit c horizon 1 Unit c horizon 2/3
Simple 14(35.9) 178 (42.8) 16(31.4) 20 (25.3)
Thickened 16(41% ) 108 (26%) 15 (29.4) 13 (16.5)
Everted 9 (2 3 .1 ) 130(31.3) 20 (39.2) 46 (58.2)
Total rims 39(100) 416(100) 51 (100) 79 (100)
Table 6.10: table showing the division of the Ekb and Eke rim forms into simple, 
everted and thickened rim form categories.
Turning now to look at the three broad rim categories in more detail, let us first 
concentrate on investigating simple rims (see Figure 6.07 for illustration o f simple rim 
types). In the Eka assemblage (Table 6.11) we can see S4 rims are consistently the most 
dominant rim type throughout the sequence, a pattern which is replicated when we look 
at the Ekb and Eke simple rims (Table 6.12). This pattern is unsurprising as this 
rounded simple rim is perhaps the most standard simple rim form, it being the least 
time-consuming and easiest way of finishing the rim of a vessel. O f the rim types which 
represent the remainder o f the simple rims, S3 rims are consistently the next most 
dominant rim in Eka and likewise in Ekb and Eke; it should be noted that S3 rims are o f 
an altogether different nature to S4 rims in requiring the gradual tapering o f the clay as 
the pot wall is worked up to achieve their pointed finish, a more finessed production 
process. In the Eka sequence the remaining rims are less consistently distributed. Of
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these remaining rims the most noteworthy distribution to observe is that of SI rims 
these being seen in relatively large quantities later in the sequence (period 3b and period 
4); this pattern of S1 distribution in Eka would appear to be reasonably well confirmed 
by S i’s less strong presence in the Ekb 2/3 deposits which are chronologically earlier. 
While this flattened rim type is therefore reasonably time-sensitive it is however not a 
great carrier of cultural information by itself as it is of a fairly ‘universal’ form. The 
only other noteworthy rim distribution to observe is that of the channel-lipped S8 rim 
type which is the most distinctive of the simple rims found and is only found in period 
2, a chronological restriction seemingly confirmed by its absence from the 
chronologically later Ekb and Eke deposits. While the small quantities of this fairly 
distinctive rim type cannot allow us to see it as an important period 2 rim type, it may 
be seen as a temporally diagnostic early rim type.
Turning now to look at thickened rims we look first at the illustration of the thickened 
rim types excavated at Essouk (see Figure 6.08) and see that the majority of thickened 
rim types recorded are thickened on the external side only and are of a fairly basic 
design form brought about by the simple addition of a small amount of clay to a simple 
rim tip: we are not dealing with a profusion of highly complex thickened rim types. 
When we look to the frequency distribution table of thickened rims from unit Eka 
(Table 6.13) we see that the vast quantity of rims relate to these external thickened rim 
types, only small quantities of rims being found which are not of this broad type (T9 
and T il) . When we look to the frequency distribution table for units Ekb and Eke 
(Table 6.14) we again see the dominance of this above detailed external thickened rim 
type, though a quick glance at this table also shows us that Ekb horizons 2/3 was where 
the majority of the other forms of thickened rims were recorded, a distribution returned 
to in the following brief discussion of the further significant patterns amongst the 
thickened rim types.
The first rim type which stands out is T2, one of the most rudimentary of all the 
thickened rims seen. T2 is the dominant thickened rim type in Eka period 2 and also in 
Ekb horizon 2/3, deposits seen to correspond to Eka period 3a. While the small 
quantities of rims in Eka period 3b do not allow us to make a judgement regarding 
which rims were most dominant at that time, we can see that by period 4 a different rim 
type was dominant, T7, one of the more angular of the basic design-form external 
thickened rims; this reasonably formally-diagnostic T7 rim is of note as a time-sensitive
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rim type as it is concentrated in fairly large quantities in Eka period 4. Another 
reasonably distinctive time-sensitive rim-type to note is rim T6, present in relatively 
large quantities in Ekb horizons 2/3 and not in Eka period 4. The last significant pattern 
to note with regard to thickened rims is that which was referred to in passing above, that 
being the observation that the majority of the thickened rims which do not correspond to 
the most basic external thickened rim type were found in Ekb horizons 2/3 (note 
particularly the relatively large quantity of rim T17 as a time-sensitive type). It is the 
diversity of thickened rim types being produced at that time which is of interest, greater 
amounts of rims recorded producing greater amounts of types rather than greater 
quantities of a restricted range of rim types.
We turn now to look at everted rims, the most diverse of the three rims categories. Let 
us first look at the broad categories of everted rims encountered at Essouk. A look at the 
illustrations of everted rim types (Figures 6.09 -  6.11) shows that a large proportion of 
the everted rims are quite basic eversions of the pot wall; bent outwards with little or no 
variation in the thickness of the pot wall above and below the inflection point (see 
Figure 6.09 for these; note however E34 bent inwards). Within this broad type one can 
note a clear category of short to medium collared vessels on a closed vessel form (E28, 
E8, E3, E20, E39 and E2). A second broad category of rim seen is a short to medium 
collared vessel on a closed vessel with everted rim shapes which have some element of 
thickening above the inflection point and then taper towards a point (see Figure 6.10: 
E24, E4, E63, E22, E29, E6, E44, E7 and E35); within this category we note in 
particular the rim types E6, E44, E7 and E35 which display very close formal affinities. 
The next category of rim type seen consists of only 3 rims, E37, E50, E21 (also Figure
6.10), everted rims which have a closed or vertical collar on a closed vessel but with no 
thickening. The last broad type of everted rims contains those where inflection is 
accompanied by thickening above the inflection point but concentrated towards the rim 
tip. Within this last broad type we see two fairly clear divisions: firstly we see rims with 
a slight outward bending which lack a distinctive collar (E30, E l3, E25, E70, E57 in 
Figure 6.11); secondly we see those which have a very distinctive collar and one should 
particularly note the E52, E49, E l9, E62 group of vertical collar vessels (also Figure
6.11). In addition to these broad types outlined we also see bottles (E68 and E65) and a 
carinated type (E38).
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We turn now to look once again at the relative frequency of the broad rim types and 
their frequency distribution (see Tables 6.09-6.10). The first thing to remark is that 
everted rims are absent from period 1 and appear to be less common in period 2. When 
we look at the tables we see that accordingly there are few rims available to make a 
judgement regarding the nature of everted rims from these deposits; on the whole 
therefore the discussion of chronological distribution of everted rims relates to a broad 
comparison between the Eka period 3 and Eka period 4 everted assemblages and their 
Ekb and Eke correlates. Turning to look at the first broad category of everted rim, ‘basic 
un-thickened eversions’, we see that unsurprisingly this category represents a relatively 
large proportion of the assemblage as a whole, being composed of fairly basic everted 
shapes which one would expect to be common. There appears to be little to remark in 
the way of chronological distribution, large quantities of these rims being seen in Ekb 
2/3 and in Eke 2/3 deposits spanning the post-period 2 occupation of the site. The next 
broad category, ‘tapered collar eversions’, are well-represented quantitatively within the 
assemblage. This category does not show significant frequency distribution between the 
different parts of the assemblage and nor does the sub-type E6-E44-E7-E35; however, 
the highly distinctive specific type E35 does show temporally significant distribution 
being seen in relatively large quantities in Ekb 2/3 and being restricted to period 3 
deposits in Eka (Tables 6.15 and 6.16). The next group of everted rims ‘closed/vertical 
collar eversion with minimal thickening’ is also well represented in the assemblage; 
while as a whole this category cannot be restricted to a particular period, even being 
present in period 2, the specific type E21 shows significant variation being restricted to 
Eka period 4 and in large quantities. The next broad type ‘thickened rim tip eversions’ is 
again well represented in the assemblage. Like the rest of the broad categories this 
shows no particularly distinctive frequency distribution. Regarding the sub-group of 
collared thickened tip eversions, while these are not completely absent from period 2, 
period 3b and period 4 deposits, they do seem to show a marked concentration in Ekb 
2/3 relating to Eka period 3 a.
The remaining two categories of everted rims, carinated vessels and bottles are not well 
represented quantitatively in the assemblage. When considering the distribution of 
carinated rims we also have to take into account the presence of shoulders of carinated 
vessels found without a rim; the fact that these shoulders are restricted to period 3 
deposits and concentrated in period 3b however fits with the distribution of carinated 
rims seen here which are present in Eka 3b but absent from the large quantities of
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specimens from Eka period 4 and Ekb 2/3. This combined evidence clearly suggests 
carinated rimmed vessels are a clear marker o f period Eka 3 occupation although not 
present in vast quantities. Likewise bottles present in Ekb 2/3 and Eka 3a/b but absent 
from period 4 suggest they are a clear marker of period 3 although only present in small 
quantities.
rim type eka period 1 eka period 2
Eka period 
3a
eka period 
3b eka period 4
s1 1 9 15
s3 1 8 3 16 18
s4 2 21 10 34 31
s5 3 7 9
s6 3
s7 1
s8 2
Simple rims per period 
and percentage of total rims 
per period.
3 (50%) 31 (54%) 17(39% ) 66 (60%) 77 (47%)
Table 6.11: frequency distribution of simple rims for unit Eka pots.
rim type ekb horizon 1 ekb horizons 2 & 3 eke horizon 1 eke horizons 2 & 3[
si 2 12 2 2
s3 1 52 6 7
s4 9 101 8 9
s5 2 13 1
s6
s7 1
s8
Total sim ple rims in period 
and percentage of period rim  
total
14 (36% ) 178 (43% ) 16(31% ) 20 (25%)
Table 6.12: frequency distribution of simple rims for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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rim type leka period 1 eka period 2 eka period 3a eka period 3b eka period 4
tOl !■ 1 3 2 2
t02 E l 11 5 I 4
t05 3 2 5
t06 2 3 0
t07 1 18
t09 1 2 4
tlO 2 4 2
t i l 1
112 1 1
tl3 1
tl4
tl 5
117
118
119
t20
t21
t23
t24
t25
t26
t27
Total thickened rims 
With % of total rims 3 (50%) 19 (33%) 1 4 (3 2 % ) 1 2(11% ) 37 (23%)
Table 6.13: frequency distribution o f  th ickened rim s for unit Eka pots.
rim type
ekb horizon 2 eke horizon eke horizon 2
ekb horizon 1 and 3 1 and 3
t01 1 10 1
t0 2 8 3 2 5 5
t0 5 3 2 3 5 3
t0 6 11 2
t0 7 2
t0 9 1 2 1 1
t1 0 1 10 1 1
t11 1
t1 2
t1 3 1
t1 4 1
t1 5 1
t1 7 5
t1 8 2
t1 9 3
t2 0 1
t21 1
t2 3 1
t2 4 1
t2 5 2 1
t2 6 1
t2 7 1
T o ta l th ic k e n e d  r im s  in p e r io d  a n d
p e rc e n ta g e  o f  p e r io d  r im  to ta l 1 6 (4 1 % ) 108 (2 6 % ) 1 5 (2 9 % ) 13 (1 7 % )
Table 6.14: frequency distribution of thickened rims for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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]rim  ty p e e k a  p e r io d  1 e k a  p e r io d  2 ek a  p e r io d 3 a ek a  p e r io d  3b ek a  p e rio d  4
[e02 2
|e03 1
|e04 1 1
|e06 1 2
|e07 l 5 7
|e08 1
jel 3 1 3
|e l5 1 1 1
jel 9 1
|e20
|e21 22
|e22 1
e24 5
e25 1 2
e26 1
e28 1
e29 1
e30 1 1
e32 1
e34 1
e35 9
e37 1
e38 3
e39 1
e40 1
e41 2 5 1
e43 4
e44 2
e46 1
e49 1
e50 1
e52
e53
e54
e55
e57
e59
e62
e63
e65
e68 I 1
e70
Total everted rims 
and percentage of 
period rim total 0  (0% ) 7  (1 2 % ) 1 3 ( 3 1 % ) 3 2  (29% ) 5 0  (31% )
Table 6.15: frequency distribution of everted rims for unit Eka pots.
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Rim type
ekb horizon 
1
ekb horizon 2 
and 3 eke horizon 1
eke horizon 2 
and 3
|e02 2 2
|e03 1 1
|e04
|e06 3 1
|e07 13 2 3
|e08 1 1
jel 3 4 1
je 15 2 5
je 19
e20 1 3
e21
e22
e24 4 1
e25 2 1
e26
e28 2 1
e29
e30 1
e32 1 2 1
e34 1
e35 10 1
e37
e38
e39 4
e40
e41 1 29 8 11
e43 3 22 5 10
e44 2
e46 1
e49
e50
e52 1
e53 1
e54 3
e55 1 6 1 3
e57 1
e59 1 7 1 2
e62 4
e63 1
e65 1
e68
e70 1
Total everted rims in period and percentage of 
period rim total
9 (23%) 1 30  (31%) 20 (39% )
46  (58%)
Table 6.16: frequency distribution of everted rims for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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Rim thickness.
As was stated earlier, how much clay is used in the production of a rim may be 
determinate o f standard technical practice and therefore variability in rim thickness can 
occasionally show interesting patterns when analyzed en masse. A look at Tables 6.17 
and 6.18 however shows that the only pattern seen in the Essouk vessels is one of great 
continuity over time, rims with a 0.7/0.8cm thickness being fairly consistently recorded 
in the greatest quantities with a broad range o f deviation from this standard thickness to 
lie between 0.4 and 2cm with lesser quantities o f rims recorded in relation to the amount 
o f deviation from the 0.7/0.8cm standard.
Rim Thickness 
in cm eka period 1 eka period 2 Eka period 3a Eka period 3b eka period 4
0.4 1 2 1
0.5 1 6 10
0.6 8 5 14 11
0.7 1 6 6 17 27
0.8 12 6 15 28
0.9 1 4 5 12 18
1 1 5 6 13 18
1.1 3 3 8 19
1.2 5 2 6 10
1.3 1 4 3 5
1.4 2 3 2 1
1.5 1 1 2 5
1.6 1 1 2 1
1.7 1 3 2
1.8 2 2 3
1.9 3 1
2 1 2 2
2.1 1
2.2
2.3 1
2.4 1
2.5
2.6
2.7 2 1
2.8 1
2.9
3.1
3.2 1
Total rims 6 57 44 110 164
Table 6.17: Frequency distribution o f rim thickness for unit Eka pots.
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Rim thickness  
(In cm Ekb hor 1 Ekb hor 2/3 Eke hor 1 Eke hor 2/3
|0.4 4 l 2
P  ....“  “ 2 32 l 4
0.6 3 36 6 6
0.7 5 64 12 9
0.8 4 63 10 9
0.9 5 45 4 12
1 8 33 2 14
1.1 1 21 2 5
1.2 17 3 4
1.3 4 19 1 3
1.4 1 12 1 3
1.5 3 18 2 1
1.6 12 2
1.7 1 16 2
1.8 1 8 5 1
1.9 4 1
2 2 1
2.1 4
2.2 1
2.3 1
2.4
2.5 1 1
2.6 1
2.7
2.8
2.9 2
3.1 1
3.2
Total rims 39 416 51 79
Table 6.18: Frequency distribution o f rim thickness for unit Ekb and Eke pots.
Handles.
The additional modelled formal attribute encountered most frequently on Essouk pots 
are handles (see Figure 6.13 and Tables 6.19 and 6.20). While absent from period 1 
deposits, handles are present from all other periods of the sequence; although it should 
be noted that handles are only a fairly minor element o f the assemblage before period 4, 
when we see quite a high proportion o f handles. It is striking to observe the relative 
proportions of handles attached to rims versus not attached to rims. We can see that on 
the whole handles attached to the rim are found in much greater quantities than handles 
not attached to the rim. That is to say, handles appear to have most commonly been 
attached rather high up upon vessels rather than lower down at mid-body. When we 
look at the chronological distribution o f these two types also we see that few handles 
not attached to a rim (the hb types) are found before period 4 (see Tables 6.19 and 6.20).
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We can therefore say that handles attached to the body are absent before period 4 and 
even in period 4 they are outnumbered by rim handles. The second thing to note in the 
handle assemblage is the unusual presence of ‘internal’ handles (HR4 and Hr7). While 
found in significantly smaller quantities than external handles, in Ekb 2/3 they represent 
a significant proportion. These internal handles can thus be seen as a pre-period 4 
phenomenon. The function o f these internal handled pots is difficult to ascertain but one 
suggestion is that vessels with internal handles could possibly be hung up with cord 
more easily. It should be noted that the only complete internal handles found are all 
handles attached to the rim o f the vessel.
Regarding the frequency distribution of other particular handle types which stand out, 
from the patterns which we have already highlighted there is only one handle type to 
note, HR1, relatively large quantities o f which were found restricted to period 4 making 
this distinctive handle type almost certainly a period 4 marker.
(Handle type eka period 1 eka period 2 Eka period 3a eka period 3b eka period 4
|hb1 4
hb2 2
|hb4 2
|hb6
|hbext 2 2 14
jhbint 1
|hr1 7
|hr3 3
|hr4 2 1 1
|hr5 2 3
|hr7
|hr9
jhrext 1 1 1 11
|Hrint
|Hsect 2 4 7 19
(Total 0 7 6 13 66
Table 6.19: Frequency distribution o f handle forms for unit Eka pots.
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Handle type ekb horizon 1
ekb horizon 2 & 
3 eke horizon 1
eke horizon 2 & 
3
[hbl
|hb2
|hb4
]hb6 1
|hbext 8 5
|hbint 3
|hrl 1
|hr3
jhr4 7
hr5 2
hr7 1
hr9 1
hrext 2 7 3
Hrint 3
hsect 3 26 12
Total 5 58 0 22
Table 6.20: Frequency distribution of handle types for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
Other pottery forms.
In addition to the carinated forms we have already mentioned, there are three broad 
types o f  other pottery forms (Figure 6.15 and Tables 6.21-6.22). Firstly we see spouts 
(vl8), not hugely common and only present in Ekb horizon 2/3; given the small 
quantities o f other modelled forms found it is perhaps advisable not to rush to see these 
as chronological markers for period Ekb 2/3. Secondly, we see trilobate pot rests (v2) -  
designed for resting pots above another boiling pot -  again these are not hugely 
common though their post-dating period 3a and their absence from the large quantities 
o f pottery in Ekb horizons 2/3 should be noted. Thirdly, we see pot forms with multiple 
perforations: o f these we see couscousiere fragments (v3), some form o f water filter 
(v4) and what appears to be a brazier (vl 1); these perforated forms are found throughout 
the sequence.
form type eka period 1 eka period 2
Eka period 
3a
eka period 
3b eka period 4
Carinated part 1 6
v02 1 1
v03 1 3 1
v04 1 1
v l l
v l8
Total specimens 0 2 2 10 2
Table 6.21: Frequency distribution of other modelled forms for unit Eka pots.
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form type ekb horizon 1 ekb horizon 2 & 3 eke horizon 1 eke horizon 2 & 3
Carinated part
v02 1
v03 1 7
v04
v ll 2
vl8 4
Total 3 11 0 1
Table 6.22: frequency distribution of other modelled forms for unit Ekb and Eke pots.
Decoration
The form of the vessel finished, all that remains are any final touches. The first potential 
element o f this is decoration and within this the decision o f what decor type to use. We 
saw earlier in this chapter how the assemblage as a whole is not seen to be particularly 
highly decorated even when it is at its most decorated in Eka periods 3b and 4. While 
this is so, within the boundaries o f this broadly ‘low-decorated’ tradition there is 
significant variability in the decor types used. The variability we see is mostly amongst 
the tools being used to create the decor. Therefore, while certain significant decorative 
‘patterns’ are noted, for the most part this analysis is an analysis o f the types of tools 
used. Let us concentrate on decor in unit Eka first as Eka shows the main chronological 
patterns o f decor at Essouk; additional relevant information from Ekb and Eke will be 
provided afterwards.
A look at Table 6.23 together with the decor code typology (Figures 6.01 and 6.02) and 
illustrations (see Figures 6.03 and 6.04) shows that throughout the Eka sequence the 
broad decor ‘family’ which is most dominant is that o f ‘cord-m otif decors and it is with 
this group o f motifs that we begin our investigation. While cord-motifs are dominant 
throughout the assemblage we can see that there is significant variation throughout the 
Eka assemblage both in terms o f the most dominant cord-type and the presence o f other 
less dominant cord-types. So, let us look at the patterns these show throughout the 
sequence. Given the small amounts o f pottery seen from period 1 the observation that 
pfi-3 [impressed cord-wrapped cord] decor is the most dominant decor type in that 
period, while true, is a faint statement limited by small sample size. Turning to period 2 
cord-motifs, we see that pfi-3 is by far and away the most dominant cord-motif, 
something which perhaps also brings a little more weight to the statement that period 1 
decor is ‘dominated’ by pfi-3. While we note the presence of ‘cord decor o f some form’
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as the second most recorded cord ‘type’ in period 2 this is only a register of cord decor 
which was not able to be specified to exact type. The limited presence of Ci-2 is 
likewise noted but not a particularly significant presence being generated by a non­
complex tool type. The relatively large quantities of Cr-4 [accordion pleat roulette] is 
however significant, Cr-4 being created with a very complex tool type (see section 6.4 
for further discussion). Of particular note is CR-4’s restriction to period 2. Looking at 
the Eka period 3 a cord-decorated motifs, we see that again pfi-3 decor dominates once 
again. Also to be noted in period 3a is an impressed cord-wrapped stick decor type (Pfi- 
5), a distinctly different decor type to the ‘non-stick-based’ cord-decors of period 2. 
Small amounts of Cr-6 [twisted cord roulettes] are also noted but again not seen to be 
particularly significant as this is a common, widespread, non-complex cord decor type. 
In period 3b we see a massive shift in the cord-decor family, the pfi-5 stick-wrapped 
cord decor noted as a significant but limited presence in period 3a being now clearly the 
most dominant type, virtually replacing pfi-3. The pfi-5 decor we see is also all of a 
very specific gridded design arrangement (see Figure 6.04). In period 4 we see another 
major cord-motif shift, it being seen that Cr-1, a knotted cord-decor very different from 
all the other decor types, now dominates.
Turning now to the non-cord decor types seen in Eka, we see from Table 6.23 that there 
is no category of decor motif which obviously stands out as the next most dominant 
motif category after cord. Indeed within the assemblage as a whole the following four 
decor categories which account for the major proportion of the remaining decoration 
recorded are found in relatively similar quantities: comb-decors; organic decors; painted 
decors; stylus decors. While found in relatively similar quantities all four of these 
categories show significant chronological distribution. Firstly let us look at comb- 
decors. Comb decors (pe-1 and pe-4) are relatively common in period 2 and also in 
period 4 but are a negligible presence in period 3 a and 3b; also to be noted is the fact 
that the geometric comb decors are mostly concentrated in period 4. Moving to look at 
organic decors we see that decors created with the finger (fi) or the fingernail (oi) are 
concentrated in period 4, although fi is present in small quantities in period 2, 3a and 3b 
and oi present in period 3b. The other organic decor, dragged grass or straw, is restricted 
to period 4. Painted decors are present in limited quantities in period 2 and 3a but are 
more frequent in period 3b and period 4. Stylus decors are present in periods 2, 3a and 
3b but are mainly concentrated in period 4. In addition to this second level of decor 
commonality, we do see other decors in Eka but only in limited quantities: firstly we see
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applied plastic nubbins present in Eka period 4 but only in small quantities; secondly we 
see perforations (perf + m-perf), concentrated in period 4 but also present in period 2; 
thirdly we see one count of mat formed decor in period 4.
Looking now to units Ekb and Eke (see table 6.24) we see that broadly speaking the 
decorated motifs encountered in these two units accord with the patterns seen in unit 
Eka relative to the chronological relationships of the 3 units. The only slightly 
unexpected pattern is the relatively limited quantities of the knotted-cord roulette (cr-1) 
encountered in horizons Eke 2/3; this either relates to the fairly limited quantities of 
ceramics encountered or some variability of occupation between units Eka and Eke in 
the latter stages of occupation at the site, Eke perhaps experiencing less intense 
occupation than Eka. The only other thing to note in relation to the pottery decoration 
from units Ekb and Eke are the decor types found in those units which were not 
encountered in unit Eka. These are as follows: ci; cr2; cr7; cr9; pa4; pbdo; pfI6; prc; 
‘Dogon’. These additional decors are all encountered in small quantities and the 
majority of them are encountered in Ekb horizons 2/3 where one would expect to see 
the ‘static’ or ‘noise’ of some additional decor types given the large amount of pottery 
recorded in Ekb horizon 2/3. The impressed matt decor (‘Dogon’), although in small 
quantities, is of interest as it is usually part of a pounded-on matt formation technique, 
something known historically in Mali only from the Dogon and some Songhay groups 
(cf. Mayor et al. 2005), and perhaps indicative either of traded pots, or the presence of 
an enslaved potter from the south.
Decoration tables follow, beginning on the next page.
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decor type A(1) |A(2) |A 3a A 3 b A(4)
c 2 34 30 53 22
ch 1 5 3 5 7
ci
ci2 3 3 13 25
cr1 95
cr2
cr4 14
cr5 1
cr6 6 17 38
cr7
cr9
erod 10 11 13 25 125
fi 1 9 7 62
herb 17
herb-geo 5
mch 2 5 2 5 26
m-perf 1 2
natte 1
oi 2 10
oi-geo 1
pa2 3
pa4
pbc 9
pbdo
pbl 1 23 3
pbt 1
pbw 18 15
pel 14 3 2 26
pe4 1 1 13
perf 1 10
pfi3 4 68 33 51 16
pfi4 1 1 1 7
pfi5 4 99 22
pfi6
pfr1 2
pi1 1
pnl 8 1
pnw 1
prc
prl 1 1
prw 6 4 33 28
si2
si3 1 4 8
si4 1 1 2 5
si8 1
st1 2 2
st2 2 1
st3 1
St4 1 1
dogon
TOTAL 20 168 114 386 601
Table 6.23: Frequency distribution of decor motif for unit Eka pots.
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decor
485
ci2 137
cr1
cr2
cr4
cr5
cr6 100
cr7
cr9
erod
herb
herb-geo
mch
m-perf
natte
oi-geo
pa2
pa4
pbc
pbdo
pbw
pel
pe4
perf
pfi3 439
pfi4
pfi5
pfi6
pfr1
pnw
prc
prw
si2
si3
si4
si8
st1
st2
st3
st4
dogon
1791433TOTAL
Table 6.24: Frequency distribution of decor types for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
Decor location.
We have already seen that as a whole the Essouk assemblage is largely undecorated but 
of the pots which are decorated where was the decor being added to? Tables 6.25 and 
6.26 show that the majority o f the pots were not decorated on the lip, collar, neck and 
upper areas. Other than this little can be said about the decor locations on the Essouk 
pots. The only patterns we do see are in Eka period 4 where we seem to be seeing more 
pots decorated on the collar and also we see that handles are often found to feature 
decor.
Locations decor  
recorded
eka period 
1
eka period 
2
eka period 
3a
Eka period 
3b
eka period 
4
[collar 3 6 24
[Lip 1 2 3 5 8
[Neck
[Upper 3 3 10 11
Middle 1 2
[Base 1
[Collar interior 1
[Upper interior 2
[Handle 1 4 21
[Handle associ. 9
|02b 1
[Modelled base
[Body sherd 19 165 105 373 563
Table 6.25: Frequency distribution of decor locations for unit Eka pots.
Locations decor recorded Ekb hor 1 Ekb hor2/3 Eke hor 1
Eke hor 
2/3
Collar 18 2 1
Lip 5 24 4 4
Neck 1
Upper 6 37 5 10
Middle 13 l
Base 1
Collar interior 1
Upper interior 1 5 1 1
Handle 8 3
Handle associ. 6
02b
Modelled base 1 1
Body sherd 89 1353 101 161
Table 6.26: Frequency distribution of decor locations for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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Final pre-firing treatments: slip and burnish
Before certain o f the Essouk pots were fired they were given certain final treatments, 
either the addition o f slip or burnishing o f the pot. Adding slip (a fine clay-water 
solution) to the surface o f a vessel after it has partially dried creates a smoother finish to 
the surface o f the pot. The burnishing of a pot, done when it is almost dry, involves 
rubbing the surface with a smooth object (such as a stone) so that the surface of the pot 
will have a polished look once it is fired. Looking firstly at slip and burnish from Eka 
(Table 6.27), we see that there appears to be a fairly clear pattern that in periods 1, 2 and 
3a burnishing is more common than slipping while in periods 3b and 4 slipping 
becomes more common than burnishing. Burnishing is most common in periods 3a and 
3b (21 to 24% o f all sherds), with its presence in periods 2 and 4 registering at about 
half as common; the limited quantities of pots from period 1 make it difficult to 
pronounce with confidence on burnishing but at the least one can say that it is not high. 
Regarding slip it is only negligibly present prior to period 3 but within period 3b it is 
extremely common (32% o f all sherds). In period 4 slip becomes less common (14%) 
but is still present. When we look to Table 6.28 we can see that the pottery from units 
Ekb and Eke fits very well with the slip and burnish patterns seen in Eka relative to the 
chronological relationship o f the three units.
|eka period 1||eka period 2|eka period 3a eka period 3b eka period 4
Slip [6 (3%) 113 (7%) 167 (32%) 111 (14%)
Burnish ]l (4%) 36(15% ) 40(21% ) 125 (24%) 90(11%)
Total sherds studied 25 241 fl88 525 814
Table 6.27: Frequency distribution o f slip and burnish for unit Eka pots.
nothing Ekb hor 1 Ekb hor 2/3|Ekc hor 1 Eke hor 2/3
Slip 7 (5%) 82 (5%) \ l  (4%) 17(7%)
Burnish 27 (17%) 204(11% ) |26 (16%) 11 (4%)
Total sherds studied 156 1875 164 260
Table 6.28: Frequency distribution o f slip and burnish for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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Firing technology .
The last thing done with the pot is to fire it. Using Rye’s firing core typology (see 
Figure 6.05) one can arrive at a complex array o f firing atmosphere indicators which 
can be relatively difficult to interpret (see Tables 6.30 and 6.31). However, if we 
collapse these into three interpretive categories and look at the data from Eka (see Table 
6.29), then some interesting patterns begin to emerge. Firing Core Type 1 is essentially 
a ‘clean’ core, indicating that the firing atmosphere was an oxygen rich (oxidizing) one, 
either without organics or fired at too low a temperature to combust the organics. Cores 
3-11 and 17 are varieties o f ‘sooty’ cores, indicating either that organics were present 
(most likely, given the ca.96% chaff tempering o f the assemblage), or that pots were 
fired in an oxygen poor (reducing) atmosphere and then quickly dried in an oxidizing 
atmosphere while the pots were still hot. Cores 12-14, 15 and 18 represent cores having 
a blackened interior, exterior or both. Such cores usually result from a conscious 
manipulation o f firing atmosphere (by keeping it oxygen poor) to produce black pots. 
This third broad category remains quantitatively consistent throughout the Eka 
sequence. However, there is an interesting co-variation in the first two groups during 
period 3b. This might indicate either fuel economization during that period (lower firing 
temperatures) or, more likely given a similar fluctuation in temper types during Period 
3b, a lessening o f quantities o f chaff temper used during that period. A similar shift is 
evident in Ekb horizons 2-3 (see Table 6.31).
Firing core type eka period 1 eka period 2
eka period 
3a
eka period 
3b
eka period 4
1 9 (4%) 14 (8%) 91 (17%) 37 (5%)
3 - 1 1 ,  17 16 (64%) 143 (59%) 107 (57%) 251 (48%) 431 (53%)
12-14, 15,18 9 (36%) 89 (37%) 67 (35%) 183 (35%) 346 (32%)
T o ta l 25 241 188 52 5 814
Table 6.29: frequency distribution table o f broad firing core categories recorded in unit Eka.
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Firing core type eka period 1 eka period 2 Eka period 3a eka period 3 eka period 4
1 9 14 91 37
3 10 35 18 51 127
4 18 9 19 62
5 1
8 2 33 18 79 119
9 4 50 53 87 111
10 7 9 10 11
11 1
12 1 1 2 5
13 21 9 40 30
14 4
15 8 67 56 125 310
17
18 1 1 16 1
Total 25 241 188 525 814
Table 6.30: Frequency distribution o f Rye firing core types for unit Eka pots.
Firing core type
ekb
horizon 1
ekb horizon  
2/3
Eke
horizon 1
eke horizon  
2 /3
1 8 73 8 9
3 16 286 29 38
4 13 121 7 9
5 1
8 21 177 11 20
9 30 482 36 91
10 11 82 3 5
11
12 1 10 1
13 8 112 6 8
14 1 2 1
15 45 493 58 77
17 22 1
18 2 14 4 2
Total 156 1875 164 260
Table 6.31: Frequency distribution o f Rye firing core types for unit Ekb/Ekc pots.
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Analysis Phase 2: combinations of attributes.
Having now analyzed the pottery from the perspectives of individual attributes we will 
now attempt to define significant patterns in the ‘co-occurrence’ of attributes in the 
Essouk pottery. This analysis works on the basis that when a potter is producing a pot 
they will tend to produce pots which consistently feature certain specific attributes in 
association with other attributes -  for instance a consistent use of a specific decor motif 
in association with a specific form. Working on this basis, what we are interested in 
investigating is the co-occurrence of individual attributes which displayed significant 
variability in phase 1 of the analysis. The principal aim of this analysis is to try to more 
precisely determine certain temporally diagnostic ‘pot types’ within the Essouk 
sequence by highlighting the most significant points of attribute correspondence within 
the assemblage.
The first attribute correspondence we are going to investigate is between decor and form 
as both of these attributes displayed significant variability in phase 1 of the analysis and 
they are perceived to be ‘cultural information bearers’. While it was noted that the 
Essouk assemblage as a whole does not feature a great association of decor and form, 
the level of correspondence that was seen was still deemed to be worthy of further 
investigation. In addition to an analysis of decor/form correspondences we will also 
briefly investigate the correspondence of pottery fabric and decor motifs; this 
investigation will in fact only involve looking at the one fabric type which showed a 
clear significant variability in the phase 1 analysis, fabric type ‘44’.
The tables to be referred to in this analysis are 6.32 -  6.42 . These provide a full 
breakdown of the attribute associations recorded which illustrate patterns not simply for 
the assemblage as a whole, but also the temporal variability of associations. While these 
tables can serve as a useful reference guide for future highly detailed ‘attribute cluster 
analyses’ for this region, for our purposes what we are seeking to define is specific 
attribute correspondences that could aid the investigation within this thesis and therefore 
discussion will be limited to these.
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‘Decor m otif >< ‘rim form’ associations.
The first thing that can be observed in Tables 6.33-6.40 is that unfortunately some of the 
most diagnostic decor motifs are either only minimally found associated with rims or 
not found associated with rims at all. Firstly we see that CR-4, the distinctive early 
decor motif found in association with the earliest permanent architectural occupation is 
only recorded in association with 2 ‘S3’ rims and not recorded with either thickened or 
everted rims. What we also see is that the PFI-5 decor motif, a highly distinctive decor 
motif found in large quantities in Eka period 3b, is found to be associated with no rims 
at all. This clearly shows that this decor motif is restricted to the lower parts of vessels. 
While these significant variables within the phase 1 analysis do not provide us with, 
positive information of decor/rim form correspondences, some useful correspondences 
did occur.
The first specific decor/rim form correspondence to note is that related to the rim form 
‘T6’ a rim form which was noted in the phase 1 analysis as being a rim form found in 
relatively large quantities before Eka period 4. When we look at the decor motif 
associations of this rim form we see that it shows 9 counts of association with Pfi-3 
decor. Within the context of the relatively limited rim form><decor correspondences 
this is a fairly strong pattern.
The next specific decor/rim form correspondence to note is that related to the rim form 
‘E35’ noted in the first phase of the analysis as a fairly distinctive rim form found in 
relatively large quantities and temporally restricted to Ekb 2/3 and Eka period 3 
deposits. When we look at the decor motif correspondences of this rim form we see that 
it shows a relatively frequent association with Cr-6 decor there being 8 counts of Cr-6 
noted in correspondence with it.
The third significant specific rim form/decor correspondence to note is that related to 
the decor motif Cr-1, a decor motif recorded in large quantities and almost exclusively 
in Eka period 4. We can see that Cr-1 has correspondences with the following rim 
forms: si, s4, t7, t9, e21 and e l5. While these rims all feature slightly different formal 
attributes which distinguish them from each other at the same time they do have a broad 
commonality, these rim forms all having either flattened simple rim tips, slightly 
thickened flattened rim tips or simple round tip rims. It can be seen therefore that the
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Cr-1 decor motif does not appear to be a motif associated with vessels having highly 
complex rim tips and therefore seems to bind together a relatively similar group of rims.
Other than these observed correspondences there are no other highly significant patterns 
to be observed in the associations of decor motif and rim form.
‘Decor m otif >< ‘handle form’ associations.
We saw earlier in this chapter that handles were found to be highly concentrated in the 
most recent period of Essouk’s occupation: Eka period 4. This is therefore where we 
will begin to look at decor m otifxhandle associations. From looking at Tables 6.41 and 
6.42 it can be clearly seen that the decor motifs most commonly associated with handles 
in Eka period 4 are Cr-1 (8 counts) and Oi/Oi-geo (8 counts); indeed only 3 other decor 
counts are found on handles in period 4 (2 painted motifs and 1 si3/si4 motif). When we 
look before period 4 in unit Eka, the only connection that can be seen is that of 4 counts 
of si3/si4 decor associated with handles in period 3b.
When we look to the decor m otifxhandle associations in units Ekb and Eke the only 
pattern providing information not already seen from unit Eka is in the Ekb horizon 2/3 
deposits where we see that Pfi-3 and Cr-6 are the decor types most frequently used in 
association with handles. One particular correspondence to note in the Ekb horizon 2/3 
pots is the fact that the distinctive Hr-4 handle is found commonly associated with Pfi-3 
decor (4 counts of Pfi-3 decor on the 7 Hr-4 handles recorded in Ekb horizon 2/3).
No other significant patterns are observed in decor m otifxhandle correspondences.
‘Decor m otif x  ‘fabric type’ association.
Only one decor m o tifx  fabric type correspondence was adjudged to be necessary to 
analyze, that being the high percentage of pots with a temper code of ‘44’ in period 3b, 
the only pattern that stood out within the phase 1 analysis of temper types. When we 
look at the decor motifs which are found in association with this temper type in period 
3b we see that 66% of the sherds having a temper code 44 are associated with Pfi-5 
decor (see Table 6.32). While we also see that 41% of the sherds having a temper code 
44 are associated with painted decor this is in no small part due to the fact that this is 
paint applied on top of Pfi-5 decor, 30% of the painted sherds associated with temper
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code 44 being Pfi-5 sherds which are also painted. It is clear then that the high incidence 
o f the sherds with a temper code o f 44 in period 3b is associated with the high incidence 
o f Pfi-5 decorated sherds.
D6cor motif associations of temper code ‘44’ sherds in Eka period 3b
Cord = 3 
Painted = 36 
Pfi-3 = 3 
Pfi-5 = 57 
Channel = 1
Total sherds with temper code 44 in period 3b = 87
Table 6.32: Decor m otif associations with temper code ‘44’ sherds in Eka period 3b.
Analysis phase 2 tables additional to those contained in text begin on the next page
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rim type SI S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8
Ci2 (eka-per.2)
Ci2 (eka-per.3a)
Ci2 (eka-per.3b)
Ci2 (eka-per.4)
Crl (eka-per.2)
Crl (eka-per.3a)
Crl (eka-per.3b)
Crl (eka-per.4) 1 1
Cr4 (eka-per.2) 2
Cr4 (eka-per.3a)
Cr4 (eka-per.3b)
Cr4 (eka-per.4)
Cr6 (eka-per.2)
Cr6 (eka-per.3a)
Cr6 (eka-per.3b) 1
Cr6 (eka-per.4) 1
Fi (eka-per.2)
Fi (eka-per.3a)
Fi (eka-per.3b)
Fi (eka-per.4)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.2)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.3a)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.3b)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.4) 1 1
Mch (eka-per.2)
Mch (eka-per.3a)
Mch (eka-per.3b) 1
Mch (eka-per.4) 1
Natte (eka-per.2)
Natte (eka-per.3a)
Natte (eka-per.3b)
Natte (eka-per.4)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.2)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.3a)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.3b)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.4) 2
Painted (eka-per.2)
Painted (eka-per.3a)
Painted (eka-per.3b)
Painted (eka-per.4) 1
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.2)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.3a)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.3b)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3b) 1
Pfi-3 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.4)
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.2)
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.3a)
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.3b) 2
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.4) 1 1 1
Table 6.33: frequency distribution table of decor motif and simple rim correspondences on unit Eka pots.
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rim type SI S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8
Ci-2 (Ekb-hor.l)
Ci-2 (Ekb-hor.2/3) 1
Ci-2 (Ekc-hor.l)
Ci-2 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Cr-1 (Ekb-hor.l)
Cr-1 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Cr-1 (Ekc-hor.l)
Cr-1 (Ekc-hor.2/3) 1
Cr-4 (Ekb-hor.l)
Cr-4 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Cr-4 (Ekc-hor.l)
Cr-4 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Cr-6 (Ekb-hor.l)
Cr-6 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Cr-6 (Ekc-hor. 1)
Cr-6 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Fi (Ekb-hor.l)
Fi (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Fi (Ekc-hor.l)
Fi (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Herb/H.g (Ekb-hor. 1)
Herb/H.g (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Herb/H.g (Ekc-hor. 1)
Herb/H.g (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Mch (Ekb-hor.l) 1 1
Mch (Ekb-hor.2/3) 3 1
Mch (Ekc-hor.l)
Mch (Ekc-hor.2/3) 1
Natte (Ekb-hor.l)
Natte (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Natte (Ekc-hor. 1)
Natte (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekb-hor. 1)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekc-hor. 1)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Painted (Ekb-hor.l) 1
Painted (Ekb-hor.2/3) 2
Painted (Ekc-hor.l)
Painted (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (Ekb-hor.l)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (Ekb-hor.2/3) 2 2
Pe-l/Pe-4 (Ekc-hor.l)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Pfi-3 (Ekb-hor.l)
Pfi-3 (Ekb-hor.2/3) 1 2
Pfi-3 (Ekc-hor.l) 2
Pfi-3 (Ekc-hor.2/3) 1
Pfi-5 (Ekb-hor.l)
Pfi-5 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Pfi-5 (Ekc-hor.l)
Pfi-5 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekb-hor.l) 1
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekc-hor.l) 1
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekc-hor.2/3) 1
Table 6.34: frequency distribution table of decor motif and simple rim correspondences on Ekb/Ekc pots.
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rim type TI T2 T5 T6 T7 T9 T10 T il T12 T13 T14 T15 T17 T18 T19 T20 T21 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27
Ci2 (eka-per.2) 1
Ci2 (eka-per.3a)
Ci2 (eka-per.3b) 1
Ci2 (eka-per.4)
Crl (eka-per.2)
Crl (eka-per.3a)
Crl (eka-per.3b)
Crl (eka-per.4) 4 1
Cr4 (eka-per.2)
Cr4 (eka-per.3a)
Cr4 (eka-per.3b)
Cr4 (eka-per.4)
Cr6 (eka-per.2)
Cr6 (eka-per.3a) 1
Cr6 (eka-per.3b) 1 1
Cr6 (eka-per.4) 1
Fi (eka-per.2)
Fi (eka-per.3a)
Fi (eka-per.3b)
Fi (eka-per.4)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.2)
H/H.g (eka-per.3a)
H/H.g (eka-per.3b)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.4) 1
Mch (eka-per.2)
Mch (eka-per.3a)
Mch (eka-per.3b)
Mch (eka-per.4)
Natte (eka-per.2)
Natte (eka-per.3a)
Natte (eka-per.3b)
Natte (eka-per.4)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.2)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.3a)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.3b)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.4) 1
Painted (eka-per.2)
Painted (eka-per.3a)
Painted (eka-per.3b) 1
Painted (eka-per.4)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.2)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.3a)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.3b)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.4) 1
Pfi-3 (eka-per.2) 1
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3a) 1 2
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.4)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.2)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.3a)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.3b) —
Si-3/4 (eka-per.4)
Table 6.35: frequency distribution table of decor motif and thickened rim correspondences on Eka pots.
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rim type T1 T2 T5 T6 T7 T9 T10 T i l T12 T13 T14 T15 T17 T18 T19 T20 T21 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27
Ci2 (ekb hor 1)
Ci2 (ekb hor 2/3) 1 2 2
Ci2 (eke hor 1)
Ci2 (eke hor 2/3)
Crl (ekb hor 1)
Crl (ekb hor 2/3)
Crl (eke hor 1)
Crl (eke hor 2/3)
Cr4 (ekb hor 1)
Cr4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Cr4 (eke hor 1)
Cr4 (eke hor 2/3)
Cr6 (ekb hor 1)
Cr6 (ekb hor 2/3) 2 2 1 1
Cr6 (eke hor 1)
Cr6 (eke hor 2/3)
Fi (ekb hor 1)
Fi (ekb hor 2/3)
Fi (eke hor 1)
Fi (eke hor 2/3) 1
H/H.g (ekb hor 1)
H/H.g (ekb hor 2/3)
H/H.g (eke hor 1)
H/H.g (eke hor 2/3)
Mch (ekb hor 1)
Mch (ekb hor 2/3) 1 1 1
Mch (eke hor 1)
Mch (eke hor 2/3) 1
Natte (ekb hor 1)
Natte (ekb hor 2/3)
Natte (eke hor 1)
Natte (eke hor 2/3)
Oi-g/oi (ekb hor 1)
Oi-g/oi (ekb hor 2/3)
Oi-g/oi (eke hor 1)
Oi-g/oi (eke hor 2/3)
Painted (ekb hor 1)
Painted (ekb hor 2/3)
Painted (eke hor 1)
Painted (eke hor 2/3)
Pe-1/4 (ekb hor 1)
Pe-1/4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Pe-1/4 (eke hor 1)
Pe-1/4 (eke hor 2/3)
Pfi-3 (ekb hor 1) 1 1
Pfi-3 (ekb hor 2/3) 3 3 6 1 2
Pfi-3 (eke hor 1) 1
Pfi-3 (eke hor 2/3) 1
Pfi-5 (ekb hor 1)
Pfi-5 (ekb hor 2/3)
Pfi-5 (eke hor 1)
Pfi-5 (eke hor 2/3)
Si-3/4 (ekb hor 1)
Si-3/4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Si-3/4 (eke hor 1)
Table 6.36: frequency distribution table of decor motif and thickened rim correspondences on Ekb/Ekc
pots.
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rim type E2 E3 E4 E6 E7 E8 E13 E15 E19 E20 E21 E22 E24 E25 E26 E28 E29 E30 E32 E34 E35
Ci2 (eka-per.2)
Ci2 (eka-per.3a)
Ci2 (eka-per.3b)
Ci2 (eka-per.4)
Crl (eka-per.2)
Crl (eka-per.3a)
Crl (eka-per.3b)
Crl (eka-per.4) 4
Cr4 (eka-per.2)
Cr4 (eka-per.3a)
Cr4 (eka-per.3b)
Cr4 (eka-per.4)
Cr6 (eka-per.2)
Cr6 (eka-per.3a)
Cr6 (eka-per.3b) 1 1 2 3
Cr6 (eka-per.4) 1 1
Fi (eka-per.2)
Fi (eka-per.3a)
Fi (eka-per.3b)
Fi (eka-per.4)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.2)
H/H.g (eka-per.3a)
H/H.g (eka-per.3b)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.4) 1
Mch (eka-per.2)
Mch (eka-per.3a)
Mch (eka-per.3b)
Mch (eka-per.4) 1 1
Natte (eka-per.2)
Natte (eka-per.3a)
Natte (eka-per.3b)
Natte (eka-per.4)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.2)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.3a)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.3b)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.4) 1 1 1
Painted (eka-per.2)
Painted (eka-per.3a)
Painted (eka-per.3b)
Painted (eka-per.4) 1 1
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.2)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.3a)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.3b)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.4) 1
Pfi-3 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.4)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.2)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.3a)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.3b)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.4) 1
Table 6.37: frequency distribution table o f decor motif and everted rim correspondences on Eka pots (first
table).
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rim type E37 E38 E39 E40 E41 E43 E44 E46 E49 ESO E52 E53 ES4 E55 E57 E59 E62 E63 E65 E68 E70
Ci2 (eka-per.2)
Ci2 (eka-per.3a)
Ci2 (eka-per.3b)
Ci2 (eka-per.4)
Crl (eka-per.2)
Crl (eka-per.3a)
Crl (eka-per.3b)
Crl (eka-per.4)
Cr4 (eka-per.2)
Cr4 (eka-per.3a)
Cr4 (eka-per.3b)
Cr4 (eka-per.4)
Cr6 (eka-per.2)
Cr6 (eka-per.3a) 2 1
Cr6 (eka-per.3b) 1
Cr6 (eka-per.4)
Fi (eka-per.2)
Fi (eka-per.3a)
Fi (eka-per.3b)
Fi (eka-per.4)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.2)
H/H.g (eka-per.3a)
H/H.g (eka-per.3b)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.4)
Mch (eka-per.2)
Mch (eka-per.3a)
Mch (eka-per.3b) 1
Mch (eka-per.4)
Natte (eka-per.2)
Natte (eka-per.3a)
Natte (eka-per.3b)
Natte (eka-per.4)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.2)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.3a)
Oi-g/oi (eka-per.3b)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.4)
Painted (eka-per.2)
Painted (eka-per.3a) 1
Painted (eka-per.3b) 1 1
Painted (eka-per.4)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.2)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.3a)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.3b)
Pe-1/4 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3a) 1
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.4)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.2)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.3a)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.3b)
Si-3/4 (eka-per.4)
Table 6.38: frequency distribution table of decor motif and everted rim correspondences on Eka pots
(second table).
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rim type E2 E3 E4 E6 E7 E8 E13 E15 E19 E20 E21 E22 E24 E25 E26 E28 E29 E30 E32 E34 E35
Ci2 (ekb-hor 1)
Ci2 (ekb hor 2/3) 1 1
Ci2 (eke hor 1)
Ci2 (eke hor 2/3)
Crl (ekb hor 1)
Crl (ekb hor 2/3)
Crl (eke hor 1)
Crl (eke hor 2/3) 2
Cr4 (ekb hor 1)
Cr4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Cr4 (eke hor 1)
Cr4 (eke hor 2/3)
Cr6 (ekb hor 1)
Cr6 (ekb hor 2/3) 1 5
Cr6 (eke hor 1)
Cr6 (eke hor 2/3)
Fi (ekb hor 1)
Fi (ekb hor 2/3)
Fi (eke hor 1)
Fi (eke hor 2/3)
Herb/H.g (ekb hor 1)
H/H.g (ekb hor 2/3)
H/H.g (eke hor 1)
H/H.g (eke hor 2/3)
Mch (ekb hor 1)
Mch (ekb hor 2/3)
Mch (eke hor 1)
Mch (eke hor 2/3)
Natte (ekb hor 1)
Natte (ekb hor 2/3)
Natte (eke hor 1)
Natte (eke hor 2/3)
Oi-g/oi (ekb hor 1)
Oi-g/oi (ekb hor 2/3)
Oi-g/oi (eke hor 1)
Oi-g/oi (eke hor 2/3) 1
Painted (ekb hor 1)
Painted (ekb hor 2/3)
Painted (eke hor 1)
Painted (eke hor 2/3)
Pe-1/4 (ekb hor 1)
Pe-1/4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Pe-1/4 (eke hor 1)
Pe-1/4 (eke hor 2/3) 2
Pfi-3 (ekb hor 1) 1
Pfi-3 (ekb hor 2/3) 1 3 1
Pfi-3 (eke hor 1) 1
Pfi-3 (eke hor 2/3)
Pfi-5 (ekb hor 1)
Pfi-5 (ekb hor 2/3)
Pfi-5 (eke hor 1)
Pfi-5 (eke hor 2/3)
Si-3/4 (ekb hor 1)
Si-3/4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Si-3/4 (eke hor 1)
Si-3/4 (eke hor 2/3) 1
Table 6.39: frequency distribution table of decor motif and everted rim correspondences on Ekb/Ekc pots
(first table).
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rim type E37 E38 E39 E40 E41 E43 E44 E46 E49 E50 E52 E53 E54 ESS E57 E59 E62 E63 E65 E68 E70
Ci2 (ekb-hor 1)
Ci2 (ekb hor 2/3) 1
Ci2 (eke hor 1)
Ci2 (eke hor 2/3)
Crl (ekb hor 1)
Crl (ekb hor 2/3)
Crl (eke hor 1)
Crl (eke hor 2/3)
Cr4 (ekb hor 1)
Cr4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Cr4 (eke hor 1)
Cr4 (eke hor 2/3)
Cr6 (ekb hor 1)
Cr6 (ekb hor 2/3) 1
Cr6 (eke hor 1)
Cr6 (eke hor 2/3)
Fi (ekb hor 1)
Fi (ekb hor 2/3)
Fi (eke hor 1)
Fi (eke hor 2/3)
Herb/H.g (ekb hor 1)
H/H.g (ekb hor 2/3)
H/H.g (eke hor 1)
H/H.g (eke hor 2/3)
Mch (ekb hor 1)
Mch (ekb hor 2/3) 1
Mch (eke hor 1)
Mch (eke hor 2/3) 1
Natte (ekb hor 1)
Natte (ekb hor 2/3)
Natte (eke hor 1)
Natte (eke hor 2/3)
Oi-g/oi (ekb hor 1)
Oi-g/oi (ekb hor 2/3)
Oi-g/oi (eke hor 1)
Oi-g/oi (eke hor 2/3)
Painted (ekb hor 1)
Painted (ekb hor 2/3)
Painted (eke hor 1)
Painted (eke hor 2/3)
Pe-1/4 (ekb hor 1)
Pe-1/4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Pe-1/4 (eke hor 1)
Pe-1/4 (eke hor 2/3)
Pfi-3 (ekb hor 1) 1
Pfi-3 (ekb hor 2/3) 2 1
Pfi-3 (eke hor 1) 1
Pfi-3 (eke hor 2/3)
Pfi-5 (ekb hor 1)
Pfi-5 (ekb hor 2/3)
Pfi-5 (eke hor 1)
Pfi-5 (eke hor 2/3)
Si-3/4 (ekb hor 1)
Si-3/4 (ekb hor 2/3)
Si-3/4 (eke hor 1)
Si-3/4 (eke hor 2/3)
Table 6.40: frequency distribution table of decor motif and everted rim correspondences on Ekb/Ekc pots
(second table).
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rim type Hbl Hb2 Hb4 Hb6 Hbext Hbint Hrl Hr3 Hr4 Hr5 Hr7 Hr9 Hrext Hrint Hsect
Ci2 (eka-per.2)
Ci2 (eka-per.3a)
Ci2 (eka-per.3b)
Ci2 (eka-per.4)
Crl (eka-per.2)
Crl (eka-per.3a)
Crl (eka-per.3b)
Crl (eka-per.4) 2 2 1 1 1 1
Cr4 (eka-per.2)
Cr4 (eka-per.3a)
Cr4 (eka-per.3b)
Cr4 (eka-per.4)
Cr6 (eka-per.2)
Cr6 (eka-per.3a)
Cr6 (eka-per.3b)
Cr6 (eka-per.4)
Fi (eka-per.2)
Fi (eka-per.3a)
Fi (eka-per.3b)
Fi (eka-per.4)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.2)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.3a)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.3b)
Herb/H.g (eka-per.4)
Mch (eka-per.2)
Mch (eka-per.3a)
Mch (eka-per.3b)
Mch (eka-per.4)
Natte (eka-per.2)
Natte (eka-per.3a)
Natte (eka-per.3b)
Natte (eka-per.4)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.2)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.3a)
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.3b) 1
Oi-geo/oi (eka-per.4) 1 2 I 2 2
Painted (eka-per.2)
Painted (eka-per.3a)
Painted (eka-per.3b)
Painted (eka-per.4) 1 1
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.2)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.3a)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.3b)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.2) 1
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-3 (eka-per.4)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.2)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3a)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.3b)
Pfi-5 (eka-per.4)
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.2)
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.3a)
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.3b) 1 1 2
Si-3/Si-4 (eka-per.4) 1
Table 6.41: frequency distribution table of decor motif and handle form correspondences on Eka pots.
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rim type Hbl Hb2 Hb4 Hb6 Hbex Hbint Hrl Hr3 Hr4 Hr5 Hr7 Hr9 Hrext Hrint Hsect
Ci-2 (Ekb-hor.l)
Ci-2 (Ekb-hor.2/3) 1
Ci-2 (Ekc-hor.l)
Ci-2 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Cr-1 (Ekb-hor.l)
Cr-1 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Cr-1 (Ekc-hor.l)
Cr-1 (Ekc-hor.2/3) 1
Cr-4 (Ekb-hor.l)
Cr-4 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Cr-4 (Ekc-hor. 1)
Cr-4 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Cr-6 (Ekb-hor. 1)
Cr-6 (Ekb-hor.2/3) 1 3
Cr-6 (Ekc-hor. 1)
Cr-6 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Fi (Ekb-hor.l)
Fi (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Fi (Ekc-hor.l)
Fi (Ekc-hor.2/3) 1
Herb/H.g (Ekb-hor. 1)
Herb/H.g (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Herb/H.g (Ekc-hor. 1)
Herb/H.g (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Mch (Ekb-hor. 1)
Mch (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Mch (Ekc-hor. 1)
Mch (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Natte (Ekb-hor.l)
Natte (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Natte (Ekc-hor.l)
Natte (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekb-hor.l)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekc-hor. 1)
Oi-geo/oi (Ekc-hor.2/3) 2 2
Painted (Ekb-hor.l)
Painted (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Painted (Ekc-hor.l)
Painted (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (Ekb-hor.l)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (Ekb-hor.2/3)
Pe-1 /Pe-4 (Ekc-hor. 1)
Pe-l/Pe-4 (Ekc-hor.2/3) 1
Pfi-3 (Ekb-hor.l) 1
Pfi-3 (Ekb-hor.2/3) 1 4 1 3
Pfi-3 (Ekc-hor.l)
Pfi-3 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Pfi-5 (Ekb-hor.l)
Pfi-5 (Ekb-hor.2/3) . .....
Pfi-5 (Ekc-hor.l)
Pfi-5 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekb-hor.l)
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekb-hor.2/3) 1
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekc-hor.l)
Si-3/Si-4 (Ekc-hor.2/3)
Table 6.42: frequency distribution table of decor motif and handle form correspondences on Ekb/Ekc
pots.
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Analysis Phase 3: defining some pottery types for Essouk.
In the phase 2 analysis we saw that the analysis defined certain correspondences 
between specific decor motifs and specific rim forms. Given the utility o f understanding 
what ‘types’ o f pots are found at sites it seems useful to provide further definition to the 
pots on which these particular correspondences were found. Accordingly, in the tables 
below detailed descriptions are provided o f pots which feature the T6 rim form, the E35 
rim form and the forms which are unified by the Cr-1 decor motif, in other words pots 
featuring d eco rx fo rm  correspondences highlighted as o f significance in the phase 2 
analysis. Illustrations o f some o f these ‘pot types’ are also shown in Figure 6.16. A 
brief discussion o f each o f  these pot types follows the tables.
horizon rim Max.th diam Tem per firing slip
burni
sh Handle Decor
Decor
Loc
Eka hor 8 lt6 1.8 28 45 4
Eka hor 8 t6 1.8 36 42 12
Eka hor 9 t6 1.9 22 41 12 pfi3 L
Eka hor 9 t6 1.8 26 41 9
Eka hor 9
V6
1.9 26 41 15 pfi3 L
Ekb hor 2 ]t6 1.5 34 41 3 pfi3 L+U
Ekb hor 2 |t6 1.8 28 41 9 pfi3 L+U+M
Ekb hor 2 lt6 2.1 30 41 |9 pfi3 L
Ekb hor 2 In 1.7 26 41 |3 hb5 i
Ekb hor 3 I 1.7 28 41 |9 cr6 L
Ekb hor 3 Jt6 1.8 20 41 |3
Ekb hor 3 |t6 1.5 20 41 19 X
Ekb hor 3 |t6 1.6 28 41 |9
Ekb hor 3 |t6 1.8 32 41 |10 hrext pfi3 L+U
Ekb hor 3 1.9 36 41 9 pfi3 L+M
Ekb hor 3 |t6 2 32 41 3 hrint pfi3 L+U+M+B
Eke hor 1 J t e J 1.8 24 41 3 I
Eke hor 1 jte 1.9 20 41 15 pfi3 L
Table 6.43: descriptive table o f all T6 rims excavated at Essouk.
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horizon rim max thic
k
diame tem per firing slip burnish handle motif_1 loc_1
Eka hor 10 |e35 0.8 18 41 13 cr6 C
Eka hor 10 |e35 1 18 41 8 st2 u
Eka hor 10 |e35 1.2 18 41 15 hr5 cr6 u
Eka hor 11 |e35 1 12 41 3
Eka hor 11 |e35 1.1 12 41 9
Eka hor 11 |e35 1.2 20 41 8
Eka hor 11 |e35 1.3 18 41 8
Eka hor 11 |e35 1.5 26 41 8
Eka hor 11 |e35 2 18 41 ? _ cr6 c
Ekb hor 2 |e35 1.2 20 41 9 X cr6 c
Ekb hor 2 |e35 1.3 18 41 9 X cr6 c
Ekb hor 2 |e35 1.5 14 41 13 X X
Ekb hor 2 |e35 1.5 28 41 9 X pfi3 c
Ekb hor 2 |e35 1.7 14 41 3 X X
Ekb hor 3 |e35 1.8 10 41 3 cr6 c
Ekb hor 3 ]e35 1.1 14 41 9 cr6 c
Ekb hor 3 e35 1.3 24 41 3 X
Ekb hor 3 |e35 1.4 16 41 3 ...J ci2 c
Ekb hor 3 |e35 1.5 14 41 9 X cr6 c
Eke hor 1 Je35| 1 20 41 9 X pfi3 c
Table 6.44: descriptive table of all E35 rims excavated at Essouk.
horizon rim Maxthick Diam. tem per firing slip burnish handle Motifjl
Loc
1
Motif
2
Loc
2
Motif
3
Loc
3
Eka 13 e21 0.8 12 41 15 X crl |C
Eka 13 ie21 1.1 10 41 15 hr1 crl |C+M+H pa2 H+A
Eka 13 e21 1.1 16 41 15 X X hb4 crl |C+U+M+H pa2 U+H+A
Eka 13 je21 0.8 12 41 15 Hr3 crl jc+u
Eka 13 is1 0.8 10 41 3 crl |C
Eka 13 | t9 0.8 28 41 3 X crl jc
Eka 14 t7 0.8 14 41 9 X crl [ ? Z
Eka 14 s4 0.6 10 41 9 crl |c+u
Eka 14 0 41 9 hbext crl pa2 A
Eka 14 0 4 X hsect crl |H
Eka 14 0 41 15 hb4 crl |h+a prw H+A
Eka 14 0 41 3 X hb1 crl |h
Eka 14 0 41 15 hb1 crl |h prw H pa2 A
Eka 14 t 7 j 1 14 41 15 X crl jC
jEka 14 t7 0.8 16 41 3 X crl |C .
|Eka 14 t7 0.8 16 41 3 X cr1 Mc ----- -J
|Ekc2 s4 0.6 12 41 9 crl |U
|Ekc 2 e15 0.7 12 41 9 hr9 crl |l)+H Pa2 H
Table 6.45: descrip ve table o f all excavated pot forms associated with decor motif Cr-1
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‘T6 rimmed pots’
The T6 rim form, fairly distinctive in morphology, was found largely in Periods 2 and 
3a. The next phase of analysis showed this to have strong correspondence with the Pfi-3 
decor motif. Table 6.43 shows the full attributes of pots featuring T6 rims both with and 
without Pfi-3 decor associated. We can see that 50% of T6 rims found featured Pfi-3 
decor and in all cases of the use of Pfi-3 in association with rim T6 it is found on the lip 
of the vessel, though not purely restricted to the lip. We can see that only 5% of T6 pots 
have either slip or burnish. The T6 vessels have a rim thickness of 1.5-2.1cms and a 
diameter of 20-36cms. In form they are always open pots, rather than closed jars or 
plates. 17% o f T6 pots are recorded with handles. Figure 6.16 (no.4) shows an 
illustration of an open T6 pot featuring Pfi-3 decor on the lip.
‘E35 rimmed pots’
Within the first phase of analysis, rim form E35 stood out as one of the more distinctive 
rim forms present in relatively large quantities. It was also noted that it was temporally 
restricted within the sequence, focused in period 3 b. Phase 2 of the analysis showed that 
E35 rims were often found in association with Cr-6 decor. Table 6.44 shows all the 
attributes of pots having E35 rims. From this table it can be seen that 40% of E35 rim 
forms feature Cr-6 decor and of these 88% feature this decor motif on the collar. As was 
evident from the attribute correspondence tables generated in phase 2 of the analysis, 
E35 rims are also found in association with certain other decor types and it can be seen 
from the above table that these other decor types are also mostly found on the collar of 
E35 vessels. E35 rims are all collared vessels (jars). While they feature a range of rim 
thickness between 0.8 -  2cms, 80% of the vessels have a rim thickness of l-1.5cms. 
Likewise, while the vessels have a diameter range of 12-28cms, 80% of the vessels have 
a diameter range of 12-20cms. It can be seen that burnish is not infrequent on E35 
vessels but slip is not frequent. An illustration of an E35 rim featuring Cr-6 on the collar 
is shown in figure 6.16 (no.5).
‘Cr-1 decorated pots’.
In the phase 2 analysis it was noted that Cr-1 decor was recorded in association with rim 
forms which could be seen to be part of a fairly similar category of non-complex rim- 
tipped vessels. We also saw in phase 2 of the analysis that Cr-1 decor was found in 
association not infrequently with handles. The Cr-1 decor type was thereby seen to
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demonstrate significant patterning in its co-occurrence with form attributes and it is 
therefore of interest to look further at the co-occurrences of Cr-1 decor with forms. 
Table 6.45 lists the full attributes of all the rim and handle forms featuring Cr-1 decor. 
These vessels, which are collared jars, have a rim thickness of 0.6-l.lcms and the 
majority (92%) have a diameter of 10-16cms. Cr-1 decorated vessels always feature the 
decoration of the superior part of the vessel, whether this is a collar or the upper part of 
a non-everted rim. We see that vessels featuring Cr-1 on the pot wall also fairly 
commonly seem to have Cr-1 decorated handles. We see also that Pa-2 decor (rounded 
nubbins) is not uncommonly associated with the Cr-1 decorated pot body and the Cr-1 
decorated handle. The co-occurrence of Cr-1 decor, non-complex rim-tipped vessels, 
Cr-1 decorated handles and Pa-2 decor shows that we are clearly dealing with a 
significant attribute cluster in the period 4 pots. In figure 6.16 we can see illustrations of 
vessels which relate to this attribute cluster (see 1 and 3 and note the Pa-2 ‘nubbins’ 
associated with the handles and on the upper part of pot 1).
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2 (Eka-3)1 (Eka-17)
3  (Eka-17)
4(E kb-1) 5 (Ekb-2)
Figure 6.16: some notable pot types excavated at Essouk.
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Section 6.3: SEM and other microscopic analysis.
Introduction.
During phase 2 of the analysis it was shown that Pfi-5 decorated sherds which were 
found in large quantities in Eka period 3b were seen to show a strong attribute 
correspondence with temper type ‘44’ which stood out as an abnormal pattern within 
the frequency distribution of temper types. Given the fact that Pfi-5 decor was also a 
decor motif which was distinctly different from other decor motifs found within the 
sequence, it was hypothesized that this might be an import to the site. SEM and plain 
light microscopic investigation of Pfi-5 sherds demonstrate that both the chaff used for 
temper and the clay were foreign to the Essouk region. Both the investigative 
procedures which showed this are detailed in this section.
Part 1: SEM analysis.
Generation of hypothesis and selection of methodology for testing.
The investigation detailed here provides an account of the analysis of plant impressions 
found on Pfi-5 decorated pot sherds which were highlighted as having an ‘abnormal’ 
temper type in phase 2 of the descriptive analysis. The aim of this investigation has 
been to test the hypothesis that the pots these sherds come from were imported to the 
site from another region. The initial basis for believing Pfi-5 decorated ceramics to be 
imports was that their decoration and their fabric are very different from the majority of 
the Essouk assemblage. To see whether further evidence could be gained to support the 
argument that this ceramic type was imported, a selection of sherds were analyzed via 
plain light microscopy. Interestingly, this analysis led to the preliminary identification 
of Sorghum as one of the plant materials used as temper. The significance of this 
preliminary botanical identification is that Sorghum is a plant which did not grow as far 
north as Essouk during the period in question (c. 1100 -  1300 AD) and that therefore 
one would not find chaff at Essouk from Sorghum processing (while it is possible that 
Sorghum grains were imported to Essouk these would not have included the chaff 
[threshing waste] which the microscopic analysis demonstrates was present). The 
positive identification of Sorghum chaff in the Pfi-5 decorated sherds would thereby 
provide convincing evidence that the Pfi-5 decorated pots were being imported from the 
Sorghum zone further south.
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To confirm that the preliminary identifications of Sorghum were correct, it was 
necessary to create positive casts of the negative plant impressions and then to analyze 
these using SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) in order to see if the high definition 
images generated by SEM provided information sufficient to convincingly identify the 
original plant material which left the negative impressions. This process -  carried out 
with assistance from Dr Dorian Fuller -  will now be detailed.
Methodological procedure.
Five sherds from the following contexts were selected for making casts for SEM 
analysis: Eka 2; Eka 75; Eka 77; Eka 84; Eke 6. Casts were made by applying 
Polyvinylsiloxane to the surface of the ceramics where there were voids left by plant 
material (see figure 6.17 nos. 1 & 2). Three sets of impressions were taken from each 
sherd to ensure good casts were achieved. Casts from the sherds from contexts Eka 75, 
77 and 84 were chosen for SEM. To prepare the casts for SEM they were firstly cut to 
suitable size and secured to metallic mounts. The next stage of sample preparation 
involved creating a fully conductive surface over the entire surface of the cast which 
could be picked up by the SEM; this is necessary as the SEM generates images through 
electrical signals from a conductive surface. In total 10 casts were prepared in this 
manner. In addition to the 10 casts, a modem grain of Sorghum bicolor (the most 
common Sorghum variety cultivated presently and historically in West Africa) and a 
modem grain of wild Sorghum were mounted for comparative purposes. SEM analysis 
of the 12 samples was conducted at the Institute of Archaeology.
Results.
The images produced by the SEM provided convincing evidence that the sherds from 
Eka 75, 77 and 84 contained Sorghum similar to modem Sorghum bicolor. This 
evidence is demonstrated here by comparing the SEM images of the cast from the sherd 
from Eka 75 to modem S. bicolor (see Figure 6.17 nos.3 -  6). The first reason for 
thinking the casts are of Sorghum ‘negatives’ is the overall similarity of shape between 
them and the S. bicolor grain, and in particular the presence of S. bicolor’s distinctive 
stalk (compare nos. 3 & 5 in Figure 6.17). Analysis of the microstructure of the cast and 
the modem grain revealed further similarities (see nos. 4 & 6 in Figure 6.17): firstly the
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striations seen on the areas of the cast which relate to the fractured interior of the 
original plant material are very similar to those on the interior of the glume of S. 
bicolor, additionally, the small distinctive trichomes (hairs) seen on the interior of the 
glume of Bicolor are also seen in the images of the casts. The combination of these 
factors led to the positive identification of the plant impressions as Sorghum. This 
identification of Sorghum offers very strong evidence that the Pfi-5 decorated ceramics 
are imports to the site.
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Figure 6.17: Images demonstrating the presence of Sorghum tempered pot sherds at Essouk: 1 -  image of 
ceramic sherd from context Eka 75 used to create cast of plant impression (casting area highlighted in 
red); 2 -  close-up of highlighted casting area in image 1; 3 — SEM image of cast of whole grain taken 
from casting area seen in images 1 and 2; 4 -  close-up of the interior structure of grain cast seen in 
image 3; 5 -  SEM image o f modern Sorghum Bicolor; 6 -  SEM image of internal structure of modern 
Sorghum Bicolor.
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Part 2: plain-light microscopic analysis.
In the course of plain light examination of the Pfi-5 sherds some strange inclusions were 
noted. Upon examination of the sherds, K.C. MacDonald of the Institute of 
Archaeology was able to confirm that they were sponge spicules of the genus 
Potamolepis. Sponge spicules compose the skeletal framework of sponges or, in this 
case, that of freshwater river sponges. Brissaud and Houdayer (1986) have argued that 
such sponges are characteristic of the paste of pottery from the Inland Niger Delta. 
Further research by McIntosh and MacDonald (1989) demonstrated that such spicules 
also feature as inclusions in pottery on the Niger outside of the Inland Delta, 
documenting them from First and Second Millennium AD pottery from at least as far 
eastwards as Timbuktu and Gourma Rharous. Such spicules were common in a random 
sample of 49 sherds from both the IND and the Niger Bend quantified by McIntosh and 
MacDonald (spicules present in 37 or 76% of samples). Usually their presence was as a 
background naturally occurring clay inclusion (5% or less of fabric), however at least 4 
of the sherds they studied indicated an artificial concentration of sponge, possibly being 
used as deliberate temper (up to 17% of fabric).
While only a small sample of the Pfi-5 sherds were available for study in the UK, 4 out 
of 5 sherds revealed visible spicules in the fabric of the pottery (see Figure 6.18). K.C. 
MacDonald (pers. comm.) estimates their quantities at no more than 5%, and probably 
in the order of c. 1% in the 4 specimens where they are definitely present. A study of a 
random sample of 10 sherds from other periods, not bearing Pfi-5 decor or its distinctive 
fabric, showed no spicules to be present in the common pottery of Essouk. In the future, 
it would be of interest to section some of the Pfi-5 sherds to get absolute quantitative 
counts of spicules in their fabric.
In their 1989 article (pg. 492), McIntosh and Macdonald presciently note,
Contrary to their [Brissaud and Houdayer’s] conclusion that Potamolepis spicules constitute a 
diagnostic characteristic o f IND pottery, we have found spicules o f what appear to be 
potamolepids from pottery well downriver o f the IND, along the Niger Bend... Brissaud and 
Houdayer’s hope for using this characteristic to “deduce patterns o f commercial and cultural 
exchange” (1986: 357) remains valid if  we content ourselves with looking at the broad issue of 
movement o f goods from the Niger river to points distant from it. Routine examination o f sherds
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from early commercial centres in the southern Sahara, such as Koumbi Saleh and Essouk ... might 
prove extremely informative.
The presence o f Potamolepis spicules in the paste o f the Pfi-5 sherds almost certainly 
proves their provenance from the Niger River basin, adding an interesting element to the 
story o f commerce at Essouk in Period 3b (c. 1100-1300 AD).
In the future, it will be useful to go through the rims o f period 3b, currently stored at 
Bamako, and examine their paste for spicules. This should allow the positive linking of 
the Pfi-5 body sherds to their respective rim form(s).
Figure 6.18: microscopic image showing Potamolepis sponge spicules (examples circled in 
red) in Pfi-5 decorated pot sherds. Sponge spicules are approx. 150-300 micrometres in 
length.
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Section 6.4: Discussion of excavated pottery.
Introduction.
Within this discussion four topics will be discussed. Firstly a brief, broad discussion of 
the Essouk pottery assemblage will be provided. Following this, three of the most 
significant aspects of the assemblage will be discussed: the presence of CR-4 decor in 
the early levels of the site; the high incidence of the imported Pfi-5 decorated pots; the 
radical change within the ceramic tradition which takes place at the junction of periods 
3b and 4.
Broad comments on the Essouk pottery tradition: fabric, surface treatment and 
decor.
Regardless of the temporal change inherent in the Essouk tradition, and excluding 
obviously imported wares, it is possible to make some broad remarks about the 
assemblage as a whole, before going on to focus on a few diagnostic trends. 
Unfortunately data for comparison with contemporary sites is highly uneven. The 
ceramics analysis undertaken so far at the entrepots of Koumbi Saleh and Tegdaoust 
have only in one case made an effort to accurately categorize the range of potters’ tools 
used to make the decor motifs that appear on pottery (i.e. Berthier, 1997). None of the 
pottery studies thus far undertaken on these entrepots present their quantitative data in a 
way to make them easily comparable to other studies, and most simply show the 
temporal positioning of various rim form types, with some remarks on accompanying 
decor patterns (e.g. Vanaker 1979; Robert-Chaleix 1989). Meanwhile, trading sites 
south of the Sahara, such as Jenne-jeno (McIntosh 1995) and Dia (Schmidt et al. 2005) 
have seen analysis comparable to that presented here, and spatial evolutions of southern 
decorative traditions have recently been traced in good detail by Mayor et al. (2005). 
So, with these caveats in mind concerning comparative data, I will now proceed.
The fabric of the Essouk pottery is almost inevitably a low-fired (friable), relatively thin 
fabric, tempered with chaff and different admixtures of sand (c.96% of all sherd 
fabrics). Such low firing might well be expected in Sahelo-Saharan-made assemblages 
where fuel is at a premium. This sort of fabric is comparable to such Berber-made
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assemblages as I have been able to view from Mauritania, as well as assemblages from 
the Niger Bend particularly from the Timbuktu area (courtesy of the comparative 
collections of KC MacDonald, Institute of Archaeology, UCL). It is generally unlike 
those of the Inland Niger Delta and Niger Bend at sites such as Jenne-jeno, Dia and Gao 
which are thicker, higher fired, and less likely to be tempered with chaff (materials 
viewed at the Malian Institut des Sciences Humaines, and the Musee National du Mali).
The frequency of decorated pottery at Essouk, between 9 and 15% of all sherds studied 
from unit Eka over the entire occupation, stands in stark contrast to more southerly 
centres such as Jenne-jeno, Dia and Gao where decorated sherds are relatively common 
(at Dia-Shoma and Dia-Mara for example, 50 to 90% of rims were decorated, 
depending on occupation horizon, Schmidt el al. 2005: 230-1). However, based upon 
what the literature tells us about assemblages from Tegdaoust (Vanacker 1979; Robert- 
Chaleix 1989), and the personal observations of K.C. MacDonald in studying the 
assemblages housed in the Musee National du Mauritanie, the quantity of decoration at 
Tegdaoust is probably comparable to that of Essouk. It is therefore tentatively argued, 
that in being relatively undecorated Essouk more resembles other Sahelo-Saharan 
assemblages, than those of the Middle Niger or Niger Bend.
Before moving on to decoration more broadly, it is worth noting that the practice of 
slipping pottery is relatively uncommon at Essouk (11-24% of sherds from periods 2 - 4  
in Eka), and that painting is very rare (0.4 to 3.7% of sherds from periods 2-4 in Eka). 
At Koumbi Saleh, on the other hand, Berthier (1997: 67 and 65) remarks both that, “A 
Koumbi Saleh, la majorite des ceramiques sont engobees [slipped],” and that “La 
ceramique de Koumbi Saleh se caractererise essentiellement par ses decors peints.” 
Such practices are broadly in line with ceramics from the Middle Niger and the Niger 
Bend after 800 AD, where at Jenne-jeno, for example, in Phase III [Sup] (700-900 AD) 
50% of rims are painted, decreasing to c. 10% in Phase IV (900-1400 AD). Thus, 
Essouk seems to have been untouched by a craze for painted ceramics which swept the 
Middle Niger and Koumbi Saleh during the apogee of Ghana. Likewise, at Gao-Ancien 
the most common decorative class was that of red slip which occurs throughout the 
sequence in quantities ranging from 38 to 41% of all sherds (Insoll, 2000). Painted 
sherds though less numerous, were markedly more common than at Essouk, ranging 
from 6 to 9% (ibid.). Thus, in terms of painted and slipped decor, Essouk also runs 
contra trends from the Songhay pottery traditions of the Niger Bend.
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While certain specific decor types will be commented upon below, it is worth observing 
that Essouk’s primary pottery decors are based around cord-wrapped cord impressions 
or roulettes, rather than cord roulettes or comb channelling (which are, of course, both 
present, though in lower numbers). This tendency to embrace cord-wrapped cord, in the 
first and second millennia AD, is virtually unknown in the Mande world of that time (cf. 
Mayor et al. 2005). Rather, it is a motif that looks more to the world of the Niger Bend 
and the Gourma (potential sources for slaves which may have made a proportion of the 
pottery assemblages at Essouk).
Overall, the assemblage from Essouk, while largely associable with the Berber world, 
also shows some distinct southern influences. While we have not made a detailed 
comparison of rim forms here (a difficult task given the level of variability inherent in 
handmade West African pottery), the collared (everted) forms from Essouk, and 
particularly vessels with handles show broad similarity with the pottery of Tegdaoust, 
Koumbi Saleh and Azelik-Takedda (see below).
An initial case for importation or commercial presence: the Cr-4 tradition and the 
Mande cultural zone.
One of the most curious aspects of the Essouk pottery assemblage are a small group of 
Cr-4 decorated pot sherds found in the c.8th century Eka horizon 3 deposits. CR-4 decor 
is known to be a characteristic decor type of the Mande world whose centre within this 
period was broadly focused on the area to the west of the Inland Niger Delta. The 
association between CR-4 decor and the maximal extension of the Mande cultural zone 
(see Figure 6.20) is an association based upon extensive detailed studies of Sahelian 
pottery traditions by Mayor et al. (2005). Seemingly confirming the idea that Cr-4 
decorated pottery is not generally associated with the Essouk assemblage is that when 
we look at the Essouk pots decorated with Cr-4 decor we see also that a significant 
proportion of these pots commonly feature burnish (57%) when the overall burnish
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Figure 6.19: pot-rim featuring decor motif Cr-4.
total o f the horizon 3 sherds is 3% (18 counts from 524 sherds). In addition to this 
inconsistency with the rest o f  the horizon 3 assemblage the paste o f  the majority o f the 
Cr-4 pots is very different to that o f the paste o f other pots found within the horizon. A 
further sense that this distinctive Cr-4 pottery was not part o f the dominant tradition o f 
the Essouk zone is the fact that within the Essouk sequence we see that they suddenly 
appear in horizon 3 when they had not been seen before: a finding strongly suggesting 
these pots did not develop out o f the previous pottery tradition o f the region. This 
further evidence solidifies the idea that the Cr-4 pottery is intrusive to the Essouk zone 
adding further to the weight o f recent Sahelian pottery studies associating it with the 
Mande cultural zone whose centre was far removed from Essouk.
What the Cr-4 wares seem to indicate is that the Essouk population o f the 8th century 
possessed links with the Mande world which either involved commerce with the Mande 
world which used local Mande pots as containers, or groups moving to Essouk from the 
Mande world, whose limits at that time lay between the Lakes Region and the Niger 
Bend. The links we are talking about are not a matter o f short distances but o f incredibly 
large distances across the Sahel in the order o f 400 or more kilometres. When we 
consider the 8th century dating o f  these pots the great antiquity o f these long-distance 
contacts contributes to our understanding o f  potential socio-cultural connections at 8th 
century Essouk. In addition to indicating simply the antiquity o f the links between 
Essouk and the Mande world, the fact that the Cr-4 ceramics ‘arrive’ within the Essouk 
sequence in association with the first evidence o f permanent architecture suggests to us 
that this Mande link is associated with the early stages o f the establishment o f a trading
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centre at Essouk; certainly future excavation might evidence earlier permanent 
architecture at Essouk but the evidence for this link is compelling.
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Figure 6.20: interpretation o f some ceramic traditions o f the Niger Bend during the pre-Dogon occupation 
o f the Bandiagara plateau, 7 -13th century AD (taken from Major et al, 2005: 48). Cr-4 decor is marked 
with an red asterisk showing its location within the Mande zone and Essouk’s location is indicated as off 
the map to the north-east.
Let us then consider further the possible nature o f the cultural link with the Mande 
world that the Cr-4 ceramics indicate. Firstly there is the possibility that these pots are 
imported, either brought by groups moving from the Mande cultural zone to Essouk, or 
brought as trade items or containing trade items. While plain light microscopy did not 
show any obvious signs o f  the clay used to produce these pots having come from the 
sub-Saharan region -  as was seen for the Pfi-5 decorated sherds -  there is still the 
possibility that they were sub-Saharan pots from a region not bordering the Niger river 
basin. Indicating the potential o f  this hypothesis is the fact that the Cr-4 pots have a clay 
o f a different consistency to other pots from horizon 3, though one cannot rule out that 
this might simply result from different manipulation and firing processes. Therefore, 
while there is no compelling evidence that these are imported pots, we must therefore 
keep this as a potential hypothesis. The second possibility which suggests itself is that 
these pots were made in situ at Essouk by groups newly moved to the region from sub- 
Saharan districts; these groups could either have come into this region for purposes of 
trade, for example, or they could have been brought in as slaves -  something we must 
seriously consider given the long tradition o f sub-Saharan slaves in the Berber world
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and given the clear references to imports of slaves to North Africa from the earliest 
Arabic documentation. While considering this second possibility the fact that the clay of 
the Cr-4 pots has a different consistency to the other horizon 3 pots may or may not cast 
doubt on their manufacture at Essouk. Different consistencies of clay could simply 
result from different choices of local clay source or from the sieving of sands added to 
raw clays. What one can say regardless is that these pots were probably not being made 
by the more local, dominant pottery tradition which was present before, during and after 
their occurrence at the site. When one reflects upon the stratigraphic distribution of the 
Cr-4 pots though, one is tempted to tentatively advance a more complex hypothesis for 
the cultural processes which brought these pots (or potters) to Essouk.
When we look at the stratigraphic distribution of the Cr-4 pots we see that they are 
present in relatively significant quantities in horizon 3 but by horizon 4 they have 
ceased to be present and do not reappear. One is tempted to use this disappearance of 
Cr-4 ceramics to speculate further on the possible significance of their initial presence. 
Are we not possibly dealing here with the movement of certain cultural groups to 
Essouk who cease to practice pottery traditions related to their original homeland, 
perhaps a ceasing associated with second generation integration of these cultural 
groups? This seems a more feasible idea than the sudden and early development of a 
long-distance trade in pots (and their contents) by Sahelian Berber groups coinciding 
with the first evidence for permanent architecture; with this pot trade suddenly ceasing 
relatively soon afterwards. I suggest that the reflection on the stratigraphic distribution 
of the pots should make us think of their association with the growth of Essouk as a 
permanent commercial centre, associated with the arrival of new commercial groups 
from the Mande world who are then integrated into the Berber cultural sphere in the 
second or third generation. This seems the most likely hypothesis for the restricted 
presence of Cr-4 pots in horizon 3 at Essouk, with their linkage to Mande slaves 
remaining another possibility. As to the exact ethnic or social identity of these groups, 
that is another question...
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context horizon rim angle
max
thick
diam temper Firinglburn Slip [handle M otif |Loc  
1 1
M otiflLoc  
2 2
E k a l14 3 - - - - 44 8 - Cr4 -
E k a l14 3 - - - - 31 1 - Cr4 -
E k a l14 3 - - - - 44 4 X X - Cr4 -
e k a l16 3 s3 5 1.2 20 41 3 X Cr4 U
e k a l16 3 s3 5 1.1 18 41 4 Cr4 u
E k a l16 3 - - 44 8 X - Cr4 -
Ekal 16 3 - - 44 8 X - Cr4 -
E k a l16 3 - - 41 4 X - Cr4 -
E k a l16 3 - - 41 3 - Cr4 -
E k a l16 3 - - 44 4 X - Cr4 -
E k a l16 3 - - 44 1 - Cr4 - prw -
E k a l16 3 - - 41 8 X - Cr4 -
E k a l16 3 - - 44 1 X Cr4 -
E k a l16 3 - - 44 8 - Cr4 - prw -
Table 6.46: descriptive table o f all Cr-4 decorated sherds excavated.
Cord-wrapped stick (Pfi-5) decorated pots: a southern import.
Figure 6.21: Pfi-5 decor motif.
As was seen in the previous section, SEM and plain light microscopic analysis 
demonstrated clearly that sherds decorated with PFI-5 decor had an origin in the sub- 
Saharan districts and more precisely were produced using Niger River basin clay. 
Before investigating the possible significance o f this finding that masses o f pots were 
moving vast distances from the sub-Saharan region to Essouk during period 3b (c.l 100- 
1300 AD), let us first try to bring a little more precision to the zone from which these 
pots are coming, the N iger river obviously stretching over a huge distance and only 
giving us a broad idea o f  their origin. To bring this greater precision we need to look at 
the distribution o f cord-wrapped decor motifs within the regions broadly around the 
Niger river.
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Looking at chronologically relevant documented pottery assemblages from west to east 
along the Niger we start by looking at the Inland Niger Delta. What we see here is that 
at Jenne-jeno while cord-wrapped stick motifs were recorded in pre-5th century AD 
deposits (Phase I/II) they are scarce, and are not seen later than that (McIntosh, 1995). 
At Dia cord-wrapped stick motifs make up 1% of the assemblage in the horizon 4 
deposits (1000-1600AD), suggesting the cord-wrapped decor technique was once again 
very uncommon. When we look slightly to the west of the Inland Niger Delta we see 
that in the Mema cord-wrapped motifs are present only in the early period (c. 400- 
900AD) (Togola, 1993). To the east of the Inland Niger Delta in the Bandiagara 
escarpment we see that 6% of all motifs are cord-wrapped. North of the Bandiagara 
escarpment at Tongo Maare Diabal we see that over the site's entire occupation (300- 
1200AD) cord-wrapped roulettes are continually present and vary between 2-5% (on 
rim sherds) and 6-8% (on body sherds), as a percentage of total motifs present 
(MacDonald, pers.comm). Up into the Lakes region at the site of KNT2 we see that 
after ca. 500 cal AD no cord-wrapped impressed or roulette motifs were found at the 
site; from contexts aggregated c.200 to 500AD cord-wrapped decor on rim sherds was 
noted at 3.4% (MacDonald, pers. comm). While noting this statistical data in the Lakes 
region however we do see at El-Ouladji the presence of cord-wrapped motifs used to 
create a very similar decorative ‘grid’ pattern to that seen at Essouk (compare Figures 
6.21 and 6.22) though no good statistical data exists for pottery from this site (cf. 
Desplanges, 1951; Lebeuf and Paques, 1970). The Niger Bend region from the Lakes 
Region along to Gao is sadly weak on good pottery data. While cord-wrapped motifs 
are evident amongst the surface materials at Gourma Rharous (McIntosh and McIntosh, 
1986) and while they are present in the Medieval assemblage at Gao (Insoll, 2000) there 
is no good statistical data on cord-wrapped motifs from either of these sites. When we 
look south of Gao to the sites in the south-west of Niger, we see from Vemet’s wide- 
ranging review of sites from this region that while cord-wrapped motifs are the most 
common decor in the 'Neolithic' they are not mentioned or illustrated for the 'Medieval' 
period (Vemet, 1996). Having tracked our way along the Niger then, the question is: 
where are these cord-wrapped motifs coming from? Given the fact that neither the well- 
documented material from the Inland Niger Delta nor the south-west Niger region 
showed these cord-wrapped motifs to be common in the period at which the Pfi-5 cord- 
wrapped decor is found in abundance at Essouk, and the fact that they do not appear to 
be very common along the Bandiagara, at Tongo Maare Diabal and the Lakes Region, it 
seems likely that the area they are coming from is the less well-documented regions
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between the Lakes Region and Gao (e.g. Ghourma-Rharous) where we see hints of 
them despite the paucity of good statistical data. Indeed, based upon an extensive study 
of c. 500 to 1400 AD pottery assemblages from along the Niger River made in 1995, 
K.C. MacDonald has stated the following: “the persistence of using cord-wrapped 
impressions and techniques into the 2nd millennium AD is a diagnostic characteristic of 
assemblages from the Gourma and the Niger Bend” (MacDonald, pers. comm). Based 
upon logical speculation of proximity to Essouk one would have expected this to be the 
origin of the pots seen at Essouk and the data does indeed appear to be suggesting this.
Figure 6.22: cord-wrapped potsherds from El Oualadji (after Lebeuf and Pacques 1970, Figures 26 and 
27).
Aware then that these pots are probably moving from the Niger bend region to Essouk 
let us then investigate the significance of this finding. Firstly, we need to bear in mind 
that the minimum distance we are dealing with here is c.350kms, that being the distance 
from the nearest point on the Niger to Essouk (near Bourem). The first thing that the 
substantial quantity of this imported pottery at Essouk shows is that there was a very 
large-scale exchange system operating between these two areas at that time; quite 
simply, the quantity of sherds of imported pottery which were found in the single 5x5 
metre excavation unit is a sign of a truly major exchange operation. The next question 
is: what kind of exchange system is this evidence of? Are we seeing a purely ‘local’ 
exchange system detached from the operation of a Trans-Saharan Trade network? It 
seems unlikely that a ‘local’ trade system would exchange pottery over c.350km 
distances divorced from another more significant mover of exchange. It seems most 
likely that the pots we are seeing arriving at Essouk are additional commodities which 
are being moved as part of the ‘add on’ trade of commodities that would also flow along 
the Trans-Saharan routes with the caravans of thousands of camels or donkeys 
constantly moving back and forth. We do therefore appear to be seeing in the movement
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of these pots a register of intense Trans-Saharan Trade activity at this time (c. 11 GO- 
13 00) which ranges from Essouk southwards to the Niger Bend and back.
The next question which poses itself is even were it possible to be shifting pots 350kms 
for consumers at Essouk, why did they want to bring these pots to Essouk when they 
seemingly had lots of pots already? While it would be possible to move pots as part of 
the Trans-Saharan package they are quite bulky commodities and fairly fragile; they are 
not the first thing that one would consider to import into the Sahara. There appear to be 
three possibilities. Firstly, there is the possibility that there was a pressure of fuel supply 
at Essouk limiting the amounts of fuel available for local firing of pots; while this is 
considered however, this seems a weak answer as despite their very large quantities for 
an import, relative to the whole assemblage they still only account for 4.3% of the total 
potsherds recorded in period 3b (99 sherds of a total 2296). The second possibility we 
have to consider is that these pots were being shipped purely because people wanted 
better quality pots at Essouk than could be produced locally with the limited firing 
capacities brought about by the need to economize on fuel: the Pfi-5 pots are more 
highly fired and therefore we do need to consider this. The third and most likely 
possibility is that the pots were being brought not for themselves but for what they 
contained. This could either be grain -  Sorghum is documented to have moved to 
Essouk (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 85) -  or a substance which could not be moved in 
porous containers such as hemp sacks; one such documented substance is honey which 
appeared to be majorly consumed amongst the Berber groups of the North Sahel in the 
Early Islamic period (see refs. Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 473). I suggest that the 
movement of pots to Essouk is most likely a combination of these latter two 
possibilities with an emphasis on these pots as containers for commodities: once the 
contents arrived, the quality pots associated with them had a compelling continued 
utility in an area with relatively poor quality local pottery. They may have been re-sold 
once emptied, or simply retained by the original purchasers of the commodities they 
contained.
Having suggested that the Pfi-5 pots came to Essouk through a desire for commodities, 
we have to ask why these pots started coming so suddenly in period 3 b when they had 
only been negligibly imported before. Certainly it would not appear to have been 
brought about solely by increased opportunities of trade as we had seen that trade was 
booming before. Due to the suddenness of their increase with period 3b I suggest
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therefore that we consider the possibility that this might be indicating some form of 
cultural change at Essouk, perhaps new groups with new needs. In the absence of other 
explanations at present I suggest this seems the most likely explanation of the issue of 
large-scale importation of Niger Bend pots in period 3b.
The period 4 pottery complex: a distinct and radical departure?
While up to period 4 distinct changes are noted within the Eka sequence, broadly 
speaking this change occurs within a fairly continuous process of development of the 
core pottery tradition. With period 4 however we seem to see fairly radical changes in 
form and decor of a widespread nature. We appear to be dealing here with a change in 
the ceramic tradition.
The first hint we saw that the period 4 assemblage might be of a different tradition to 
the periods which preceded it was the significant increase in the presence of handles that 
was noted in period 4. Not only did we see that the quantities of handles recorded 
increased, we also saw that the handles being recorded were of a distinctly different 
type to those encountered before. When we looked at the rim types present in period 4 
we also saw that some of the dominant rim types encountered in period 4 had not been 
seen previously (e.g., E21) or only negligibly (e.g., T7). In addition to this presence of 
certain new rim types we also saw that certain of the rim types seen to be a significance 
presence in period 3 were no longer seen (e.g., E35). In addition to these formal changes 
that were seen we also saw very significant changes in the decor motifs present. We put 
aside the significant decrease in the presence of PFI-5 decorated pots as these are known 
to have been an import and therefore do not tell us about the local Essouk assemblage. 
The decorative change we note firstly is Cr-1, which is the most dominant decor type in 
period 4 not having been present before in unit Eka. In addition to this most obvious 
indicator of decor change there are also other key changes in the decor tradition. Firstly 
there is a significant reduction in what has been until that point the strongest non­
imported distinctive decor type, PFI-3. This is not the only additional change we 
observe. Finger impression (FI) from having been minimal previously becomes hugely 
present; dragged grass (Herb) from having been absent before becomes a significant 
presence; comb decor is again seen in significant quantities for the first time since 
period 2. When we combine these observed decor changes with the previously noted 
formal changes it is clear we are seeing the assemblage has undergone a radical shift.
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What then to make of the change that takes place in the pottery with period 4? While 
invasion hypotheses are not fashionable, when we combine this significant change in 
the pottery sequence with the fact that the arrival of this new pottery tradition coincides 
with the very clear break in the stratigraphy between periods 3b and 4, a destruction 
episode observed in the previous chapter, it does seem highly likely this pottery 
tradition is signalling the arrival at the site of new populations. The question obviously 
poses itself: who are these groups?
While specific ethnic identifications cannot be made we can provide a certain indicator 
of which cultural zone this pottery tradition relates to. Firstly on the basis of the central 
decorative motif, Cr-1, and on the basis of certain formal attributes, the angular handles, 
we can say that there is no parallel for this pottery tradition in the Sudanic world. We 
are, it seems, dealing with a pottery tradition from the Berber world. When investigating 
Sahelian comparative material, illustrations were found of two pots recorded in the 
Azawagh region of Niger which in terms of their form are almost identical to Hr-1 and 
Hb-l/Hb-4 handled pots found in period 4 at Essouk (see figure 6.23 for Azawagh pots 
and figure 6.24 for Essouk pots). Interestingly, the Azawagh pot form most similar to 
those of the Essouk Cr-1 decorated pots does not appear to feature Cr-1 decor (Bemus 
et al., 1999: 75). The Azawagh pots are found in surface contexts and not associated 
with a site of permanent habitation (they were found on a dune) and therefore no 
definite idea of their chronological relationship to the Essouk pots can be gained. When 
looking for other relationships of the Essouk period 4 tradition to Sahelian pottery 
traditions further parallels were found in the Azelik-Takedda region of Niger, further 
east of the Azawagh. While Cr-1 decor was evidenced (Bemus & Cressier, 1991: 84-85 
& chp5-6) and certain formal similarities were evidenced -  most importantly Hr-1 
handles (Bemus & Cressier, 1991: chp.5& 6) -  no exact parallels were found with the 
Essouk period 4 pottery ‘attribute clusters’. Regarding the chronological relationship 
between this second body of material in the Azelik-Takedda region, the evidence 
collected seems to suggest a relatively similar chronology to the Essouk material. Yet, 
there is no clear basis for saying the Essouk pottery derives from this zone: one can say 
that they relate to a similar tradition and that the similarities between the two traditions 
could relate to a significantly older cultural connection between them. No other 
correspondences were found with the Essouk material in the Sahel and due to the almost 
complete lack of pottery studies relating to this period in the desert to the north there
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was no basis for ascertaining whether or not the Essouk material relates to Saharan or 
North African pottery traditions.
One final aside to make in discussion of this period 4 tradition relates to certain 
interesting cross-overs observed within the tradition. From figure 6.25 we see that while 
the Hr-1 handle type pots are not commonly associated with Cr-1 decor this does 
occasionally occur, something which should make us cautious about entirely dividing 
types within the tradition. Likewise, in figure 6.26 we see an interesting ‘impersonation’ 
of a Cr-1 decor motif using a different decor tool (a comb). It is obviously very difficult 
to get at the significance of these minor variations within the tradition but it is important 
to clarify their existence as there is a tendency to develop hard and fast divisions 
between ‘types’.
p
Figure 6.23: pot forms recorded in the Azawagh region (from Bemus et al., 1999: 75).
(E k a -4 5 )
Figure 6.24: pot forms recorded in Eka period 4.
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2 (Eka-45)1 (Eka-wall 3)
Figure 6.25: illustration o f use o f Cr-1 decor on an Hr-1 handled pot.
Figure 6.26: Illustration o f the ‘impersonation’ o f Cr-1 design forms using a dragged comb -  
on left, Cr-1 decorated sherd (Eka-16); on right, Pe-4 decorated sherd (Eka-14).
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Section 6.5: surface distribution o f pottery.
Figure 6.27: surface collection o f pottery in progress (survey unit 108).
Introduction.
Prior to excavation of the site a systematic collection of the pottery distributed on the 
surface of the site was carried out. This was primarily undertaken to decide upon the 
location of excavation units. While it proved of limited use in its pre-excavation 
function, the surface collected pottery, when it is viewed in conjunction with the 
excavated pottery, can provide certain insights into the occupational history of areas of 
the site not excavated. This can be done by comparing the attributes of the ceramic 
sherds collected from the surface with the frequency distribution of attributes from the 
excavated sequence. The basic principle for this investigation is that the presence or 
absence across the surface of the site of attributes which the excavated sequence showed 
to be temporally restricted can allow us to make certain judgements about the 
occupational history of the surface of the site. The secondary aim of the study of the 
surface ceramics is to establish if there are attributes present in significant quantities in 
certain areas of the site which did not show up at all in the excavated sequence, this 
perhaps indicating that there are significant occupational phases of the site which were 
not evidenced within the three excavation units.
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Methodology.
The selection of the areas of the site at which to collect ceramics was defined entirely by 
the highly variable surface visibility of ceramics. While in certain areas of the site large 
amounts of ceramics were present in certain other areas hardly a single sherd could be 
detected. This variability was brought about by the pattern of wind-blown sand build-up 
across the surface of the site, the areas where no ceramics were detectable being 
covered with a layer of loose wind-blown sand. Accordingly survey zones were defined 
by the author purely on the basis of places lacking sand coverage. When we look at the 
map of where pottery was collected (see Figure 6.28) we see that no pottery was 
collected upon the island or along a large strip of the eastern bank of the wadi near 
where unit Eka was located: the simple reason for this is that no pottery could be found 
in these locations. At each of the locations where collection took place a 20x20 metre 
collection square was laid out (except in the case of survey unit 108 where a 40x20 
square was laid out) (see Figure 6.27). For the purposes of limiting the amount of sherds 
to be processed, only rim sherds were collected, it being believed that these would also 
yield a representative view of decorative motifs for the purposes of the surface 
collection. Each survey zone was walked twice by a team of 4 people and all rim-sherds 
seen were collected, regardless of size. The rim sherds were recorded in exactly the 
same way that the excavated rim sherds were recorded. Collection took place at 20 
survey units across the site. These are illustrated in red on Figure 6.28. From this same 
figure it can be seen that the 20 units are also grouped into 5 different survey ‘zones’ as 
this allows the individual units to be more readily situated within the broader landscape.
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Figure 6.28: map showing the distribution o f surface collection units and zones (adapted from Mauny, 
1961).
Results.
The results of the study of the survey pottery are contained in Tables 6.47 to 6.52. From 
these tables certain patterns can be observed. The clearest pattern relates to the 
comparison of the surface ceramics with those of the excavated period 4 occupation. 
The reason for this is that, notionally, surface distributed ceramics should provide an 
idea about abandonment periods in different zones of the site, and the first excavated 
layer (period 4) should correspond to this if it is truly representative of the broader 
abandonment. The second reason is that the period 4 pots contained certain very clear
temporally restricted attributes, more so than earlier periods, which will be relatively 
straightforward to compare with surface ceramics. Let us begin by looking at diagnostic 
Cr-1 decor across the different survey zones, a distinctive motif found in large 
quantities in period 4. What we see is that CR-1 is strongly present to the west of the 
wadi in zone 5 but does not feature in zones 1, 2 and 3 and is only recorded twice in 
zone 4. When we look at other decor motifs which were highly concentrated in period 4 
such as 01 and Pe-1, they are likewise present in relatively large quantities in zone 5 but 
are far less present elsewhere. Further indicating the pattern of zone 5’s distinction from 
other areas is the lack of Pfi-3 decor from that zone while it is present in significant 
quantities elsewhere; it should be remembered that Pfi-3 decor dropped off significantly 
in period 4 while it had been the most common motif in previous periods. When we 
look at the rim form which was present in quantity and temporally restricted to period 4, 
that being rim E21, we see this rim form is strongly present in zone 5 as was Cr-1, but 
far less common from other areas of the site. However, we should note that in zone 4 
rim E21 also makes up a relatively significant proportion of the total rims collected. No 
other temporally restricted attributes are available from period 4 with which to compare 
the surface sherds, but from what we have already seen it is clear that period 4 pots are 
almost entirely absent from zones 1, 2 and 3. They are a reasonably significant presence 
in zone 4 but their distribution is focused in zone 5 west of the wadi. Zone 5 was clearly 
an area of intense period 4 occupation or even a post-period 4 occupation using a very 
similar ceramic tradition. Zone 4 appears to have had some period 4 or post-period 4 
occupation but does not appear to have been as intensely occupied as zone 5.
Comparing the surface ceramics with pre-period 4 excavated pots is a less clear task. 
Let us turn firstly to the question of period 3b pots. Given the absence of period 4 pots 
from large areas of the site the study of the assemblages from those zones which lacked 
period 4 pots when compared with attributes temporally restricted to period 3 b and 
onwards would yield interesting information as this could tell us whether or not period 
3b occupation was present in those zones. Unfortunately Pfi-5 decor, the decor motif 
which is recorded in large quantities from period 3b onwards and which was the only 
clear temporally restricted attribute related to period 3b, was not recorded on any rim 
sherds from the excavation and therefore appeared to be a decor motif restricted to the 
lower parts of pots. The study of the rims surface collected is therefore going to tell us 
nothing significant about the presence or absence of period 3b occupation. While this is 
so, some form of comment on the presence or absence of Pfi-5 decorated pots can be
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made based upon the authors’ observations of the surface distributed ceramics made 
during the course of daily walks over the site over a period of 3 months. During all this 
time, no sherds bearing the Pfi-5 decor motif were seen. Bearing in mind that this is a 
fairly distinctive decor motif, and that the author consistently paid attention to pottery 
distributed on the surface of the site, the assertion that none of these sherds were 
encountered carries some weight.
The next comparison we have to make is that related to the attribute which was 
temporally restricted to the period 3 assemblage, rim form E35. What we observe 
initially in E35 distribution is that it is not present in zone 5. In all other zones E35 is 
present but not in large quantities that would allow us to pronounce on the presence of a 
‘significant’ intensive period 3 abandonment layer in those zones. Yet the absence of 
period 4 or anomalous (later) materials in zones 1-3 would seem to indicate their 
abandonment sometime during period 3.
Diagnostic ceramics from earlier periods, such as the period 2 diagnostic, rim form T6, 
were relatively rare. Rim form T6 was only recorded from survey zone 2 once. I suggest 
therefore that this shows a relative lack of disturbance of the site, with earlier 
diagnostics being rarely encountered in upper deposits. Likewise, it indicates that the 
site reached its maximum territorial extent in Period 3 and only began to retract at or 
during that period.
The only other information that it is necessary to discuss relates to the recording of 
attributes in the surface assemblage that were not recorded in the excavated assemblage. 
Firstly we should note that no decor motifs were recorded in the surface assemblage that 
were not also present in the excavated assemblage. Given the limited decoration of rim 
sherds within the Essouk assemblage, however, this is perhaps not an entirely 
representative finding. What we can say with confidence with the material we did 
collect is that the rim forms recorded during excavation provide a fairly representative 
account of the rim forms present on the surface of the site as only 21 counts of rim 
forms not recorded during the excavation were evidenced from the entire assemblage 
recorded from the surface of the site (see Figure 6.29 for the forms they represented). 
Given the vagaries of making interpretations from surface ceramics it is obviously not 
however possible to extend this to mean that there are definitely no significant 
occupations of the site that were not evidenced by the excavations.
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Final comment.
From the study of the surface ceramics conducted here we have provided a fairly clear 
idea of the presence and absence of period 4 occupation in the survey zones 
investigated. We established that amongst the survey zones investigated period 4 
occupation appears to have been largely concentrated to the west of the wadi in zone 5 
with some additional occupation in zone 4 on the east side of the wadi to the far north. 
Given that we have excavated data from the two broad areas where no surface ceramics 
were collected (the island and the area around unit Eka) we can combine the surface and 
excavated data to build up quite a clear idea of the terminal period occupation of the 
site. This terminal period occupation would appear to have been to the west of the wadi, 
on the island, around the Eka area and possibly in zone 4. It seems quite clear that 
period 4 occupation in zones 1, 2 and 3 was negligible. When we tried to establish a 
sense of the extent of occupation in the pre-period 4 era we encountered problems, 
partly brought about by methodological limitations (failure to collect decorated body 
sherds) and partly brought about by the fact that Essouk is obviously a relatively 
undisturbed site where pottery from deeper deposits is not consistently found on the 
surface of the site. However, the occurrence of period 3 diagnostics in zones 1-3 would 
indicate that those areas were occupied up until a retraction which occurred either 
sometime in period 3 or at its interface with period 4.
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Centimetres
Figure 6.29: illustration of pot rim forms recorded from the surface collected assemblage but 
not present in the excavated assemblage.
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Survey unit/Zone SI S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8
Zone 1
119 1 3 1
94 6 9
97 2 6
Zone 2
104 1 7 1
74 1 2 1
71 3 2
69 1 20 1
108 2 22 1
109 2 11 2
63 4 2 2
110 2 3
61 2
Zone 3
112 5 10
117 2 4 1
116 1 2
Zone 4
120 1 14 4 1
121 22 11 2 1
Zone 5
123 13 7
126 13 9
127 19 4
Table 6.47: frequency distribution table for simple rims recorded during the surface collection.
Survey zone/unit T1 T2 T5 T6 T7 T9 T10 T il T12 T13 114 T15 T17 T18 T19 T20 T21 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27
Zone 1
119 3 4 1 2 1 1 7
94 4 8 1 1 2 1 2 1
97 2 4 11 3 1 1 1 4
Zone 2
104 10 5 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 6
74 4 1 4 1 1
71 2 6 2 2 1 1 1
69 10 15 1 3 1 3 2 1 1 2
108 15 12 2 2 1 1 1 2 2
109 8 8 4 1 2 2 1 2
63 11 10 5 4 1 2 1 1 5
110 5 3 1 1
61 1 3 1 1 1
Zone 3
112 4 4 7 2 1 1 1 1 1
117 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1
116 6 2 1
Zone 4
120 3 6 7 1 1 2 2 1 1 4
121 1 8 1 3 1 2
Zone 5
123 1 1 2 2 2
126 1 2 1 5 1
127 5 1 16 1 2 1
Table 6.48: frequency distribution table of thickened rims recorded during the surface collection.
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Survey zone/unit E2 E3 E4 E6 E7 E8 E13 E15 E19 E20 E21 E22 E24 E25 E26 E28 E29 E30 E32 E34 E35
Zone 1
119 1 2 1 2 1 2
94 1 12 2 1 2 1 1
97 1 3 1 3 1 1 3
Zone 2
104 1 12 2 1 1 1 3 1 2
74 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 3
71 2 5 1 1 3 3
69 1 4 12 2 1 1 2 1
108 6 1 5 6 1 3 4 4 3 4 1
109 1 1 7 1 1
63 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
110 1 9 1 1 1 2 1
61 1 1 1
Zone 3
112 2 1 1 2 1 4
117 5 2
116 1 3 1 1 1 2
Zone 4
120 5 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 2
121 8 6 1
Zone 5
123 1 38 1 1
126 2 1 2 3 19 1 2 1
127 1 2 2 50 1
Table 6.49: frequency distribution table of everted rims recorded during the surface collection (no.l).
Survey zone/unit E37 E38 E39 E40 E41 E43 E44 E46 E49 E50 E52 E53 E54 E55 E57 E59 E62 E63 E65 E68 E70
Zone 1
119 3 4 2
94 2 1 2 3 1
97 2 3 1 1 2 1
Zone 2
104 5 1 1 1 8 1 3
74 1 1 1 2 1 1
71 1 1 2 1 3 1
69 3 1 1 2 3 1
108 3 1 2 5 1
109 7 4 1 1
63 3 2 2 2 1
110 1
61 2
Zone 3
112 12 4 1 3 1
117 5 1
116 2 1 1 1 1
Zone 4
120 3 1 5
121 1 1
Zone 5
123 1 3
126 1
127 2 2 1
Table 6.50: frequency distribution table of everted rims recorded during the surface collection (no.2).
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Survey zone/unit E74 E75 E77 E78 E79 E80 E81 E82 E83 E84 E85 E86 E87 E90 E94 E95
/one 1
119
94
97 1
104 1 1 2 1 1
74 1
71
69
108 2 1 1 1
109
63
110 1
61
Zone 3
112 1 1
117 1
116 1 1 1
Zone 4
120
121
■ ■ ■
123
126 1
127
Table 6.51: frequency distribution table of everted rims recorded during the surface collection (no.3).
Survey zone/unit
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Zone 1
119 6 7 1 1 1
94 7 1 5 1 2
97 1 1 13 1
Zone 2
104 3 1 17
74 1 1 6
71 6 I 1
69 10 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 1
108 5 12 1 2
109 3 1 2 7 1 1 1
63 4 1 1 7
110 4 1 I 4 1
61 2 2 1
Zone 3
112 1 2 2 3 3 2 1
117 4 1 1 9
116 4 1 1 2 3 1 1
Zone 4
120 2 1 2 3 1 1 4 1
121 1 1 4 3 1 1
Zone 5
123 11 2 3 1 5 1 2 1
126 14 6 3 1 2 2
127 2 26 9 16 4 1 1 1 3 2
Table 6.52: frequency distribution table of decor motifs recorded (on rims) during the surface collection.
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CHAPTER 7.
Essouk material culture (2):
Trade items (excluding metals).
Section 7.1) Beads and semi-precious stones.
Introduction.
During the excavations a large quantity of beads were found. The majority of these were 
glass beads, 389 glass bead specimens being found in total. In addition to glass beads a 
small assemblage of non-glass beads were found which had been fabricated using a 
variety of materials. All these beads are described in this section. Within this section we 
also provide a description of semi-precious stones and semi-precious stone working 
waste that was found, as this relates closely to the semi-precious stone beads which are 
included in the non-glass beads category. In addition to including a full descriptive 
account of all the above mentioned artefacts, this section also provides a summary of 
chemical analysis that was carried out on a number of glass bead samples; the full 
results and a full discussion of this chemical analysis are detailed in appendices C and 
E. It is with the glass beads then, both their descriptive and chemical analysis, that we 
will commence.
Glass beads (part 1): descriptive analysis.
Introduction.
Of the 389 glass bead specimens found, 230 were classed as ‘whole’ (those from which 
the complete form was intelligible) and 159 were classed as ‘fragments’ (complete form 
non-intelligible). With no evidence for glass-bead production at the site, it is believed 
that all of this bead-glass was imported to the site.
Methodology
The recording procedures for the descriptive analysis of the beads were developed by 
reference to the work of Brill (1999). Brill provides standardized guidelines for 
recording the form, size, perforation size, colour, weathering and opacity of beads, and 
is widely recognized as offering a useful model for bead-glass description. While
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broadly following Brill’s model, my analysis made two modifications: firstly, Brill’s 
colour types were simplified, it being felt that the level of differentiation Brill makes 
between colours is too great as he draws distinctions between colours that the bead- 
maker could not control; secondly, Brill’s weathering categories were reduced from 6 to 
3 as it was not seen to be possible to consistently discriminate between Brill’s 
categories without both microscopic and destructive analysis and, for the very limited 
analytical benefits this would bring, this was felt to be unnecessary. In addition to 
Brill’s categories, two other categories were added, ‘manufacture’ and ‘regularity’. 
Although not included in Brill’s analysis, the study of manufacture is recognized by 
various other scholars to be an important attribute of beads to record (Glover et al, 
2003). Through tutoring by a bead specialist, Jim Lankton, I learnt how to differentiate 
between the various types of manufacturing processes used to make beads and 
accordingly recorded the manufacturing processes used when this evidence could be 
seen. The second category added, that of ‘regularity’ of form, was developed by myself 
to distinguish between beads whose form was fairly accurately portrayed by the 
standard illustrations of bead-form provided (see fig. 7.01) and those whose form was 
so irregular as to be inaccurately described by the drawings: while judging ‘regularity’ 
of form is a fairly subjective judgement, it was felt necessary to make some attempt to 
record this aspect of the assemblage. Illustrations of some beads which were recorded as 
‘irregular’ are provided in figure 7.02 (nos. 1-5) to give a sense of the kind of 
distinction that was drawn.
To aid comprehension of the terms used in the descriptive analysis, the following 
explanations of each descriptive category are provided:
Form: for illustration of the majority of the form types used see figure 7.01. Form types 
referred to but not illustrated are as follows: ‘Frag’ -  a fragment of a bead which is 
insufficient to reconstruct the form of the bead; ‘Channelled frag’ -  a fragment of glass 
having vertical channeled surface modelling (see fig. 7.03 -  pr 0974); ‘Bead-waster’ -  
the section of glass remaining uncut following the cutting of a long cane of drawn glass 
(see fig. 7.02, nos. 6-7).
Regularity: ‘regular’ and ‘irregular’ are the only terms used in this category; regularity 
approximates to modem craft-techniques rather than to a highly regular machine-made
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object. As was explained above, figure 7.02 (nos. 1-5) provides illustrations of certain 
beads which were recorded as ‘irregular’.
Size: (diameter sizes of beads accurate to 0.5mm): ‘seed’ -  equal to or less than 2.5mm; 
‘small’ -  3-5.5mm; ‘medium’ -  6-9.5mm; ‘large’ -  1-1.5cm.
Perforation size: the majority of terms are self-explanatory size categories. ‘Fused’ 
describes beads which have no perforation due to manufacturing error.
Manufacture: ‘drawn’ -  a mass-produced bead cut from a cane of glass through which 
an air-flow is maintained to create the perforation; ‘wound’ -  an individually crafted 
bead created on a rod, the bead being built up by continual winding of glass around the 
rod; ‘segmented’ -  a bead which was originally part of a cane of glass which has been 
‘pinched’ during production so that it appears to be composed of a series of individual 
beads joined together (see fig. 7.01 & fig. 7.03, pr-0963) ; ‘eyebead’ -  an individual 
bead, reputedly associated with warding off harmful spirits, individually crafted by 
adding small globules of bead glass to a wound glass core to create a pattern on the bead 
surface resembling multiple eyes (see fig. 7.02, no. 22).
Colour: the terms used to describe colours are mostly self-explanatory. Colours 
preceded by ‘?orig?’ are those colours which are not thought to represent the original 
glass colour due to their having undergone significant weathering.
Property under light: the following self-explanatory terms are used to describe varying 
levels of opacity: ‘opaque (opaq)’, ‘semi-transparent (s-trans)’, transparent (trans). 
Other terms used are: ‘mixed’ -  composed of different glasses having varying degrees 
of opacity; ‘?orig?’ -  original level of opacity cannot be discerned; ‘dichroic’ -  a glass 
having 2 different colours, the colour seen depending on the direction of the light 
source.
Weathering: the following terms are used: ‘none’ -  no significant modification to the 
original glass surface; ‘slight’ -  weathering products (a film or iridescent layer) 
covering the glass surface but seemingly going no deeper; ‘heavy’ -  weathering that has 
led to deterioration of the glass below the surface.
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Descriptive analysis of the bead glass is structured around three phases of quantitative 
analysis. The phase 1 analysis approaches the beads from the isolated perspectives of 
each of the above-listed descriptive variables. Tables 7.01 to 7.09 show the quantitative 
characterization of the bead-glass resulting from these isolated analyses; from these 
tables it is possible to see for each variable category what quantity of the bead 
assemblage corresponds to each of the types as well as showing which occupational 
horizon these quantities relate to. In addition to quantification in table form, for each 
separate variable category the patterns the analysis has highlighted will be briefly 
explained. While the first phase of analysis is informative for focused studies 
concentrating on isolated aspects of bead characterization, the analytical isolation of 
each variable from each of the other variables means that by definition this analysis is 
not able to investigate correspondences between patterns across the different variable 
categories. For this reason a phase 2 analysis is carried out to investigate these cross­
variable correspondences. Two cross-variable analyses are carried out. Firstly, a simple 
two-way correspondence between colours and degrees of weathering is investigated. 
Secondly a multi-variable correspondence analysis is carried out: the three colours 
which show the clearest patterns within the phase 1 analysis -  blue, yellow and green -  
will be the object of this multi-variable analysis. This second analysis will illustrate the 
relationship of these three colours to the variables of shape, weathering and opacity. 
This multi-variable analysis will allow us to see what ‘bead types’ are most commonly 
found at Essouk. The results of this second phase of analysis are shown in tables 7.10- 
7.14.
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Figure 7.01: glass bead forms recorded at Essouk.
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Figure 7.02: images illustrating various aspects of the Essouk bead-glass assemblage.
1-5, examples of ‘irregular’ bead forms; 6-7, ‘bead-wasters’; 8-11, beads showing the various stages of 
weathering of the dominant mid-blue bead type seen at Essouk (from 8 ‘unweathered’ to 11 ‘very heavily 
weathered’; 12-24, all multi-coloured beads excavated at Essouk.
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Analysis phase 1.
Quantity.
The first stage of the descriptive analysis of the bead glass is a quantitative account of 
its distribution within the material culture sequence. Table 7.01 shows the bead-glass 
found within all 3 excavation units. We concentrate first on the Eka bead-glass. The first 
thing that is clear from table 7.01 concerning the Eka bead glass is that there is no bead- 
glass present until horizon 4, this giving the earliest date for bead-glass at Essouk as 
c.800-825 AD. While bead-glass is present in horizons 5 and 6, it is only found in small 
quantities. A massive increase in bead-glass is seen in horizon 8 (c.925-950AD), the last 
horizon of period 2. In horizon 9 the quantity of bead-glass shows a further marked 
increase. In horizon 10 however there is a distinct drop off in the quantity of bead glass 
and while a slight rise is noted in horizon 11 there is then a consistent decline in 
quantities in horizons 12, 13 and 14, by horizon 14 a negligible quantity of bead-glass 
being present. Looking at the Eka bead-glass sequence as a whole, the most striking 
pattern is the peak in bead-glass seen in horizons 8 and 9. Due to the clear importance of 
this peak, the quantifications of bead-glass throughout the different contexts of horizon 
9 were studied to see if this peak could be narrowed further, horizon 9 being 
stratigraphically a lengthy horizon. What this study showed was that 79% of the horizon 
9 bead-glass was found in the context immediately overlaying the horizon 8 deposits, 
context 87. What this therefore means is that the peak in the bead-glass can be narrowed 
down to contexts 89, 88 and 87 thereby providing a narrower date range of c.925-1000 
AD for the peak in bead-glass.
Turning now to the bead-glass seen in unit Ekb, we can see that while there is a 
moderate quantity of bead-glass in horizon 1, it is in horizon 2 that we see a far larger 
quantity of bead-glass. While the difference in quantities of bead-glass between these 
two horizons is great, it should be borne in mind that far less cubic-metreage was 
excavated in horizon 1 than in horizon 2. What we can see from the distribution in Ekb, 
however, is that there is a clear decline of bead-glass in horizon 3, roughly the same 
cubic-metreage being excavated in both horizons 2 and 3 but there being much less 
bead-glass in horizon 3 than in horizon 2. Given that Ekb horizons 2 and 3 are seen to 
correspond to Eka horizon 9 there is a good correspondence between units Ekb and Eka
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— the decline in quantities seen between Ekb horizon 2 and 3 corresponding with the 
strong concentration of Eka horizon 9 glass in the first context of horizon 9 and its 
decline in quantity thereafter. Regarding the distribution of bead-glass seen in unit Eke, 
there is again a good chronological correspondence with the pattern seen in unit Eka, 
the regular decline of beads from the moderate quantities seen in Eke horizon 1 to the 
lack of beads in horizon 3 corresponding well with the chronologically comparable 
horizons of Eka, 11, 12, 13 and 14. While comparisons between the three units are 
useful in showing relative patterns it should be noted that comparison of the absolute 
quantities of bead-glass recovered between the three units should be made with caution 
as whereas a 1cm sieve was used in unit Eka, a 2mm sieve was used in units Ekb and 
Eke.
Form.
Viewing the assemblage as a chronologically undefined whole, it can be clearly seen 
from table 7.01 that the assemblage is dominated by beads which are minor variations 
on a basic circular or near-circular sectioned form, all of the following forms coming 
into this category: barrel; cylinder; disc; drum; long-barrel; oblate; ring; tube. These 
simple bead forms are generally related to a production process involving the 
cutting/snapping of a short section of a drawn cane of glass. These simple bead forms 
account for 96.1% of the total whole beads recorded. Amongst these various similar 
forms, the barrel bead is clearly dominant making up 40% of the total whole beads 
recorded. Drum, oblate and cylinder beads are the other most notable forms, accounting 
together for 49.1% of the whole beads recorded. The remaining small number of whole 
beads relate to the ellipsoid, spheroid and segmented forms, forms generally associated 
with more labour-intensive forms of production (see manufacture section below). In 
addition to the whole beads evidenced, a large number of fragments of bead-glass were 
found. None of these fragments could be seen to be associated with any form of bead 
production and appear to be simply a result of beads broken in use. The presence of 4 
bead-wasters (see fig. 7.02, nos.6-7) -  a form associated with a production industry -  
should not be taken as a sign of production at the site given their small number and the 
lack of other evidence for bead-production; these were most likely included by accident 
in sacks of beads imported to the site (pers.comm, J.Lankton).
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Looking at the distribution of forms chronologically, there is no significant patterning to 
note; the fluctuation in numbers of different forms present look to be simply a factor of 
the fluctuation in the quantitative presence of bead-glass.
Regularity.
From a study of tables 7.02 & 7.03 it can be seen that the study of the regularity of 
beads did indicate certain useful patterns. Firstly we can see that in general the beads 
found tend to be more irregular than regular: at no point within the sequence where 
sufficiently large numbers of beads are present to provide a sound statistical basis for 
comment are regular beads found to outnumber irregular beads. From looking at the 
Eka sequence we can see that there do also appear to be certain temporal patterns to the 
distribution of regular and irregular beads. A comparison between the beads from Eka 
horizon 9 and from other horizons does seem to indicate that relatively speaking more 
regular beads were found in horizon 9 than at any other time; in particular we should 
note that in horizon 11 only 1 bead out of 15 was recorded as ‘regular’. Considering that 
Ekb horizon 2 is seen to relate more or less to Eka horizon 9, the Ekb evidence does 
appear to support this temporal patterning of regularity seen in unit Eka, there being 
almost an equal amount of regular beads as irregular beads recorded in Ekb horizon 2.
Size.
From table 7.04 it can be seen that the whole beads recorded were dominated by small 
and medium beads (87%). The fairly low number of ‘seed’ beads does not appear to be 
a result of a bias towards sampling larger objects through issues of sieve-size as a 2mm 
sieve was used in Ekb and did not retrieve significantly more of these beads than did the 
Eka 1cm sieve. The negligible presence of large beads is a representative pattern as 
these would have been picked up by both meshes.
The only significant chronological pattern in the size of beads from unit Eka is that seed 
and large beads post-date the horizon 8 boom, though this is a fairly weakly defined 
pattern and with the relatively small quantities of the assemblage should not be over­
interpreted. Regarding the other two units, the only pattern seen is that the Ekb 
assemblage shows a much larger proportion of small beads than does Eka; this is most-
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likely a result of the fact that a 2mm sieve was used in Ekb as opposed to the 1cm sieve 
used in Eka as was explained above.
Perforation size.
Given the dominance of the assemblage by small and medium size beads, it is no 
surprise the bead assemblage is dominated by small perforation sizes, 67% having a 
1mm or less perforation and the vast majority of the remaining percentage having either 
1.5 or 2mm perforations (see table 7.05). One chronological pattern that can be seen 
related to perforation size is the large difference between Eka horizon 8 and horizon 9 in 
the number of beads having a 1mm perforation. While obviously this variation relates to 
differences in production, the fact that the differences in the perforation sizes between 
the two horizons are not so vast mean that while this pattern is noted it is not seen to be 
of huge significance. The large number of sub-1mm perforations in Ekb certainly relates 
to the larger number of small beads found through the use of the 2mm mesh.
Manufacture (see table 7.06).
Given the dominance within the assemblage of simple bead forms having a circular or 
near-circular cross-section, it is not surprising to see that the ‘drawn’ glass 
manufacturing technique is dominant within the Essouk assemblage, these bead forms 
tending to result from this manufacturing process. This manufacturing process is a 
‘bulk’ manufacturing technique which can produce large numbers of beads rapidly, 
small sections being snapped off a long cane of drawn bead glass in a repetitive 
workshop process that can produce hundreds of beads in a very small amount of time. 
Other beads such as ‘wound’ beads are highly labour intensive; these are found in very 
small quantities at Essouk. The negligible presence of segmented beads is an interesting 
pattern to be noted and is commented on in the conclusion to the glass bead descriptive 
analysis. Regarding chronological patterning related to manufacture, a certain patterning 
can be perceived in that the beads made using techniques other than drawing are for the 
most part found after the initial horizon 8 boom in bead-glass.
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Colour (see table 7.07).
Looking at the colours of the bead glass assemblage as a whole, regardless of 
chronological variability, the first thing to note is that for 26.2 % of the bead-glass it 
was not possible to determine its original colour. Of the remaining beads whose colour 
can be identified, the colour which is most dominant is blue (34.5%) and mid-blue in 
particular. Something to be borne in mind when noting the dominance of blue beads is 
that this colour is the easiest to achieve for a glass bead maker, requiring little 
manipulation of the raw materials used (Ku9tikerman, 1988:81). The next most common 
colour is green (22.3%) with mid and dark greens dominating. Of a similar quantity is 
yellow (20.5%) with mid and dark yellows dominating. The other colours which 
register a significant percentage are black, turquoise and multi coloured. Looking at the 
beads which do not appear to have retained their original colour, we can see that 
turquoise is dominant (47%). While all the beads having this turquoise colour cannot 
with complete confidence be said to have been originally blue, a good proportion of the 
blue beads show signs of developing a turquoise colour through weathering and it is 
therefore believed that the majority of the weathered turquoise beads were originally 
blue; this hypothesized connection between blue beads and the weathered turquoise 
colour is illustrated in figure 7.02 (nos. 8-11).
Turning to study the distribution of the colour of beads over time, we can see that there 
are clear chronological patterns to the distribution of colours. Let us look firstly at unit 
Eka. Prior to the horizon 8 explosion in bead glass it is difficult to say much of 
significance about bead-glass colour due to the small quantities of bead-glass; while 
yellow can be seen to be the strongest colour it is to be noted that the horizon 7 yellow 
beads which make up the majority of pre-horizon 8 yellow bead glass come from the 
same context and it is believed the same bead string. With the horizon 8 explosion in 
bead-glass it can be clearly seen that blue, and in particular mid-blue, is far and away 
the most dominant colour, there being a negligible presence of other colours. The 
relationship between blue bead-glass and the peak in bead glass can be taken further as 
58% of all blue bead glass in unit Eka is concentrated in contexts 89, 88 and 87 the 
contexts previously defined as the boom contexts of bead glass. While green -  the 
second most dominant colour in the assemblage -  is negligible in the horizon 8 boom, 
in horizon 9 it is a notable presence and from horizon 10 onwards when blue glass is no 
longer seen in great quantities it is the most consistently strong presence. The other
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colours which show a strong presence in the diversification of colours following blue’s 
horizon 9 dominance are yellow, black, turquoise and multi-coloured beads, though it is 
to be noted that of these only turquoise beads are found after horizon 12. The only other 
significant pattern to note of the chronological variability of colours in unit Eka is the 
fact that the weathered ‘turquoise’ colour beads show a concentration corresponding to 
that of blue beads, seemingly confirming the hypothesis that the two are linked 
materially.
Turning to the distribution of colours in unit Ekb we see that in horizon 1 the most 
dominant colour is yellow followed by green, multi-colour and turquiose. In horizon 2 
we can see that yellow is again the strongest colour followed by blue, previously not 
seen, and green. The horizon 2 bead glass has a greater diversity of colours than the 
horizon 1 bead-glass though we should be cautious in seeing this as representative of a 
shift due to the fact that the greater variability in horizon 2 could be a result of the 
greater numbers of beads within this horizon. In horizon 3 yellow beads are hardly 
present in comparison to their former dominance; green beads are the most significant 
presence though they are by no means dominant. Comparing the colours of bead-glass 
seen in unit Ekb with what was seen in unit Eka, the first striking thing is that while Ekb 
appears to show a chronological correspondence with Eka in terms of the bead boom, 
we see that the blue beads which dominate in unit Eka during the boom, while ‘arriving’ 
in Ekb horizon 2 are a far less significant presence. This might indicate some significant 
variability in the nature of the beads across the site. The other thing that Ekb shows is 
that yellow beads were perhaps more important than was indicated in unit Eka, they 
being the most dominant colour in unit Ekb, again a sign of the potential variability. It 
appears significant that the rise in the weathered ‘turquoise’ beads in unit Ekb 
corresponds with the increase in presence of blue beads, as was the case in unit Eka. In 
unit Eke while the small quantity of bead-glass makes it difficult to determine colour 
patterns it is at least possible to note the consistency with the other units in the presence 
of the three most dominant colours, blue, yellow and green.
Property under light.
From table 7.08 it can be seen that within the study of the variable ‘property under light’ 
opaque beads are by far the most common. While opaque beads were dominant, also
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recorded were not insignificant quantities of semi-transparent beads and a smaller 
collection of transparent beads. Beads having other properties were rare.
Weathering.
From table 7.09 it can be seen that a significant proportion of the beads excavated at 
Essouk show signs of weathering (52.7%) and of the total number of beads 32.9% were 
recorded as exhibiting heavy weathering. Looking at the Eka sequence it seems fairly 
clear that at the beginning of the ‘boom’ in beads in horizon 8, heavily weathered beads 
are most dominant. In horizon 9 this is no longer the case and beads with no weathering 
now outweigh those exhibiting heavy weathering. While the quantities of beads before 
horizon 8 are too small to make a good judgement, it does seem as though the beads 
found after horizon 9 continue to be less heavily weathered and unweathered beads 
continue to be well represented. Broadly speaking, units Ekb and Eke accord with the 
findings of unit Eka relative to their chronological relationship. We should however 
note the greater quantities of unweathered beads recorded in Ekb horizon 2, perhaps 
linked to the greater recovery of smaller beads from that unit which may have tended to 
exhibit less weathering.
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Form type A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A ll A12 A13 A14 Bsub B1 B2 B3 Bsub C l |C2 C3 Csub Total]
Barrel 1 1 10 15 3 5 6 1 (42) 5 24 9 (38) 10 2 (12) 92
Cylinder 1 1 2 3 2 4 1 1 (15) 4 10 3 (17) (0) 32
Disc 2 2 1 1 (6) 1 1 (2) 1 (1) 9
Drum 1 1 1 4 1 6 2 3 1 3 (23) 1 14 2 (17) 6 1 (7) 47
Ellipsoid 1 (1) (0) (0) 1
Long barrel 1 1 1 (3) 1 (1) (0) 4
Oblate 2 1 6 1 1 (U ) 5 14 2 (21) 2 (2) 34
Ring (0) 1 (1) (0) 1
Segmented 1 (1) 2 (2) 1 (1) 4
Spheroid 1 2 1 (4) (0) (0) 4
Tube (0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 2
Total whole 
beads
- - - 4 2 2 7 16 35 9 15 9 7 - (106) 15 66 19 (100) 20 4 - (24) 230
Channeled
frag
1 (1) (0) (0) 1
Frag 2 28 28 7 7 7 5 2 (86) 11 36 9 (56) 7 5 (12) 154
Bead-waster 1 2 (3) 1 (1) (0) 4
Total
frags/waste -
- - 2 - - - 28 29 7 8 9 5 2 (90) 11 37 9 (57) 7 5 - (12) 159
Total bead- 
glass
specimens
0 0 0 6 2 2 7 44 64 16 23 18 12 2 (196) 26 103 28 (157) 27 9 0 (36) 389
Table 7.01: frequency distribution table showing quantities and forms of glass beads throughout the 3 excavated units at Essouk.
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Form
regularity A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14
Regular 1 2 1 2 4 13 3 1 3 2
Irregular 3 1 5 12 22 6 14 6 5
Total 0 0 0 4 2 2 7 16 35 9 15 9 7 0
Table 7.02: frequency distribution table showing regularity o f glass bead forms in unit Eka.
Form
regularity B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3
Regular 4 30 8 6 2
Irregular 11 36 11 14 2
Total 15 66 19 20 4 0
Table 7.03: frequency distribution table showing regularity of glass bead forms in units Ekb & Eke.
Size IA1 ||A2 A3 ||A4 A5 ||A6 A? ||A8 A9 A10 |A11 |A12 |A13 A14 \Asub.t\b\ |b2 ||b3 \iBsub.t\c\ lc2 1c3 |Csw6.f|Total
Seed 1 i k  1 b (8) 2 |5 3 | (10) 4 1 (5) 23
Small i 3 1 3 4 14 6 p 6 |3 (45) 9 |49 13 (71) 9 3 (12) 128
Med 1 2 1 4 12 17 2 4 2 2 (47) 4 11 3 \(18) 7 (7) 72
Large 3 2 1 (6) 1 (I) (0) 7
Total 0 0 0 I4 I2 2 I7 | l6 35 9 15 9 |7 0 \(106) 15 66 19 \(100) |20 |4 |o \(24) |230
Table 7.04: frequency distribution table showing sizes of excavated glass beads at Essouk.
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Perf
size A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 Asub.tj IB1
B2 B3 Bsub.tj
IC1
C2 C3 Csub. t Total
<1 1 2 1 3 5 3 1 (16) 3 23 6 (32) 5 3 (8) |56
1 3 2 1 21 4 7 2 4 (44) 6 29 8 (43) 10 1 ( i i ) |98
1.5 1 1 3 9 8 1 1 1 (25) 5 7 3 (15) (0) |40
2 1 1 4 4 1 1 (12) 7 1 (8) 4 (4) 24
2.5 1 (1) (0) (0) |l
3 1 (1) 1 (1) (0) 2
4 1 1 1 3 (6) (0) (0) 6
fused 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (1) 3
Total 0 0 0 4 2 2 7 16 35 9 15 9 7 0 (106) 15 66 19 (100) 20 4 (24) ^230
Table 7.05: frequency distribution table showing perforation sizes of Essouk excavated glass beads.
Manufacture A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 |A6 A7 A8 ||A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 Asub.t B1 B2 B3 (Bsub.t||C1 C2 C3 Csub.t Total
Drawn 1 1 1 6 9 16 2 5 6 5 (52) 9 44 6 (59) 6 2 (8) 119
W ound 1 3 1 3 1 (9) 2 1 (3) 1 (1) 13
Segm ented 1 (1) 3 (3) 1 (1) 5
Eyebead 1 (1) 1 (1) (0) 2
Total
identified 0 0 0 1 2 1 7 9 19 4 5 9 6 0 (63) 12 48 6 (66) 8 2 0 (10) 139
Table 7.06: frequency distribution table showing manufacturing techniques used to make the excavated Essouk glass beads.
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Colour A1 A2 A3 A4 IAS A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 A ll A12 Ia 13 Ia 14 Asubt bl b2 b3 Bsubt[cl c2 |c3 [Csubt Total f
Black 1 3 3 (7) 1 7 3 (11) | 2 (2) 20
light blue 2 1 2 1 (6) 2 (2) (0) 8
mid blue 27 31 4 1 (63) 11 3 (14) 1 (1) 78
dark blue 1 I1 1 1 2 (6) 4 (4) 2 1 (3) 13
Clear (0) 2 (2) (0) 2
Cream 2 (2) 2 1 (2) (0) 5
light green 1 1 0) 1 3 2 (6) (0) 7
mid green 1 1 5 2 2 1 [ 3 ~ (15) 1 6 1 (8) 5 1 (6) 29
dark green 2 1 6 3 3 I2 (17) \2 5 2 (9) 1 1 (2) 28
mid purple (0) 1 1 (2) (0) 2
mid turq 1 1 2 1 (5) 2 1 1 (4) 1 2 (3) 12
dark turq 1 0) 1 (1) (0) 2
light yellow 1 (1) 1 (1) (0) 2
mid yellow 1 1 2 1 3 (8) 5 16 (21) 1 (1) 30
dark yellow 1 1 5 2 1 (9) 2 12 1 (15) 3 (3) 27
White 1 3 1 (5) 1 (1) 2 (2) 8
brick red 1 w r (0) (0) 1
multi colour 3 1 1 w r 4 4 (8) (0) 13
?orig? light turq T 1 4 4 1 1 | (12) 1 1 1 (3) 1 (1) 16
?orig? mid turq 2 5 2 1 1 (11) 2 10 1 (13) 6 1 (7) 31 1
?orig? dark turq 1 (1) (0) (0) 1
?orig? black 1 (I) 2 2 (4) (0) 5
?orig? light blue 1 1 (2) 1 1 (2) 1 (1) 5
?orig? light brown 1 : (0) 1 (1) (0) 1
?orig? mid brown [2 (2) 2 6 2 (10) 1 (1) 13
?orig? dark brown I2 _ (2) 1 (1) (0) 3
?orig? cream |1 1 4 1 (7) 1 3 (4) 1 1 (2) 13
?orig? light green 2 1 1 (4) 2 1 (3) (0) 7
?orig? mid green L (1) 1 1 1 (3) (0) 4
?orig? silver (0) 1 (1 (0) 1
?orig? light yellow 1 1 (I) (0) (0) 1
?orig? mid yellow (0) (0) 1 (1) 1
Total 0 0 |o 6 |2 2 7 44 ]64 116 l_23 18 12 \2 (196) 26 103 |28 (157) 27 9 0 (36) 389
Table 7.07: frequency distribution table showing colours of glass beads excavated at Essouk.
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A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 ||A6 A7 ]A8 A9 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 Asub.t|B1 )B2 B3 Bsub.t|C1 C2 C3 Csub.tlTotal
O paque 2 1 6 32 48 10 9 10 10 2 (130) 16 52 13 (81) 17 4 232
Sem i-
transp 1 1 3 7 1 1 (14) 2 17 1 (20) 1 (1) 35
Transp 2 1 1 2 1 (7) 7 1 (8) 1 (1) 16
D ichroic 1 (I) (0) (0) 1
Mixed (0) 1 2 (3) (0) 3
? 3 1 1 1 12 11 5 6 4 (44) 7 25 13 (45) 9 4 (13) 102
Total 0 0 0 6 2 2 7 44 64 16 23 18 12 2 (196) 26 103 28 (157) 27 9 0 (36) 389
Table 7.08: frequency distribution table showing ‘properties under light’ of excavated Essouk glass beads.
weathering|A1 A2 ||A3 |A4 A5 A6 |A7 ||A8 ||A9 A10 AH |A 12 IA13 ||A14 jAsub.t B1 B2 |B3 Bsub.t||C1 C2 C3 Csub.tlTotal
H eavy r v 22 25 6 4 2 1(62) 7 31 |l4 (52) 9 5 \(W 128
Slight I2 1 1 1 12 11 2 7 8 4 2 1(51) 1 14 5 (20) 5 1 (6) 77
None 1 1 1 6 10 28 8 12 8 8 (83) 18 58 9 (85) 13 3 (16) 1841
Total items 6 2 2 7 44 64 16 23 18 12 2 Y l 26 103 28 (157) 27 9 0 | (36) 389
Table 7.09 frequency distribution table showing degrees o f weathering of Essouk glass beads.
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Analysis phase 2.
‘ Colour’><’weathering’ correspondences.
A look at tables 7.10 & 7.11 shows the correspondences that were recorded between 
selected colours and weathering for the beads from units Eka and Ekb. From the tables 
it can be seen that stratigraphic definition was retained for this study of 
correspondences, the assemblage for unit Eka being divided into periods 2, 3a, 3b and 4 
and the unit Ekb assemblage divided into Ekb horizon 1 and Ekb horizons 2/3 (this 
definition can be seen on the tables within the column relating to the weathering 
categories). Let us concentrate on the three most dominant colours within the 
assemblage to look at their patterning. When we look at blue beads we see that they are 
reasonably evenly distributed over the three weathering categories. Green beads are 
rarely heavily weathered and are fairly evenly distributed between the categories of 
‘slight weathering’ and ‘no weathering’. The majority of yellow beads exhibit no 
weathering, with only a relatively small number exhibiting slight weathering and none 
exhibiting heavy weathering. Of the other colours which we are able to determine were 
original colours, we can clearly see from the table that these colours correspond strongly 
with the category of ‘no weathering’ none of these other colours exhibiting heavy 
weathering and only rarely exhibiting slight weathering. Of the colours which are not 
believed to be the original bead colour we see that inevitably these are almost wholly 
concentrated in the heavy weathering category, weathering having been already defined 
as the principal reason for these beads having lost their original colour. Other than 
these patterns observed there are considered to be no other particularly significant 
patterns to note.
Multi-variable correspondences of blue, green and yellow beads (tables 7.12-7.14). 
Recognizing the importance of blue, green and yellow beads within the Essouk 
assemblage, it was seen to be useful to try to bring greater definition to the ‘types’ of 
beads which exhibited this colour. We have already seen that the assemblage is 
dominated by a ‘core form’ category which is composed of minor variations on a basic 
circular or near-circular sectioned form: barrel, cylinder, disc, drum, long-barrel, oblate, 
ring, and tube. Given the dominance of this ‘core form’ category it was obvious that the
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majority of the blue, green and yellow beads would correspond to this broad category. 
Aware of this fact the first stage in defining the bead types related to blue, yellow and 
green beads was therefore to simply select for study a core group of forms which were 
numerically dominant within the broad form category referred to above. The forms 
selected for study were: barrel, cylinder, drum, long barrel and oblate. Accordingly this 
analysis starts with an assemblage of blue, green and yellow beads which have either a 
barrel, cylinder, drum, long-barrel or oblate form. The object of this analysis is to bring 
greater definition to the nature of these beads by showing the correspondence of the 
variables of colour and form with other significant variables. The other variables 
selected were weathering and ‘property under light’ which amongst the remaining 
variables appeared to be the ones which showed the most significant variation in the 
phase 1 analysis.
Tables 7.12-14 show the frequency distribution of ‘bead types’ generated from this 
study. Looking firstly at blue beads related to the ‘core form’ group we can see that 
opaque mid-blue beads are the strongest type and we can see that in particular opaque 
mid-blue beads which are heavily weathered are strongly represented. Looking at green 
beads we can see that opaque mid and dark green beads are the most common type and 
within this category unweathered beads are particularly well-represented. Looking at 
yellow beads we can see that opaque mid and dark yellow beads are the most dominant 
types and that unweathered beads are particularly well-represented. It can be seen 
therefore that these tables provide a clearer sense of the three dominant coloured beads 
within the dominant ‘core form’ group of beads found at Essouk.
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D egrees o f 
W eathering by 
Period/horizon
black
light 
blue
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blue
drk 
blue
clear
cream
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green
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green
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green
mid 
purple
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turq
drk 
turq
light 
yellow
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yellow
drk 
yellow
brick 
red
M
ulti colou
r
S
3 ;
CO
Heavy eka period 2 1 12
Heavy eka period 3a 13 1
Heavy eka period 3b 1
Heavy eka period 4
Heavy ekb horizon 1
Heavy ekb horizon 2/3 8 1 3
S light eka period 2 1 I7 1 1 1
S light eka period 3a 1 j 6 1 | 1 1 1
S light eka period 3b 2 1 4
S light eka period 4 1 1 2 2 4 1 1
Slight ekb horizon 1 1
Slight ekb horizon 2/3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 3
N one eka period 2 8 1 1 2 6 1
N one eka period 3a 1 12 2 3 2 2 1 3 . 2
N one eka period 3b 3 1 2 3 3 1 4 1 1 1
N one eka period 4 2 T L j 1 2 4 3 1 1
N one ekb horizon 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 5 2 4
N one ekb horizon 2/3 10 2 5 3 1 3 3 3 5 1 2 1 13 10 4 1
Table 7.10: frequency distribution table showing correspondences between original bead colours and 
degrees of weathering.
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Heavy eka period 2 5 2 1 1 3
Heavy eka period 3a 4 5 1 1
Heavy eka period 3b 1 3 1 1 1 1 1
Heavy eka period 4 1 1
Heavy ekb horizon 1 1 2 1 2
Heavy ekb horizon 2/3 2 11 2 1 1 8 1 2 2 2 1
Slight eka period 2 1 5
S light eka period 3a
Slight eka period 3b 1
Slight eka period 4 1 1
S light ekb horizon 1
Slight ekb horizon 2/3 2 2 1
N one eka period 2
N one eka period 3a
N one eka period 3b
N one eka period 4
N one ekb horizon 1
N one ekb horizon 2/3
Table 7.11: frequency distribution table showing correspondences between bead colours not thought to be 
original and degrees of weathering.
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Period/Horizon Weathering Trans
Light
blue
Trans
mid
blue
Trans
Drk
blue
Strans
Light
blue
Strans
mid
blue
Strans
Drk
blue
Opaq
Light
blue
Opaq
mid
blue
Opaq
Drk
blue
Eka period 2 heavy 6
Eka period 3a Heavy 6
Eka period 3b Heavy
Eka period 4 Heavy
Ekb horizon 1 Heavy
Ekb horizon
2/3
Heavy 3
Eka period 2 Slight 1 1 1
Eka period 3 a Slight 1 3 1
Eka period 3b Slight 1
Eka period 4 Slight 1
Ekb horizon 1 Slight
Ekb horizon
2/3
Slight 1
Eka period 2 None 3
Eka period 3 a None 4
Eka period 3 b None 1 1 1
Eka period 4 None 1 1
Ekb horizon 1 None
Ekb horizon
2/3
None 3 1 4 1 1
Table 7.12: frequency distribution table showing correspondences between weathering and ‘properties 
under light’ for varying shades of blue beads of the ‘core form’ category within the Essouk bead 
assemblage.
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Period/Horizon Weath
ering
Trans
Light
green
Trans
mid
green
Trans
Drk
green
Strans
Light
green
Strans
mid
green
Strans
Drk
green
Opaq
Light
green
Opaq
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green
Opaq
Drk
green
Eka period 2 heavy
Eka period 3a Heavy 1
Eka period 3b Heavy
Eka period 4 Heavy
Ekb horizon 1 Heavy
Ekb horizon 2/3 Heavy 1 2
Eka period 2 Slight 1
Eka period 3a Slight 1
Eka period 3 b Slight 1 2
Eka period 4 Slight 1
Ekb horizon 1 Slight
Ekb horizon 2/3 Slight 1 1 2
Eka period 2 None 1
Eka period 3a None 1 1 1
Eka period 3b None 1 1
Eka period 4 None 1 3
Ekb horizon 1 None 1 1
Ekb horizon 2/3 None 1 3 1 1 3
Table 7.13: frequency distribution table showing correspondences between weathering and ‘properties 
under light’ for varying shades o f green beads of the ‘core form’ category within the Essouk bead 
assemblage.
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1
Heavy
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2/3
Heavy
Eka period 2 Slight
Eka period 3 a Slight 1
Eka period 3 b Slight
Eka period 4 Slight
Ekb horizon 
1
Slight
Ekb horizon
2/3
Slight 1 1
Eka period 2 None 1 6
Eka period 3a None 1 1
Eka period 3 b None 2 1 1
Eka period 4 None
Ekb horizon 
1
None 4
Ekb horizon
2/3
None 1 3 6 7
Table 7.14: frequency distribution table showing correspondences between weathering and ‘properties 
under light’ for varying shades of yellow beads of the ‘core form’ category within the Essouk bead 
assemblage.
Comparative comments on the Essouk bead-glass in relation to the assemblages from 
the other Early Islamic entrepot sites.
At the other three major Early Islamic entrepot sites -  Gao, Tegdaoust and Koumbi 
Saleh -  glass bead assemblages were also recovered and a few comparative comments 
are useful to gain a broader perspective on the Essouk glass beads. The first comment 
that can be made on the glass beads is that the dominant form category found at Essouk 
(forms being minor variations on a basic circular or near-circular sectioned form) is a 
category which is also dominant at the other three major entrepot sites (Insoll, 2000: 
102; Vanacker, 1984; Berthier, 1997: 91-94). While no detailed study of manufacturing 
techniques was made at these three sites it is most likely that like at Essouk this broad
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form type relates to a drawn glass industry, the mass-production bead making process. 
Other similarities that can be seen with the assemblages from the other three entrepot 
sites are the strong presence of the colours blue, green and yellow (see above 
references). Likewise the dominance of the size categories of small and medium beads 
shows great similarity with the other three entrepot assemblages. It appears therefore 
that the Essouk bead assemblage does not radically stand out from its contemporaries in 
the Early Islamic Sahel.
While observing this broad similarity with the other three assemblages there are some 
clear differences between the Essouk bead assemblage and that of Tegdaoust. The first 
pattern is the fact that at Tegdaoust blue beads are rare, a pattern obviously different to 
Essouk where blue beads are the most common colour. This difference between the two 
sites is interesting in view of the specific reference of the Early Arabic geographer 
Yaqut to ‘blue beads’ as one of the commodities traded to the Sudan (Levtzion & 
Hopkins, 1981: 169; nb. while Yaqut wrote in C.1229AD he was thought to have been 
quoting the work of the earlier geographer Al-Muhallabi writing C.990AD). Another 
significant pattern to observe when comparing the Essouk and Tegdaoust assemblages 
is that while at Essouk there are negligible amounts of segmented beads, at Tegdaoust 
23% of beads are segmented (Vanacker, 1984: 34-35). This seems particularly 
interesting given that segmented beads are often associated with the presence of a 
secondary stage of bead production, that relating to the snapping and further working of 
the ‘segments’ of the segmented cane. In contrast there are no significant differences 
worthy of comment between the beads of Essouk and those of Gao and Koumbi Saleh.
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Glass beads part 2: chemical analyses.
Introduction.
50 glass-bead specimens from the Essouk assemblage were analyzed using chemical 
procedures. The beads which were analyzed are illustrated in figure 7.03. These 
specimens formed part of Professor Peter Robertshaw’s wide-ranging study of African 
glass bead assemblages using LA-ICP-MS (Laser Ablation-Inductively Coupled 
Plasma-Mass Spectrometry). The samples were firstly analyzed at the University of 
Missouri-Columbia (MURR). While a full set of chemical data was gained from this 
analysis, unfortunately the analysis showed up certain discontinuities when the data was 
compared with data gained from the same samples independently by James Lankton 
(UCL). What this showed was that there were problems with the MURR machines used 
to conduct the analysis. Accordingly Professor Robertshaw offered to have 20 samples 
reanalyzed at the Chicago Field Museum. This new set of data was seen to be 
satisfactory. In addition to the 50 problematic samples and the 20 new samples James 
Lankton also conducted SEM-EDS (Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy- 
Dispersive Spectrometry) on a number of samples at the Institute of Archaeology 
(UCL). A detailed account of the LA-ICP-MS glass-bead chemical results is provided in 
Peter Robertshaw’s report (see appendix C). In addition to this, both the LA-ICP-MS 
and the SEM analysis is treated by James Lankton in his report (see appendix E) where 
he has combined all the glass-bead chemical data from Essouk with chemical analysis 
data which was also conducted on glass vessel samples from Essouk (see section 7.2 of 
this thesis). Please note that in these appendices only certain figures and tables have 
been included which are considered to be relevant for a comprehension of the study, for 
the purposes of space it not being possible to include the vast quantity of tables and 
figures generated during this study (see author for complete set of figures and tables).
Summary of the chemical data results.
The Essouk results provided some good stratified data on bead-glass chemistry for this 
area of the world, an important contribution given the fact that there is very limited data 
of this type available for this time period outside of the Middle East. From James 
Lankton’s report it can clearly be seen that the Essouk results raised some interesting 
questions for researchers on Early Islamic bead-glass chemistry, in particular the finding 
of evidence which questions the received wisdom regarding the chronology established
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for the development of the dominant Early Islamic chemical type, VnC glass. In 
addition to findings which are outside our focus of study, the chemical data also brought 
to light findings which have direct relevance to an understanding of Early Islamic 
Trans-Saharan Trade activity. Specifically, from James Lankton’s summary there is the 
finding that there is a clear shift in the ‘chemical types’ of beads arriving at Essouk 
around the 12 century. Prior to this point the chemical data suggests a Levantine 
source for the bead-glass whereas after this date the chemistry clearly indicates a shift to 
the North-West of Africa. While the possibility of a specific Iberian origin for the later 
bead glass was raised, this has not yet been definitively confirmed. An additional 
intriguing finding which relates to this shift is the fact therefore that there is no strong 
correspondence between the Essouk glass and glass from Fustat in Egypt. This is 
interesting as Fustat has been seen as the most likely supplier of the beads arriving in 
this area of the Western Sahel at this period (cf. Insoll & Shaw, 1997). Once again it is 
clear that further investigation in the Western Sahel shows new patterns and asks us to 
think differently.
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Figure 7.03: glass beads analyzed using chemical procedures
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Non-glass beads.
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Figure 7.04: non-glass beads excavated at Essouk.
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Stone beads.
Four complete stone beads and 1 stone-bead fragment were found during the 
excavations (see fig. 7.04, nos. 1-5). These artefacts are as follows:
Eka horizon 9.
•  Eka-86 -  Agate bead fragment (see fig. 7.04, no.l); biconical; red/orange; semi­
transparent; Length/Width/Thickness = n.a, 0.9cm, 0.8cm; perforation = 1.5mm (made 
from two sides, near-straight).
Eka horizon 13.
•  Eka-wall 3 -  Whole sandstone bead (see fig. 7.04, no.5); disc; cream; L/W = 0.5cm, 
1.7cm; perf. = 0.6mm.
Ekb horizon 1.
•  Ekb-11 -  Whole Jasper (?) bead (see fig. 7.04, no.4); barrel; red-brown; L/W = 
0.5cm, 0.8cm; perf. = one side 2.5mm, other side 1.5mm (straight).
Eke horizon 2.
•  Ekc-6 -  Whole agate bead (see fig. 7.04, no.2); irregular, near-rectangular form 
(possible re-working of an earlier form); red/orange; semi-transparent; L/W/T = 1.1cm, 
0.7cm, 0.5cm; perf. = 1.5mm (made from both sides, not straight).
•  Ekc-6 -  Whole agate bead (see fig. 7.04, no.3); long-barrel; white/colourless; 
colourless part semi-transparent; L/W = 0.9cm, 0.6cm; perf. = 2mm (straight).
The quantity of stone beads found at Essouk is miniscule compared with the quantity of 
beads made of glass. This pattern is entirely consistent with the pattern seen at the other 
major Early Islamic Trans-Saharan trading sites in West Africa (Insoll, 2000: 98-126; 
Berthier, 1997: 90; Vanacker, 1984). As with the small stone-bead assemblages 
evidenced at these other major Early Islamic sites, Agate beads are evidenced at Essouk. 
The importance of the presence at Essouk of small quantities of beads made from Agate 
-  and in particular the red/orange Agate, Camelian -  is that it lends further material to 
the debate over whether or not Agate artefacts found in West Africa have a local or an 
exotic (Egyptian or Indian) source (Insoll, 2004). Given that the only known potential 
West African source for a hypothesized ‘local Agate industry’ is very near to Essouk 
(Gaussen & Gaussen, 1988: 247), one would expect that if there were indeed a 
significant West African Camelian industry operating one would find more Camelian 
artefacts (or debris) at Essouk, as opposed to the small quantities evidenced (though 
there are 2 unworked Agate stones, see below). Against this argument, the documentary
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historical evidence for Early Islamic Agate mining in the Saharan regions between 
Essouk and Tunisia seems substantive (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 86, 151). The 
jasper bead recorded in the assemblage should be viewed within the context of the 
presence of jasper debitage at Essouk (see below) suggesting that the bead might be a 
local product. The sandstone bead quite possibly comes from outside the region as no 
evidence of sandstone working was seen at Essouk.
While it is observed that all the stone beads excavated post-date the Eka horizon 8 boom 
in bead-glass (c.10 century), due to the small quantities of stone-beads found this 
should not be seen to be an overly significant pattern.
Shell/fossil/ivory beads.
Eka horizon 10.
•Eka-77 -  Whole ostrich eggshell bead (see fig. 7.04, no.8); near-square; white; L/W/T 
= 0.3cm, 0.3cm, 0.1cm; perf. =1.5mm.
Eka horizon 11.
•  Eka-64 -  Whole shell/shell fossil bead; (see fig. 7.04, no.6 ); surface features banded 
striations of the original fossil/shell surface; ellipsoid; white; L/W = 0.9cm, 0.6cm; 
perf= 1.5mm.
Eka horizon 13.
•Eka-wall 3 -  Whole shell/fossil shell bead (see fig. 7.04, no.7.); disc (section of a 
shell/fossil shell); white; L/W/T = 1cm, 1cm, 0.3cm; perf. = 1.5mm.
Eke horizon 2.
•Ekc-9 -  Whole elephant tooth bead (see fig. 7.04, no.9); irregular ellipsoid; white; 
L/W/T = 2cm, 0.9cm, 0.8cm; perf. = 1.5mm (identification, Kevin MacDonald; heavily 
leached.
Eke horizon 3.
•Ekc-2 -  Broken fossil bead (see fig. 7.04, no. 11) ring; cream; L/W = 0.6cm, 1.6cm; 
perf. = 7mm.
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Survey zone 5.
•Eks 126 -  Whole fossil bead (see fig. 7.04, no. 12); slightly irregular ring; light brown; 
L/W = 1cm, 2.2cm; perf. = 11mm.
While the discovery of an ostrich eggshell bead is not unexpected given the seeming 
large quantities of ostrich eggshell in the environment (see section 9.2), the other beads 
evidenced in this category are of greater note. The finding of an elephant tooth bead 
provides us with some evidence for ivory trade moving through the site during Eke 
horizon 2 (c. 1300-13 50AD), although it is obviously not possible to say this was a 
significant trade on the basis of this sole material culture item. Most likely this is an 
item fabricated from the waste products of the ivory trade. Of equal interest were the 
small collection of ‘fossil beads’. These beads appear to relate to some form of marine 
fossil from a marine-fossil bearing bed; inspection of two of the beads in particular (nos. 
11 & 12 in fig. 7.04) showed that these were obviously a section through some form of 
marine fossil. No study has yet been made of the distribution of marine fossil beds in 
the Western Sahel, although Miocene marine fossil beds are known from the Adrar des 
Iforas region (K. MacDonald pers. comm.).
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Semi-precious stone working and curation.
Figure 7.05: a selection o f  unworked semi-precious stones excavated at Essouk.
In addition to the semi-precious stone used to make the majority of the stone beads 
found at Essouk, the excavations also recorded an assemblage of unworked semi­
precious stones and semi-precious stone-working waste products. These artefacts are as 
follows:
Eka Horizon 3
• Eka-114 -  Unworked Agate (see fig. 7.05, no.2); mid-brown, yellow, white and 
colourless; semi-transparent; L/W/T = 1.6cm; 1.5cm; 0.7cm.
Eka Horizon 4
•  Eka-109 -  Jasper debitage (core?); red; L/W/T = 3.8cm, 2.8cm, 1.1cm.
Eka Horizon 6
•  Eka-95 -  High-density silica (possibly jasper) with signs of working; yellow and red; 
L/W/T = 3.8cm, 2.9cm, 0.6cm.
Eka Horizon 8
•  Eka-feat.4 -  Amethyst showing possible signs of working (see fig. 7.05, no.3); purple; 
semi-transparent; L/W/T = 1.1cm, 0.6cm, 0.4cm.
Eka Horizon 11
•  Eka-70 -  Unworked Agate (see fig. 7.05, nol), white and colorless; semi-transparent; 
L/W/T = 2.3cm, 2.0cm, 1.6cm.
Eka horizon 13
•  Eka-14-Jasper debitage; red; L/W/T = 1.1cm, 1cm, 0.1cm.
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Turning first to the jasper working debris listed above, it should be noted that the jasper 
working artefacts found are not of the same stone-type as the jasper bead from the site 
and are also from different temporal contexts. From the evidence recovered, it cannot be 
seen what was being produced with the jasper we see being worked. It should also be 
noted that while labelled here as a semi-precious stone, jasper is fairly widely occurring 
and we must be cautious about attaching too much status to it as a ‘luxury’ object. The 
presence of Agate in a ‘raw’, unfinished state is more intriguing given the debates 
concerning whether or not Agate objects seen in West Africa have a local or an exotic 
source (see above). The worked piece of Amethyst found would appear to have been a 
rarer semi-precious stone in the Early Islamic period than Agate as unlike the fairly 
widespread finds of Agate, no other definite Amethyst artefacts have yet been reported 
from West African sites (cf. Delaroziere, 1994: 45-53) and on the basis of good 
geological authorities there is no known source of Amethyst in West Africa (Carite, 
1989). This therefore does appear to have been a long-distance trade item and 
undoubtedly a valuable object.
While we saw that the evidence for beads made from semi-precious stones does not start
• thuntil the 10 century, we can see that semi-precious stones were worked and curated at 
Essouk from the earliest occupations associated with permanent architecture. Working 
and curation of semi-precious stones was also present in the later occupations when the 
semi-precious stone beads are seen. Given the small quantities of artefacts it is not 
possible, however, to make any further statements regarding the chronological 
patterning of semi-precious stone working.
Regarding semi-precious stone working at the other entrepot sites in the Western Sahel 
there is evidence from Gao for “Agate” flakes associated with a ‘strike a light’ function 
(Insoll, 2000: 131-132). At Koumbi Saleh a small number of Chalcedony fragments 
were found (Berthier, 1997: 90) and at Tegdaoust a garnet stone and numerous 
fragments of chalcedony (Devisse, 1988: 421). Thus, in general, raw semi-precious 
stones are relatively rare at Western Sahelian entrepot sites.
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Section 7.2: ‘N on-bead’ glass.
Introduction.
During the excavations 168 ‘non-bead’ glass fragments were recorded. The study of 
these fragments involved both consultation with a vessel glass expert (St John Simpson 
of the British Museum) and the chemical analysis of a selection of fragments at the 
Chicago Field Museum. Within this section a brief description of the non-bead glass 
will be provided together with a summary of noteworthy characteristics of the 
assemblage which were remarked upon by St John Simpson. No summary of the 
findings of the chemical investigations will be provided as the patterns which were 
shown were broadly similar to those which were evidenced by the chemical analysis of 
the bead-glass detailed in the previous section; for a full report of the analysis of the 
chemical data relating to the non-bead glass see appendix D and for its interpretation 
together with the bead-glass data see appendix E. Images of the non-bead glass samples 
analyzed chemically are seen in figure 7.06.
Descriptive methodology.
The methodology used in the description of the non-bead glass was very simple. In 
addition to simply quantifying the samples, 4 characteristics were recorded: form, ‘wall’ 
thickness, colour and weathering. For the analysis of form, each specimen was 
commented upon by St John Simpson and his descriptions were noted. For the analysis 
of ‘wall’ thickness, a simple measurement with callipers was taken. For the analysis of 
the colour of the vessel fragments a similar approach was adopted to that detailed for 
the bead-glass in the previous section, and although certain different colour terms were 
used these are self-explanatory. For the analysis of weathering the same approach was 
adopted as was used for the bead-glass. The analysis carried out was restricted to single­
variable analysis of these isolated characteristics of the glass assemblage. Full frequency 
distribution tables are provided for each of these analyses (see tables 7.15 -  7.18).
Analysis results.
Quantity
From table 7.15 it can be seen that in unit Eka there is a clear frequency distribution 
seen in the stratigraphic presence of the non-bead glass, it being highly concentrated in 
horizons 8 and 9. Prior to horizon 8 small amounts of glass are found from horizon 3 -  
the horizon associated with the earliest permanent architecture evidenced -  and after
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horizon 9 small amounts of glass are found. When we look in more detail at the 
distribution of the glass in horizon 9 we see that 83% of it is concentrated in context 87, 
that which immediately overlies horizon 8. It can be seen therefore that the major 
proportion of non-bead glass is concentrated in contexts 89, 88 and 87: this is exactly 
the same distribution pattern that was seen for the bead-glass in the previous section. It 
is to be noted that the frequency distribution of the assemblages from units Ekb and Eke 
correspond well with the frequency distribution pattern of Eka, relative to their 
stratigraphic relationship. While within this analysis no account is provided of the size 
of the glass sherds we are quantifying, it is to be noted that no large glass fragments or 
whole glass vessels were found. All fragments were smaller than 16cm2 in surface area 
and the majority were smaller than 4cm2 in surface area.
Form.
It can be seen from table 7.15 that the majority of the non-bead glass recorded were 
vessel fragments. Due to the small size of the fragments however it was difficult to gain 
a sense of exactly what forms of vessel the fragments related to. This said, due to the 
curvature of the fragments it could be seen that the majority of the glass found did not 
relate to glass from small bottles, the curvature of the majority of the fragments being 
very gentle. There were however a certain number of fragments which clearly did relate 
to small bottles though these were not numerous. Of the glass which is definitely not 
vessel glass, one fragment stands out as of clear interest, that being the cut glass chunk, 
cut glass tending to be a high-end luxury item. Another element of the assemblage 
which is of interest is a group of fragments which are seen to relate to window glass due 
to the fact that they are almost completely flat.
Thickness.
Table 7.16 shows that the vast majority of the glass samples have wall thicknesses of 
less than 2.5 millimetres and within this majority the greatest quantities were recorded 
in the 0.5-1.5mm bracket. This shows quite clearly that the majority of the glass 
samples have very thin wall thicknesses.
Colour.
Looking at table 7.17 the first thing we see about the colours of the glass samples 
recorded is that no polychrome glasses were recorded. The second clear thing we see is 
that the Essouk glass is dominated by pale glasses which are variants of greens and
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yellows. The fact that yellows and greens dominate shows that a lot of the glass is 
‘untreated’ in terms of its colour as yellow and green are the colours which glass 
production is naturally inclined to produce if colour modifiers are not added. Of the 
remainder of colours seen blue is the only colour which registers as a significant 
minority presence in the assemblage. Clear glass is present but not in large quantities. 
While present in small quantities the mere presence of decolorized glass is interesting as 
this is a trait which suggests a very high quality glass (St John Simpson, pers.comm). 
An even more outstanding presence within the assemblage is the single fragment of 
ruby red glass (see fig. 7.06, ESN026), a colour almost never seen in this era of glass 
production, an incredibly rare item (St John Simpson, pers.comm).
The only variability to note within the frequency distribution of the colours recorded is 
that between the inverse quantities of aqua and pale yellow observed when comparing 
Eka horizon 9 and Ekb horizon 2/3, deposits which are supposedly contemporaneous. 
While noting this variability however, the assemblage is not large enough to attribute 
too much significance to this.
Weathering.
Table 7.18 shows that the vast majority of the non-bead glass recorded is not heavily 
weathered and indeed the majority of the specimens feature no weathering at all. It is 
perhaps interesting to note that in horizon 6 while only a relatively small number of 
specimens were recorded the majority are heavily weathered. While this seeming 
evidence for greater amounts of weathering earlier in the sequence could be a result of 
the earlier deposits tending to chemically weather the glass more for some reason, we 
should also consider the fact that very early Islamic glass is generally seen to weather 
more than the glass produced in later periods (St John Simpson, pers. comm.).
Noteworthy formal/decorative characteristics of individual glass fragments excavated.
Eka horizon 9
• 1 fragment with ‘hot worked’ finish
• 1 mould-blown fragment with surface dimples
• 1 mould blown fragment?
• 1 vessel glass fragment with horizontal trails (see fig. 7.06 esn006).
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Eka horizon 12
• 1 fragment with fire-polishing
Ekb horizon 2
• 3 frags with wheel abrasion decor
• 1 frag with cut polished prismatic finishing
Ekb Horizon 3
• 1 frag with wheel abrasion decor
Eke horizon 1
• 1 mould blown fragment.
Eke horizon 2
• 1 frag with cut polished prismatic finishing
General comments on the Essouk non-bead glass.
This analysis has shown that the non-bead glass recorded at Essouk is concentrated in 
the period 925-1000AD. We have also seen that it is dominated by larger vessel glass, 
rather than small bottle glass, and that it is thin-walled and dominated by pale variants 
of yellow and green. Also we saw that the assemblage does not feature much 
weathering. The combination of these characteristics fits well with the comment of St- 
John Simpson on the assemblage that it is dominated by ‘mass-produced blown glass of 
pretty good quality’. We observed also that the assemblage contains a number of rarer 
items, most notably the single ruby-red glass fragment.
What then are we to make of the arrival of such relatively large quantities of good 
quality glass at Essouk during so short a space of time? Are we seeing evidence of a 
major trade in glass vessels across the Sahara? It is a possibility. However we should 
note that we saw no whole vessels in the assemblage and we did not even see large 
fragments. The fact that whole glass vessels did travel across the Sahara is clear from
i.L  i j .
the evidencing of 5 vessels from Tegdaoust from 9 /10 century deposits (Devisse, 
1983: 515-522). However we must think of other factors that could have led glass to 
travel over the Sahara. The only really serious reason for non-bead glass to have moved 
across the Sahara would have been as ‘cullet’, broken glass which is to be reworked. 
Given the documented evidence for this trade (Jim Lankton, pers.comm) within the 
Early Islamic period from an Asian context, I suggest we strongly consider this to be the
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reason why we see large quantities of glass suddenly appearing in the occupation 
sequence, particularly given that as we have already observed we find no whole piece or 
pieces which can be reconstructed into larger fragments, let alone entire vessels. Even at 
the site of Tegdaoust which was excavated on a large scale we only see 5 whole 
(reconstructed) vessels. When we think about the Trans-Saharan process it seems 
unlikely that a strong trade in whole glass forms would develop as these are bulky and 
very fragile items — a bad combination for the Trans-Saharan camel caravan trek of 
several months. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, ‘cullef seems the most 
likely explanation for this glass. I suggest therefore that we should be more than 
cautious in interpreting patterning in formal and aesthetic categories of glass moving 
across the Sahara, and certainly not deduce from the presence of small fragments of 
window glass that windows were being moved across the Sahara, a deduction which has 
been made at Gao (Insoll 2000:22-23).
If we conclude that ‘cullef was moving across the Sahara, for what and for where was it 
intended? Regarding its possible function one can only think it was to be used for bead 
production, there being highly suggestive evidence of bead production from sub- 
Saharan Africa at this period (Insoll & Shaw, 1997: 16), but no evidence of raw glass 
production. Likewise regarding the destination of this hypothesized ‘cullef it seems 
likely that this was destined for places such as Gao and further south where evidence for 
bead production does seem to have been found. The fact however that the fragments are 
also found deposited at Essouk should make us consider that Essouk may have also 
been a place of bead-manufacture from ‘cullef glass.
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Form Eka 
hor 1
eka 
hor 2
eka 
hor 3
eka 
hor 4
eka 
hor 5
eka 
hor 6
eka 
hor 7
eka 
hor 8
eka 
hor 9
eka
hor
10
eka
hor
11
eka
hor
12
eka
hor
13
eka
hor
14
Ekb 
Hor 1
Ekb 
hor 2
Ekb 
hor 3
Eke 
hor 1
Eke 
hor 2
Eke 
hor 3
General vessel body 
fragment
1 7 1 17 20 2 5 3 5 31 13 12 3
Bottle body fragment 1 4 1 1
General vessel rim 1 2 2 1 1
Bottle rim 1 1 1 1 1
General vessel 
modelled base
1
Bottle modelled base 1
Cut glass chunk 1
Goblet base 1 1
Handle join 1
Mosque lamp handle 1
Tube fragment 1 2
Window glass? 3 5 1 1 5 1
Dish fragment 1
Pendant/vessel leg? 1 1
Total - - 1 2 1 8 1 24 36 4 5 3 3 - 8 42 14 12 4
Table 7.15: frequency distribution table showing forms o f all non-bead glass specimens found at Essouk.
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Non-bead g lass  
thickness (mm) Eka hor 1
eka 
hor 2
eka 
hor 3
eka 
hor 4
eka 
hor 5
eka 
hor 6
eka 
hor 7
eka 
hor 8
eka 
hor 9
eka
hor
10
eka
hor
11
eka
hor
12
eka
hor
13
eka
hor
14
Ekb 
Hor 1
Ekb 
hor 2
Ekb 
hor 3
Eke 
hor 1
Eke 
hor 2
Eke 
hor 3
0.3-0.4 2 2 1 l 1
0.5-0.6 3 4 1 1 5 1
0.7-0.8 2 7 1 2 2 4 2
0.9-1 1 1 3 2 l 4 1 2
1.1-1.2 1 1 5 9 2 2 7 1 1
1.3-1.4 1 5 5 1 5 2
1.5-1.6 1 1 l 1 5 1 1
1.7-1.8 2 1 1 2 1 1
1.9-2 1 1 3 1 1
2.1-2.4 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
2.5-2.8 1 1 4 1
2.9-3.2 1 1 1
3.3-3.6 2 l 2 1
3.7-4 1 1
4.1-4.4 1
4.5-4.8
4.9-5.2
5.3-5.6
5.7-6
6.1-6.4 1 I
Table 7.16: frequency distribution table showing thickness o f all non-bead glass recorded at Essouk.
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eka  
hor 8
eka  
hor 12
C olour Eka 
hor 1
eka  
hor 3
eka  
hor 4
eka  
hor 5
eka  
hor 7
eka  
hor 9
eka eka
hor 10 hor 11
eka  
hor 13
eka  
hor 14
Ekb 
Hor 1
Ekb 
hor 2
Ekb 
hor 3
Eke 
hor 1
Eke 
hor 2
Eke 
hor 3hor 6
’aqua?
?clear?
?drk green?
^light green?
?mid green?
?m id yellow?
?pale blue?
A qua
C lear
Decolorized
Drk blue
D rk blue/green
Light blue
Light blue/green
Light pink brown
Light yellow /green
m id blue/green
M id brow n/green
m id green
Pale green
Pale yellow
R uby red
Table 7.17: frequency distribution table showing colours o f all non-bead glass recorded at Essouk.
Extent o f W eathering Eka 
hor 1
eka  
hor 2
eka  
hor 3
eka  
hor 4
eka  
hor 5
eka
hor 6 1
eka  
hor 7
eka  
hor 8
eka  
hor 9
eka I eka || eka  
hor 10 ||hor 11 [hor 12
eka  
hor 13
eka  
hor 14
Ekb |Ekb  
Hor 1 |h o r  2
Ekb 
hor 3
Eke 
hor 1
Eke 
hor 2
Eke 
hor 3
N o weathering 1 1 1 1 9 24 4 |4 |3 2 8 J39 8 3 2
Slight weathering 2 11 8 l 1 3 I
5 6 1
Heavy w eathering 2 5 4 3 l l 1 I I l 3 1
Table 7.18: frequency distribution table showing weathering o f all non-bead glass recorded at Essouk.
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Figure 7.06: glass vessel samples from Essouk analyzed chemically.
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Section 7.3; ‘Trans-Saharan’ pottery.
Introduction.
Thirty-five Essouk ceramic specimens, mostly glazed, were identified as being 
produced outside West Africa. Thirty specimens were excavated and 5 recorded in 
surface contexts. To gain expert opinions on these ceramics they were shown to three 
specialists, Dr Derek Kennet (University of Durham), Dr Venetia Porter (British 
Museum) and Regina Krahl (Sothebys). Within this section a description is provided of 
the ceramics together with noteworthy comments provided by the above experts. While 
chemical analysis of glazed ceramics is a rapidly developing science (see e.g. Wolf et 
al, 2003), no attempt was made to undertake this analysis as it was felt that sufficient 
similar data had already been generated from the chemical analyses of glass conducted.
Methodology.
The description of the ceramics provided here will detail the following characteristics of 
the samples: form, decorative features, temper, fabric colour/ texture, wall thickness, 
and any other noteworthy features. Significant comments from the experts consulted are 
contained within the descriptions given. All the specimens described are illustrated in 
figures 7.07 & 7.08 and the numbering system used in the description relates to the 
numbering of the images in these two figures.
Specimen descriptions.
1. (eka-54) vessel shoulder fragment; two lines of notched decor with single incised line 
between; unglazed; cream slipped exterior; delicate porous ware; light-red fabric, hard; 
sparsely grog-tempered with occasional quartz; wall thickness 0.4cm; piece of water 
filter, most likely origin is Tunisian/Eastern Algerian tradition (D.Kennet, pers.comm.).
2. (eka-55) modelled ‘footed’ base with shallow notch on foot of base; unglazed; red 
slip (well-levigated); white wash; sparsely grog-tempered; brick-red fabric, very hard; 
0.6cm max wall thickness/base foot thickness 0.8cm; has close similarities to African 
Red Slip Ware (ARS) of the Late Roman tradition (D.Kennet, pers. comm.).
3. (eka-62) rim/base?; creamy-white glaze exterior and interior; sand inclusions, 
occasional grog; brick orange fabric, quite porous and crumbly; 1cm wall thickness.
4. (eka-74) shoulder of jar; light green glaze (exterior); slightly sandy temper; cream 
fabric, mid/hard; 0.5cm wall thickness.
5. (eka-74) modelled base frag. (?); mid/drk-green glaze (interior/exterior); sandy 
temper; brick orange fabric, relatively friable; 0.5cm wall thickness.
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6. (eka-78) near-complete oil lamp (for form see image); mid-brown glaze 
(interior/exterior); temper (?); cream fabric; hard; geographical origin and temporal 
designation not easy due to innumerable forms of similar oil lamps (Venetia Porter, 
pers.comm).
7. (eka-86) simple rim sherd; white crystaline glaze (interior/exterior); porcelain; 0.2cm 
wall thickness; Chinese Qingbai ware (Regina Krahl, pers.comm) c . l l th-13th centuries 
(?)•
8. (eka-87) external thickened rim sherd; mid/drk-green glaze (exterior); temper (?); 
hard fabric, colour unavailable (specimen burnt); wall thickness 0.4cm/rim thickness 
1.4cm.
9. (eka-87) Body sherd; mid/drk-green glaze (interior/exterior); slightly sandy temper; 
cream fabric, mid/hard; 0.4cm wall thickness.
10. (ekb-4) Base with heavy channelling; mid-greenish blue tin glaze (interior/exterior); 
temper (?); relatively hard-fired cream fabric; 1.1cm wall thickness; Fatimid era (?) 
(Venetia Porter, pers.comm.).
11. (ekb-4) external thickened rim, notched lip of bowl (?); mid/drk-green glaze 
(interior/exterior); sandy temper; brick-orange fabric, relatively friable; 0.5cm wall/ 
1.1cm rim; possible relationships with ceramics found in Pisa c.l 1th century (D. Kennet, 
pers.comm).
12. (ekb-4) external thickened rim, notched lip of bowl (?); mid/drk-green lead glaze 
(interior/exterior); sandy temper; brick-orange fabric, relatively friable; 0.6cm wall/ 
1.1cm rim thickness; possible relationships with ceramics found in Pisa c.l 1th century 
(D. Kennet, pers.comm).
13. (ekb-4) modelled base frag, (base diameter 4cms); light greenish yellow manganese 
glaze with brown decoration (interior); slightly grog tempered; pinky-cream fabric, 
hard; 0.7cm wall thickness; Tunisian/Algerian (?) origin, 11/12th centuries (?) (Derek 
Kennet, pers.comm).
14. (ekb-4) body sherd; light-green glaze (interior/exterior); slightly sandy temper; 
cream fabric, mid/hard; 0.6cm wall thickness.
15. (ekb-4) external thickened rim notched lip of bowl (?); mid/drk-green glaze 
(interior/exterior); incised decor on upper exterior; sandy temper; brick-orange fabric, 
relatively friable; 0.7cm wall/ 1.3cm rim; possible relationships with ceramics found in 
Pisa c.l 1th century (D; Kennet, pers.comm)
16. (ekb-4) base (?) sherd; yellowy-cream glaze with brown and yellow decor (interior); 
slightly sandy temper; cream fabric, mid/hard; 0.4cm wall thickness.
17. (ekb-4) body sherd; mid/drk-green glaze (interior and exterior); sandy temper; brick- 
orange fabric, relatively friable; wall thickness 0.6cm.
18. (ekb-4) body sherd; mid-greenish/blue tin glaze (interior/exterior); temper (?); 
relatively hard-fired cream fabric; 0.6cm wall thickness.
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19. (ekb-8) body sherd; light-greenish/yellow glaze (interior/exterior); temper slightly 
sandy; cream fabric, relatively friable; 0.6cm wall thickness.
20. (ekb-8) broken rim of closed vessel; mid-yellowy green glaze (interior/exterior); 
slight sand and slight grog temper; cream fabric, relatively friable; 0.6cm wall 
thickness.
21. (ekb-8) shoulder (?) fragment; mid/drk-green glaze (interior/exterior); sandy temper; 
brick-orange fabric, relatively friable; 0.8cm wall thickness.
22. (ekb-8) body sherd; light greenish-yellow glaze (interior/exterior); slightly sandy 
temper; cream fabric, relatively friable; 0.6cm wall thickness.
23. (Ekb-8) body sherd; very thin cream glaze (exterior and interior); slightly sandy 
temper; cream fabric, mid-hard; 0.5cm wall thickness.
24. (ekb-8) broken rim sherd of closed vessel; ‘openwork’ on upper-wall of vessel; drk 
green glaze (interior/exterior); slightly sandy temper; cream fabric, relatively friable; 
0.6cm wall thickness.
25. (ekb-9) body sherd; exterior mid/drk-green glaze (interior surface n.a.); sandy 
temper; cream friable fabric; wall thickness n.a.
26. (ekb-9) body sherd; mid/drk green glaze (exterior); slightly sandy temper; pinky- 
cream fabric, relatively friable; 0.4cm wall thickness.
27. (ekb-10) body sherd; exterior drk-green glaze (interior surface n.a.); slightly sandy 
temper; cream fabric, hard; wall thickness n.a.
28. (ekb-10) simple rim sherd; mid-green glaze (exterior); incised decor (triangles and 
parallel lines) on upper part of vessel; pinky orange fabric, relatively hard; 0.5cm wall 
thickness.
29. (ekc-11) body sherd; pale blue glaze (interior/exterior); sandy temper containing 
occasional quartz; cream, relatively friable fabric; 1cm wall thickness.
30. (ekc-11) base fragment (?); white and brown glaze interior/white glaze exterior; 
temper slightly sandy; cream fabric, mid/hard; 0.5cm wall thickness; ‘lustre-ware’ 
(Venetia Porter, pers.comm).
31. (eks-61) thickened rim sherd; drk-green glaze (interior/exterior); temper (?); pinky- 
cream fabric, very hard; 0.6cm wall thickness/1.2cm rim thickness.
32. (eks-97) base (?) fragment; mid/drk-green glaze (exterior); sandy temper; cream 
fabric, relatively friable; 0.7cm wall thickness.
33. (eks-104) shoulder (?) fragment; drk-green glaze (interior/exterior); temper (?); 
cream fabric, relatively friable; 0.5cm wall thickness.
34. (eks-108) shoulder of jar; thin mid-green glaze exterior; temper (?); brick-orange 
fabric, hard; 0.7cm wall thickness.
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35. (eks-110) base (?) fragment; thin mid/drk-green glaze (interior/exterior); pinky 
cream fabric, very hard; 0.8cm wall thickness.
Broad comments on the ‘Trans-Saharan’ ceramic assemblage.
The first thing to note about the assemblage is its distribution. From the descriptions 
above we can see that in unit Eka no ‘Trans-Saharan’ pottery was recorded before 
horizon 9. When this is combined with the fact that Trans-Saharan pottery was also not 
recorded in unit Ekb before context Ekb-10, it appears as though Trans-Saharan pottery 
is limited at Essouk to after the 10th century. The fact that the majority of the excavated 
specimens (19 of 30) come from unit Ekb, combined with the fact that finds from the 
upper horizons of unit Eka are limited, further suggests that Trans-Saharan ceramics 
were most common at Essouk in the 10th/l 1th centuries.
Given the relatively small assemblage and the small size of the fragments recovered, it 
is difficult to make very clear statements about the nature of the Trans-Saharan pottery 
arriving at Essouk. If one is to make a judgement upon the basis of the specimens 
recovered, one would say that the assemblage does not appear to consist of very many 
‘high end’ items from the North African pottery tradition (Derek Kennet, pers.comm). It 
therefore appears that the ceramics coming across the Sahara to Essouk were fairly 
common wares within the North African tradition. This said, however, we do see certain 
higher end pieces, in particular the Chinese Qingbai specimen (no.7). This very high 
quality porcelain would already have been considered valuable in North Africa prior to 
its shipment to Essouk if only for its travel costs from Eastern China. For this item to 
then arrive at Essouk indicates that not only standard production items were being 
trekked across the Sahara, a fact providing an interesting glimpse into the nature of 
supply and demand in the West African Trans-Saharan Trade system.
From the limited number of precise identifications contained within the descriptions it 
can be seen that even with the aid of experts our ability to ‘trace’ these ceramics and 
assign them to a particular period or geographical production area is limited. While 
Derek Kennet’s feeling concerning the assemblage was that it appeared to broadly relate 
to a Tunisian/Eastern Algerian tradition, at present it is very difficult to substantiate this 
as the nature of ceramics from the majority of the Early Islamic North African 
production centres are very poorly understood (Derek Kennet, pers. comm). Given this
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fact, one can see that the stratified Essouk assemblage provides a good data set for 
future research into the Early Islamic trade in glazed ceramics.
1 (Eka54)
4 (Eka 74)
7 (Eka 86)
11 (Ekb 4)
9 (Eka S")
5 (Eka~4)
2 (Eka 55)
6 (Eka"S)
10 (Ekb 4) 12 (Ekb 4)
15 (Ekb 4)
16 (Ekb 41 17 (Ekb 4) 18 (Ekb 4)
Figure 7.07: ‘Trans-Saharan’ pottery excavated at Essouk (1).
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19 (Ekb 8) 20 (Ekb 81
23 (Ekb 8)
21 (Ekb S)
I
22 (Ekb 8) 24 (Ekb SI
25 (Ekb 9) 26 (Ekb 9)
29 (Eke 11)28 (Ekb 101
27 (Ekb 101
3 0 (Eke 111
33 (S-104)32 (S-97)
35 (S-110)34 (S-108)
Figure 7.08: ‘Trans-Saharan’ pottery excavated at Essouk (2).
31 (S-611
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Analysis was carried out by Sandra Bond of the Institute of Archaeology ( 
in by the author). Analysis involved two processes. The first process was th< 
small pieces of the textile specimens to allow a ‘smell test’ to be undertj 
odour this burning produced, it being recognized that the various materials 
used to create textiles produce characteristic odours when burnt. Principally 
this ‘smell test’ was to determine whether the odours produced were char; 
burning animal material (an odour similar to burning human hair) or bv 
material (an odour similar to burning paper), thereby allowing us to assigi 
specimens to either the animal-derived family of textiles (e.g. silk/ felt) or t 
derived family (e.g. cotton/linen). The second process of analysis in 
mounting of individual fibres on slides for microscopic analysis; thi 
commonly used to produce textiles having discemibly different physical ch; 
at a microscopic level. This microscopic investigation involved not simply m 
individual fibres ‘as-found’ but necessitated the cutting and mounting of cn 
of individual fibres in order to be able to see the cross-section shape of th< 
components which make up the fibre, fibre cross-section shapes being a us 
distinguishing between textile materials.
Results.
The first of the specimens to be analyzed was that found in horizon Eka 13 (< 
32), a light-yellow, fine-textured textile with a red-embroidered edge (see fi 
Viewed under the microscope at low magnification it could be seen that the 
of the textile and the stitching had the same physical characteristics othei 
colouring and therefore only samples of the yellow body of the textile wen 
mounted. On initial inspection the lustre of the material suggested it wa 
burning of the sample produced an odour indicating it was animal-derived, 
scopic analysis of the surface of the sample showed that it was composec 
central cores’, something either associated with animal or synthetic mat
analysis of this central core showed it did not have scales (see fig 7.09, lb) and was 
therefore not animal hair. The cross-sectioning of the sample did not produce very 
successful results, seemingly due to the degradation of the sample. Despite the inability 
to attain very clear images of the cross section, however, it appeared that the sample had 
a double-cell, triangular shaped cross-section. The combination of these factors led to 
the conclusion that the material was indeed silk, having the following properties: a 
lustre to the surface of the textile; a burnt odour indicating animal material; a smooth, 
scaleless central core; a double-cell, triangular cross section.
The second of the samples to be analyzed was that found in Ekb horizon 3 (context Ekb 
6), a light-red, matted-textured material overworked with a net of stitching (see fig. 
7.09, 2a). Due to the differences between the materials of the main body and the 
stitching, samples of both of these materials were analyzed. Burning of the main body 
of the material produced an odour strongly suggesting plant material. Burning of the 
thread did not produce a clear indication of either animal or plant material. Viewed 
under the microscope (see fig. 7.09, 2b) the main body of the textile could be seen to 
have a flat section strongly suggesting that it was plant material. Given that the section 
of the individual component could be seen to be flattened without the aid of cross- 
sectioning, cross-sectioning was not done. The most likely identification of the main 
body of the textile was cotton but the peculiar appearance of the material under low 
magnification (image not provided) and the characteristics of its microscopic structure 
mean that this cannot be definitively stated. The microscopic analysis of the thread 
showed that it had a very similar composition to the specimen analyzed from Eka 32, it 
having a smooth, scaleless central core and a double-cell, triangular cross-section (again 
it was not possible to get a clear cross-section image). The second element of this 
sample is consequently also seen to be silk. On this basis this textile specimen from Ekb 
6 is seen to be a silk stitched, plant based textile, most probably cotton.
General comments.
The finding of textile fragments from sites in the Western Sahel is very rare as despite 
the generally dry conditions seasonal inundations occur and therefore the consequent 
wet-dry fluctuation means that organic material such as textiles does not survive well 
archaeologically. Although the archaeological evidencing of textiles is rare there is a 
clear awareness of the existence of some form of textiles prior to the date for the 
evidence of textiles found at Essouk (Mitchell, 2005: 155). While then the
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archaeological evidencing of textiles as a category at this time is of no huge 
significance, especially in limited quantities, the specific finding of silk is another 
matter as one would not necessarily think that this commodity was at Essouk at the time 
it was found ( C . 1 3 0 0 A D  deposits). In the Arabic documentary literature the use of silk 
in this era in the West African Sahel is associated with the nobility and royalty 
(Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 335), unsurprising given the consistent ‘deluxe’ status of 
this item throughout history. While obviously only a single item, it is at least some form 
of register of a very high-end luxury goods trade or the register of the presence of 
certain very wealthy individuals at Essouk C .1 3 0 0 A D .
lb  (Eka-32) 2b (Ekb-6)
Figure 7.09: textile specimens excavated at Essouk and their microscopic structures (microscopic images 
taken at scale 200 mag).
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Section 7.5: Cowrie Shells 
Introduction.
Eight cowrie shells were recovered during the excavations. Analysis was undertaken to 
clearly identify the species of the shells. A full recording of the dimensions of the shells 
was also undertaken.
Methodology.
The cowrie shells were identified in consultation with Professor Ken Thomas at the 
Institute of Archaeology using Professor Thomas’s comparative collection.
Results.
All the excavated marine shells were identified as being of the Cypraea genus. The 
shells of the Indo-Pacific marine mollusc Cypraea -  commonly known as Cowrie shells 
have been well documented as a major exchange good and currency (for references see 
Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 481). The species most commonly associated with the 
trade of Cowrie shells is Cypraea moneta, known as ‘the money cowrie’. Three of the 
Cowrie shells from Essouk were identified as Cypraea moneta (see Table 7.19 and Fig. 
7.10 for illustrative examples): this determination was made on the basis of bumps at 
the extremities of these specimens, seen to be a distinctive marker of Cypraea moneta. 
The remaining five specimens were too eroded to determine the species they belong to 
and were therefore identified simply as Cypraea sp. The shells range between 1.1 and 
1.7 centimetres in length (see Table 7.19). No signs of piercing or other working were 
observed.
All of the Cowrie shells were found within unit Eka. A look at the distribution of the 
shells within the occupation sequence (see table 7.19) shows that they all come from 
period 3 deposits; 5 specimens were found within horizon 9, 2 of these being moneta; 2 
specimens were found within horizon 10, 1 of these being moneta; 1 Cypraea sp. 
specimen was found within horizon 11. According to the Eka chronology, therefore, the 
Cowrie shells so far evidenced at Essouk fall within a date range of c.950-1300 AD, 
with the range for Cypraea moneta being slightly more restricted (c.950-1200). The 
earliest dates for Cowries at Essouk are, if anything, a bit late given their presence in 
well-dated Sub-Saharan contexts well before this time (at least from the 7th century, cf.
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Magnavita et al 2002: 33-34). The absence of finds from earlier deposits may therefore 
simply be a factor of sampling and preservation.
Unit Context Horizon Taxa Max. length Max. width
Eka 57 11 Cypraea sp. 1.5 n.a
Eka 71 10 Cypraea sp. 1.7 n.a
Eka 71 10 Cypraea moneta n.a n.a
Eka 84 9 Cypraea moneta. 1.2 n.a
Eka 84 9 Cypraea moneta 1.4 n.a
Eka 87 9 Cypraea sp. 1.4 n.a
Eka 87 9 Cypraea sp. n.a n.a
Eka 87 9 Cypraea moneta 1.1 0.9
Table 7.19: distribution, taxonomy and measurements o f  Cowrie shells from Essouk
2 Eka-84 (underside)1. Eka-84 (back)
3. Eka-87(back) 4. Eka-87 (underside)
Figure 7.10: examples o f  cowrie shells from Essouk.
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CHAPTER 8.
Essouk material culture (3): 
metal, metal-working and local crafts.
Section 8.1) Metal.
Introduction.
No detailed study of the metal objects recovered during the excavations has yet been 
completed (this is currently in progress). What is provided in this section is firstly a 
simple quantification of metal objects found according to the three metals that were 
evidenced at Essouk, copper, iron and silver; no distinction is provided according to the 
types of objects found. While this is so, a certain more detailed awareness of the 
assemblage is provided by images of a selection of objects found. Also, in the overview 
of the assemblage that is provided, certain broad statements will be made about the 
nature of the assemblage. Therefore while no detailed quantitative study of the metal 
objects is provided a broad sense of the assemblage can be gained from the information 
provided in this section.
Overview of the assemblage.
As can be seen from table 8.01 the metal objects excavated are produced almost entirely 
from 2 metals, iron and copper with only 1 other metal evidenced, a single specimen of 
silver. It can also be seen that iron is by far the most dominant metal used. Regarding 
the frequency distribution of the metals, we can see in unit Eka that while metal 
artefacts are present from horizon 3 they are relatively limited until horizon 9 when we 
see a sharp rise in the amount of iron objects found. Metals are then found in relatively 
large quantities until almost the termination of occupation (horizon 13). While for 
copper objects we do not detect as clear a rise from horizon 9 as for iron, this rise does 
seem discemable and likewise a broad statement can be made to the effect that copper is 
most common between horizons 9-13. The data from units Ekb and Eke presents no 
additional information to that gained from unit Eka.
Regarding the nature of the objects found, the broad observations of the author are that 
the iron assemblage is dominated by nails. Other iron items found in small quantities are 
arrow-heads and relatively simple forms of jewellery such as pendants, these showing
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no noticeable frequency distribution. One particularly important iron item found was a 
key, found in Eka horizon 4 (see fig. 8.02). Regarding the copper artefacts found, the 
majority of the artefacts related to very small items of jewellery (see fig. 8.04 for 
examples). In addition the assemblage contained a small number of coins (6); these 
coins were found within horizons Eka 10, 11 & 13 (see e.g fig. 8.03).
Discussion.
The presence of copper objects associated with the earliest recorded evidence yet for 
permanent architecture (Eka horizon 3) demonstrates that the site was receiving 
relatively long-distance trade items from this period, there being no copper sources in 
the immediate Essouk region, the nearest being far to the east in Niger (Bemus & 
Cressier, 1991). The tracing of copper throughout the sequence therefore provides us 
with a certain indication of the long-distance contacts of the site, whether this be 
associated with bringing finished copper artefacts to Essouk or bringing raw materials 
for working at Essouk (see sect. 8.3). The determination of whether the Essouk copper 
has a Trans-Saharan or a sub-Saharan/Saharan origin can only be determined by 
chemical analysis (Tom Fenn, forthcoming -  see conclusion). Iron is not an indicator of 
trade at Essouk as raw materials for iron working are found relatively commonly 
through this region of the Sahel.
Regarding the individual items found, that which stands out is the key found in Eka 
horizon 4 (c.800-825AD). There is no known tradition of key making or the use of locks 
in the Sahel zone at this period or prior to this (though locks have been found at Koumbi 
Saleh from a later period, see Berthier, 1997 & fig. 8.01). This key almost certainly 
indicates a North African trading presence at Essouk. Crucially also, the fact that a key 
is found in the 9th century deposits suggests that there is something valuable at Essouk 
at this time that is worth locking up. The correspondence between the key’s indication 
of a certain North African presence at Essouk and the need for locking up precious 
goods can only make us think this is a clear indicator of Trans-Saharan commerce at 
Essouk at this time, the key most likely being used associated with the storage either of 
North African commodities or commodities from the south such as gold or slaves. The 
other element of the assemblage necessary to comment on are the coins that were 
evidenced. Given the relatively small size of the excavation units opened at Essouk, one 
cannot definitively say that coins are not common within the deposits at Essouk. This
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said though the evidence does appear to suggest they were not commonly disposed of at 
Essouk. This finding though should most definitely not be taken as a sign that coins 
themselves were not at Essouk simply that they were not deposited at Essouk; this point 
is more than clearly shown by the evidence we have for gold coin moulds at Essouk 
which we turn to in the next section.
Chemical Analysis.
Chemical analysis was carried out on selected metal samples by Tom Fenn of the 
University of Arizona (Lead Isotope analysis) and Laure Dussubieux of the Chicago 
Field Museum (LA-ICP-MS). The result of Tom Fenn’s analysis are still pending while 
a preliminary report of Laure Dussubieux is provided in Appendix F.
Copper Iron Silver
Eka hor 1
Eka hor 2
Eka hor 3 1 2
Eka hor 4 1 4
Eka hor 5 2 7
Eka hor 6 6
Eka hor 7
Eka hor 8 3 1
Eka hor 9 6 42
Eka hor 10 5 12
Eka hor 11 11 18 1
Eka hor 12 5 23
Eka h o r13 5 19
Eka hor 14 1 7
Ekb hor 1 13 21
Ekb hor 2 12 13
Ekb hor 3 4 18
Eke hor 1 4 10
Eke hor 2 7 8
Eke hor 3
Total 80 211 1
Table 8.01: Frequency distribution of metals excavated at Essouk.
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Figure 8.01: key&lock, Koumbi Saleh (Berthier, 1997). Figure 8.02: Key from Essouk.
u s s u u k ,  i v i a u  
EkA
Horizon 13, Phase 4 
EkA-40-Conserv.
EkA
Horizon 11, Phase 3 
EkA-55-Conserv. EkA-79-Conserv.
Figure 8.03: examples o f  copper coins from Essouk.
Essouk, Mali 
EkB
Essouk, Mali 
EkB
EkB-11-2-Conserv.EkB-4-Conserv
Figure 8.04: examples o f  copper jewellery from Essouk.
Section 8.2: Gold coin moulds.
Introduction.
During the excavations 3 ceramic objects were found which were not immediately 
identifiable but which could be seen to relate to some heat-related production process 
due to vitrification of the ceramic surface of the objects (see figure 8.05). Following a 
period of comparative study and consultation with experts (detailed below) these were 
found to be coin moulds for producing gold coins. The moulds are in the process of 
being analyzed by a coin mould artefact expert (Professor Thilo Rehren) and gold 
droplets affixed to them are being analyzed by an expert on the chemistry of gold (Dr 
Maria Filomena Guerra). In addition to describing these artefacts and their distribution 
within the sequence, this section contains an account of the identification of the coin
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moulds, preliminary reports on their analysis and a discussion of the broader 
significance of the Essouk coin mould artefacts and the gold chemistry analysis.
1. Portion o f  coin mould (eka, hzn 6, ext 93): surface (left); profile o f  fracture (right).
2. Portion o f coin mould: (eka, hzn 6, ext 95): surface (left); profile o f fracture (right).
k
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3. Fragment o f  coin mould (eka, hzn 6, ext 96): surface (left); profile o f fracture (right).
Figure 8.05: the three coin mould artefacts found at Essouk.
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Artefact distribution, functional identification and description.
Artefact distribution.
The three coin mould artefacts were found within 3 separate contexts from Eka horizon 
6 (contexts 93, 95, 96). Upon this basis the coin-moulds can be given a date range of 
850-900AD. While the author is already confident that the stratigraphic separation of 
the 3 objects demonstrates that they relate to 3 separate coin moulds, the visual analysis 
of the artefacts (see below) definitively demonstrates this fact.
Functional identification.
Prior to providing a description of the mould fragments, it is useful to gain a better idea 
of the original objects they relate to and this can be done by recounting the process of 
their identification through comparison with objects from other sites.
An initial review of the comparative literature showed that the excavated Essouk objects 
were almost identical to objects found at Tegdaoust which had been identified as glass 
bead-moulds (see fig. 8.06). With this hypothesis in mind a glass bead specialist, Jim 
Lankton, was consulted. While being aware of the existence of modem powder-glass- 
bead industries in West Africa using superficially similar moulds (Francis, 1993), Jim 
Lankton concluded that the Essouk fragments did not appear to have functioned as 
bead-moulds as having studied all the glass-beads from Essouk he could see that the 
Essouk beads were all far too small to have been produced using these moulds. 
Following the rejection of the glass-bead mould hypothesis, further study of 
comparative literature produced images of coin-moulds from an Early Islamic site in 
Pakistan with a very similar form to the Essouk moulds (see fig. 8.07; Khan, 1990); 
these moulds from Pakistan are an especially good comparative example as one of them 
has a large cluster of coin ‘blanks’ -  the ball shaped products which are then stmck into 
a coin -  attached to them. Given the references in the historical literature to the 
circulation of a coin currency (‘bald dinars’) at Tadmekka (see ‘Al-Bakri’ in appendix 
A) this seemed an attractive hypothesis. The previous failure to consider this hypothesis 
was due in part to the author’s lack of knowledge of the form of coin moulds but also 
perhaps because the reports of Early Islamic coin production at Tadmekka have never 
really been treated as serious factual accounts, as was conveyed in chapter 1.
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Figure 8.06: ‘glass bead mould’ from Tegdaoust 
(Vanacker, 1979: 48).
Figure 8.08: Iron Age gold coin moulds from Germany (Morteani & Northover (eds.), 1995: 274).
With the new hypothesis in mind, the objects were taken to Professor Thilo Rehren and 
were immediately identified as coin-moulds on the basis o f the form of the objects, 
Professor Rehren having published on very similar shaped moulds from a pre-Roman 
Celtic context (reference unavailable at time o f writing but see however Morteani & 
Northover, 1995 for other work on Celtic coin moulds); see figure 8.08 for an example 
o f a Celtic coin mould. Taking this expert opinion and the evidence o f Celtic coin- 
moulds together with the comparative evidence already referred to from the Early 
Islamic coin-moulds from Pakistan, a solid identification of the artefacts as coin moulds 
was arrived at. Further precision was given to the identification by plain-light 
microscopic analysis o f the surface o f the moulds which showed that one of these had 
droplets adhering to it remaining from the production process which looked like gold 
(see fig. 8.09 for droplets and their location on mould). XRF (X-Ray Fluorescence) 
analysis confirmed this, detecting traces o f gold on the mould surface. The coin mould 
fragments were thereby identified as related to gold coin moulds. The process by which 
gold coins would be produced with these objects would be by putting gold dust or small
8.07: coin moulds from Al-Mansurah in
Pakistan; observe the cluster of coin blanks in the 
left side mould (Khan, 1990: plate 66).
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chunks into the mould ‘depressions’ and then heating the moulds to produce small gold 
‘blanks’ (ball shaped) which would then be struck to produce a coin.
Figure 8.09: location of gold droplets on coin mould and close-up of droplets.
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Artefact description.
Aware now of the broad nature of the moulds, brief descriptions of the individual 
fragments are presented.
The coin mould fragment from context Eka-93 can be seen to be a fragment featuring 
the edge of a coin mould (see no.l in fig. 8.05), one complete coin mould ‘depression’ 
and portions of 3 other ‘depressions’. The fragment has a maximum base to surface 
thickness of 3cms. It is heavily vitrified on both the base and the upper surface. It is 
made of chaff-tempered ceramic. It is not possible to determine the overall shape of the 
mould from the small size of the fragment.
The mould fragment from context Eka-95 is a fragment which features the edge of a 
coin mould (see no.2 in fig. 8.05) with two complete coin mould ‘depressions’ and 
portions of 4 other ‘depressions’. The fragment has a maximum base to surface 
thickness of 2cms. Vitrification is seen on both the base and the surface but this is less 
extensive that the mould fragment from Eka-93; this appears to be a result of this 
vitrified surface having become detached from the artefact. The artefact is made of 
chaff-tempered ceramic. The fragment can be clearly seen to relate to a circular coin 
mould.
The mould fragment from context Eka-96 is a very small fragment compared with the 
two just described (see no.3 in fig. 8.05). The fragment relates to an interior part of the 
mould featuring parts of two coin mould ‘depressions’ and the ridge between them. The 
fragment has a maximum base to surface thickness of 2cms. Vitrification is seen on 
both the base and the surface. The artefact is made of sand-tempered ceramic. The 
surface is far less porous than the other two fragments. The artefact features marks 
within the vitrified surface on the ridge between the two partial depressions which have 
been left by wood piled on top of the mould during the firing process.
Analysis part 1: artefact technology (preliminary report).
While a basic identification was made of the artefacts as ‘gold coin moulds’ a more 
detailed program of analysis is being carried out by Professor Thilo Rehren to 
investigate what the artefacts can tell us about the technology of gold coin production at 
Essouk. What this analysis is aiming to attain is information related to the processes
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used during the production of the gold coins. This includes such information as the 
firing temperatures used (this in turn providing information about the technology used 
to attain the temperatures), the period for which the maximum firing temperature was 
maintained, the cooling processes and the nature of the immediate firing environment 
(both the underlying surface the mould rested on and the materials covering the mould).
The methodology being used in the investigation being undertaken involves the cutting 
of small sections of the mould fragments and the mounting of these fragments within 
resin blocks which are then polished to provide a horizontal surface of a section through 
the body of the mould. These polished blocks are being viewed under a high definition 
microscope which allows us to see the microstructure of the upper surface, the base 
surface and the interior of the mould fragments. These results will be available very 
shortly.
Analysis part 2: gold-droplets (preliminary report).
Two gold droplets were identified on the surface of the mould fragments and non­
destructive PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission) analysis was carried out on them 
by Maria Filomena Guerra of the Centre de Recherche et de Restauration de Musees de 
France. This analysis has generated a data set for each of the droplets showing their 
chemical compositions. These are provided in table 8.02. A more detailed account of the 
generation of this data is provided in appendix G.
Au % Ag % Cu % Zn ppm Pb ppm Pd ppm Sn ppm Sb ppm
inclusion 1 98,8 0,9 0,2 667 72 23 162 26
98,7 0,8 0,3 1323 238 15 254 25
inclusion 2 98,1 1,8 0,1 212 171 63 16
98,3 1,4 0,1 484 229 21 490 19
Table 8.02: chemical compositions of the Essouk gold droplets.
What these results indicate when compared with available data on gold coin 
compositions (see e.g. Gondonneau & Guerra, 1999) is that the gold droplets have a 
very high purity level, being consistently above 98%. So far only preliminary 
comparisons have been made with Islamic coin compositions and therefore no statement 
will be made here on their relationship to North African gold coinage.
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Further processing of the results by Maria Filomena Guerra is in progress and a 
statement on the best fit with North African coinage chemical data will soon be 
available. While LA-ICP-MS (Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled Mass Spectrometry) 
has been proposed, due to the fact that this is a destructive process and there are only 
two of these incredibly rare droplets, this will not be carried out unless the PIXE 
analysis is seen to not be able to answer certain crucial questions currently pending.
Discussion.
The m eins o f Trans-Saharan trade.
The gold coin moulds of Essouk obviously indicate that at the period when they were 
produced a very significant Trans-Saharan Trade process was occurring as they provide 
clear evidence for the establishment and functioning of a supply system from the south 
of the Sahara of gold converted into a form where it is ready to enter directly into the 
Islamic monetary system, an operation which is not an indication of a fledgling trade 
system. The crucial significance of the gold coin moulds found at Essouk for the 
understanding of the pacing of trade is that the coin moulds date to before the 10 
century, the date which is commonly associated with the commencement of a 
significant Trans-Saharan Trade system, as we saw in chapter 1 and 2. The importance 
of this evidence for a significant pre-10 century Trans-Saharan Trade will be discussed 
extensively in chapter 10 and therefore will be discussed no further here.
The archaeological methodology o f  Trans-Saharan Trade investigation.
The crucial significance of the gold coin moulds for reflecting on the archaeological 
methodology of Trans-Saharan Trade investigation is that they come from the Eka 
horizon 6 deposits which are crucially earlier than the deposits where we first see major 
evidence for North African ‘luxury’ material culture imports, horizon 8/9 (see sects. 7.1, 
7.2, 7.3). This finding therefore is the first concrete evidence found within the study of 
Early Islamic trade archaeology in the Western Sahel to finally show the 
methodological fallacy of using the North African material cultural imports glass-beads, 
non-bead glass and glazed ceramics as a register of the development of Trans-Saharan 
Trade: the Essouk evidence clearly shows that major trade was flowing before these
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archaeologically recoverable luxury goods are a major commodity within the Trans- 
Saharan system.
Economic developments within the Trans-Saharan Trade.
Beyond the significance of the Essouk coin moulds for the information they provide 
about the pacing of trade and how they inject new concerns into one of the 
methodological cornerstones of Trans-Saharan Trade archaeology, the moulds have a 
huge significance for thinking about the economic development of the Trans-Saharan 
Trade process. To begin to appreciate their significance we need to revisit a quotation 
provided in chapter 1:
“ ... the Arab sources attest that gold existed in wrought form in West Africa; but apparently 
those in power south o f the Sahara, whether Muslim or not, never, even after 1050, turned this 
gold into coins. To this day no trace o f a die or mint has been found south o f the desert” 
(Devisse, 1988: 384-385).
In chapter 1 we critiqued this statement by presenting the Arabic documentary evidence 
for Early Tadmekka which referred to the circulation of a coinage at the town in the 11th 
Century (see Al-Bakri in appendix A). We suggested that while presenting an intriguing 
hypothesis, the documentary evidence was not sufficiently solid ground upon which to 
construct an entirely new view of the mechanisms of gold movement within the Trans- 
Saharan Trade. The Essouk archaeological evidence having now presented clear 
evidence for sub-Saharan gold coin production we are now required to make certain 
reassessments about the mechanisms of gold movement within the Trans-Saharan 
Trade.
What then is the historical significance of the fact that gold coins were minted south of 
the Sahara during the Early Islamic period? For an answer to this question I suggest we
aL
think about the period at which these coin moulds relate to, the 9 century. When we
thlook at the map of coin mints in the Muslim world in the pre-10 century era (see fig. 
8,10) we see that in North Africa gold coin mints are only present in Ifriqiya and in 
Egypt. This restriction was based largely on the fact that the main powers within the 
Muslim world saw the production of coinage to be clearly linked to power (see Devisse, 
1988). The Aghlabids in Ifriqiya and the Ikfashids in Egypt produced a gold coinage in 
addition to the Abbasid caliphate but in the Maghrib no gold coinage was struck in the 
pre-10th century era; for groups in the Maghreb to have commenced striking gold coins 
would have been tanamount to a proclamation of complete independence from the
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central Muslim powers and the setting up of a rival power centre. I suggest it is within 
this context that we should view the Essouk gold coin mint. I suggest that the minting of 
gold coins to the south o f the Sahara was a means for pre-10th century trading groups 
such as those at Sidjilmasa and Tahert to gain access to a gold coinage which could be 
used in local and international transaction without having to establish gold mints within 
their own domains which would have led to political conflict with the central powers of 
the Muslim world. Indeed when we think further about the importance of not 
establishing a rival coinage the documentary historical statement that the dinars of 
Essouk were ‘bald’ (i.e. without inscription) makes sense (see Al-Bakri appendix A). 
An uninscribed coinage could be used as a means of furthering the commercial flow of 
the Maghreb trade without this coinage connoting aggressive political overtones 
towards the Central Islamic authorities by it bearing an inscription relating to a new 
emerging ruler.
It is only in the 10th century when gold coins start to be minted in the far Muslim West 
with the Fatimid and the Umayyad establishment o f mints (Devisse, 1988). The 
establishment of those mints has been clearly associated with the establishment by these 
groups o f independence from the Central Islamic powers (Devisse, 1988). I suggest that 
while these groups were indeed the first to establish gold coin mints in the far Muslim 
west, before this time a significant flow o f ‘bald dinars’ were making their way across 
the Sahara, circulating in the Maghreb and making their way to the Central Islamic 
powers where they were struck with the sign of authority o f those powers and lost their 
‘bald’ character.
■  R*yy ■
Muhammadiyya- 
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Figure 8.10: gold coin mints on the eve of the Fatimid conquest (from Devisse, 1988).
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The origins o f the Trans-Saharan sold.
While the chemical study of the gold droplets on the moulds is not yet at a sufficiently 
advanced state to investigate further how the Essouk coinage might have made its way 
into the Islamic monetary system, we can however use it to make certain useful 
statements about the origins of the gold. When we look at a representative table of 
chemical compositions of Almoravid coinage from the late 11th and early 12th centuries 
(see table 8.04) we see that there are certain clear differences between these 
compositions and the Essouk gold compositions (Essouk compositions presented again 
in table 8.03). For instance we can observe that in the Almoravid coins the silver (Ag) 
content is significantly and consistently higher than in the Essouk gold. Likewise we see 
vast differences in the zinc (Zn) content between the Essouk and Almoravid gold. Lead 
(Pb) additionally seems to show a strong difference. I suggest these indications of 
difference should make us strongly consider that these are two very different gold types 
and therefore that the Essouk gold of the 9th century came from a different source from 
the Almoravid gold of the 11th and 12th centuries.
Given that the Almoravids are assumed to have gained the majority of their gold in the 
far west of the system from gold fields such as Bambuk and Bure (Miller, 2001), and 
given the location of Essouk further to the east, is it not likely that Essouk is receiving 
its gold from a source further east? I suggest the source we consider is that of Sirba to 
the south of Gao (see figure Int.03), a gold source which has been little investigated and 
discussed in the literature. In addition to proposing this idea simply on the basis that it is 
a source far away from the gold fields which the Almoravids are assumed to have 
exploited, the reason for suggesting this as a possible source is that Sirba is located 
close to Gao. In chapter 1 while we showed how Ghana in the west was perceived as the
tfi fUmajor power in the trade from the 10 century, we also referred to the fact that in the 9 
century Gao was perceived to be the greater power. Let us look at the quotation which 
refers to this:
“Then there is the kingdom o f Kawkaw, which is the greatest o f the realms of the Sudan, the
most important and powerful” (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 21).
I suggest we seriously consider that the significant flow of gold observed through 9th 
century Essouk is coming from the gold source located nearest to Gao, that being Sirba, 
and that the control of the flow from this gold source was one of the reasons why Gao
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was perceived to be so strong in the 9th century. This seems at the present time the best 
working hypothesis for our continuing investigation of the Essouk gold droplets.
Au % Ag % Cu % Zn ppm Pb ppm Pd ppm Sn ppm Sb ppm
inclusion 1 98,8 0,9 0,2 667 72 23 162 26
98,7 0,8 0,3 1323 238 15 254 25
inclusion 2 98,1 1,8 0,1 212 171 63 16
98,3 1,4 0,1 484 229 21 490 19
Table 8.03: chemical compositions o f the Essouk gold droplets (reproduction of table 8.02).
date (H) Au % Ag % Cu % Zn ppm Pb ppm Pd ppm Sb ppm Sn ppm Ru ppm Fe ppm
336 94,9 4,5 0,4 84 37 95 13 960
340 96,4 3,1 0,4 49 67 524
468 95,8 3,8 0,2 58 64 290 950
473 94,8 4,8 0,3 96 389 1155
476 95,2 4,4 0,2 63 84 103 907
476 96,2 3,5 0,2 58 26 27 1058
495 84,9 12,9 2,1 36 135 5 90 51 208
528 96,9 3,0 0,1 10 7 10 5 258
528 90,6 7,5 1,9 10 20 40 328
580-595 96,9 2,9 0,1 17 76 12 104 445
Table 8.04: Chemical compositions o f  some Almoravid coins (from Maria Filomena Guerra: see 
appendix G)
Comparison with other sites.
When we reflect further on data from other sites in light of the Essouk findings we see 
some interesting findings. We have already shown that the Essouk coin moulds are 
similar to the Tegdaoust ‘glass bead moulds’. When we look at the literature related to 
these ‘bead moulds’ from Tegdaoust we see that interestingly there is actually no 
definitive evidence that these are bead moulds (Vanacker, 1979). When we look more 
closely at the literature relating to these ‘glass bead moulds’, indeed we see that the 
archaeologist who has interpreted these as glass bead moulds does also raise the 
possibility that they could have been used for making metal beads (Vanacker, 1979:47). 
Indeed another author has gone one step further and suggested these could have been 
used to make ‘gold beads’ (Delaroziere, 1994: 46-47). Given the Essouk findings I 
suggest it is distinctly possible that these ‘glass bead moulds’ for which there is no clear 
evidence that they were used to make glass beads are none other than gold coin moulds 
like the Essouk moulds. Crucially the Tegdaoust evidence is like at Essouk found as
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early as the 9th century (also found dated to the 10th and 11th centuries). When we look 
beyond Tegdaoust while we see that none have been found from Koumbi Saleh 
(Berthier, 1997: 50) we see that at Gao according to an informant ‘bead moulds’ similar 
to the Tegdaoust ones were found on the surface there (Insoll & Shaw, 1997: 16). Given 
the Essouk evidence I suggest that a careful study of the existing ‘glass bead moulds’ 
from Tegdaoust would be a profitable exercise to investigate whether they are not after 
all gold coin moulds. Likewise a search of the surface remains at Gao would be of 
interest to see if further evidence of a gold coin industry in the sub-Saharan regions can 
be found.
Section 8.3: Other metal working remains.
During the excavations 35 ‘slag’ specimens were recovered, the result of metal working 
at Essouk. The distribution of the specimens within the occupational deposits was as 
follows:
Eka horizon 2 = 1  specimen 
Eka horizon 3 = 2 specimens 
Eka horizon 5 = 1 specimen 
Eka horizon 6 = 1 0  specimens 
Eka horizon 9 = 5 specimens 
Eka horizon 12 = 1 specimen 
Eka horizon 13 = 1 specimen 
Eka horizon 14 = 3 specimens 
Ekb horizon 1 = 4  specimens 
Ekb horizon 2 = 6 specimens 
Ekb horizon 3 = 1 specimen
17 of these specimens were prepared for microscopic investigation by Professor Thilo 
Rehren, the samples being cut, mounted in resin and then polished. The results of this 
investigation are contained in appendix H. What these results show is that the majority 
of the samples result from iron production though there are instances also of copper and 
gold working evidenced. Appendix H shows that the analysis produced a wealth of 
detailed information on the metal working industries of Essouk which is to be activated 
in a forthcoming publication.
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Section 8.4: ceramic objects.
Ceramic objects found at the site which are not pots are very limited. Provided here are 
illustrations o f the additional objects that were found (fig. 8.11) together with tables 
showing their frequency distribution (tables 8.05 & 8.06), table 8.05 also providing 
identifications o f the objects which could be identified. No detailed discussion o f these 
objects will be provided. The only essential additional information to provide is that 
relating to object V7, a gold weight. It is noted that the weight o f this item is 13.6grams, 
a weight which corresponds well with the Islamic weight standard for gold weights (see 
Garrard, 1982).
n
V7 (Eka-78) V12b (Ekb-10) VI (Eka-14)
1
(idealized section 
showing 'funnel' hole)V5 (Ekc-7)
/
/
/
I
II
V8 (Eka-43) (view of perforation)
Figure 8.11: illustration of non-pottery ceramic objects from Essouk.
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fo rm  ty p e e k a  p e r io d  1 e k a  p e r io d  2 E k a  p e r io d  3 a ek a  p e r io d  3b e k a  p e r io d  4
V01 ( ? ) 1
v05 (cast for metal 
production)
v06 (spindle whorl?) 1
v07 (gold weight) 1
v08 (spindle whorl) 1 1
vlO (spoon) 1
vl2b ( ? )
vl3 ( ? )
Table 8.05: frequency distribution of non-pottery ceramic objects from unit Eka.
| fo rm  ty p e e k b  h o r i z o n  1 e k b  h o r iz o n  2 & 3 eke h o r iz o n  1 eke h o r izo n  2 & 3
V01
v05 1
v06
v07
v08
vlO 1
vl2b 1
vl3 1
Table 8.06: frequency distribution of non-pottery ceramic objects from units Ekb/Ekc.
Section 8.5: Stone artefacts (not including semi-precious stone).
Flint tools and flint working debris.
The following flint artefacts were recorded at Essouk:
Eka Horizon 4
•EKA-110 -  transverse and denticulate; broken; fine chert/silex (see fig. 8.12); brown; 
working of the flint seen only on edges of the object; 2.6cm, 2.4cm, 0.3cm.
Eka horizon 6
•Eka-95 -  flint debitage; yellow; 2.2cm, 1.4cm, 0.7cm.
•Eka-93 -  Flint debitage (core?); brown interior, white surface with purple areas; 
3.6cm, 2.7cm, 1.4cm.
•Eka-93 -  Flint debitage; brown; 1.7cm, 0.9cm, 0.4cm.
•Eka-93 -  Flint debitage; yellow; 1.5cm, 0.6cm, 0.5cm.
Eka horizon 8
•Eka-str.25 -  Flint scraper; brown; 5.6cm, 4.1cm, 1.2cm.
Eka horizon 9
•Eka-87 -  Broken bladelet; retouched; chert; yellow; 2.5cm, 1cm, 0.5cm (see fig.8.12)
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Eka horizon 11
•Eka-70 -  Unworked flint; brown; 3.3cm, 2.5cm, 0.9cm.
Eka horizon 13
•Eka-30 -  Flint debitage; brown; 1.8cm, 1.4cm, 0.5cm.
From the evidence seen here it appears that flint artefacts were used on a small scale but 
consistently during the occupation of Essouk. For the majority of the flint remains it is 
difficult to ascertain the exact tool or function the remains relate to. Flowever we do see 
two arrowheads (fig. 8.12). The evidencing of flint arrowheads does initially make one 
think that these artefacts have appeared in the occupation sequence through a process of 
curation rather than having been manufactured by the Early Islamic populations as this 
technology is commonly seen to relate to a far earlier cultural epoch than the Early 
Islamic era. This said, one must not of course rule out the possibility that they were 
produced at the time they relate to stratigraphically. The evidencing of the scraper 
however seems far more likely the kind of tool that would have been produced through 
the flint-working we see consistent but small scale evidence for.
Figure 8.12: flint arrow-heads excavated at Essouk.
Colorants.
Figure 8.13: colorants excavated at Essouk.
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The following Hematite (red ochre) and Jarosite (yellow) artifacts were excavated at 
Essouk (3 dimensional measurements provided in descriptions are centimetre 
measurements):
Eka Horizon 13
•Eka-30 -  unworked hematite; 1.8, 1.4, 1.4.
•Eka-17 -  worked hematite; 1.7, 1, 0.4.
•Eka-14-unworked hematite; 2.2, 1.5, 1.3.
•Eka-14 -  worked hematite; 1.7, 1.3, 0.7.
•Eka-14 -  unworked hematite; 1.8, 1, 0.8.
Eka horizon 14
•Eka-11 -  worked hematite; 3.3, 1.7, 1.
•Eka-11 -  worked hematite; 1.3, 1, 0.9.
•Eka-11 -  worked hematite; 1.8, 0.7, 0.6 
•Eka-11 -  unworked jarosite; 1.6, 1.2, 0.4 
•Eka-11 -  unworked jarosite; 1.6, 1.4, 0.5 
•Eka-11 -  unworked jarosite; 1.7, 0.8, 0.4 
•Eka-11 -  unworked jarosite; 1.5, 0.8, 0.2 
•Eka-8 -  unworked hematite; 1.5, 0.9, 0.8.
•Eka-7 -  worked hematite; 2.6, 1.9, 1.7.
•Eka-7 -  unworked hematite; 1.9, 1.1, 0.9.
Hematite (Red ochre) and Jarosite (Yellow), have been evidenced ethnographically to 
have been used as make-up (Insoll, 2000: 32-33), decorative architectural pigment 
(Berthier, 1997:95), pottery colorants (Ibid.), and for staining leather (Ibid.). Colorants 
have been excavated at Gao (Insoll, 2000: 132-134) and Koumbi Saleh (Berthier, 1997: 
95). That the colorants excavated at Essouk are not ‘naturally’ occurring in the deposits 
is clearly seen in the fact that many of them are worked, showing planed surfaces (see 
e.g. fig. 8.13, no.2). It is most likely that these colorants therefore relate to uses such as 
those documented ethnographically in the Western Sahel.
A clear pattern can be seen in the distribution of the colorants at Essouk as while fairly 
large quantities of these colorants are found in the last two horizons of the sequence, 
they are not present before this. While this is so, the presence of red-ochre decorated 
architectural forms from previous horizons should make us think that colorants were 
most probably in use previously. We are perhaps therefore simply seeing different uses 
of colorants in the last two horizons of the sequence.
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Other stone artefacts.
3 stone artefacts were found which fit into neither of the stone categories so far 
described. The first of these is a bracelet or arm-ring made from a grey granite found in 
context Ekb-12 (see fig. 8.14). The second of these is a base fragment of a bowl made 
from a cream sandstone with a pink tinge (minimal silicification) found in Eka wall 3 
(see fig. 8.14); the only function which can be suggested for this bowl is for the 
preparation of cereals though there is no clear evidence for this and it could relate to 
quite a different use altogether. The third item found, a statuette (fig. 8.15) -  type of 
stone undetermined -  was found in a survey context in an area of the site not excavated 
(Eks-97). The statuette represents a person though with no clear determining sexual 
characteristics. While all the limbs of the statuette are missing one can see that it 
originally had a head which was attached separately as a fairly deep hole is bored 
vertically into its neck to insert this. The intriguing thing about this statuette at Essouk 
is obviously the fact that its representational nature is not in accord with the dictates of 
Islam which forbids the representation of the human form. Given the fact that the object 
was not found in a dateable context it is however impossible to determine whether it is 
pre-Islamic or related to the Islamic era occupation of Essouk.
Figure 8.14: bracelet/arm-ring from Ekb-12 (Left); base o f  stone bowl from Eka wall 3 (horizon 13).
RearFront
Scale Centimetres
Figure 8.15: stone statuette found in survey zone EKS-97.
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CHAPTER 9.
Essouk ecofacts.
Section 9.1: Introduction.
Within this chapter brief summaries are provided of the three categories of ecofactual 
evidence excavated at Essouk: shells, botanical remains and faunal remains. As all of 
these categories of remains are presented in detail in appendices I, J and K what is 
provided here are simply the basic frequency distribution tables for each category of 
evidence together with a brief highlighting of important patterns within the data drawn 
on in the remainder of the thesis.
Section 9.2: shells (not including Cowrie shells).
The shell remains from Essouk were studied by Dr Jane Sidell of the Institute of 
Archaeology. Table 9.01 shows all the shells recovered during the excavations which 
were not Cowrie shells. What this shows is that only one of these shells was clearly 
identified as not ostrich shell (Eke 11). Regarding the distribution of the ostrich eggshell 
we see a clear pattern within the sequence of unit Eka, that being that the vast majority 
of ostrich eggshell was found in horizons 13 and 14 (18 of 25 specimens). As Sidell 
comments (see appendix I) very few of the specimens relate to hatched eggs suggesting 
the presence of the shell relates to the consumption of the eggs rather than the shell 
being used for other purposes such as bead making. Given this finding it seems most 
likely that the large rise in ostrich eggshell seen in horizons 13 and 14 in unit Eka 
relates to a change in dietary practices at that time.
Table on following page.
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Context
Number
Sample
No.
No.
Fragments
Comments thickness Hatched? Identification
EKA 1 A 2 Some abrasion, good 
pore clusters
1.8mm Possibly Ostrich
EKA 1 B 2 Badly abraded, 
?sooting, good pore 
clusters
1.7mm No Ostrich
EKA 10 A 1 Well preserved with 
orange outer colouring
2.1mm No Ostrich
EKA 10 B 1 Well preserved, buff 
outer colour, good pore 
clusters
1.9mm Possibly Ostrich
EKA 10 C 1 Badly eroded 1.8mm Too eroded Too eroded
EKA 18 1 Well preserved, ?partly 
sooted
2.2mm Yes Ostrich
Wall 3 3 Eroded, ?mould present 1.4mm Too eroded ? Ostrich
EKA 38 1 Slightly abraded, good 
pore clusters
1.7mm Probably Ostrich
EKA 45 6 Badly eroded with 
?mould present
1.4mm Too eroded Too eroded
EKA 78 1 Eroded 1.4mm No ? Ostrich
EKA 85 A 2 Eroded with ?mould 
present
1.1mm Too eroded Too eroded
EKA 85 B 2 Eroded with ?mould 
present
1.4mm Too eroded Too eroded
EKA 95 1 Little erosion 1.6mm No ? Ostrich
EKA 97 1 Little erosion 1.6mm No ? Ostrich
EKB 3 A 1 Well preserved 1.8mm Possibly Ostrich
EKB 3 B 1 Little erosion 1.9mm Possibly Ostrich
EKB 4 1 Well preserved 2.0mm No Ostrich
EKC 2 1 Well preserved, orange 
external colouring with 
cracked effect
1.8mm No Ostrich
EKC 7 A 1 Little erosion 1.7mm Too eroded ? Ostrich
EKC 7 B 1 Little erosion 1.8mm Too eroded Ostrich
EKC7 C 1 Badly eroded 1.6mm Too eroded Too eroded
EKC 7 D 1 Badly eroded 1.6mm Too eroded Too eroded
EKC 7 E 2 Eroded with ?mould 
present
1.6mm No ?ostrich
EKC 11 1 Very well preserved 0.25mm no Not ostrich
Table 9.01: the eggshell from Essouk.
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Section 9.3: Botanical remains.
The botanical remains were studied by Dr Mary-Anne Murray (Giza project, Egypt). 
From Table 9.02 certain important patterns can be seen within the botanical remains 
relevant to our analysis (it is noted that botanical sampling was only undertaken for unit 
Eka). The first important pattern we see is in the presence of wheat in the Essouk 
sequence (triticum varieties,). The importance of evidencing wheat is that this is not a 
cereal that was cultivated south of the Sahara in the Early Islamic period (see Murray in 
Appendix J). Its presence at Essouk shows therefore that this cereal was being imported 
across the Sahara. While not a huge amount of wheat grains were recovered, when we 
look at the presence of wheat compared with other botanical remains evidenced we can 
see that wheat is one of the more common cultigens found at Essouk. What we therefore 
seem to be seeing evidence for is that at least relatively significant quantities of staple 
starch products were being shipped across the Sahara, a significant finding as this is not 
one of the North African commodities commonly referred to as brought across the 
Sahara. Most likely this was to provision merchants at Essouk habituated to North 
African dietary practices. When we look further at Table 9.02 we see significantly that 
wheat is present from the very first occupations associated with permanent architecture 
(see context 113 in table 9.02), therefore providing evidence not only for Trans-Saharan
i L
Trade at this time (c.8 century) but showing that even staple cereals were being taken 
across the Sahara at this time and not simply luxury North African material culture 
items.
There are two other significant findings within the botanical investigation to note for 
our analysis. Firstly we see the presence of cotton seeds (Gossypium) in horizons 10 and 
11 (see table 9.02). It is clear that cotton was not being cultivated in the arid 
environment of Essouk. What this clearly shows therefore is that unprocessed cotton 
was being transported within the Trans-Saharan system, a finding not having been 
considered previously. The second additional finding to note is that the period 4 
deposits associated with the final occupations of the site clearly show a marked increase 
in the presence of fruit specimens (see table 9.02). This pattern seen for the differential 
distribution of fruit remains does suggest that this is an indicator of a change in dietary 
practices in period 4. See appendix J for further discussion of these issues.
Table on following page.
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Sam ple N um ber 3 5 18 21 26 29 39 43 45 large
pot
61 76 77 77a 79 83 85 89 103 113 118 •/.
Horizon 14 14 13 13 13 13 13 12 13 13 11 II 10 10 10 9 9 8 5 3 2
Period 4 3 2 1
C ERE A LS
Tnticum durum rachis 1 *> 9.5
Tnttcum aestivum durum grain 1 1 4 1 2vv 24
Pennisetum cf. glaucum 1 1 3w Itv 19
Digitaria cf. exihs 1 8
Paniciim c f  laelnm 1 8
Echinochloa sp. 1 1 9.5
cf. Braciaria Setana lemmas & 
paleas X 8
Paniceae glumes X' 8
Cereal grain indeterminate l\v 8
Cereal chaff indeterminate 1 8
8Cereal culm node 1
L E G l'M E S
Tngcmella type 4 8
9.5Prosopis sp. 2 1
Acciau sp. 1 1 1 14.3
cf. Acacia sp. 1 2 9.5
Fahacae 2 3w 9.5
F R l 'lT S
Ziziphus lruit fragments 1 1 5 14.3
Balanites aegyptica 1 8
Phoenix dactilifeia 2 8
8Ci tin this c f  lanatns 1
c f  Fruit sione fragment 1 8
Fruit pip (pointed) 2 1 9.5
Fruit fragment indet. 1 8
O IL /F IB R E  PLANTS
Gossypium sp. 1 1 9.5
Linum sp. 1 8
W ILD A A T ED TA X A
Dactylocteniiim aegvptnim 1 8
Acanthospermum hispidum 1 3 9.5
cf. Boerhavta sp. 2 8
Portulaca cf. oleracea 1 1 9.5
Apiaceae 1 8
cf. Chenopodiaceae 2 8
c f  C a n  ophyllacae 7 8
Caryophyllales 1 8
Poacae indet. Type A 1 8
Poocae indet. 2 7 9.5
Cyperus sp. 10 8
O T H E R
Seed indeterminate - Type A llav 8
Seed indeterminate 2 1 1 2 l+2w 15vv 29
Vesicular indeterminate 8w 8
c f  Fungus fragments 3 8
Animal dung X X X X X X X 33.3
Table 9.02: Essouk botanical taxa frequency distribution (w - from wood charcoal sample)
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Section 9.4: Faunal remains.
The faunal remains were studied by Dr Kevin MacDonald. Table 9.03 clearly shows 
that the main animals consumed at Essouk were sheep and goat with domestic cattle 
also being a significant presence (unit Ekb/Ekc table also provided in Appendix K). In 
Appendix K MacDonald discusses the more detailed conclusions which can be made by 
studying the assemblages relating to these taxa as well as all the various other taxa 
encountered. For the purposes of our discussion only one particular pattern within the 
assemblage will be highlighted from the findings of MacDonald’s specialist study, that 
being the finding of dog bones in relatively significant quantities. MacDonald clearly 
communicates in his report that a sufficient number of the dog bones found showed 
signs of charring to clearly indicate that dogs were being eaten at Essouk. It is a well- 
known fact that within the Muslim faith the eating of dogs (known as carnifagi) is not 
permitted. The faunal assemblage clearly shows therefore that at the important Islamic 
centre of Tadmekka that dietary practices were pursued which were not in strict 
accordance with the Muslim faith. When we look at table 9.03 we seem to be able to 
bring clear precision to the chronology of carnifagi at Essouk, that being that it is 
almost wholly confined to period 4, or c. 1300-1400AD.
Table on following page.
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Taxa Unit EKA period 1
Unit EKA 
period 2
Unit EKA I Unit EKA 
period 3a period 3b
Unit EKA 
period 4
Gazella cf. dorcas (Dorcas gazelle)
Ovis/Capra (sheep or goat) 44 24 75 75
Ovis aries (sheep) 1 0 6 2
Capra hircus (goat) 3 2 0 3
Bos sp. (domestic cattle) 2 10 6 7 34
Small-medium bovid 40 16 67 46
Large-medium bovid 7 0 2 4
Large bovid 4 4 6 9
Equus asinus (donkey)
Equus cf. caballus (horse)
Camelus dromedarius (dromedary 
camel) 1
Canis cf. familiaris (dog) 3 1 0 17
Indet. small carnivore 1
Hyaena hyaena (striped hyaena) 4
Ga//us/Numidinae (chicken or 
guineafowl) 1 0
0
0
Gallus gallus (chicken)
Ardea cf. cinerea (Grey Heron) 1
Rodentia (rodent) 2
Varanus exanthematicus (monitor lizard) 2
Pisces gen. et. sp. indet. (indet. fish) 1
Total 2 113 53 163 202
Table 9.03: NISP (number of individual specimens) for faunal remains from unit Eka.
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CHAPTER 10.
The grand-movements in the Early Islamic trade seen through the
southern centres: culture and power.
Section 10.1: The 8th and 9th centuries: The settlement of Essouk-Tadmekka 
in the Avant-Garde of trade.
As we saw in the opening part of this thesis, the traditional thinking on the development 
of the Early Islamic trade with West Africa has ascribed a 10th century date to the 
commencement of ‘significant trade’, a result supposedly of the unprecedented, large- 
scale economic, military and organizational investment by the Fatimids and the 
Umayyads which allowed the hazardous Trans-Saharan landscape to be pacified 
(Devisse, 1988; Insoll, 2003). Seemingly offering solid support for this view were the 
earliest Arabic texts within the traditional canon which tend to paint a picture of the 
desert routes before the 10th century boom as little traversed due to problems presented 
by the harsh landscape or the predation of the Sanhadja nomads (see e.g, Levtzion & 
Hopkins, 1981: 41, 45). In addition this view has seemed to be supported by the 
findings of archaeology which have reportedly evidenced no significant trade prior to 
the 10th century (Devisse, 1988; Insoll, 2003: chapter 5). However, we saw in chapter 1 
that while this opinion is dominant it is by no means unchallenged as there is a 
significant scholarly minority who have claimed that Islamic led trade was booming in
t lithe pre-10 century era, a view based principally around documents little referred to by 
the ‘dominant’ authorities, documents relating to the pre-10th century trading activities 
of the Ibadi (cf. Lewicki, 1962). Yet, while this minority voice had for a period started 
to seriously challenge the mainstream literature (Levtzion, 1978), an initial failure to 
find archaeological evidence has meant that in recent years the critical school of thought 
based around the Ibadi documents (e.g. Savage, 1992; El Ghali, 2003: 232-235) seems 
to have lost some of its force. It is easy to see how without material evidence to the 
contrary, the references to pre-10th century trade by Ibadi scholars can be presented as 
no more than documentation of the daring but ultimately ineffectual exploits of 
mavericks. Critically, however, the Essouk archaeological evidence presented in the 
previous chapters indicates significant pre-10 century Trans-Saharan Trade and 
therefore provides new life to the debate.
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The first suggestive evidence we have seen from Essouk indicating trade activities were
• • thtaking place there in the pre-10 century era comes from the deposits associated with a 
mid-8th century occupation (Unit Eka, horizon 3). Most obviously, this evidence is the 
permanent architecture which we first see in this horizon. As was indicated in sect. 5.2 
this architecture is of a high quality construction indicating a major investment of 
capital in the landscape by its builders. The fact that this marginal Sahelo-Saharan 
region had little if any settlement for around half a millennium prior to this point makes 
one look for a reason for this capital investment. One cannot help but think that the 
positioning of this settlement at the northern limit of the Sahel zone touching on the 
Sahara proper would have been to serve as a first touch-down point for caravans coming
thacross the Sahara. The sense that this 8 century development of permanent architecture 
is associated with Trans-Saharan Trade appears to be borne out when we look closely at 
the other archaeological evidence from this depth. Associated with this first evidence of 
permanent architecture we see the first portable material culture item with a Trans- 
Saharan provenance, a fragment of vessel glass. While this is only one artefact, the 
nature of this artefact is crucial: vessel glass is not normally associated with ‘down the 
line trade’ and it appears to indicate either a high-end gift exchange of a complete glass 
vessel or broken vessel glass moved as cullet for reuse in a local industry (e.g. glass 
bead making). Either of these forms of trade provide tantalizing evidence of a fairly 
significant trade process with North Africa. Further suggestive evidence of significant 
Trans-Saharan Trade is provided by the wheat grains also found in this horizon, grains 
which must have a northern origin as there is no evidence for wheat’s cultivation 
outside of the Nile basin and the North African littoral at this time (see appendix J). 
While this botanical evidence must be approached cautiously given the observation of 
the movement of seeds within the stratigraphy (see sect. 5.5), the fact that in the same 
deposits we see a couscousiere fragment -  an object relating to preparation of starch 
staples with a North African origin -  leads one to think that this combined evidence is a
• thsign that starch staples were being exported across the Sahara in the early 8 century, 
once more suggesting association with a fairly major Trans-Saharan caravan enterprise.
Thus, even though we are not seeing a profusion of North African luxury portable 
material culture items -  the usual acknowledged markers of trade -  the presence of 
vessel glass coupled with evidence for the movement of starch staples and the 
association of both of these forms of evidence with significant permanent stone 
architecture is compelling evidence for Essouk as a trade entrepot of some standing at
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the time of horizon 3 occupation. When we look to the horizon immediately above or 
afterwards (horizon 4), an occupation dated to the late 8th century, we see even clearer 
evidence of significant trade activity, this being an iron key that was found. As was 
argued earlier (see sect. 8.1), a key can only mean that something of value is being 
locked up. It seems highly likely that this key relates either to the locking up of 
merchandise, whether resources from the south (gold or slaves?) or the locking up of 
stored merchandise from the north. The fact that there is no known practice of 
manufacturing and using lock mechanisms at this time in the Sahel suggests this relates 
to the presence of a trader associated with North African trade systems.
While the evidence from horizons 3 and 4 makes the argument for an 8th century
thsignificant trade tenable, in the 9 century deposits we see an even higher level of 
archaeological proof for a major Trans-Saharan Trade operation, this evidence being the 
gold coin moulds. While again not associated with major quantities of the standard 
indicators of Trans-Saharan Trade -  vessel glass, glass beads and glazed ceramics -  one 
could not get clearer archaeological evidence of significant Trans-Saharan Trade. This 
is definite evidence of Essouk’s participation during the 9th century in a major, 
organized Trans-Saharan Trade enterprise. If we do not see gold coin moulds before the
th9 century in our limited excavated sample this does not mean that this gold trade did 
not start earlier — it is simply that we do not yet have earlier material evidence. Indeed, 
the fact that this trade has reached the stage of gold coin minting in the southern towns 
by the 9th century makes one think this system had an earlier period of development at
thEssouk and lends further support to the highly suggestive evidence for trade in the 8 
century. Thus the Essouk archaeological evidence points to a significant level of long 
distance trade activity in the 8th century and at least from the 9th century a highly 
developed commercial operation. It seems no longer possible to maintain that the pre- 
10th century trade was a mere trickle of goods or the occasional filtering through of 
slaves. Once the material evidence is available, the view that the sophisticated trading 
system encountered by Hawqal in the 10th century must have taken a long time to 
develop begins to seem a sound one (Levtzion, 1978: 646).
The Ibadi trade touted by minority scholars does therefore appear to have a measure of 
support from the excavations at Essouk. How then was the trade system of the Ibadi 
able to have functioned when the hazardous desert was supposed to be so unpropitious 
for trade? It is clear that conceptions of the pre-10th century socio-cultural landscape
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need to be rethought to understand the evidence for a significant pre-10th century trade 
having taken place. While one potential avenue of investigation might be a reassessment 
of the political and military power of the Ibadi, the evidence of Ibadi activities in the 
Trans-Saharan Trade does not appear to point to a military or political expansion 
associated with trade (see Savage, 1992; El Ghali, 2003). I suggest that a far more 
productive avenue for rethinking the pre-10 century trade is to investigate the nature of 
the Ibadi culture. I maintain the nature of the Ibadi cultural make-up would have 
enabled them to establish significant Trans-Saharan Trade relations.
The traditional idea of the early Ibadi trading communities in North Africa is that they 
were dominated by Zenata groups from the Berber societies of the North African coastal 
plain and could be clearly distinguished from the Sanhadja of the desert whose territory 
they had to move through:
‘The Berber traders who engaged in these relations [Trans-Saharan] generally belonged to the 
various groups o f  the Zanata. As fo r the Saharans o f  Sanhadja stock, they often served as guides 
fo r  the caravans equipped by North African traders from  Sidjilmasa, Tahert, Tlemcen, 
Kayrawan or Tripoli, and also escorted these caravans under the protection o f  the Sanhadja 
chiefs o f  Awdaghust, Tadmekka and other places ’
(Lewicki, 1988: 281).
Working within this conceptual framework, the early exploits of the Ibadi traders appear 
highly dependent upon the acquiescence of the Sanhadja who guide them through an 
essentially foreign and dangerous territory. While asserting that significant trade 
occurred under the Ibadis, this account offers little clear analytical explanation of how 
they set up significant trade relations so easily and quickly and how they were able to 
diffuse the ‘traditional enmities’ which are so often seen to have caused 
Zenata/Sanhadja conflict and thereby threatened the stability of the trade system (Hrbek, 
1988: 322-323). I suggest that findings which point to the Ibadi in fact not being 
majority Zenata in the pre-10th century era, offer the key to a more adequate explanation 
of how the Ibadi trade flourished. A close look at the early documentary references to 
the Ibadi shows that as an initial group they were not solely Zenata traders but were 
composed of significant Sanhadja elements: the Howwara (Hachid, 2006: 109). Some 
even suggest the Ibadi were majority Sanhadja (Vikor, 1987: 81), information which 
has not been sufficiently recognized by the leading Ibadi scholar Lewicki. Such 
information indicating that the Ibadi were a mixed Zenata/Sanhadja group is crucial. 
When we recognize that the initial Ibadi trading communities were composed of 
significant numbers of Sanhadja we can see how as a trading community they would
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already have possessed an access card to the desert: being partly Sanhadja they would 
have been able to link into existing trade networks and establish contact with the 
southern Saharan areas and resources; being partly Sanhadja they would also have had a 
robust relationship with desert communities to guard against damage to commercial 
operations caused by potential Zenata><Sanhadja ethnic conflicts. With time and 
increasing conversion to Ibadi Islam, of which there is good evidence (Savage, 1992), 
the Ibadi trading community would cease to have been defined as a wholly North 
African phenomenon and with the increasing integration of Ibadism into Saharan 
communities the Ibadi structure of trade would have become progressively more secure. 
In addition to proselytization of Islam, intermarriage and cross-cultural marriages or 
liaisons are other ways in which the Ibadi would seem to have become integrated into 
the socio-cultural structures of the Trans-Saharan regions, the most striking example of 
this cultural mixing being Abu Yazid who became an Ibadi leader, bom the son of an 
Ibadi merchant and Sahelian slave girl at the end of the 9th century (Levtzion & 
Hopkins, 1981: 154). It would seem therefore that the Ibadi faith and the cultural links it 
forged between North African and Sahelo-Saharan societies provided the crucial 
structural link between these various socio-cultural systems which could overcome 
potential enmities and enable trade to flourish to meet the economic demands of the 
expanding Islamic world. This blend of cultural mixing and religious proselytizing 
seems to offer the best explanation of how the significant trade seen at Essouk in the 
pre-10th century era came about.
While so far we have discussed issues of cultural mixing in relation to the trade system
• t h  • •as a whole, a revisiting of the 10 century documentary historical evidence regarding 
Essouk also demonstrates signs of cultural mixing at the local scale in the pre-10th 
century period and I suggest we consider this evidence in the light of the discussion 
above. The documentary evidence I am referring to is the account of the ‘Tadmakka’ 
(Essouk) region by Ibn Hawqal. An excerpt from this account is as follows:
These are the tribes o f the pure Sanhaja. As for the Banu Tanamak, the kings o f Tadmakka, 
and the tribes related to them, it is said that they were originally Sudan whose skin and 
complexion became white because they live close to the North and far from the land of 
Kawkaw, and that they descend on their mother’s side from the progeny o f Ham. ... Some 
say, however, that they actually belong to the Sanhaja. Those who attach the Banu Tanamak 
to the descendants o f Ham base themselves on the theory o f al-Kindi that the whites, when 
they breed for seven generations in the land o f the Sudan, take on their external appearance 
and black colour. Also for the Sudan, when they procreate in the country o f the whites for 
seven generations, assume their appearance, their white colour and the purity o f their 
complexion.
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The supreme kings o f Tadmakka in our time are Fusahr b. Alfara and Inaw b. Sabanzak.
They are the rulers, who combine leadership with learning, jurisprudence, and political skill, 
as well as some knowledge o f biographies and they are versed in traditions and history. They 
are Banu Tanamak.
(Ibn Hawqal, wr.988) (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 50-51) [see appendix A for full account 
o f Tadmakka by Hawqal]
The specific reference of Hawqal to the Tadmekka region as being an area of 
noteworthy cultural and ethnic mixing seems very good evidence for maintaining that in
ththe 10 century the people of Tadmekka and its region were a mix of Berber and 
Sudanic peoples. What is more we seem to be able to deduce that the mixed nature of 
the population derived from a long process of cultural interaction. This quote of Hawqal 
and the cultural mixing it implies has been discussed before, most recently by Moraes 
Farias (2003: cxl-cxli) who sees in it an indication of black Sudanic groups having 
moved North into a predominant Berber zone, intermarried and over a long period 
become increasingly a part of the Berber world. Moraes Farias also suggests this mixing 
could be associated with a Trans-Saharan Trade (2003: cxl-cxli). I suggest that within 
the context of our findings and discussion, the latter suggestion is highly likely. When 
we think in terms of the Ibadi alliances we have been discussing in the Northern sector 
of the Trans-Saharan system, we can surely see how Hawqal’s quote could well be 
referring to a similar process taking place at the far southern end of the Trans-Saharan 
system. Indeed, when we consider the reference of Hawqal to power sharing by two 
descent groups at Tadmekka -  suggestive as it is of some kind of organized alliance 
between different groups with different cultural traditions -  together with the 
knowledge that this cultural and political relationship is taking place at a locality which 
is a focus of early Trans-Saharan Trade, it seems hard to believe that there is not an 
association between this cultural mixing and the early trade. The likely existence of a 
long history of interaction between Berber and Sudanic peoples for the purposes of 
trade is perhaps something that we have not conceived of at the far south of the Trans- 
Saharan system, accustomed as we are to think of the Berber><Sudanic relationship in 
conflictual terms, either in terms of the long tradition of the Berber use of Sudanic 
slaves or, in the context of Mali, in the more recent aggression manifested in the Civil 
War. The Essouk evidence suggests we should consider alternative relationships to have 
existed historically and in particular during the Early stages of Islamic Trans-Saharan 
Trade.
While one must be cautious about seeing direct archaeological correlates for the 
hypothesized process of cultural mixing or interaction at Tadmekka discussed above, it
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is difficult to ignore the distinct presence of ceramics with obvious Sudanic affiliations 
appearing at Essouk together with the first evidence for permanent architecture and our 
hypothesized commencement of significant trade in horizon 3 (e.g. accordion-pleat 
roulette decorated ceramics [CR-4]; see sect. 6.4). While these pots could have arrived 
as containers through trade or represent the presence of a caste of Sudanic slave- 
labourers, we should also consider that these could just as well be evidence of groups 
moving into the region for trade, alliance and intermarriage. While currently impossible 
to prove either way, it provides further evidence for reflection.
While the movement of an ethnically hybridized group of the Ibadi in regions north of 
Essouk would appear to explain how trade was enabled in this direction, and while we 
have suggested that mixed groups at Essouk-Tadmekka may have also facilitated trade 
directly to the south, what of other areas of the West African Sahel? Was significant 
trade restricted to the Essouk-Tadmekka north-south corridor? From the documentary 
historical evidence relating to the movements of the Ibadi this would not appear to be 
the case as the region of Kawar (Niger) has been seen to have been more important to 
Ibadi trade than the region of Essouk in the pre-10th century era (Savage, 1992: 367). 
The lack of excavation at the sites along the Kawar trade route (see Lange & Berthoud,
th1977) is sufficient explanation why there is no physical evidence of a pre-10 century 
Ibadi trade as yet from this area. In light of the Essouk findings, combined with the 
strong suggestions of early Ibadi links with Kawar, it seems likely that properly targeted 
excavations would evidence significant pre-10th century trade connections. If the Kawar
thregion may have been part of the Ibadi 10 century trade web, what about regions to the
thwest ? It is debateable whether the Ibadi operated west of Essouk in the pre-10 century 
era, this being at the margins of their historically asserted sphere of influence. While 
this is so, there is another Khajirite group who have been overlooked until now who 
would appear to have been equally well placed to become involved in a significant pre- 
10th century trade: the Sufrites, whose capital was founded in the mid-8th century at 
Sidjilmasa in Morocco (El Ghali, 2003: 103). This location was to become the principal 
northern Trans-Saharan entrepot in the centuries which followed.
The important thing about the Sufrites of Sidjilmasa for our analysis is that they were a 
mixed population of Miknasa nomads and Sanhadja (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 65; El 
Ghali, 2003: 103-105). Given the fact therefore that like the Ibadis this group had a 
Sanhadja element which would have had close links with the deep desert, the purported
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hazards of the Sahara would likewise not have severely limited them. Not only were 
they ‘well placed’ to operate in the trade, but the very fact of their sedentization on the 
north edge of the Sahara in the pre-10 century era strongly points to their settlement 
being a result of Trans-Saharan commerce. In addition to an argument based simply 
upon ‘most likely’ scenarios, other evidence points to the Trans-Saharan Trade 
associations of this group, namely the fact that the co-founder and first Imam of 
Sidjilmasa was supposedly a ‘Sudanese’ nomad (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 65). There
• this also reference to pre-10 century Trans-Saharan Trade at Sidjilmasa in the 
documentary record (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 22) but perhaps due to the vagueness 
of the reference this has not been picked up on as an indication of a serious trade. 
Interestingly, whereas the Ibadis are consistently referred to in the debates concerning 
the existence or not of a pre-10th century trade, the Sufrites are hardly mentioned. I 
suggest that this is largely to do with the fact that unlike the Ibadi they did not record 
their oral traditions at a later period and therefore we have little evidence upon which to 
examine their role in such trade. While excavations in the Sahelian towns south-west of 
Sidjilmasa have been said not to show evidence of significant pre-10th century trade on 
the Sufrite route to the Sudan (Berthier, 1997; Polet, 1985), I suggest that a revisiting of 
this archaeology shows that there is in fact potential for reassessment.
As was recounted in chapter 2, despite the archaeological excavations at the town of 
Tegdaoust evidencing fairly significant pre-10th century deposits (Polet, 1985: 231-43), 
the scarcity of imported North African material culture in these deposits was taken as a 
sign that trade during this period was meagre. I maintain that as evidence for major 
commerce at Essouk was not associated with large quantities of North African imported 
material culture, there is a need to reassess the interpretation of archaeology conducted 
at Tegdaoust. Might there be similar, less obvious, clues of commerce at Tegdaoust? 
When we look closely at the artifactual evidence from Tegdaoust there seem to be
• • th thstrong indicators that Tegdaoust might have been much like Essouk in the 8 and 9
thcenturies. As was explained in section 8.2 objects were excavated in 9 century contexts 
at Tegdaoust which are practically identical to the gold coin-moulds found at Essouk
thwhich have provided the primary evidence for significant pre-10 century trade 
(Vanacker, 1984:47-51). Although these objects have not previously been interpreted as 
coin moulds their identification as such seems highly likely given the lack of clear 
evidence for other possible functions for these objects and the clear demonstration that 
the similar Essouk artefacts are gold coin moulds. While one should be cautious about
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over-interpreting the mid-8th century parallel between the date for the earliest permanent 
architecture evidenced at Tegdaoust (Polet, 1985: 231-243) and the dating of the earliest 
permanent architecture at Essouk, this correspondence is certainly a tantalizing one. 
Equally tantalizing is the fact that this mid-8th century correspondence can be extended 
to the foundation dates of the two most significant North African Early Islamic entrepot 
and presumed trading partners of Essouk and Tegdaoust: Tahert and Sidjilmasa (El 
Ghali, 2003). While excavations at the sites of Gao and Koumbi Saleh -  further south of 
Essouk and Tegdaoust -  have so far not evidenced signs of significant pre-10th century 
trade (see chp.2) one must not discount the possibility that future investigations at these 
complex sites might also present evidence for this trade.
It can be seen therefore that the evidence found at Essouk altering traditional 
conceptions of the timing of the earliest significant Trans-Saharan Trade activity forces 
us to reassess ideas of the early socio-cultural landscape of trade for the Trans-Saharan 
regions leading to Essouk as well as for other regions of the Trans-Saharan map. What 
this reassessment suggests is that trade did not have to wait for the development of 
large-scale political structures in North Africa which could penetrate the desert, but 
rather that it was able to start off far earlier due to the cultural alliances made between 
groups already in residence in the desert and the new ethnic, political and religious 
groups associated with the Islamic expansion. While many of these ideas of a more 
complex socio-cultural landscape of trade and its association with significant trade 
activity have existed for a long time, these ideas have always lacked crucial, clear
thevidence of a significant pre-10 century trade to legitimize them and to open them up 
for more serious review. In addition to having provided this platform for minority 
documentary history voices, the Essouk evidence has also shown that there is potential 
in reassessing the results of previous archaeological investigations which have been 
thought not to provide any evidence of a significant pre-10th century trade. A reading of 
the discussion conducted here will hopefully convince the reader that the search for
thfurther evidence of significant pre-10 century trade activity would not be a fruitless 
one.
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•  a t h  t hSection 10.2: Essouk in the 10 and 11 centuries: the trade boom and
'Sanhadja militancy’.
‘We have no hesitation in saying today that though the Fatimids always had difficulty in making their 
way via Wargla and Tadmekka, the Ibadite route to black Africa, they made the Sidjilmasa-Ghana route 
the main avenue to black African gold for at least two centuries and the supply line for their gold coinage 
and the building up o f their war treasure’. (Devisse, 1988: 397).
‘Nevertheless Sijilmasa was not the sole conduit for the spread o f Islam to the Sudan. Early North African 
caravan routes traversed the Sahara from Qayrawan (through Ghadamis), and from Libya (through 
Zawila) and thence to Egypt. O f these we know much less, other than that they existed and generally lost 
importance as Sijilmasa gained in stature over time’. (Miller, 2001).
thThe story of the 10 and 11 centuries in the Early Islamic trade is traditionally a story 
dominated by discussion of the far Western route of the Trans-Saharan system, that 
running from Sidjilmasa in Morocco through to Awdaghust in Mauritania. The first 
reason for the focus of the story on this far Western route is that the 10th century boom 
in trade under the efforts of the Fatimids and the Umayyads that was referred to in the 
previous section is seen to have been hugely focused on this route in preference to other 
routes (Devisse, 1988; Miller, 2001). The reason for the assumed focus of these powers 
on the far Western route is that in addition to its more northerly terminus, Sidjilmasa, 
being in relative proximity to the zone of Umayyad power (Spain), the Fatimids are also 
seen to have focused their trade energies on the northern terminus of Sidjilmasa as a 
result of their war against the Ibadi groups controlling the alternative northern termini of 
the Algeria>Tadmekka>Gao route, supposedly making this zone politically 
unpropitious (Devisse, 1988: 397). Archaeology that has been conducted at Tegdaoust 
(Awdaghust), at the southern terminus of the far Western route, certainly shows that the 
far western route saw massive trade at this time, massive site expansion being seen and 
a huge influx of new forms of material culture imports being recorded such as glass 
beads, vessel glass and glazed ceramics (Devisse, 1983: 539-549). While the combined 
documentary historical and archaeological evidence for massive trade has focused the 
spot-light on the far west in the 10th century, in the 11th century the focus is maintained 
there as from the mid-11th century this Far Western zone sees the rise of one of the most 
discussed groups in Early Islamic history: the Almoravids, a militant Sanhadja group 
professing the revisionist Maliki branch of Islam. The Almoravids embarked on an 
uprising against the entrepot towns of the far west in response to a combination of 
economic and religious factors, resentments over economic and political losses in North 
Africa combining with reaction to the spread of lax forms of Islam contrary to their 
strict beliefs (Semonin, 1964; Moraes Farias, 1967; Norris, 1971). Against the historical
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highlights of the far West in this period the Eastern region of Tadmekka has seemed to 
have little to offer.
According to the standard reading of the historical sources, the traditional account of the 
Tadmekka trade corridor in the 10th and 11th centuries commences with the Fatimid 
attacks and destruction of the northern entrepot of Tahert, referred to above, an attack 
which sees the retreat of the Ibadi centre further south to Wargla in the Saharan fringes 
(Van Berchem, 1953; Brett, 1978: 606). This is seen to be the start of a continual 
process of Fatim idxlbadi conflict which reaches its culmination in 947 AD with the 
quashing of the most important Ibadi revolt -  a Howwara-dominated revolt led by Abu 
Yazid -  with victory for the Fatimids seen to mark the end of serious rebellion in this 
zone (Brett, 1978: 609-611). While this period of struggle between the Fatimids and the 
Ibadi is seen to have been detrimental to trade in the Tadmekka corridor, the aftermath 
is seen to have been equally detrimental. As was stated above, the Fatimids are seen to 
have concentrated their trade energies further west and the massive expansion of the 
trade which follows is seen to leave the Tadmekka corridor out in the cold (see 
quotations at beginning of section). The major evidence which is seen to suggest that 
this was the case is Ibn Hawqal’s description of the late-10th century Tadmekka region -  
that referred to in the previous section (see appendix A for full quote again) -  which 
offers a picture of indigenous groups connected with the Trans-Saharan system in some 
way but offers little indication of a thriving commerce and a flow of merchants, a 
picture in stark contrast to the reporting of the massive Trans-Saharan transactions 
being conducted at Awdaghust at this time (Levtzion, 1968). While this stagnation is 
broadly assumed to continue until the mid-11 century -  there being practically no 
discussion of trade or cultural change in the Essouk corridor related to this time -  just 
after the mid-11th century point Tadmekka seems to finally rise from the doldrums as in 
1068 Tadmekka is described as ‘of all the towns in the world the one which resembles 
Mecca the most’(Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 85) and ‘better built than Ghana or 
Kawkaw’(Ibid., 85): one can say that it has finally arrived on the documentary scene. 
While no clear account is provided of how Tadmekka apparently emerges so 
spectacularly, explanation appears to be offered by the broad sense within the literature 
that in the fall-out in the far west with the rise of the Almoravids the routes further east 
finally get their opportunity to gain a certain foothold in the trade market (Hunwick, 
1979: 428; Brett, 1969: 362). While Essouk is referred to as coming in contact with the 
Almoravids in the late-11th century (see Al-Zuhri in appendix A) there is no sense in the
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literature that this is of great significance or a hindrance to its trading potential. It is then 
according to this story that Tadmekka is seen to take its place in the grand-scheme of 
the 10th and 11th centuries: Audaghust sees massive trade expansion, massive civil 
discord and the resultant ‘Almoravid moment’; Tadmekka sees little trade expansion, 
little significant cultural activity and then profits quietly when the west experiences the 
Almoravid tumult.
Neatly as the story of Tadmekka’s limited participation in the trade boom until the 
‘Almoravid moment’ fits with the overall picture, a closer reflection upon the historical 
documents and a look at the available epigraphic data would suggest that this story 
should be taken with a large pinch of salt. Firstly, does not the description of Tadmekka
thjust after the mid-11 century as ‘Mecca-like’ and ‘better built than Ghana and 
Kawkaw’ not suggest sustained development in the 10th century and early-11th century 
from earlier trade and not just a rapid opportune rise resulting from the Almoravid 
fallout? The epigraphic evidence certainly seems to point strongly towards this. Such 
evidence shows that early-11th century Tadmekka was the residence of significant 
Islamic groups, seemingly of diverse origins (Moraes Farias, 2003: chp.7), indicated by 
the multiple Muslim cemeteries surrounded the site at that time as well as by dated non- 
funerary epigraphy with clear Islamic content. When we look for further evidence we 
again find ourselves confronted with the Ibadi documents which are accorded so little 
favour within the traditional account, being mainly based upon later oral traditions.
th  thHaving already seen the apparent veracity of the Ibadi accounts of 8 and 9 century
thtrade, do we not see some significance now in the late-10 century report of a merchant 
who travelled to Tadmekka that he “saw there marked bags which I can only liken to 
puppies piled one on another, as full of gold” (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 91)? Again it 
can be seen that archaeological evidence is necessary to clarify the situation. As we now 
see, archaeology provides new evidence that exposes the over-simplifications of the 
previous story.
When we look to the archaeological evidence from Essouk the first clear thing that can 
be gleaned is that Essouk shows very similar pacing to Tegdaoust for an intensification 
of trade from the first half of the 10th century, sustained into the mid-11th century. At 
Essouk we see a certain expansion of the site evidenced in unit Ekb by the construction 
of a large non-domestic structure around the middle of the 10th century. We also see the 
same evidence as at Tegdaoust for a huge influx of new forms of imported Trans-
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Saharan material culture from this time (c.925-950AD): glass beads, vessel glass and 
glazed ceramics. In both of the units containing deposits related to this period (Eka and 
Ekb) we see these imports in large quantities. Coupling this with the multiple 
cemeteries in use around the site by at least the early-11th century we get the sense that 
this is a very big site by this time (Moraes Farias, 2003: ch. 7 -  South-west necropolis, 
earliest date so far recorded = 1017/19AD; North-East necropolis, e.d.s.f.r. = 1033AD; 
East necropolis, e.d.s.f.r = 1037AD; non-funerary epigraphy, e.d.s.f.r. = 1013/14AD). 
Also when we consider that the wealth of imported Trans-Saharan items we see from 
this period only come from two relatively small excavated units we can appreciate the 
amount of Trans-Saharan material that remains buried. While the surface archaeology 
does not allow us to speculate with total confidence upon the other areas of the site, one 
can say from the surface ceramic distribution that the areas displaying structures around 
Ekb do not appear to postdate the 11th century and the same applies for the areas to the 
south end of the site and the areas to the north end of the site (see sect. 6.5 for 
discussion). The sense from the surface ceramics distribution is that at least some of this 
occupation must relate to the 10/11th century period of expansion as well. Including or 
discounting these speculations on the surface archaeology, a comparison of Essouk with 
Tegdaoust suggests that Essouk is at least as large a settlement and most likely larger
ththan Tegdaoust during the 10/11 century period and shows comparable quantities of 
trade goods.
• th  •It is clear from the Essouk evidence therefore that in the 10 century we are seeing 
evidence for a major trade centre expanding from an already important earlier trade 
centre in the 8th and 9th centuries. It is also clear from the epigraphy that this was a site 
which was well linked to the Islamic cultural system. It is quite plain therefore that the 
archaeological and epigraphic evidence suggests that the standard picture of the Trans- 
Saharan landscape in the 10th and 11th centuries, a story supposedly featuring Tadmekka 
as a mere bit-part player, is simply fiction. The Essouk evidence introduces a
thburgeoning Tadmekka trade corridor element to the Early Islamic debate of the 10 and 
11th centuries to go with the intense activity we see on the far western route.
When reflecting on our new evidence the first thing we need to ask is how has 
Tadmekka slipped out of the story in the 10th and early 11th centuries when the 
archaeology shows economic and cultural developments there to have been very 
intense. The answer surely lies in the almost total reliance on Ibn Hawqal’s impression
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that trade flow was almost entirely concentrated on the far Western route. It seems 
certain that Hawqal’s report (see appendix A), in being based upon a visit to Sidjilmasa 
(Levtzion, 1968), strongly emphasized the importance of the far western route over the 
Tadmekka corridor route as Sidjilmasa was linked to Audaghust rather than to 
Tadmekka: the main account of Hawqal (Levtzion, 1968) and subsequent authors’ 
accounts have not always been critical enough of this potential (Devisse, 1988: 397, 
note 167). Regardless of Hawqal’s detachment from the Tadmekka corridor trade, one 
must consider that other factors could have biased his report such as certain biases 
amongst the informants he used to gain his information and indeed his reliance on 
copying previous authors (Levtzion, 1968). The idea that we should use Hawqal as the 
principal means of interpreting the development and emphasis of trade for this era rather 
than including other documents, such as the Ibadi one referred to earlier, must now be 
seen as flawed.
Having gained an idea of how trade developments at Tadmekka might have managed to 
‘escape’ the documentary view, we next need to understand why Tadmekka was able to 
have participated in high level trade when there were supposedly great restrictions on its 
ability to participate due to major discord between the Fatimids and the Ibadis. I 
maintain that these supposed restrictions did not in fact exist at all and have largely been 
imagined, something that has been previously suggested (Moraes Farias, 2003: cxlvii). 
Indeed, when one looks closely at the evidence one sees that there is clear evidence to 
point to certain key Ibadi groups having arrived at a serious reconciliation with the 
Fatimids in the mid-10th century and that this Ibadi reconciliation was reaffirmed with 
the Fatimid allies who were left in their place following the shift of the Fatimids from 
the Tunisian region to Egypt (El Ghali, 2003: part 4, chp 2, see particularly pg. 324). 
Whether this rapprochement was motivated by trade or not, it would certainly have 
facilitated trade and it seems most likely that it is with this reassessment that one finds
th  ththe answer to how Tadmekka managed to tap into the 10 and early-11 century trade 
expansion.
Having now gained an idea of how the Tadmekka corridor could have circumvented 
possible Trans-Saharan Trade restrictions, one must now consider the extent to which 
the Tadmekka trade corridor might have experienced similar cultural discord to that 
seen in the far west associated with the development of the militant Almoravid 
movement. The reason for initiating this discussion is that the Essouk archaeological
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evidence combined with the epigraphic evidence has shown that the Tadmekka trade 
corridor was, like the far west, experiencing a strong economic and cultural momentum 
and it seems a valid question to ask whether the economic and cultural changes being 
experienced did not also provide the conditions for a similar tumult to that experienced 
in the west. While the idea of a quiet late- 10th/early- 11th century trading landscape 
appeared to correlate well with the apparent disappearance of discord from the 
Tadmekka trade corridor following the failure of the Abu Yazid revolt, I think it is 
necessary to reinvestigate whether in the aftermath of the revolt’s failure the booming 
trade we see evidence of did not lead to continued civil discord as it did in the west.
To begin to consider this question we need to understand the position and subsequent 
history of groups involved in the rebellions against the Fatimids and to do this we have 
to focus on the Abu Yazid revolt. The prime group involved in this most major Ibadi 
rebellion were the Howwara (El Ghali, 2003: part 4, chp 2), a group we saw in the last 
section as one of the prime movers in the earliest Trans-Saharan Trade. The first piece 
of information we need to understand about how the Howwara related to this revolt is
ththat while the Howwara were Ibadi, by at least the 10 century they belonged to the 
Nukkurite branch of the Ibadi, the most rigorous and extreme branch of this movement 
(ibid.). While the immediate consequence of the Abu Yazid revolt was obviously its 
defeat and the re-establishment by the Fatimids of a relative calm, the revolt had major 
consequences for the Howwara’s relationship with other Ibadi groups. During the Abu 
Yazid revolt certain key Ibadi groups including the Zenata did not assist in the revolt 
and stood back (El Ghali, 2003: part 4, chp.2). In the aftermath of the failure of the 
revolt, the killing of Abu Yazid and the stuffing of his skin with straw, and the 
hounding and slaughter of the Howwara Nukkurites, the Ibadi groups who did not 
participate in the revolts came to a rapprochement with the authorities and conducted 
religious dialogue calling for peace and cooperation (Brett, 1978: 611). The Howwara 
were most definitely not a part of this rapprochement and one can clearly see that this 
represented a major schism within the Ibadi. There is no clear record of the Howwara 
leaving the Tadmekka trade corridor at this time, and they are assumed to have 
concentrated themselves in their homeland in the Central Saharan Hoggar region 
(Lewicki, 1988: 304). It is against this background that we have to see the socio-cultural 
relationships of the main groups involved in the Tadmekka corridor trade zone at the 
mid -10 century point.
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The first question we have to ask is were the Howwara then excluded from trade after 
the Abu Yazid revolt due to their absence from the rapprochement with the central 
authorities? I would suggest not. The desert was still there as a significant dangerous 
barrier to trade and the Howwara, being the pre-eminent deep desert group since the
th th •8 /9 century, would still no doubt have been essential to the crossing of it. It also 
seems difficult to imagine that the Howwara would have let this crucial part of their 
income be taken away from them so easily; indeed the fact that trade flourished surely 
suggests the Howwara allowed it to as if they were indeed interested in disrupting trade 
their history as the most powerful of the desert groups would surely have allowed them 
to do that. While there is a tendency to see the Sanhadja groups as completely losing 
control of the trade in the 10th century (Hrbek & Devisse, 1988: 341) I would suggest 
we should not think this of the Tadmekka trade corridor. Indeed, as we have seen (Ibn 
Hawqal’s report) documentary evidence from Tadmekka in the late-10th century places 
the Sanhadja firmly in control of this trade locality (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 50- 
51). So it seems likely that following the Abu Yazid revolt, the Howwara probably 
nursed their wounds and continued to work and profit from the trade but with a certain 
reserve from their Ibadi brethren who were negotiating with the authorities. It would 
seem therefore that although the Howwara might not have achieved their political 
objectives in North Africa they would still have been in a prime economic position as a 
key group within the Trans-Saharan landscape with the potential to damage and 
therefore the potential to exercise serious influence on the enterprise. It would seem that 
the economic motives for militancy would not have been to such an extent as to 
necessarily generate militancy. In line with previous investigations of the early stages of 
the Almoravid movement (Moraes Farias, 1967) I suggest that when considering the 
causes for potential militancy in the Tadmekka corridor amongst the Sanhadja Howwara 
we try to look beyond purely economic motivations which are commonly postulated as 
the central cause of Sanhadja militancy in the 10th and 11th centuries (Hrbek & Devisse, 
1988: 336-343). I suggest that when we look to the epigraphic and documentary 
evidence we should consider the potential idealistic/ religious motivations for continued 
militancy amongst the extremist Nukkarite Howwara existing in the Tadmekka corridor 
in the immediate post-Abu Yazid era.
When we look to the Essouk epigraphic evidence, we see that developing trade resulted 
in the formation of a new Islamic consciousness around Tadmekka (Moraes Farias,
2003). While in certain senses this represented an extension of the Dar al-Islam to
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Tadmekka, as we have seen, the conception of the Dar al-Islam was obviously a 
contested concept with groups such as the Howwara having very different ideas about 
the practice of Islam to even their Ibadi brethren. When we look in detail at what the 
epigraphic traditions at Essouk suggest, it is quite clear that these expressions of Islam 
can be seen as traditions which are highly influenced by their local milieu (Moraes 
Farias, 2003: sect.3.2-3.3). Indeed the very existence of an epigraphic tradition is seen 
to be in many ways a deviation from the Islamic norm and is seen to have developed 
from earlier pre-Islamic (Berber) epigraphic traditions in the area (ibid.). When we 
consider the evidence further, we have to ask also whether the appellation of 
‘Tadmekka’ itself meaning ‘resemblance to Mecca’ -  clearly recorded in documentary 
history first in 1068 (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 85) and most likely having a
tVipresence in the epigraphy from the early-11 century (Moraes Farias, 2003: ccxxxi- 
ccxxxv) -  would not also have been considered as deviant, the idea of pretending to 
emulate the central place in the Islamic world surely containing a certain heresy. 
Perhaps the clearest sign of the way in which deviant Islam was operating in the 
Tadmekka corridor is the fact that at the town of Tadmekka, professing its resemblance 
to Mecca, the women were deemed to be of incredibly loose morals, leaping on 
merchants to seduce them as soon as they arrived (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 85). It 
can be seen therefore that while Islam was gaining ground in the Sahara associated with 
trade expansion it was being expressed in ways that groups such as the Nukkarite 
Howwara would have viewed as deviant. Deviant forms of Islam, which the definition 
of the Nukkarite identity was so strongly opposed to, were spreading through the trade 
sphere. This must make us see that while the Howwara had retreated into the Sahara, the 
same sparks for militancy would have followed them.
We now see the potential for continuing religious militancy amongst the Howwara. To 
see how this could have been driven further we must bring in another element to the 
debate, that being the growing spirit of Maliki Islam, the doctrine which gave rise to the 
Almoravids. The doctrine of Maliki Islam is the profession of the true faith in contrast 
to those heretics who corrupt it and deviate from it. One can clearly see how this would 
have struck a chord with the failed attempt of the Nukkarites to divert the Ibadi faith to 
their particular doctrine. While the Almoravids developed in the Far West a cursory 
reading of the literature will show that they gained their inspiration from the centre of 
Maliki Islam, Kairouan (Levtzion, 1978: 656-657), a city situated close to the north 
point of the Tadmekka trade corridor (see fig. Int.01). One can easily see therefore than
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not only would the Maliki message have struck a chord with the Howwara but that they 
would have been well-placed to hear that message from their participation in the 
Tadmekka corridor trade. While one cannot get a clear sense of internal Howwara 
developments in this period, it is easy to imagine how the Maliki faith could have 
appealed to them as a clear change, an increased hardening of principles and a search 
for new expressions to distance themselves from the broader Ibadi community. I suggest 
that it is with this idea in mind that we now turn to consider highly suggestive evidence 
which appears to point to the Howwara having developed links with the Almoravid 
movement in its second phase.
Before now there have been studies which have suggested that we have underestimated 
the extent of the eastern connections of the Almoravid movement (Norris, 2003). 
Following this train of thought, my own research came upon this intriguing passage:
‘The people o f the city o f Aghmat are o f the Howwara, one o f the Berber tribes who have 
become Berberized by propinquity. They are opulent, wealthy merchants who go into the land of  
the Sudan.... During the dynasty o f the Mulaththamun [Almoravids] there were none richer or in 
easier circumstances than they.’ Al-Idrisi (wr.l 154) (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 128).
This evidence for the presence of the Howwara in Morocco, as a group who profited 
through alliance with the Almoravid movement, coupled with the lack of mention of 
their presence there during the first stages of the Almoravid movement, strongly 
suggests that the Howwara linked into the Almoravid movement after it began. This 
evidence seems suggestive that the Howwara who we have seen to have been the key 
desert players in the Essouk corridor appear to have become disconnected from it and 
allied themselves with the Almoravids. The question then is: was this evidence for a 
disconnection of the Howwara from the Essouk corridor trade purely a process of 
traders expanding and seeking pastures new, or was their alliance with the militant 
Almoravid movement brought about by a common bond of ideological militancy in the 
aftermath of the Abu Yazid revolt? Based on the foregoing, I suggest the latter to be the 
case.
When we turn to look at the way in which the Almoravid movement developed we see 
that it was inspired by discontented Sanhadja groups who had suffered certain economic 
and political reversals in North Africa. This, while not entirely robbing them of their 
trading capacity, led to a more restricted political and economic position within the 
trade. Though it is unclear the extent to which religious motivations were uppermost in
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the generation of Almoravid militancy, it seems clear that the spread of deviant forms of 
Islam through the Far Western trade zone significantly contributed to the angst of these 
groups whose identity was in part bound up around opposition to religious deviancy 
(Moraes Farias, 1967). The parallels with the Howwara are obvious. While so far the 
movement of the Almoravids into the Essouk corridor in the late-10th century has been 
assumed to be an entirely exterior aggressive attack, I suggest that it may have involved 
considerable internal elements and that this might have been associated with a recruiting 
process involving such groups as the Howwara. I suggest that the Howwara fuelled by 
similar religious grievances developed contact with the Almoravids and that certain 
Howwara (if not all) split off from the Tadmekka trade corridor to join with the 
movement. Not only does this seem to fit with the history of developing socio-cultural 
relations within the Tadmekka trade corridor, but also with the appearance of the 
Howwara in Aghmat as a pre-eminent group following the first stages of the Almoravid 
movement.
We have seen in this discussion that archaeology has shown the lack of major 
10th/early-l 1th century expansion within the Tadmekka trade corridor to be a fiction. We 
have used this as the springboard to reassess ideas concerning the Tadmekka trade 
corridor’s socio-political history during this same period. What we have seen is that the 
evidence seems to point to the Howwara, the groups whose rebellions failed in the mid- 
10th century and who are generally perceived to have ‘gone quiet’, having become 
involved in the Almoravid movement. A review of the epigraphic and historical 
evidence did seem to point towards the continued potential for angst amongst these 
groups which would have made them susceptible to alliance with the Almoravids. 
While this debate has shown that the defection of the Howwara came out of a period of 
intense trade, it has been suggested that it is unlikely that it was caused entirely by the 
economic dispossession of the Howwara by other groups within the trade. While certain 
elements of economic and political dispossession cannot be denied, it seems sensible to 
think that the spread of religious deviation associated with the trade was a contributory 
factor to escalating Howwara angst as well as providing the means for its expression 
and their eventual alliance with the Almoravids. It seems therefore that the spread of 
deviant forms of Islam through the rise of the trade was the straw that broke the camel’s 
back and propelled the key desert middle-men of the trade to react against the existing 
Trans-Saharan system. The results of this reaction are now considered.
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Section 10.3: The shift of the centre of trade to the south.
In the previous section we saw how the 10th and first half of the 11th centuries led to an 
intensification of Trans-Saharan Trade and associated with this an increasing 
estrangement of the Sanhadja from the culture of the trade system, a process which in
ththe mid-11 century had its culmination in the development of the Almoravid 
movement. The traditional early account of the Almoravid effect on the Western Sahel 
presented it as largely destructive, it having been seen to have wrecked havoc on many 
towns and most fundamentally brought about the destruction of the major gold supplier 
Ghana (Mauny, 1954). While this destructive effect was proposed it appeared to sit 
uneasily with the recognition within this same traditional account that the Almoravid 
era saw trade thriving like never before. With the further development of clear evidence 
for there having been a phenomenal amount of gold coins minted in North Africa under 
the Almoravids, a scale of production dwarfing previous evidence (see Hazard, 1952; 
Eustache, 1970), there developed a need to propose a slightly more nuanced account of 
the Almoravid activity in the Western Sahel as simple ideas of destruction and chaos 
did not appear to offer an adequate account of how trade thrived. There began to 
develop new ideas of the Ghana><Almoravid relationship which did not involve such 
an all pervasive destructive effect on the Trans-Saharan system. There developed an 
idea that rather than having destroyed Ghana the Almoravids had established an alliance 
with Ghana which had further facilitated the flow of trade (Conrad and Fisher, 1982; 
1983). While adopted by many as a plausible explanation, this opinion was not accepted 
by all and an alternative idea was put forward that Ghana was indeed conquered by the 
Almoravids, with the southern Berber wing of the Almoravids immediately installed in 
control of Ghana and its gold sources (Burckhalter, 1992). Neither of these authoritative 
opinions has gained complete dominance.
While much has been written on the political relationships in the Sahel in the Almoravid 
era very little has however been written on the organization of the entrepot system in 
that era and what changes, if any, it experienced (see however Insoll, 2003: chp.5; Kea,
2004). Although the documentary sources do provide certain insights into the entrepot 
in the Almoravid era these are relatively limited. I wish to show that archaeology may 
have the potential to offer new insights into the organization of the entrepot system in 
this era by proposing that the archaeology appears to demonstrate distinct changes
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within the entrepot system from the Almoravid era which set a new pattern for the 
entrepot system up until the 14th century.
Our investigation commences with the provision of a brief account of what is currently 
known about the events of the Almoravid movement in the years of its founding and of 
the nature of its involvement with the Sahel. While there are innumerable complexities 
which surround the understanding of the circumstances and actors involved in the 
founding of the Almoravid movement (see Semonin, 1964; Moraes Farias, 1967; 
Norris, 1971; Levtzion, 1978: 651-665; Hrbek & Devisse, 1988: 336-350), for our 
purposes it is necessary to understand that the formative process of the Almoravid 
movement began when Yahya ibn Ibrahim, the leader of the Goddala Sanhadja of the 
Mauritanian region, returned from the pilgrimage to Mecca in c.1039 (nb. this date has 
though been disputed as 1049, cf. Semonin, 1964). Crucially at this time Yahya ibn 
Ibrahim established a close intellectual relationship with Ibn Yasin, a religious disciple 
of the rigorous Maliki code of Islam (Levtzion, 1978: 655-657; Hrbek & Devisse, 1988: 
336). Yahya ibn Ibrahim’s relationship with Ibn Yasin was motivated by his recognition 
of religious laxity amongst the Sanhadja whom he governed and the desire to tighten 
Islamic principles. It also appears that Yahya ibn Ibrahim saw this tightening of Islamic 
principles as a suitable vehicle for reuniting the Sanhadja groups of Mauritania amongst 
whom there was much division, division in part linked to economic competition in the 
trade as was recounted in the previous section (see particularly Hrbek & Devisse, 1988: 
337-343). In its earliest years this movement achieved limited success and it was only 
with Yahya ibn Ibrahim’s death and the arrival of Ibn Yasin amongst the Lamtuna 
Sanhadja that the Almoravid movement began to generate real momentum.
What occurred following the alliance of Ibn Yasin with the Lamtuna headed by Yahja 
ibn Umar and his brother Abu Bakr, was greater strength within the movement which 
mobilized to launch a series of attacks upon certain towns in North-West Africa 
(Aghmat and Sidjilmasa). The southern entrepot of Audaghust was also supposedly 
pillaged and seized. This process took place between c. 1054-1059 (Hrbek & Devisse, 
1988: 345-348). While undoubtedly these attacks were strongly religiously motivated 
they also certainly had the objective of political and economic control; these towns 
being strongly linked with the control of the Trans-Saharan Trade system. During this 
period of attacks political power in the movement passed from Yahja ibn Umar to Abu 
Bakr with the former’s death but it was only in 1059 with the death of Ibn Yasin, the
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founder of the movement and its true inspirational head, that Abu Bakr gained overall 
power within the Almoravid movement (Hrbek and Devisse, 1988: 348). While the 
Almoravids went on to expand in North Africa in the following decades (Hrbek & 
Devisse, 1988: 351-354), our story shifts to the south in this period with Almoravid 
activity in the Sahel.
The crucial events which have been endlessly discussed are those immediately 
following Abu Bakr’s ceding of authority in the northern Almoravid domains to his 
cousin c.1072 (Semonin, 1964: 56-58; Burckhalter, 1992; Hrbek & Devisse, 1988: 350).
• • tViFrom this c.1072 point until the end of the 11 century the crucial events involving the 
Almoravids and Sahelian powers take place, and in particular the Almoravid 
relationship with Ghana. Broadly speaking, some form of ‘conversion’ of Ghana takes 
place in 1076/77 brought about by Almoravid influence, it being related by Al-Zuhri 
that Ghana ‘turned Muslim’ at this time when it was in contact with the Almoravids 
(Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 98). As was related earlier, this has been interpreted 
variously as a consensual act upon the part of Ghana (Conrad & Fisher, 1982; 1983) or 
as a conquest of Ghana by the southern Berber wing of the Almoravids (Burckhalter, 
1992). The only consensus that one can say exists between these accounts is that Abu 
Bakr invested great energy campaigning in the Sahel until his death in 1087 and that at 
some point before this time new forms of Islam appear to have been adopted by groups 
within the polity of Ghana through Almoravid influence.
While Ghana has been the principal focus of study in relation to the Almoravid 
activities in the Sahel, research related to the other major Sudanic polity of Gao has 
shown that it too had strong contacts with the movement (Hunwick, 1979; Lange, 1991; 
1994). It is clear that from c. 1083/4 Gao developed contacts with the Almoravids and 
this led to the adoption of Maliki Islam amongst certain groups at Gao. From the study 
of epigraphy it is clear that by at least 1100 a Royal Berber dynasty were in power in 
Gao-Saney, viewed as the trading town of Gao (Moraes Farias, 2003: section 3.5). What 
is unclear is the exact relationship of this Berber dynasty to the Sudanic dynasty of the 
nearby town of Gao-Ancien, previously seen to have been in power in Gao. Rather than 
a conquest hypothesis, the consensus appears to be more in favour of a dual authority 
having existed at Gao between Sanhadja rulers associated with trade situated in Gao- 
Saney while the previous rulers of Gao-Ancien maintained power at Gao-Ancien 
(Hunwick, 1979; Lange, 1991; Moraes Farias, 2003: section 3.5).
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While the town of Audaghust and the polities of Ghana and Gao are seen to be the 
locations in the Sahel to have experienced the greatest intensity of contacts with the 
Almoravids we also see that Tadmekka experienced contacts with them, it being seen to 
have undergone conversion to Maliki Islam under Almoravid influence c. 1083/84, a 
judgement made on the basis of Al-Zuhri’s statement that Tadmekka ‘turned Muslim 7 
years after the people of Ghana turned Muslim’ (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981:98-99). 
The exact religious and political consequences of this contact can only be conjectured 
from this statement as no more information is provided. It is around or after this point 
that I suggested as the Almoravids moved into the Essouk trade corridor they most 
likely developed contacts with the Howwara who became linked to the movement in the 
north.
From what we have recounted of the Almoravid activities so far we can see that in the 
second half of the 11th century the Almoravid movement had wide ranging contacts in 
the Western Sahel which appear to have had fairly major political and religious 
consequences. While it is unclear how much Almoravid authority was maintained in the 
Sahel during the remaining years of its power in North Africa before its decline in 
c. 1140AD, it is clear that the activities conducted there under its auspices during the 
second half of the 11th century radically altered the political and cultural landscape. 
From what we have seen we can also see that the Almoravids’ major contacts were with 
the localities where were located the most major entrepot centres of the Sahel. The 
question that is asked here is what the Almoravid movement meant for the entrepot 
centres which it came in contact with. Certainly religious and political change took 
place and, at least in the case of Audaghust, violent attack; but what effects did these 
changes and events have upon trade activity? As we will see answers to these questions 
are not easily attained through the historical sources.
Let us begin the documentary investigation by investigating the first of the Sahelian 
entrepot towns to come in contact with the Almoravids: Audagoust (Tegdaoust). After 
the Almoravid attack on Audagoust (c. 1054-5) the first report we hear of the town is in 
1068 from Al-Bakri who describes Audgahust as “a large town containing markets” 
which was pillaged by the Almoravids (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 73-74). Do we 
imply from this that the town was flourishing at the time of Al-Bakri, having thereby 
rapidly recovered from its attack, or is this a reference to its pre-Almoravid status? 
From the wording of Al-Bakri’s account one cannot be certain. The next reference to
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Audaghust is by Al-Idrisi. In c.1154 we hear that “its population is not numerous, and 
there is no large trade” (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 118). While Idrisi’s statement 
comes 100 years after the Almoravid movement, it does lead one to further question 
whether Al-Bakri’s ‘trade report’ actually refers to the reality of Awdaghust after the 
Almoravid attack.
When we look for accurate accounts of the entrepot of Ghana following Ghana’s 
contacts with the Almoravids we enter a historical minefield. We do have an account of 
the entrepot of Ghana provided by Al-Bakri in 1068AD which describes the merchant’s 
town as ‘large’ with ‘twelve mosques’ (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 79), but the 
problem is obviously that Al-Bakri’s report is some 8 or 9 years before Ghana was said 
to have ‘turned Muslim’ under Almoravid influence. While we do hear from Al-Zuhri 
c. 1154 that the Almoravids are “attached to the town of Ghana because it is their capital 
and the seat of their kingdom” (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 99), it is difficult to gauge 
how the merchant centre would be affected by this political relationship.
For Gao, the first good report we have after Gao’s contacts with the Almoravids tells us 
that ‘the town of Kawkaw [Gao] is large and is widely famed in the land of the Sudan’ 
(Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 113). While this account also reports the presence of 
fairly opulent Berber merchants the account provided is not specifically of the trading 
town of Gao but simply “Gao” which could well be Gao ancien, the royal capital. We 
get no other clear descriptions specifically of a trading town of Gao after this. The 
epigraphy from Gao (Moraes Farias, 2003: sect. 3.5) while having been crucial in 
informing us about the political and religious changes that took place with the 
Almoravids provides no real additional insights into Almoravid impacts on the trade of 
Gao.
For Tadmekka, while we are aware that the town ‘turned Muslim’ through its contacts 
with the Almoravids (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 99) it is difficult to grasp how, if at 
all, this affected commerce and the functioning of the trade centre. The first report we 
hear after Essouk ‘turned Muslim’ is in c.1135 when the Kitab al-Istibsar gives us the 
same description of Essouk as was provided by Al-Bakri of Tadmekka before Essouk’s 
Almoravid contacts, that being ‘a large city ... better built than Ghana’ (Levtzion and 
Hopkins, 1981: 149). The problem with this account is that it copies al-Bakri’s report 
word for word. Al-Zuhri’s account of Tadmekka shortly after this (c.l 150) while having
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informed us about Tadmekka having ‘turned Muslim’ provides no real insight into the 
entrepot (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 98-99). Do we then assume that it was ‘business 
as usual’ after the Almoravid attacks? When we look to the epigraphy from Essouk we 
register no clear changes that can enlighten us (Moraes Farias, 2003: cxliv-cxlv). It can 
be seen therefore that as with the pre-Almoravid era of trade, the historical evidence is 
not overly informative concerning the functioning of trade in the Sahelo-Saharan 
entrepots of the Almoravid period. We need to look to archaeology for answers. When 
we do, we see that a certain account has already been provided from the available 
evidence. While this is so, a close look at this account shows it to be highly inadequate.
The only reasonably detailed account of the Sahelian entrepot from the Almoravid era 
onwards to be provided by an archaeologist is that of Insoll (Insoll, 2003), presented in 
the authoritative Cambridge World Archaeology series. The basic line of Insoll’s 
account is that this era sees a continuation in the spread of Islamic traders and trading 
centres further south as part of the process of gradual expanding commerce since the 
10th century (Insoll, 2003: 220-232). From the 10th century the trading centres which see 
increased trade are the merchant towns of Gao (Gao-Saney) and Ghana (associated with 
Koumbi Saleh), towns slightly further south than the centres of Audaghust and 
Tadmekka and therefore in closer proximity to the Sudanic powers. The way in which 
the development of these new centres are presented by Insoll is as quarantined merchant 
towns separated from the indigenous populations for the mutual benefit of Islamic 
traders and indigenous cultural systems alike. This is therefore seen to give rise to a 
dual-settlement aspect to these centres, indigenous capitals coupled in their immediate 
vicinity with a foreign traders town (Gao-Saney and Koumbi-Saleh). It is asserted that it 
is not until a long-time after this period that unrestricted mixing of Muslim merchants 
and indigenous groups takes place. Within Insoll’s account the more northerly 
entrepots, Tegdaoust and Essouk, are presented as showing great continuity with the 
previous era of trade; retaining their status as urban centres within the dar-al-islam. 
Little other detailed account is given of processual change within the system after the 
10-13 century period that Insoll deals with.
The first weakness of Insoll’s account relates to his presentation of the Tegdaoust 
evidence showing a great continuity through the period we are discussing. With a 
knowledge of the Tegdaoust data one can see that this is tremendously incorrect. The 
excavators note that in all of the ‘chantiers’ excavated at the central ‘tell’ at Tegdaoust
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there is a major interruption within the sequence which the excavators have dated to the
• tVimid-11 century. In one chantier there is a brief ‘abandonment’ of the quarter followed 
by complete rebuilding of all the houses, building being conducted in a different style 
both in decorative treatment but also in layout and function. For instance, in one quarter 
all the courtyards now have private wells and washing facilities as opposed to previous 
communal areas (Polet, 1985: 239-240). Meanwhile, in the chantier located in the 
industrial quarter of the town, widespread destruction is noted, complete abandonment 
for up to half a century, and when rebuilding does finally take place industrial areas are 
not rebuilt. Crucially, there is an almost complete disappearance of previously 
widespread metallurgical industries (Vanacker, 1979: 172-176). In another chantier 
complete rebuilding takes place and in addition to noting increased aesthetic care over 
constructions the conclusion of the excavator was that demographic pressure had 
disappeared (Robert-Chaleix, 1989: 181-184, 186). In yet another chantier they note the 
rebuilding of the constructions and the reduction of the surface occupied (Devisse, 
1983: 197-206). How Insoll has seen it as adequate to ignore such data for a major 
rupture within his report of the 10-13th century period of the entrepot is beyond 
comprehension, particularly in relation to the first rupture which appeared to accord 
chronologically with the evidence for an Almoravid attack on Audaghust, an attack 
which he does not refer to.
In addition to his misrepresentation of Tegdaoust, there are other weaknesses in Insoll’s 
account. Firstly, a comparison of his account of Gao-Saney as a quarantined merchant 
centre with the epigraphic data seen earlier (re. the presence of burials of a Royal Berber 
dynasty in Gao-Saney) shows he is seriously reducing the complexity of Gao-Saney. 
Tellingly, Insoll gives short shrift to all the epigraphic evidence of Royal stelae in his 
text, not discussing what appears to be somewhat perplexing evidence for a Royal 
dynasty in a quarantined trading town (2003: 235). And what is one to make of Insoll’s 
own excavation results identifying a huge burst of imported goods at Gao-Saney during 
the period under consideration (Insoll, 1996: 63-66)? Is this a marker of the gradual 
shift of merchants southwards as Insoll seems to imply? It seems like something far 
more immediate.
The next weakness of Insoll’s account is his presentation of Koumbi Saleh. No sense is 
given in his text that the 11th century sees a major expansion in this urban centre 
(Berthier, 1997: 101-103). Also, the allusion to Koumbi as a “rather standard trade
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centre” (Insoll, 2003: 228) and his broader representation of the area as one of 
quarantined Islamic merchants seems odd given the fact that there exists major 
monumental funerary architecture at Koumbi in this period -- something which he only 
mentions in passing (2003: 228). For that matter, evidence for Koumbi Saleh as another 
‘twin town,’ like Gao, is physically lacking despite decades of excavation and survey 
around this locality by Thommassey and Mauny (1951), the Roberts (Robert and Robert 
1972), and Berthier (1997). It can be seen that there are numerous ways in which this 
account as a whole frustratingly ignores the archaeological evidence and thereby what it 
might tell us about the processes of trade. A different account of the entrepot 
archaeology from this era is required. To aid in the construction of this different account 
we also now have the Essouk data to which we will now turn to define the significant 
patterns that we see during the period under analysis.
We begin with the Essouk data by looking at unit Eka, the unit which has evidenced 
permanent architecture and trade since the 8 century. We treat here the evidence from 
the c.l 100-1200AD occupation as compared with what was previously seen in order to 
measure the difference between the pre-Almoravid period and the Almoravid period. 
The first thing to investigate is the archaeological evidence for Trans-Saharan Trade. 
We need to note that while glass, glass beads and glazed ceramics are present they are 
not numerous. What of other indicators? To begin, we see evidence for the movement of 
unprocessed cotton through the site; 3 seeds of cotton being found in the c.l 100- 
1200AD deposits. Additional evidence for commerce includes 2 wheat grains and the 
presence of a lens of semolina indicating the potential Trans-Saharan shipping of starch 
staples. In addition to these indicators we also see from the beginning of the c.l 100 to 
1200 period the sudden appearance of massive amounts of sub-Saharan pottery with 
place of manufacture attested by the presence of sponge spicules in the paste attesting to 
their manufacture along the Middle Niger (see section 6.3 and McIntosh and 
MacDonald 1989). The import of this sub-Saharan pottery indicates that the site was 
probably seeing large trade caravans moving up from sub-Saharan districts, as these 
pots would most likely have been simply a container or an additional commodity 
shipped from the sub-Saharan zone rather than the prime mover of such a trade system. 
The combined evidence suggests a large scale Trans-Saharan Trade system moving 
through Essouk both north and south in the 1100-1200AD period.
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In addition to providing evidence for what appears to be a large-scale Trans-Saharan 
operation, the evidence for large-amounts of sub-Saharan pottery, previously negligibly 
present despite clear previous evidence for Trans-Saharan Trade, suggests some distinct 
change in trade networks was taking place (unfortunately it is difficult to register its 
exact significance without reference to other as yet unexcavated sites farther south). 
Additional potentially relevant evidence for our investigation is seen firstly in the fact 
that at c.llOOAD we note a distinct restructuring of the room space. While this 
represents a clear departure, it is possible however that this mixed banco and stone 
construction is continuous with previous construction traditions and given our small 
excavated sample should be treated cautiously as a measure of a significant social 
change. Turning to the faunal evidence we see that the c.l 100-1200 period sees 
considerably more charred bones than in previous occupations. While registering some 
form of culinary change it is unclear again how significant this is as evidence of 
continuity or discontinuity within the overall functioning of the entrepot. We see 
therefore that there are many indicators of change within the Eka sequence at this time, 
but it is difficult to be clear of the extent to which the functioning of the trade centre is 
continuous or discontinuous with the previous period. It is arguable that from the Eka 
evidence alone the c.l 100-1200AD period could be seen as marking change in broad 
continuity with previous occupations.
While the change seen in unit Eka is somewhat equivocal, when we look to unit Ekb we 
see that there is a very clear departure, that being that there is no longer occupation in 
this period. Not only do we see that the upper strata of the unit is dated to the mid-11th 
century on the basis of radiocarbon evidence, but confirmation that occupation does not 
continue into the 12th century is provided by the almost complete absence from unit Ekb 
of the horizon-marker sub-Saharan pottery type which is dominant in the Eka period 3b 
deposits (Pfi-5 decorated pottery). In addition to excavation data, the surface 
archaeology of Essouk appears to indicate that this abandonment was not restricted to 
unit Ekb. While the surface archaeology is not conclusive for abandonment in the 
broader area around Ekb -  due in part to the fact that frustratingly only rim sherds were 
collected while Pfi-5 decor (the key marker of the post-1100AD occupation) is not 
found associated with rim sherds -  on the basis of the author’s general notes on surface 
ceramics in this zone no Pfi-5 body sherds were observed. This suggests the 
abandonment seen in unit Ekb is also representative of the broader zone surrounding 
Ekb. For other areas of the site no clear judgement can be made on the question of
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period 3b retraction (see section 6.5).Yet, when the somewhat elusive Eka changes are 
combined with the clear Ekb evidence for change, we do get a sense that something new 
was happening at Essouk, allowing us to question Essouk’s presentation as a town 
showing continuity at this time.
The Essouk evidence having been brought together with the other evidence let us try to 
offer some useful new perspectives on the archaeology of the entrepot towns from this 
period. In our investigation of the Far Western route let us first look at the Tegdaoust 
evidence for rupture at this period. As was shown earlier, it is quite clear that there was 
widespread rebuilding accompanied by abandonment from the beginning of the period 
we are dealing with followed by a partial rebuilding in a variety of new architectural 
forms. As we indicated before, the industrial area was not rebuilt and metallurgical 
industries, previously widespread, are now almost completely absent, and copper 
working is noted as being a particularly obvious casualty of the rupture (Vanacker, 
1979:172-176; Robert-Chaleix, 1989: 263-266). How can one explain this evidence?
When dealing with a rupture around the 11th century in the Sahel, one does need to raise 
the question of increasing aridity which is seen to be taking place in the Sahel around 
this time (Brooks, 1993: ch.l; see Webb.Jr, 1995: ch.l for discussion). Could this offer 
an explanation for the Tegdaoust rupture, marked as it is by the cessation of certain 
industrial activities and a reduction in inhabited areas: a combination of limited water 
supplies making habitation precarious and environmental degradation making the 
supplying of wood for furnaces more difficult? While an interesting possibility it does 
not seem to offer an adequate answer for two reasons: firstly, the industrial areas 
situated just on the outskirts of the town are specifically seen to have been actively 
destroyed not merely abandoned (Vanacker, 1979: 174) suggesting we look for other 
causes than simply a falling into disrepair; secondly, the existence of archaeological 
evidence for certain deluxe houses being constructed following the period of rupture 
(Polet, 1985: 239) does seem to indicate that this location continued to function as a 
way-point on Trans-Saharan routes. This would indicate therefore that it was still 
sufficiently provisioned with water to supply a town acting as a stopping point for large 
camel caravans coming from across the Sahara. How else to explain these seemingly 
fairly significant changes at Tegdaoust? One possible explanation can be offered by 
positioning the Tegdaoust evidence for change against the synchronous rise of Koumbi 
Saleh in the south and seeing this combined archaeological evidence against the
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background of the crucial historical event taking place at that time, the rise of the 
Almoravids.
It was seen in the previous section how Audagoust had a key role as a merchant centre 
in the pre-Almoravid era. There seems to be a sense it operated in some form of 
middleman role where merchants from the north could meet with merchants from the 
south. From the historical sources it would seem that groups in Audaghust had gained 
economic power through this role and groups there had profited, the mediation between 
traders from the north and from the south obviously enabling the middleman to extract a 
price from traders both from the north and the south. It was clearly a major site for 
Trans-Saharan transactions to take place. The increase of the Almoravid trade meant 
that there would be an increase in the apparatus system of trade and this had to go 
somewhere. I suggest that the significant changes that appear to be observed in 
Tegdaoust’s situation and the massive rise of Koumbi Saleh at this time suggest that this 
apparatus of trade was focused further south at Koumbi and not at the site which was 
showing evidence of wealth, yet retracting in size at this time: Tegdaoust. Not only do 
we have the evidence of a comparison of the size of these sites and the evidence we 
have already pointed to for the abandonment of certain market related metallurgical 
activities, but when we look further at the evidence we see that the material culture 
evidence from these towns shows another interesting pattern, that being that while at 
Tegdaoust 19 glass gold weights were found in the deposits pre-dating the mid-11th 
century rupture none are found afterwards (Devisse, 1983: 419-399); likewise, when we
i.L
look to Koumbi Saleh we see that glass weights are not found before the 11 century 
rise of the site but are found afterwards (Berthier, 1997: 97-98). This pattern in one of 
the key material markers of the Trans-Saharan transaction seems to be another sign that 
the transaction centre shifted south at this time to Koumbi Saleh and away from 
Tegdaoust. The question poses itself: why?
For the Almoravids if the trade entrepot could be shifted further south this would have 
represented an advantage as it would cut out the middleman and the potential problems 
and additional expenditures this could create. This appears to be what happened and 
explains how the trade system functioned so efficiently from the Almoravid period. But, 
was Ghana pushed or did they jump? Certainly there would have been potential 
advantages of bringing trade to its doorstep, such as the ability to more closely control 
trade. But also there could have been potential disadvantages such as the increased
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presence of an alien cultural system. We arrive again at the idea of alliance or conquest, 
Ghana accepting Islam and the arrival of the trade system on its doorstep or the system 
being forced upon it for the good of the northern powers. What can the archaeology tell 
us?
When we look at the archaeology of Koumbi Saleh it does appear to be an urban centre 
with strong links to the Arabo-Berber world. We also see signs of local power groups 
there embodied in monumental funerary architecture (Thomassey & Mauny, 1951). 
Architecturally, however, Koumbi Saleh has little in common with Sub-Saharan trading 
centres such as Dia (Bedaux et al. 2005) or Jenne-jeno (McIntosh 1995), resembling 
instead Berber inhabited entrepots such as Tegdaoust. Beyond suggesting that this is 
some form of economic and political power centre of southern Berber groups where 
trade was conducted it is very difficult to go further. In short it is not possible to 
pronounce on the question of Ghana’s political position vis-a-vis the southern Berbers 
and the Sudanic ‘Ghana’ polity at the time of the Almoravid movement, because such 
Sudanic groups are not highly visible at Koumbi Saleh. These southern Berber groups 
could have been acting for Ghana, or they could have been in dominion over Ghana. It 
could therefore have been the economic centre of the southern Berbers who hovered on 
the edge of a conquered Ghana or it could have been the location of Islamicized 
southern Berbers located in proximity -  though perhaps 100km or more away - to the 
newly allied power of Ghana. It is very difficult to tell. It would be foolish to force the 
archaeology to give us the answer when it cannot. I suggested at the beginning of this 
section that archaeology can indicate certain long-term processes in the entrepot system 
which seem to have been brought about by the Almoravid movement: this is the object 
of our investigation not the answering of the particular issue of AlmoravidxSudanic 
political relations c.l 100. With this in mind let us proceed to look again at the 
archaeology of the Tadmekka corridor.
When we look to the Tadmekka corridor trade route, it has to be admitted from the off 
that the archaeology on this route is far less clear than on the Far Western route and our 
conclusions here have to be even more provisional. Nevertheless we have to put forward 
the best we can offer with the current evidence. With this in mind, let us recap what we 
see at Gao-Saney, the site widely seen as the trade entrepot of Gao. We saw previously 
that Gao is considered to have adopted Almoravid Islam c .l083. What we also saw is 
that the archaeology does appear to suggest increased interaction in Trans-Saharan
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commerce shortly after this. The clearest signs of the significant linkage of Gao-Saney 
groups to Almoravid trade networks are the Royal marble stelae themselves, imported 
from Almeria in Spain. Architecturally the 11th/12th century is also seen to be a point at 
which significant change takes place at Gao. What we also see at Gao is that by at least 
1100AD a Royal Berber dynasty was installed at Gao-Saney. Tentatively speaking I 
suggest we are seeing a very similar process occurring at Gao as at Koumbi Saleh, that 
being the conversion of the ruling Berber groups located next to the Sudanic polity and 
the significant importance within the Almoravid system of the ‘merchant’ site under 
their control. Again it is difficult to be certain about the political relationship between 
the Royal dynasty in charge of the merchant centre and the Sudanic polity but as was 
noted earlier the consensus does appear to be that a dual authority structure was in 
existence most likely therefore suggesting alliance rather than conquest. Let us now turn 
to the Essouk evidence.
thEssouk, like Tegdaoust, sees certain abandonments from the 11 century. We did say 
that obviously one has to be cautious about seeing this in direct relation to the 
Tegdaoust evidence. However, if we think again about the varying political 
relationships of the Almoravids in the Tadmekka corridor route it would not be 
surprising to see evidence for certain reductions in occupation at Essouk. We saw 
previously that Gao appears to ally with the Almoravids at almost exactly the same time 
as Tadmekka ‘turned Muslim’ -  or became ‘serious’ about Islam -  through contact with 
the Almoravids. Crucially, though there would appear to be a distinct difference in the 
relationships that Gao and Tadmekka had with the Almoravids. When we look in more 
detail at the historical reference to Tadmekka ‘turning Muslim’ we see that it involves 
an element of retribution on the part of Ghana as Tadmekka is related as having “turned 
Muslim seven years after the people of Ghana turned Muslim. There had been much 
warfare between them. The people of Ghana sought the help of the Almoravids” (Al- 
Zuhri, in Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 99). As Gao was obviously developing alliances 
with the Almoravids at this time and was therefore becoming part of a broader Ghana- 
Almoravid alliance, is it not likely that a ‘retribution visit’ on Tadmekka would have 
either enabled Gao to improve its own trade position or for the Almoravids to have 
encouraged this improvement to establish their trade control at Gao? I suggest therefore 
that the intriguing evidence we see at Essouk for an abandonment of certain areas of the
thsite, coinciding with the c. 11 century trade expansion at Gao, is connected with the 
Almoravids shifting certain trade functions southwards. While we must again consider
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that signs of abandonment at Essouk could also relate to environmental shock in that 
part of the Sahel in the 11th century, this would have only helped the arguments of those 
trying to shift trade southwards at the time.
If we are to accept this hypothesized reconfiguration of trade due to the Almoravid 
movement, how then do we picture the entrepots of the northern strip of the Sahel 
where Tadmekka and Audagoust are positioned as having functioned in this new era? 
We have already seen that at Essouk trade moving through the site appeared to be 
booming as before. At Tegdaoust while we see there is not massive evidence for Trans- 
Saharan material culture imports after this time, its continued existence in this marginal 
zone and the fact that certain of its building are constructed in ‘deluxe’ style, argues for 
it still playing a role in the trade corridor. What then was this role for these places now 
seemingly less important as large market centres than the centres further south? I 
suggest that what we have to recognize is that whatever political realignments took 
place within the entrepot system the northern Sahel towns would still have been crucial 
points within the Trans-Saharan landscape as they were still environmentally the first or 
final stops in the Sahel after or before the inhospitable tracts of desert to the north of 
them. They would therefore still have been key caravan points and way stations on the 
Trans-Saharan route offering supplies, guide services and accommodation. It is difficult 
to imagine their other functions without projecting backwards better descriptions of 
these towns from the 14th century which we will see later. What though of the 
populations? Are the signs of change we see in the archaeology indicating distinct 
changes in populations? At Tegdaoust the evidence for very different house plans and 
construction does seem to indicate that either the previous population underwent a 
radical shift in their lifeways or that certain new groups moved to the site. At Essouk the 
epigraphy seems to suggest that important elements of the populations were the same in 
this era there seemingly being continuity in the epigraphy with the previous era (Moraes 
Farias, 2003) and likewise the ceramics which are not the sub-Saharan imports (with 
Niger River clay) suggest that the population showed at least certain strong elements of 
continuity. What of the evidence for the large amounts of the pots imported from the 
south? It was suggested before that these seem to indicate a radical shift in participation 
in local exchange systems; could these not be the result of certain new groups with new 
lifeways? The faunal remains also seem to indicate a certain shift in cooking styles. 
When we look to the documentary evidence we see an intriguing reference from the 
Kitab al-Istibsar which should make us at least consider that a certain cultural shift had
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taken place at Tadmekka with the Almoravid movement: “from Ghadamis one sets off 
for Tadmekka and other cities of the land of the Sudan” (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 
138) While the Kitab al-Istibsar is an interpretative composite text of earlier works 
(Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 138) it does contain original insights and it is possible 
that the author is indicating a sense in which a certain cultural control may have now 
been exerted over the entrepot system in the south where even the Berber towns were 
now to be considered ‘of the Sudan’. While we should obviously be careful about 
relying on turns of phrase, the evidence for other changes at Essouk and Tegdaoust at 
this time should make us consider that there was possibly an increasing integration of 
these towns into the Sudanic cultural system associated with the increased economic 
power of the Sudanic states and their Berber neighbours. We need to consider therefore 
whether indeed the Berbers in Koumbi and Gao-Saney are not indeed acting for the 
Sudanic states. We will return to this point.
So far we have restricted ourselves to the immediate post-Almoravid period. When we 
look beyond this the archaeological evidence appears to suggest that the broad entrepot 
system we have been describing continued to function through the 13th century. The 
clearest sign that entrepots further south continued to flourish is the 100ha+ size that 
Koumbi attains in the 13th century (Berthier, 1997: 101-103). Gao is less clear but it also 
seems to have sustained its role on the basis of the archaeological evidence (Insoll, 
2000: 151-152). Archaeology from Essouk supports the notion that the 13th century saw 
broad continuity with the 12th. While we see an interesting architectural construction in 
the form of the seating platform built at the beginning of horizon 11, the other evidence 
shows the same patterns for the 13 th century as for the 12th, the same patterns within the 
faunal remains, the same importation of large amounts of sub-Saharan pottery and 
importantly we see no evidence for a major re-expansion of the site. Meanwhile, 
Tegdaoust appears to fall into a terminal decline from around 1200 AD (Polet, 1985: 
231-242), seemingly associated with environmental difficulties. We can only imagine 
that another town developed to take over its intermediary function, perhaps Walata 
which while not appearing in the documentary records until the early 14th century 
perhaps had its origin point at this time (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 276).
The documentary historical evidence in the 13 century does not inform us much about 
the entrepot towns, adding little to what we can see from the archaeology. One reference
aL
in the second half of the 13 century does though stand out. This is a reference to
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Tadmekka as “owing allegiance to the Kanim” (Ibn Sa’id in Levtzion and Hopkins, 
1981: 193). While the idea of Essouk as owing allegiance to the Kanim has been 
questioned due to the long-distances involved and that this is possibly a confusion with 
the town of Takedda further east (Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 402, note 41), references 
such as these might suggest that Sudanic powers in West Africa were in control of the
thentire entrepot system by at least the late-13 century (Levtzion, 1992). The great power 
in control at this time is Mali, a polity whose centre of power was farther to the south 
than Ghana, the remnants of which it had displaced. While one could say that the power 
of Mali over the majority of the entrepot system is questionable from the documentary 
sources in the late-13th century, by the early-14th century this appears clear as we hear of 
the ruler of Mali’s “authority in the desert adjacent to the territory of Wargla” (Ibn 
Khaldun in Levtzion & Hopkins, 1981: 334). When very clear documentary reports 
commence in the mid-14th century we are provided with a description by Ibn Battuta of 
the town of Walata, that which appears to take over from Tegdaoust, which clearly 
shows this town in the northern strip of the Sahel is entirely controlled by Mali:
Then we reached Iwalatan [Walata] at the beginning o f the month o f Rabi al-awwal after a journey 
from Sidjilmasa o f two whole months. It is the first district o f the Sudan and the sultan’s deputy 
there is Farba Husayn. Farba [spelled out] means deputy. When we arrived there the merchants 
placed their belongings in an open space, where the Sudan took over the guard o f them while they 
went to the farba. He was sitting on a carpet under a saqif with his assistants in front o f him with 
lances and bows in their hands and the chief men o f the Massufa behind him. The merchants stood 
before him while he addressed them, in spite o f their proximity to him through an interpreter, out 
o f contempt for them. At this I repented at having come to their country because o f their ill 
manners and their contempt for white men. (Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 284).
Not only does this indicate the control of the far northern part of the Sahel by Mali, this 
clearly shows the relationship between this Sudanic state and its Massufa Berber allies. 
Also, if we look carefully at Ibn Battuta’s description we see no references to thriving 
markets in Walata. The caravans all appear to head off south to conduct the exchange 
further into the land of the Sudan and Ibn Battuta goes with them. Walata appears as a 
relatively small outpost of the Sudan with the function of meeting and provisioning 
caravans from across the Sahara and controlling access into the entrepot system. We are
thnot dealing with the thriving hustle and bustle of the Tegdaoust markets of the 10 
century.
• • thIt would obviously be foolish to project the political and economic position of 14 
century Walata back onto the 12th century reference to Tadmekka as ‘of the Sudan’.
• • • thHowever, having seen the broad archaeological continuity between the late-13 century
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thsituation and the late-11 century, I suggest that it should be seriously considered that 
the political structure of southern domination over certain northern entrepots in the 14th
thcentury has its roots as a system in the late-11 century and that certain hints of this
• • thbegin to be seen in the 12 century in documents such as that referring to Tadmekka as 
of the Sudan. While in the long period of time between the late-11th century and the
thmid-14 century there would have inevitably been power shifts and revolts, I suggest 
the entrepot system as a whole was fundamentally reoriented further south in the late- 
11th century and that that fundamental orientation stayed that way until the 14th century.
t hHaving now established Essouk’s position up to the 14 century we are about to move 
to look at Essouk’s role from that time onwards. When we enter into the better
thdocumented 14 century we see that the first reference to Essouk seems to indicate that 
it is “independent of Mali” (Al-Umari in Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 274). Has 
everything that has been said heretofore been a mere fabrication then? Have we over­
interpreted the archaeology? Was Walata a special case? In response to this the first 
thing that can be said is that the early-14th century reference to Essouk as being 
‘independent of Mali’ obviously sees the inexistence of this relationship as a 
noteworthy one; indeed when we look at the archaeology from Essouk we see that the 
independence from the south did indeed appear to be very new, freshly gained from the 
previous situation of southern domination. As we will see this appears to be part of a 
renegotiation of the power structure within the southern entrepot world that takes place
thin the 14 century. Tadmekka has indeed been traditionally seen as the place where this 
new shift in the system starts (Levtzion, 1992: 5). As we will see though Tadmekka’s 
role in this shift is not quite as has been made out. Indeed the whole story of Tadmekka 
in its last phase is not quite as has been conveyed previously.
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Section 10.4: Tadmekka, Mali and the White Sultans.
In 1352 or 1353 Ibn Battuta visited Walata and Timbuktu, the two commercial entrepots of the 
Sahel. Both were inhabited mainly by Massufa, whose chiefs paid allegiance to the representatives 
of the king o f Mali. The same year, 1353, Ibn Khaldoun heard at Biskra that a third southern 
terminus o f the Saharan trade, Tadmekka, was subject to the king o f Mali. But shortly afterwards 
there were succession disputes and civil wars in Mali, which weakened its hold over distant 
provinces. Tadmekka became independent and the wazir Mari Jata, in the name o f Mansa Musa II 
(1373/4-1387/8), failed to reconquer it. (Levtzion, 1992: 4).
thIn the early-14 century the wealth and power of Mali became evident the world over 
when Mansa Musa’s caravan arrived in Cairo and flooded the market with gold 
(Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 269-71). Within the dominant historical account, the
thearly-14 century entrepot system sees the Sudanic power of Mali extend its authority 
over the entrepot system to an absolute level (Levtzion, 1992; Ki-Zerbo and Niane, 
1997: 50-69). In the second half of the century however Mali’s power is seen to be 
challenged, with an entrepot at the farthest reaches of its empire in the east rising to 
break away (Levtzion, 1992; Ki-Zerbo & Niane, 1997: 58). During the first half of the
th • •15 century Mali’s power is seen to decline further as the key towns of Timbuktu and 
Walata are seized by the desert Berbers (Levtzion, 1992). Slightly further south at this 
time we see from archaeology that the grand entrepot of Koumbi Saleh which had 
certainly served as a channel for trade with the capital of Mali to the south of Koumbi, 
begins a decline from the late-14th century, to be abandoned by the mid-15th century, 
almost certainly a result of the tying of the fortunes of this trading town to the fortunes 
of Mali (Berthier, 1997: 101-103). In the vacuum of power that is created by the gradual 
decline of Mali’s strength and control over the Trans-Saharan entrepot system, the 
already growing power of Songhay, centred upon its capital at Gao, begins to expand at 
the expense of Mali (Levtzion, 1992; Ki-Zerbo, 1997: 77-86). It begins by asserting 
itself against the towns seized from Mali by the desert nomads, Walata and Timbuktu: 
Timbuktu being occupied and Walata being required to pay tribute (Levtzion, 1992).
As can be seen from the passage at the beginning of this section, Tadmekka plays the 
crucial role in the above tale of being the first entrepot to gain independence in the late-
th14 century. While this is so, when we look at the documentary sources intriguingly we
thsee that before this in the early-14 century there is a description of Tadmekka as being 
independent:
In the land o f the Sudan there are also three independent white Muslim kings who are Berbers; the 
sultan of Ahir (Air), the sultan o f DMWShH, and the sultan o f Tadmakka. The three are Muslim
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kings in the south o f the west, between Morocco (the kingdom o f the sultan Abu ’l-Hasan), and the 
country o f Mali and its neighbours.Each o f them is an independent sovereign; no one of them rules 
another, but the greatest is the king o f Ahir. They are Berbers and dress more or less like the 
Moroccans in the durra‘a (except that it s narrower) and turban with chin-band. Having no horses, 
they ride camels. Neither the Marinid sultan nor the ruler o f Mali has any authority over them. 
They live, as desert dwellers do, on meat and milk; grain is scarce with them (Al-Umari in 
Levtzion and Hopkins, 1981: 274).
In addition to the dominant historical account having failed to acknowledge this 
(Levtzion, 1992), there is another problem, that being that the references to Tadmekka 
in the passage presented at the beginning of this section are not strictly speaking 
relevant to Tadmekka at all, but to another town further east, Takedda. Confused? The
thtracking and searching for Essouk in the documentary tradition in the 14 century is a 
confusing business. No less confusing are the multiple interpretations of Tadmekka’s 
absence from significant documentary references from the late-14th century onwards. A
th  thfull demonstration of the extent of the confusion related to Essouk’s 14 and post-14 
century history will show the need for archaeology to aid us.
thLet us start by getting to grips with the confusions surrounding Essouk’s 14 century 
history. Firstly let us address the question of the TadmekkaxTakedda confusion. The 
somewhat confusing demonstration in the previous paragraph that references to
t h  • •Takedda in the 14 century could be used to explain Tadmekka’s historical activity in
ththe 14 century is a result of the fact that it has long been widely believed that the Early 
Arabic author whose comments on Takedda have been used to apply to Tadmekka, Ibn 
Khaldun, had misrecorded Tadmekka as Takedda (Lhote, 1955: 359-369; Levtzion and 
Hopkins, 1981: 425, n.72). The arguments do have a certain validity based upon the 
geographical location of ‘Takedda’ which is provided, this not being seen to fit with the 
real Takedda. Yet the ‘Takedda’ evidence must not be seen to relate unproblematically 
to Tadmekka: after all is it not just as likely that Ibn Khaldun provided an erroneous 
geographical location to Takedda as he provided an erroneous name to Tadmekka? One
th  •reason for being guarded about Tadmekka’s mid-15 century subjugation to Mali is that
not long before (1337/8AD) as we have just seen Al-Umari refers to Tadmekka as 
independent of Mali. As was explained earlier this evidence appears to have been 
ignored: it is difficult to see why Levtzion has ignored it; indeed this is doubly 
confusing as Levtzion cites certain of al-Umari’s other statements to claim that Mali 
possessed authority over vast tracts of the Sahara at this period (Levtzion, 1992: 4). In 
Levtzion, a great authority, having made this judgement one cannot but think there is a 
certain doubt being cast upon this particular report of al-Umari. Other than the
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comments of al-Umari and Ibn Khaldoun there is no other documentary evidence from 
the 14th century that relates to or can be seen to relate to Essouk. While there is a brief 
reference to Essouk in the early-15th century by al-Maqrizi (Levtzion and Hopkins, 
1981: 354) it is so non-specific as to be meaningless, being potentially a copying of 
earlier texts.
The questioned text of al-Umari and the similarly questionable text of Ibn Khaldoun are 
then all we have to base our interpretations of Essouk’s documentary history from the
t f iearly-14 century onwards. Do we then see both al-Umari’s and Ibn Khaldoun’s 
statements as referring to Tadmekka? Or do we see only one of the authors’ statements 
as referring to Tadmekka? Or, perhaps neither? Depending upon how one plays the 
evidence it seems one can interpret the history of Essouk in this century to fit one’s 
argument. In addition to the chronology of the events involved, what of the actors in this 
story? Who are al-Umari’s ‘white Sultans’? Obviously these do not feature in 
Levtzion’s account as he has ignored this evidence. It is to be noted that one has never 
heard the Tadmekka populations being described as ‘white’ previously; is this just a 
casual appellation with no historical significance? After all, Ibn Khaldun’s reference 
contains no mention of ‘white Sultans’ at ‘Takedda’. As one can see, the whole 14th 
century picture of Tadmekka based upon its “presence” within the documentary 
tradition gets less easy to grasp the more one looks at it; when we turn to the period 
after the documentary tradition has clearly ceased to make significant reference to 
Tadmekka we see that the situation is if anything more confusing.
Undoubtedly the most dominant view of Tadmekka’s disappearance from the 
documentary sources has been the view that this disappearance represents a clear sign of 
a decline in Tadmekka’s importance. While this may be so, even within this dominant 
view there are different views of the causes for which Essouk is seen to have ceased to 
be significant. Firstly we have the view of Richer, suggested in 1924, that the 
devastation wrought by a Songhay attack upon Tadmekka in the name of Mali c .l370 
led to its demise, though the basis for this belief is not clearly stated (see Lhote, 1955: 
357-359). While this dramatic end has been suggested we also have another reading of 
Tadmekka’s dropping out of the documentary sources, a less spectacular gradual decline 
resulting from the town of Takedda rising to its east and assuming Tadmekka’s role in 
the trade (Norris, 1975: 42), an explanation which perhaps fits well but which seems 
based merely upon supposition from the negative evidence of documentary history.
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Sitting alongside these varying accounts o f a rapid decline o f Essouk there are other 
accounts which suggest that its slip from the documentary tradition did not necessarily 
imply the end o f a major town at Essouk in the 14th century. Principally there are the 
oral historical references to an expedition o f Sonni A li the Songhay ruler destroying the 
town o f Essouk in the late-15th century (Cortier, 1908; Gauthier, 1907). This evidence 
while consistently repeated has been questioned due to the fact that the Timbuktu 
chronicles known for their systematic chronicling o f Sonni A li’s exploits do not 
mention this (see Moraes Farias, 2003: cxliv; Lhote, 1956: 406). When we look to the 
epigraphy from Essouk itself we see that the last date recorded is 1385AD (Moraes 
Farias, 2003: sect. 3.4; chp.7). While this could be seen to suggest that this marked the 
termination o f the site, there is also the possibility that this could result simply from an 
ending o f the epigraphic tradition at Essouk, rather than the end o f occupation at the 
site. And what is one to make o f the Berber oral tradition collected by Duveyrier in 
1864 (see Lhote, 1956: 405-406)?:
Les Noirs ont bati Es-Souk; les Touaregs l’ont conquise, occupee, agrandie, embellie; elle a ete 
detruite a trois reprises differentes: une premiere fois par l’envie; une seconde fois par des plantes 
epineuses, tellement epaisses qu’on ne pouvait trouver une place pour prier Dieu; une troisieme 
fois par l’ennemi’.
While one should obviously be cautious about using the various rhetorical stages o f this 
oral tradition to map Essouk’s history, one is tempted to see a certain significance in the 
clear association o f the final abandonment with a destruction by the enemy. The 
problem with this oral tradition is that it is d ifficu lt to gauge the chronology attached to 
this supposed event. Without such a chronology it is d ifficu lt to pursue the investigation 
further. So, there is no clear historical evidence for exactly what happened to the major 
urban entrepot o f Essouk, when it went, how it went and why it went. Let us then now 
turn to the archaeology which can bring some clarity to both the final “ documented”  era 
o f Essouk and its potential post-documentary life.
The first significant pattern we see in the archaeological evidence from unit Eka is that 
c .l300AD we see a recommencement o f construction (horizon 12) on the flattened 
remains o f the previous horizon (horizon 11). From the stratigraphic data, it is unclear 
whether the flattening o f the previous horizon’s constructions was caused by those 
building the horizon 12 constructions or whether this flattening had occurred 
previously. Following this horizon 12 rebuilding from scratch we see that very soon 
after (c .l325) the horizon 12 structure is destroyed, seemingly not in a planned manner
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as a whole pot is found in situ in the destruction layer. We then see another rebuilding 
from scratch (horizon 13) which is destroyed in the same manner as the previous 
horizon, this time two whole pots being found in the room space. While another 
building horizon follows horizon 13 this appears not to be occupied long before the 
termination o f occupation in this part o f the site C .1400A D . This series o f destructions 
and occupations appear to all take place within the space o f around 100 years, between 
c .l3 0 0  and c .l4 0 0 ; seemingly this indicates that this was a period o f great discontinuity 
and possibly turmoil at the site.
Looking for patterns in the archaeology beyond the stratigraphy we see that 
interestingly the first o f the series o f destructions is followed by the presence o f an 
entirely new ceramic tradition which is maintained until the termination o f occupation 
o f this part o f the site (see section 6 .4  for discussion). Also in the C .1 3 0 0 -1 4 0 0 A D  
period there are other very clear changes within the artefactual evidence: firstly we see a 
widespread presence o f colorants that had not been seen previously; secondly we see in 
the faunal assemblage that dog bones which previously had been scarce or entirely 
absent, become relatively common (see Appendix K); thirdly we see that the botanical 
assemblage also seems to indicate a certain change being fru it rich by comparison with 
previous periods; lastly ostrich eggshell is also seen in much greater quantity. It can be 
clearly seen that the artefactual evidence from Eka demonstrates that a sharp 
discontinuity occurs in the artefactual evidence from C .1300A D  onwards corresponding 
with the stratigraphic evidence for the period o f destructions.
In addition to unit Eka, unit Eke on the island also provides some limited evidence for 
this period, that being the presence o f fairly significant quantities o f ostrich eggshell as 
in Eka. Additionally, from the study o f the surface distribution o f ceramics we see that 
the area to the west o f the wadi contains significant amounts o f ceramics decorated with 
the Cr-1 motif, the dominant decor type in Eka period 4. The study o f the surface 
distribution o f ceramics does not suggest any clear sign o f significant occupation to the 
west o f the wadi before this period, though one cannot use this evidence as a guarantee 
o f this. Regardless o f whether the area was occupied before or not, it is clear that the 
area to the west o f the wadi sees large scale occupation in period 4. While the Eke and 
surface data does not definitively point to a discontinuity o f occupation from c .l300AD 
onwards, the Eka evidence we saw previously is by itself more than sufficient to state 
with some confidence that at c .l300AD we see a radical break in the occupation
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sequence. To go further, I suggest we are almost certainly dealing with a disruption o f 
the site, possibly an invasion, shortly after c .l300AD and a departure o f a significant 
proportion o f the previous population during the 14th century.
Who then were these ‘ invading’ or at least ‘incoming’ groups? As was discussed in 
chapter 6 the ceramic tradition which we see from c.l 300AD onwards forms one o f the 
clearest ways in which the archaeology departs from previous evidence. When looking 
for ‘origins’ for this ceramic tradition which radically departs from previous ceramic 
traditions at Essouk the first thing that one can say is that the tradition bears little  
resemblance to Sudanic pottery traditions. We either appear to be dealing with a 
ceramic tradition from the Berber Sahel or the Berber world to the North o f Essouk in 
the desert. When we look for evidence o f similar pottery traditions in the Sahel we do 
see certain signs o f this in Niger, as was detailed in sect. 6.4. The conclusion o f the 
comparison with the pottery traditions from Niger was that these pottery traditions 
appeared to date to a similar period to Essouk and do not make for a convincing origin 
for this tradition; it would though be foolish to state that the new pottery tradition seen 
at Essouk definitely does not come from the Sahel. Due to the lack o f good pottery 
studies from the desert areas to the North o f Essouk it is impossible to say whether the 
new Essouk tradition relates to those areas. The other archaeological evidence does not 
allow us to make any pronouncements on the cultural identity o f the groups we are 
seeing newly occupy the site. On the basis o f the archaeological evidence we can only 
say therefore that we are dealing with some new distinct Berber group. The epigraphic 
evidence does also not allow us to specify the specific Berber identity o f the post c .l 300 
populations at Essouk despite its continued presence until 1385AD (Moraes Farias, 
2003). We have to combine the insights we have so far attained with al-Umari’s text to 
gain further insight.
Al-Umari’s reference to the occupants o f early-14th century Tadmekka as ‘white’ had 
previously led to asking i f  the early-14th century groups o f Tadmekka were newcomers 
to the site. The reason for this was that Tadmekka had in earlier periods been distinctly 
referred to as a racially mixed location, and its clear later contacts and seeming linkage 
into the Sudanic entrepot system would have made one think that this would have 
continued as was seen at other places like Walata. The reference then to a ‘white’ group 
appeared to indicate a potential newly arrived group in this area o f the Sahel. Also the 
fact that the populations o f ‘Tadmekka’ had never been referred to previously as ‘white’
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was another reason to raise this possibility. Having now seen that the archaeology 
shows a distinct rupture to have occurred at the point just before al-Umari’s statement, 
this does seem to lend far more weight to al-Umari’s comments. It seems therefore that 
the groups we see arriving at Essouk are either ‘white’ southern Berbers who have for 
some reason retained a distinct racial character through lack o f racial mixing, or Berber 
groups o f the northern desert where racial mixing would have been less common than in 
the Sahel. These are d ifficu lt ideas and we should obviously be wary. For the moment 
the crucial thing we need to concentrate on is that these Berber groups would have been 
positioned in opposition to the groups present at the site before, and that their overthrow 
represented not just a change o f occupation at the site but a challenge to the power 
behind the site at that time: Mali.
♦hAt the beginning o f the 14 century it is believed that Mali was approaching its apogee 
o f power and extending itse lf even over the desert to the North o f the Sahel; Tadmekka 
is in no way considered to be outside that orbit (Ki-Zerbo &  Niane, 1997; Levtzion, 
1992). It was shown previously that a challenge to the received wisdom concerning 
M ali’s extension at this period could have been argued from the al-Umari evidence, 
albeit against the authority o f Levtzion. In addition to confirming al-Umari’s statements, 
what the Essouk archaeological evidence has shown additionally is that at this time 
Tadmekka was occupied or invaded by groups from outside the Sudanic system. 
Regardless therefore, whether Tadmekka was in nominal tribute based authority to Mali 
or a town occupied in part by Malian authorities, its becoming independent was not 
merely a casting o ff o f the shackles by previous groups, already a worrying 
phenomenon, it was the usurping o f control by groups outside the Sudanic entrepot 
system. This would surely have sent shock waves through the Malian political system: a 
major entrepot and a marker o f the control o f its borders lost to foreign elements. While 
one could say that we are overestimating the importance o f this event (and the security 
o f the archaeological evidence) we must also look at the striking evidence which seems 
to suggest that M ali tried to get it back. While it would be a contradiction to simply fall 
back on the ‘Takedda’ evidence as an illustration o f M ali’s attempts to reclaim 
Tadmekka, I think the Essouk archaeological evidence attesting to various destruction 
episodes suggests that the continued occupation o f the site by the groups who had 
seized it was a hard-won struggle. Given the archaeological evidence one can 
hypothetically see Mali as having invested and damaged Tadmekka on various 
occasions. The fact remains however that M ali did not bring Tadmekkka back to its
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previous position: the new occupants o f Tadmekka were not displaced. It is clear that a 
major part o f the entrepot system had been carved out o f the Sudanic system and that it 
remained that way.
What kind o f broader significance are we to attribute to the seizure o f Tadmekka by 
groups external to the system? Are we dealing with one o f the truly major events in 
West African history, evidenced here in excavation unit Eka, a crucial event showing a 
pivotal point in M ali’s fortunes? It would certainly be presumptuous to argue this with 
the evidence in hand. However, I do think this may eventually lend a new element to the 
story o f M ali’s long term decline. Previously the 14th century rot which occurred within 
M ali has been seen largely in internal terms o f ‘succession disputes and c iv il wars’ 
(Levtzion, 1992), based as this is upon Ibn Khaldun’s statement (see above). It is only 
with the 15th century when the rot has already set in that the external elements, the 
desert nomads, are seen to arrive and capitalize on M ali’s growing weakness (Levtzion, 
1992). I suggest the Essouk evidence should make us think slightly differently about the 
timing and sequence o f M ali’s decline.
The intriguing thing about the Essouk evidence is that it shows a rupture o f the Sudanic- 
dominated trade system at exactly the point when it is considered to be at its most 
powerful. Should the Essouk evidence then make us question whether in fact M ali was 
indeed so powerful at this time? Have our conceptions o f the power o f M ali under 
Mansa Musa been skewed by his prodigious spending in Cairo? I do not consider that 
the Essouk evidence should actually lead us to reassess the level o f M ali’s power under 
Mansa Musa. What I suggest is that the reason we see Essouk invaded by exterior 
groups is possibly because M ali had become too powerful. I suggest that the idea o f 
M ali’s hegemony having been established into the far northern Sahel, and even into the
tVi tV»desert in the 13 and 14 centuries, possibly led to increased imbalances in the trade 
relationship between the Sudan and the Berbers on the northern fringes o f the entrepot 
system. I f  we return to the quote o f al-Umari that Levtzion drew upon to assert that Mali
thpossessed the whole desert in the early-14 century, we do indeed seem to see that Mali 
had stretched its dominions seemingly further than any Sudanic state before and that “ to 
the north o f Mali there are tribes o f white Berbers under the rule o f its sultan, namely: 
Yantasar, Tin Gharas, Madusa, and Lamtuna” (al-Umari in Levtzion &  Hopkins, 1981: 
262).
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But what al-Umari’s reporting also showed in Essouk’s case is that things were perhaps 
on the turn. I suggest that indeed rather than use the Essouk evidence to challenge the 
extent o f M ali’s power, we accept that M ali’s power was indeed great and see this as the 
cause o f the movement against Tadmekka, certain groups having been over-dominated 
by the Sudanic system and perhaps having lost out through this. Perhaps the only 
solution in this new unprofitable situation was to attack the existing system. We would 
seem to need a reason for the sudden overthrowing o f an entrepot which had been 
w ithin the Sudanic/Sahelian Berber system ever since its foundation and I suggest this is 
it: the pushing too far o f southern domination that led certain groups on the fringes o f 
the system to reassert themselves into the system. The occupation o f one o f the main 
entrepot would seem as good a way as any for this reassertion.
What we now need to investigate is the extent to which the invasion o f Essouk was a 
successful one. Surely we have to consider that the aim o f the occupation was for 
economic profit. But in the c .l300 to 1400 period was Essouk a profitable place? From 
what we have seen previously it seems Essouk was doing very well indeed throughout 
the 13th century. The question is, did Essouk continue to flourish during the 14th 
century? The insecurity we see, coupled with the fact that Tadmekka does not appear to
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be referred to as a major trade point w ithin the 14 century Arabic literature does seem 
to suggest that this location had declined as a major point o f trade. While the evidence 
for Trans-Saharan Trade is lim ited I think it would be wrong though to represent Essouk 
at this period as being completely detached from Trans-Saharan Trade activity, a place 
outside the system. I f  we accept the fact that it was occupied by groups external to the 
system for purposes o f profit we should also see that its continued occupation suggests 
that the site was worth holding onto for these groups even at the cost o f battles and 
temporary destruction. I suggest that the function this site would have served would 
have been as a niche in the entrepot system where Saharan Berber groups and those on 
the fringes o f the Sudanic dominated system could channel their trade through while 
avoiding the costs that would come from functioning through a Sudanic dominated
thentrepot. The fact that we do not appear to see Tadmekka majorly referred to in the 14 
century as an entrepot centre is perhaps due to the fact that the Early Arabic 
geographers might have avoided a location which was outside o f well-traversed routes 
still in the control o f the dominant Mali. These strongly Malian dominated routes such 
as that going through Walata would have offered greater security for geographers not 
interested in heading on more marginal, contested but potentially profitable routes
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outside the system. While it is d ifficu lt to gauge the exact scale o f the trade at Essouk at 
this time due to the lim ited references o f the authors to trade there, I suggest the 
continued existence o f the site until 1400AD seemingly as a fa irly major settlement 
meant that trade was still flowing through this site.
We come now to the thorny question o f the final abandonment o f Essouk. The evidence 
from unit Eka suggests this final abandonment took place early in the 15th century. It is 
possible that the western (unexcavated) area was maintained for a certain period o f time 
but the fact that the island and the area o f Eka are abandoned by the early-15th century 
suggests we should consider this to be the time at which we talk o f the final decline o f 
Essouk. To give an explanation o f this decline I certainly think that an idea o f the site 
simply drifting away is not sufficient. It is clear that the site was hard won for the new 
incoming groups and retained with difficulty, a crucial niche o f profit carved out o f the 
Sudanic system was not going to be given up easily.
One idea which suggests itse lf as an explanation for Essouk’s ultimate decline is climate 
change. The early-15th century is s till a time when this region is considered to be within 
a prolonged phase o f aridity (Brooks, 1993: chp.l). In this zone o f the northern Sahel 
with the potential for even minor decadal variability to cause famine, there is every 
potential that minor climatic change could destabilize a town like Essouk. While we 
must therefore not entirely dismiss this as a possible cause o f Essouk’s final decline, at 
the same time one must not lose sight o f the oral traditions which do appear to revolve 
around an idea o f violent destruction. With a clearer chronological reference provided 
by the archaeology, we can now investigate further correspondences between the 
archaeological evidence and certain oral traditions.
W ithin oral traditions thus far collected one consistently finds the idea o f Essouk being 
conquered in the late-15th century by Sonni A li. On the basis o f the Essouk radiocarbon 
evidence I think it is not possible to stretch the chronology o f the site’s occupation to 
the end o f the 15th century. Archaeology therefore appears to offer new evidence for 
dismissing this idea, in addition to the critical historical perspective o f the Timbuktu 
chronicles. Let us then think about the other more vague oral tradition (quoted 
previously) talking o f a destruction o f Essouk by ‘the enemy’ . I suggest that from 
reading the phrasing o f the oral tradition that ‘the enemy’ is not referring to Sudanic 
groups, as i f  this were the case we would expect the inevitable appellation o f ‘ les noirs’
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to be used again rather than the more vague ‘the enemy’ . Given that the oral tradition is 
a Berber one, I suggest we are dealing with the destruction o f a Berber held site by 
another (enemy) Berber group. When we investigate the oral historical literature related 
to the c .l400AD period we seem to find the account o f the inter-Berber conflict this 
appears to be referring to.
Badi’s (2005) work on the oral traditions o f the Adrar des Iforas where Essouk is 
located provides a clear account o f an historical episode which was commenced in 
C.1392AD (600 years previously based upon the time o f the recording o f the oral 
tradition). The oral traditions recorded by Badi provide an account o f how the 
Tademakkat groups in the Essouk region establish an alliance with Sharifian groups 
from Morocco at a time when these groups are increasingly in conflict with the reigning 
Moroccan powers and seeking external opportunities. What is seen to occur is that with 
the aid o f these Moroccan Sharifian groups the Tademakkat ‘return’ to the Adrar des 
Iforas -  having seemingly become slightly ‘detached’ from the region -  and overcome 
their traditional Berber enemies the Ouillemeden. This is an oral tradition which has 
spread far and wide across the Sahel associated with the later spread o f Sharifian groups 
through the Western Sahel where they rose to positions o f authority. When we think 
about this oral tradition together with the archaeological evidence from Essouk which 
we have melded with the documentary historical data, I suggest we see certain very 
clear correspondences which can help us to explain the end o f Essouk’s occupation.
As recounted, the oral history recorded by Badi provides an account o f the indigenous 
Berber group o f the Essouk region, the Tademakkat, returning to the region to overcome 
their traditional enemies, another Berber group, the Ouillemeden. It appears clear that 
the Tadmekkat group who were indigenous to the Tadmekka region had a grievance 
against the Ouillemeden and required outside assistance to deal w ith that grievance. 
Having seen the archaeological evidence for the c .l 300AD arrival o f new Berber groups 
at Essouk and an associated distinct displacement o f ‘ indigenous’ Berber groups who 
appeared to have been continuously present at Essouk since its foundation, I suggest 
that the grievance o f the Tademakkat being referred to in the oral history recorded by 
Badi is the dispossession o f their indigenous site o f Essouk from them by the 
Ouillemeden. I am suggesting therefore that in the c .l300AD deposits at Essouk we 
excavated the evidence related to the seizing o f the site o f Essouk from the Tademakkat 
groups by the Ouillemeden. Further investigation brings even greater solidity to this
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But what al-Umari’s reporting also showed in Essouk’s case is that things were perhaps 
on the turn. I suggest that indeed rather than use the Essouk evidence to challenge the 
extent o f M ali’s power, we accept that M ali’s power was indeed great and see this as the 
cause o f the movement against Tadmekka, certain groups having been over-dominated 
by the Sudanic system and perhaps having lost out through this. Perhaps the only 
solution in this new unprofitable situation was to attack the existing system. We would 
seem to need a reason for the sudden overthrowing o f an entrepot which had been 
within the Sudanic/Sahelian Berber system ever since its foundation and I suggest this is 
it: the pushing too far o f southern domination that led certain groups on the fringes o f 
the system to reassert themselves into the system. The occupation o f one o f the main 
entrepot would seem as good a way as any for this reassertion.
What we now need to investigate is the extent to which the invasion o f Essouk was a 
successful one. Surely we have to consider that the aim o f the occupation was for 
economic profit. But in the c .l300 to 1400 period was Essouk a profitable place? From 
what we have seen previously it seems Essouk was doing very well indeed throughout 
the 13th century. The question is, did Essouk continue to flourish during the 14th 
century? The insecurity we see, coupled with the fact that Tadmekka does not appear to 
be referred to as a major trade point w ithin the 14th century Arabic literature does seem 
to suggest that this location had declined as a major point o f trade. While the evidence 
for Trans-Saharan Trade is lim ited I think it would be wrong though to represent Essouk 
at this period as being completely detached from Trans-Saharan Trade activity, a place 
outside the system. I f  we accept the fact that it was occupied by groups external to the 
system for purposes o f profit we should also see that its continued occupation suggests 
that the site was worth holding onto for these groups even at the cost o f battles and 
temporary destruction. I suggest that the function this site would have served would 
have been as a niche in the entrepot system where Saharan Berber groups and those on 
the fringes o f the Sudanic dominated system could channel their trade through while 
avoiding the costs that would come from functioning through a Sudanic dominated
thentrepot. The fact that we do not appear to see Tadmekka majorly referred to in the 14 
century as an entrepot centre is perhaps due to the fact that the Early Arabic 
geographers might have avoided a location which was outside o f well-traversed routes 
still in the control o f the dominant Mali. These strongly Malian dominated routes such 
as that going through Walata would have offered greater security for geographers not 
interested in heading on more marginal, contested but potentially profitable routes
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to be used again rather than the more vague ‘the enemy’ . Given that the oral tradition is 
a Berber one, I suggest we are dealing with the destruction o f a Berber held site by 
another (enemy) Berber group. When we investigate the oral historical literature related 
to the c .l400AD period we seem to find the account o f the inter-Berber conflict this 
appears to be referring to.
Badi’s (2005) work on the oral traditions o f the Adrar des Iforas where Essouk is 
located provides a clear account o f an historical episode which was commenced in 
C.1392AD (600 years previously based upon the time o f the recording o f the oral 
tradition). The oral traditions recorded by Badi provide an account o f how the 
Tademakkat groups in the Essouk region establish an alliance w ith Sharifian groups 
from Morocco at a time when these groups are increasingly in conflict w ith the reigning 
Moroccan powers and seeking external opportunities. What is seen to occur is that with 
the aid o f these Moroccan Sharifian groups the Tademakkat ‘return’ to the Adrar des 
Iforas -  having seemingly become slightly ‘detached’ from the region -  and overcome 
their traditional Berber enemies the Ouillemeden. This is an oral tradition which has 
spread far and wide across the Sahel associated with the later spread o f Sharifian groups 
through the Western Sahel where they rose to positions o f authority. When we think 
about this oral tradition together w ith the archaeological evidence from Essouk which 
we have melded with the documentary historical data, I suggest we see certain very 
clear correspondences which can help us to explain the end o f Essouk’s occupation.
As recounted, the oral history recorded by Badi provides an account o f the indigenous 
Berber group o f the Essouk region, the Tademakkat, returning to the region to overcome 
their traditional enemies, another Berber group, the Ouillemeden. It appears clear that 
the Tadmekkat group who were indigenous to the Tadmekka region had a grievance 
against the Ouillemeden and required outside assistance to deal with that grievance. 
Having seen the archaeological evidence for the C .1 3 0 0 A D  arrival o f new Berber groups 
at Essouk and an associated distinct displacement o f ‘ indigenous’ Berber groups who 
appeared to have been continuously present at Essouk since its foundation, I suggest 
that the grievance o f the Tademakkat being referred to in the oral history recorded by 
Badi is the dispossession o f their indigenous site o f Essouk from them by the 
Ouillemeden. I am suggesting therefore that in the C .13 0 0 A D  deposits at Essouk we 
excavated the evidence related to the seizing o f the site o f Essouk from the Tademakkat 
groups by the Ouillemeden. Further investigation brings even greater solidity to this
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idea. Previously we saw that through the melding o f the archaeological data with the 
account o f Al-Umari we came to the conclusion that the new groups arriving at Essouk 
and displacing the previous populations were most likely ‘white’ Berbers. When we 
investigate the nature o f the Ouillemeden groups who we are presenting here as those 
very groups who were the newly arriving groups in C .1 3 0 0 A D , we see that fascinatingly 
the Ouillemeden today are a consciously ‘white’ Berber group found in the Sahel whose 
identity is in no small part defined by its opposition to ‘non-white’ Berber populations 
and the ‘black’ populations o f the Sahel (Mariko, 1 9 8 4 ). It thus seems compelling that 
the archaeological evidence for the C .1300A D  invasion o f Essouk relates to the ancestral 
‘white’ groups o f the Ouillemeden dispossessing the ancestral Berber-Sudanic mixed 
groups o f the Tademakkat. Likewise, having now brought in the oral traditions collected 
by Badi, it seems highly convincing to extend the story to argue that the evidence for 
the final fa ll o f Essouk in C .1 4 0 0 A D  relates to this same conflict, the site falling during 
the period o f the ‘ indigenous’ Tadamakkat group’s reassertion o f the right to their site, 
the events recounted in the oral history recorded by Badi.
As w ill be apparent, the reconquest o f the site by the Tadamakket we are suggesting 
appears to bring the end o f trade, the site not surviving beyond the period o f this new 
struggle. For what purpose then was it reconquered? It would appear that the 
Ouillemeden were associated w ith the entrepot trade system and that their defeat simply 
took the trade elsewhere. There does not even appear to have been an attempt to rebuild 
Essouk and continue with trade. I suggest the reason for this is that the repossession o f 
the site was perhaps not an issue centrally dominated by trade. From Badi’s (2005) 
account it can be seen that the recruiting o f the Sharifian Moroccan groups by the 
Tademakkat was seemingly in large part related to a desire to reinstate a clear direction 
for Islam within the Tademakkat and w ithin their region. This is expressly conveyed in 
the fact that the Tademakkat appeal to the Sharifian groups for a religious guide (Ibid.). 
Their appeal would appear to be dominated by this religious aspect. I suggest that the 
battle to regain Essouk from the groups who had dispossessed them was bound up with 
this religious movement. Indeed when we reflect upon this we can see the importance 
that the repossession o f Essouk would have had for these groups seeking this new 
religious direction. Essouk was the central Islamic site w ithin this zone o f the Sahel and 
for the Tademakkat the association between their own religious origins and the site was 
even more pronounced. Purely for these reasons there would have been a desire to 
reclaim the site from their ‘enemies’ . When we look to the archaeological evidence we
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also see other potential reasons. One o f the clear patterns in the occupation sequence we 
see is that following the c. 1300AD occupation o f the site by the new groups we see 
evidence for carnifagi, or the consumption o f dogs (see appendix K). Previously, dog 
bones had only been seen in the deposits back in period 2 and only one o f them was 
evidenced. It is well known that the consumption o f dogs is highly frowned on within 
the Islamic faith. What we are clearly seeing therefore is that not only had the central 
town in the Tadmekkat belief system been lost but it had been lost to groups who took 
Islam lightly. I suggest therefore that the repossession o f the site would have been 
further fuelled by this fact; the central Islamic site in this region o f the Sahel was being 
defiled.
The repossession o f Essouk by the Tademakkat therefore seemed to have signalled the 
end for trade in the region. Following Essouk’s demise we seem to see that the Adrar 
des Iforas became a spiritual centre for followers o f Sufi Islam (Cressier, 1992; Bemus 
et al, 1999; Moraes Farias, 2003), this being undoubtedly clearly associated with the 
newly arrived Sharifian Islamic groups who assisted the Tademakkat, this group being 
strongly connected to Sufi Islam. Crucially for our understanding o f Essouk’s drift out 
o f the literature referring to Early Islamic trade, Sufi Islam is a mystical belief system 
based in the cult o f the wilderness. The connection between the diffusion o f Sufi Islam 
into the Adrar des Iforas and Essouk’s demise therefore seems clear. The final battle 
over Essouk appeared to bring in a new religious movement into the region specifically 
detached from the pursuit o f worldly gain. There could perhaps be no more definitive 
way in which the trade centre o f Essouk finally went, a belief system specifically set in 
contrast to everything that the Early Islamic trade system embodied, the hustle and 
bustle o f worldly gain and the linkage to the world economic system. A ll this seemed to 
come to an end suddenly and irrevocably in c. 1400AD as a new future for the Adrar des 
Iforas was set in train. Meanwhile, the Sahelian entrepot system raged elsewhere...
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CONCLUSIONS.
Introduction.
This thesis has demonstrated archaeology’s ability to further our understanding o f the 
core research issues which were defined at the beginning o f the thesis. In addition to 
this, the Essouk project has provided a well-dated occupational sequence for this key 
site, and has enabled the activation o f a wide range o f specialist analyses on materials 
stemming from the site.
Research into the pacing o f trade.
The excavated archaeological remains from Essouk provide fundamentally new 
perspectives on the pacing o f Early Islamic Trans-Saharan Trade in its earliest stages, 
demonstrating the existence o f a significant Trans-Saharan Trade w ith West Africa as 
far back as the 8 century AD (see section 10.1), a fu ll 200 years or so before the date 
when major Trans-Saharan Trade is traditionally seen to have begun. In addition to 
simply providing an ‘earlier date,’ this finding has shown potential for reopening 
debates surrounding the cultural systems operating in the earliest years o f the Early 
Islamic trade which have fallen by the wayside in recent years, namely those concerning 
the Ibadi trading groups. In addition, the wider implications o f this early date provides 
the potential for injecting new life  into the archaeological investigation o f the earliest 
years o f the Early Islamic trade, both in terms o f reassessing past work and in terms o f 
stimulating interest in pursuing work at new sites.
The Essouk project has also provided new ideas on the 10th century explosion o f trade. 
It has clearly demonstrated that this ‘trade boom’ was not confined to the far western 
route leading from Morocco to Mauritania as has been maintained by previous 
archaeological and historical research. The important finding o f a parallel ‘trade boom’ 
in the trade corridor from Algeria to Essouk (see section 10.2) not only provides another 
clear rewriting o f the account o f the pacing and development o f the Early Islamic trade, 
but also provides stimulus for thinking differently about the socio-economic
tVi fU tdevelopments in the Algeria-Essouk trade corridor in the 10 to 11 centuries as was 
demonstrated in the thesis (see section 10.2).
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Research into the organization and culture o f the entrepot system.
The Essouk data provided clear new perspectives on the organization and culture o f the 
entrepot system. The u tility  o f the Essouk data for investigating this issue was provided 
in combination w ith data from previous archaeologies to show that major discontinuities
thappeared to take place w ithin the entrepot system from the 11 century during the
• thheight o f the Early Islamic trade (see sect. 10.3). This 11 century point in the trade has 
up until now been perceived as being part o f a period o f relative continuity w ithin the 
entrepot system stretching from the 10 to the 13 centuries. In addition to simply 
highlighting the evidence for discontinuity, suggestions were made as to the 
significance o f this, it being demonstrated how this appeared to be a sign o f a power 
shift brought about by Sahelian groups who became allied with the Almoravid 
movement which occurred at this time (see section 10.3).
In addition to looking at broader developments within the entrepot system during the 
‘high period’ o f the trade, we saw in a focused study o f Essouk in its later stages (c.l4 th 
century) how the site appeared to experience an invasion at that time which has not been 
recounted in Arabic documents (see section 10.4). It was shown how this introduced 
new ideas into our understanding o f the organization and culture o f the entrepot system 
at the height o f M ali’s power (see section 10.4). In addition to this the Essouk data -  
both excavation and surface collection data -  provided a good account o f the 
chronology and cultural life o f Essouk in its terminal occupation and showed how this 
could be understood w ithin the context o f the culture o f the Western Sahel o f that 
period.
Research into the movement o f Trans-Saharan commodities and their archaeological 
correlates.
The thesis has provided a good account o f the range o f North African material culture 
imports arriving at Essouk during the Early Islamic period (see chp. 7), data which has 
previously been unavailable. The Essouk project has thereby provided a strong data set 
to stand alongside those o f the other major Early Islamic entrepot sites in the Western 
Sahel. Certain reflections were also provided about what these commodities tell us 
about what types o f goods were moving north to south across the desert (see ch.7). Rare 
individual items were also evidenced, such as red glass, silk and a Qingbai pot, thereby
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diversifying our understanding o f the commodities moving w ithin the Western Sahel 
trade system. More important than these findings however was the evidencing o f gold 
coin moulds (see section. 8.2) which provided an insight into the mechanisms and 
nature o f the movement o f commodities from south to north which has been almost 
non-existent previously. Not only was this finding crucial for rethinking our ideas o f the 
pacing o f trade (sect. 10.1) but this also provided the basis for a rethinking o f certain 
fundamental ideas about the extent and nature o f gold-working south o f the Sahara, as 
well as notions about where gold was coming from in the earliest era o f the trade (see 
sect. 8.2).
The Essouk findings have also demonstrated, hopefully once and for all, the 
methodological fallacy o f substantiating the presence or absence o f Trans-Saharan 
Trade activity according to the presence or absence o f the archaeologically recoverable 
durable material culture items o f glass-beads, non-bead glass and glazed ceramics (see 
section 8.2). The evidence for gold coin production at Essouk in stratigraphic levels 
before glass-beads, non-bead glass and glazed ceramics are present in any quantity 
means that we can no longer rely on this category o f material culture as a means o f 
tracking the trade.
In addition to simply exposing the problems inherent in previous treatments o f the 
movement o f Trans-Saharan commodities, the Essouk project has provided clear 
methodological directives for establishing new archaeological ways o f tracking the 
trade. Firstly, we argued that the establishment o f permanent architecture in the northern 
Sahel should be accepted as a significant indicator o f the development o f trade and 
accordingly it must be used as one o f the fundamental archaeological correlates o f trade. 
In addition to this we demonstrated how we need to look at other types o f 
archaeological evidence as markers o f trade. We showed how such archaeologically 
recoverable material as couscousiere fragments, keys, North African botanical imports 
and ‘ foreign’ sub-Saharan ceramic traditions can be used as a means o f gaining insight
thinto significant trade processes in the earliest era o f trade (8 century) (see sect. 10.1). 
Again, in reassessing an artefact type previously encountered at other entrepot sites, 
‘glass bead moulds’ , and demonstrating that almost identical artefacts evidenced at 
Essouk were in fact gold coin moulds (see section. 8.2) we showed that major trade was 
occurring at Essouk in the 9th century. Indeed, without this reassessment, i f  we were 
relying purely upon glass beads, non-bead glass and glazed ceramics as a guide to the
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tilpresence o f trade, the definitive evidence for major 9 century trade at Essouk would 
not have been evidenced (see chp.7). Later in the sequence, after the boom o f glass 
beads, non-bead glass and glazed ceramics has passed, we showed how a careful study 
o f Niger river basin pottery at the site (Pfi-5 decorated pottery) was clear evidence for 
continuing north-south trade moving through the site in the 12th and 13th centuries (see 
sections 6.3 &  10.3). Once again, i f  we had relied purely on North African material 
culture to make our judgements concerning the scale o f trade, we would have arrived at 
a different conclusion because North African material culture imports are barely present
t l i  tl iin the 12 and 13 century Essouk sequence (see chp. 7).
It can be seen therefore that the project’s handling o f material culture has led both to a 
fresh account o f the Trans-Saharan Trade at Essouk, and has provided new 
methodological directives for moving beyond variably present North African material 
culture as the ‘tracker’ for Trans-Saharan Trade.
Further contributions o f the thesis.
The first additional contribution o f the thesis beyond its immediate research aims is that 
the fieldwork project at Essouk around which the thesis is based has thoroughly 
excavated, recorded and absolutely dated a very well-preserved and therefore secure 
occupational and material culture sequence for the site o f Essouk, recognized as one o f 
the four key earliest Islamic sites o f Trans-Saharan Trade in West Africa. It should be 
remembered that prior to this project this site was unexcavated. In providing a new 
well-dated sequence the project has significantly added to the data set o f Early Islamic 
archaeology in West Africa.
In addition to simply providing a descriptive data set o f the artefactual evidence found 
at Essouk, the stated aim o f the Essouk project to ensure expert analysis o f all o f the 
artefactual and ecofactual evidence has meant that ‘expert standard’ data sets have been 
generated for all o f the Essouk materials including North African material culture 
imports (typology), chemistry o f glass, microscopy o f Sahelian ceramics, chemistry o f 
metal objects, chemistry o f metal technology, faunal remains, botanical remains, shells 
and textiles. Importantly, much o f this data has also been activated for site interpretation 
rather than leaving it in an amorphous state.
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Further research deriving from this dissertation is already in production, including work 
on: ‘gold technologies and gold chemistry in the Early Islamic world’ (Nixon, Filomena 
Guerra &  Rehren, forthcoming article); ‘the movement o f copper based objects in the 
Trans-Saharan system’ (T.Fenn, forthcoming PhD); ‘the importance o f carnifagi in the 
Berber world’ (Nixon &  MacDonald, forthcoming), ‘botanical remains w ithin the West 
African Sahel’ (Murray, Nixon &  Fuller, forthcoming); ‘West African glass chemistry 
in the Early Islamic period’ (Nixon, Lankton & Robertshaw, forthcoming); ‘the tracking 
o f trade in Niger Basin ceramics through clay and chaff-temper analysis’ (Nixon, 
MacDonald &  Fuller, forthcoming); ‘dichroic glass beads in West A frica’ (Lankton, 
forthcoming).
It is hoped that the importance o f these initial research findings from Essouk w ill 
generate further interest and future research at the site, as well as associated interest in 
the various forms o f new archaeological data which this project has generated.
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APPENDICES
The majority o f the appendices presented here are specialist scientific reports related to 
the investigation o f the archaeological finds from Essouk. While the main reports are 
fu lly presented it has however been necessary to leave out many o f the tables and 
figures originally included w ith these reports as their inclusion would have resulted in 
an over-lengthy thesis document. While many o f the tables and figures are not provided 
here, it is still felt that the reports can be well-comprehended without their presence.
The fu ll tables and figures related to the artefactual evidence have been carefully 
recorded and filed to be made available for future scholarly reference along w ith the rest 
o f the detailed fieldwork reports and databases compiled during the course o f the 
Essouk project.
Appendix A . 
Early Arabic documentary references to Tadmekka in ‘Levtzion, N. & Hopkins, J. 
F. P. (eds.), 1981. Corpus o f Early Arabic Sources for West African History. 
Princeton: Markus Wiener Publishers.
Ibn Haw gal (writing c. 967-968 A.D) -  see L & H, pages 43-52.
That which is beyond him [the ruler o f the Maghrib] and situated more deeply in the 
deserts o f Sijilmasa and Awdaghust and the territories o f Lamta and Tadmakka towards 
the south and the territories o f Fazzan contains water-points around which are tribes o f 
unheeded Berbers who are unacqainted with cereals (ta‘am) and have never seen wheat 
or barley or any other kind o f grain. They are for the most part in a state o f 
wretchedness and their dress is a piece o f cloth worn sash-wise. Their staple diet is m ilk 
and flesh. I shall mention this and describe it again after I have finished mentioning the 
distance exhaustively, i f  God wills.
These are the tribes o f the pure Sanhaja [list precedes this statement]. As for the Banu 
Tanamak, the kings o f Tadmakka, and the tribes related to them, it is said that they were 
originally Sudan whose skin and complexion became white because they live close to 
the North and far from the land o f Kawkaw, and that they descend on their mother’s 
side from the progeny o f Ham. They are [a list follows]:
Some say, however, that they actually belong to the Sanhaja. Those who attach the 
Banu Tanamak to the descendants o f Ham base themselves on the theory o f al-Kindi 
that the whites, when they breed for seven generations in the land o f the Sudan, take on 
their external appearance and black colour. Also the Sudan, when they procreate in the 
country o f the whites for seven generations, assume their appearance, their white colour 
and the purity o f their complexion. Descent, however, may not be discussed w ith this 
kind o f argument. Those who deny this origin o f the Banu Tanamak affirm that the 
Banu Tamakizt belong to them.
The supreme kings o f Tadmakka in our time are Fusahr b. Alfara and Inaw b. Sabanzak. 
They are the rulers, who combine leadership w ith learning, jurisprudence, and political 
skill, as well as some knowledge o f biographies and they are versed in traditions and 
history. They are Banu Tanamak.
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Al-Bakri (writing 1068) -  see L & H, vases 62-87.
Then you go from there six stages along the Nile to the town o f Tiraqqa. In the market 
o f that town the people o f Ghana and Tadmakka assemble.
From Tiraqqa the N ile turns towards the south into the land o f the Sudan, and you go 
along it for about three stages, and then enter the country o f the Saghmara, who are a 
Berber tribe living in the province o f Tadmakka.On the opposite bank is the town o f 
Kawkaw, which belongs to the Sudan. A  description o f this town and the neighbouring 
ones w ill be given in another place, i f  God wills.
From Ghana to Tadmakka is the distance o f 50 days’ journey on the high road (jadda).
From Bughrat you go to Tiraqqa and from there across the desert plain to Tadmakka, 
which o f all the towns in the world is the one that resembles Mecca the most. Its name 
means “ the Mecca like” . It is a large town amidst mountains and ravines and is better 
built than Ghana or Kawkaw. The inhabitants o f Tadmakka are Muslim Berbers who 
veil themselves as the Berbers o f the desert do. They live on meat and m ilk as well as 
on a grain which the earth produces without being tilled. Sorghum and other grains are 
imported for them from the land o f the Sudan. They wear clothes o f cotton, nuli, and 
other robes dyed red. Their king wears a red turban, yellow shirt, and blue trousers.
Their dinars are called “ bald”  because they are o f pure gold without any stamp. Their 
women are o f perfect beauty, unequalled among people o f any other country, but 
adultery is allowed among them. They fall upon any merchant [disputing as to] which o f 
them shall take him to her house.
I f  you want to go from Tadmakka to Qayrawan you go through the desert for 50 days to
Wargalan From Tadmakka to Ghadamis is 40 stages over the desert, water being
found every two or three days in ahsa.
Another road from Tadmakka to Ghadamis: you go from Tadmakka for six days over 
the country inhabited by the Saghmara and then through the waterless waste for four 
days before attaining water, and then through another waterless region also for four 
days.
Between Tadmakka and the town o f Kawkaw is a distance o f nine stages....... The
people o f the region o f Kawkaw trade with salt which serves as their currency. This salt 
is obtained from an underground mine at Tutak, in Berber country, and transported to 
Tadmakka and thence to Kawkaw. Between Tadmakka and Tutak is a distance o f six 
stages.
Ibadi extracts (written in 11th and 12th centuries; all referring to events which took 
place in the 10th and 11th centuriess) -  see L & H, vases 88-91.
Abu T-Rabi‘ Sulayman b. ‘Umar related that Abu Salih [al-Yajrani] drove some camels 
o f his from the Qibla [south] to sell them in Warjalan. A man o f Warjalan bought one o f 
them and asked the price. He replied: “ The price o f your camel at Tadmakkat.”  So Abu 
Salih got ready to travel w ith him to Tadmakkat and took a camel to ride. Another man 
asked him: “ Carry for me on your camel a load o f cloth.”  Abu Salih agreed and said to 
him: “ How much shall I sell your load for?”  He replied: “ For so much.”  The shaykh
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[Abu Salih] arrived at Tadmakkat and bargained over the load. The price he could get 
fe ll a little  (about % o f a qirat) short o f the price prescribed by the man so he did not sell 
it but returned to Warjalan with it. We never heard o f a load brought back from 
Tadmakkat to Warjalan except this one. Praise be to God the Lord o f the Worlds.
Three shaykhs, Abu ‘Amr [ ‘Uthman b. Khalifa al-Sufi], Abu Nuh [Salih b. Ibrahim b. 
Yusuf al-Mazati] and Abu T-Rabi [Sulayman b. ‘Abd al-Salam al-Wisyani] (may God 
have mercy upon them), recount that a man o f the B.Wisyan named Tamli was mean 
(muqill) in his early years.. .He belonged to the people o f the Qusur.. .He began to 
travel to Tadmakkat where he attained great wealth.. .He began to send from Tadmakkat 
every year sixteen bags, each bag containing 500 dinars. These bags were o f cowhide 
and on each o f them was written “ This is God’s property.”  He used to send them to Abu 
Imran Musa b. Sudrinm the father o f Harun al-Hami al-Wisyani (may God have mercy 
on him) for him to distribute among his dependants (ahl wilayatihi) [in the Jarid] until 
Abu ‘ Imran wrote saying: “ God’s property is much but your dependants are no longer 
in need”  [or “ your dependants are few” ]. So Tamli wrote to him: “ Give o f it to such o f 
the ahl al-da‘wa as you know to be free o f major sin.
I took this account from the shaykh Abu Khazar without questioning anybody 
about it.
The shaykhs said that Abu Nuh Sa‘id b. Yakhlaf (but Abu Nuh [Salih] said that 
it was his father Yakhlaf b. Tamaskwit al-Maduni) travelled to Tadmakka until he 
arrived at Tamli’s house. Tamli admitted him into his treasure houses saying: “ I f  you 
take God’s property (meaning the zakah) I w ill make you and your descendants rich.” 
The shaykh [Abu Nuh] replied: “No.”  So Tamli said: “ You have never known me to be 
generous”  and gave him a dinar. The shaykh returned. He used to recount o f his treasure 
houses: “ I saw there marked bags which I can only liken to puppies piled one on 
another, as fu ll o f gold. On each bag was written: “ This is God’s property. Praise be to 
God the Lord o f the Worlds.
Abu ‘Amr [‘Uthman] recounted in the authority o f the shaykh Yakhlaftan b. Ayyub al- 
Nafusi al-Masannani that the shaykh Abu Nuh the Lesser was known to have 40 horses. 
He had a thoroughbred horse on which he made the Pilgrimage and on which he 
travelled to Tadmakkat. It was worth 150 dinars.”
[Incidental to events in J.Nafusa in the fifth/eleventh century is mention of] a man who 
at that time was at Tadmakkat.
Kitab al-Istibsar (written c.1135) -  see L & H, vases 137-151.
From Ghadamis one sets o ff for Tadmakka and other cities o f the land o f the Sudan.
I f  you travel from Ghana towards the east you w ill travel through much country 
inhabited by Sudan and among nomadic Berber tribes who are Muslims. You w ill travel 
many stages up the N il to the town o f Tiraqqa, which is a big town, having populous 
markets where many nations gather from divers lands such as the land o f Ghana and 
Tadmakka and others.
Near to Tiraqqa towards the west is the city o f Tadmakka. It is a large city between 
mountains and ravines and o f all towns is the one that resembles Mecca (may God 
ennoble it!) the most. The meaning o f tad w ith them is “ appearance”  (hay’a): the 
appearance o f Mecca. Its people are Muslim Berbers who wander about as the Berbers
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o f the desert do. They live on meat and m ilk and have no wheat or barley. They have a 
grain which the earth produces without being tilled and resembles sorghum. They wear 
clothes o f dyed cotton. The king wears coloured clothes; his turban may be red, his shirt 
yellow and his trousers blue, and the like. Their dinars are called “bald”  because they 
are o f pure gold without any stamp. Their women are o f perfect beauty, unequalled 
among people o f any other country, but adultery is allowed among them. They meet the 
merchants who come to their country and quarrel over any handsome man among them 
as to which shall take him to her house.
Between the city o f Tadmekka and Ghana is about 50 stages. Between them there are 
cities and habitations o f the Sudan and the Berbers.
I f  you want the road from Tadmakka to al-Qayrawan you go towards the north and 
travel through the desert for about 50 days to the town o f Wargalan on the edge o f the 
desert neighbouring Ifriqiya.
From Tadmakka there are nine days to the city o f Kawkaw.
Al-Zuhri (writing c.1150) -  see L & H  vases 93-100.
Near to Ghana at a distance o f fifteen days’ travelling there are two towns, o f which one 
is called NSLA and the second Tadimakka [sic]. Between these two towns is a distance 
o f nine days’ travelling. The people o f these two towns turned Muslim seven years after 
the people o f Ghana turned Muslim. There had been much warfare between them. The 
people o f Ghana sought the help o f the Almoravids. The people o f Tadimakka make 
raids on the land o f the Barbara, a tribe o f Janawa. The Barbara, in their own opinion, 
are the most noble and aristocratic o f men. This is because the amir o f Ghana is related 
to them and used to be one o f them. Every amir in the land o f Janawa acknowledges 
their nobility except the Muslims, since the highest nobility belongs to those who 
believe in God and His Prophet and the Last Day.
The people o f Barbara are pagans, so the people o f Sila and Tadimakka make raids on 
them and seize any whom they can find. They live in the middle o f the desert, neither to 
the east nor to the west.
About twenty farsakhs to the east o f Ghana is the town o f Zafiin. This is the nearest o f 
the desert towns to Waraqlan and Sijilmasa. Between these two towns the Almoravids 
live. These people accepted Islam when the people o f Waraqlan did so in the time o f 
Hisham b. 4Abd al-M alik [105/724-125/743]. But [then] they adopted a school which 
took them outside the Holy Law. They returned to orthodox Islam when the people o f 
Ghana, Tadimakka and Zafun adopted Islam. They are attached to the town o f Ghana 
because it is their capital and the seat o f their kingdom.
Ibn Hammad (writins 1220 but text refers to late 9th century) -  see L & H, vase 154.
Kidad, father o f Abu Yazid, lived in Taqyus in the land o f Qastiliya. He used to travel 
to and from the land o f the Sudan with the merchants. In Tadmakkat he bought a slave 
girl called Sabika who became pregnant by him and gave birth to Abu Yazid. He was 
lame and had a birth mark on his tongue. His father Kidad took him to a diviner (‘arraf) 
in the town o f Kawkaw. His father showed him to the diviner, who said: “ He w ill 
become important, and w ill become a king.”  Kidad then returned to Taqyus, where he
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died. [Abu Yazid grew up in Tuzar.]
Ibn Sa ‘id (written between 1269 and 1287) -  see L & H. page 180-194.
At the west end of the Luniya mountains, among hills and valleys, is the town of 
Tadmakka, which is well known to travellers and mentioned in books. Its inhabitants 
are Muslim Berbers who travel much to trade to the land of the Sudan and owe 
obedience to the Kanim. The town is situated to the south of the range and to the north 
of the line of the Second Clime in longitude 44 and some minutes.
Al-Dimashai (writing between 1256 and 1327) -  see L & H, vases 204-214.
Also in this desert is Tadamakka, which means “like Mecca”. It is so-called from its 
lying between mountains. Its people live as those whom we have mentioned previously. 
They all wear the litham, and nothing appears of them except the eyes, but the women 
have their faces uncovered. A strange thing about the men is that they are 
unrecognizable when they remove the litham
Also in this desert region is Warqalan, which is at a distance of 50 stages from 
Tadamakka.
Al- ‘Umari (writing c. 1337-8) -  see L & K  vases 252-278.
In the land of the Sudan there are also three independent white Muslim kings who are 
Berbers; the sultan of Ahir (Air), the sultan of DMWShH, and the sultan of Tadmakka. 
The three are Muslim kings in the south of the west, between Morocco (the kingdom of 
the sultan Abu T-Hasan), and the country of Mali and its neighbours. Each of them is an 
independent sovereign; no one of them rules another, but the greatest is the king of 
Ahir. They are Berbers and dress more or less like the Moroccans in the durra‘a (except 
that it is narrower) and turban with chin-band. Having no horses, they ride camels. 
Neither the Marinid sultan nor the ruler of Mali has any authority over them. They live, 
as desert dwellers do, on meat and milk; grain is scarce with them.
Shaykh Sa‘id al-Dukkali told me that he passed through their country on one of 
his journeys but did not remain ling among them as they were short of food.
Zawawi told me that these Berbers possess inhabited mountains which produce 
many fruits. What is under the control of these three is about half what the king of Mali 
possesses, or a little more. The latter enjoys a greater income because of his proximity 
to the land of the infidels, for the place where the gold sprouts is there and he can coerce 
them. His income is great for this reason and because of the abundance of goods which 
are sold in his country and what he gains from forays into the land of the infidels. The 
land of the former, on the contrary, is sterile and they have no opportunity to earn. They 
make their living principally from their animals.
Al-Maarizi (writing c. 1400-1442) -  see L & H, vases 350-356.
West of the mountains the land of the veiled Berbers extends for 40 stages along the 
banks of the Nil to the city of Tadmakka. From there to Kawkaw is ten stages and from 
Kawkaw to Ghana is twenty stages and beyond that is the Ocean.
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Appendix C. 
Report on the Chemical Analysis of Glass Beads from Essouk.
Peter Robertshaw (June 15, 2007).
(with contributions from Michael D. Glascock, Rachel S. Popelka-Filcoff, and Laure
Dussubieux)
Fifty glass beads from Essouk submitted by Sam Nixon were analyzed using laser- 
ablation inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) at the Missouri 
University Research Reactor (MURR). Subsequently Dr. Michael Glascock, who 
directed the MURR analyses, discovered that the MURR laser may have been 
malfunctioning when these analyses were undertaken. Therefore, twenty of the beads 
were reanalyzed, again using LA-ICP-MS, at the Field Museum in Chicago by Dr.
Laure Dussubieux.
Analytical method at MURR ( by M.D. Glascock and R.S. Popelka-Filcoff).
The sample introduction instrumentation used at MURR for this study consists of a UV 
Nd:YAG laser ablation system with an excitation wavelength of 213 nanometer 
manufactured by Merchantek/New Wave. The laser microprobe is coupled to an Axiom 
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS) manufactured by VG 
Elemental.
The laser beam is focused onto the sample surface through the window of a quartz 
sample cell undergoing a flush by approximately 1.2 liter/minute of argon carrier gas. 
Beam diameter can be adjusted between 10 and 400 microns, and the possible repetition 
rate ranges from 1 to 20 Hz with a maximum beam energy of 4 mJ. Samples are viewed 
by a high resolution CCD video camera and color monitor. While the laser is in 
operation, the sample cell is moveable in the X and Y directions at a user specified rate 
enabling a variety of ablation patterns including spots, lines, and complex areas. To 
sample the beads in this study, a continuous line scan of approximately 2 millimeters 
length was performed using a 100 micron beam size, a line speed of 70 microns/second, 
a repetition rate of 20 Hz, and 50-60% power depending on the sensitivity of the ICP- 
MS on the given day. Prior to analysis, each line was ablated twice to remove any 
accumulated dirt or altered surfaces from the bead. Pre-ablating in this way also helped 
to stabilize the signal as well as eliminate any potential issues with changes to the 
surface of the bead due to burial or other environmental conditions. While the laser 
system has capabilities for several patterns of ablation, a line scan was chosen in order 
to best characterize the bead glass. The glass inherently will have areas of higher and 
lower concentration of elements due to the heterogeneity of the material, and the line 
scan normalizes these changes across the ablation for a more complete characterization 
of the glass (Speakman and Neff 2005).
The analytical menu consists of 45 elements ranging from lithium to uranium measured 
sequentially. Calibration lines for each element are established by analyzing SRM612 
and SRM610 glass standards from the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
along with the Brill glasses (Brill 1999: II, 527-544) and obsidian glass from the 
Pachuca and Glass Buttes sources (Glascock 1999). Beads and standards are acquired 
by three or five runs through the analytical menu followed by blank runs to avoid
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memory effect. This method allows for averaging the results to account for variation 
occurring within the system during the run as well as between runs throughout the day.
Elemental concentrations for the beads were calculated using a normalization procedure 
described by Gratuze et al. (2001) that sums the total concentration of oxides to 100%. 
Precisions reported as relative standard deviation for the elements range from 2 to 20% 
depending upon the strength of the signal for each element. A comparison of the 
accuracy between our results for the calibration standards and published values for the 
standards is in the range of 5 to 10% for most of the elements.
Instrumentation and Analytical Protocol at the Field Museum in Chicago (by Laure
Dussubieux)
The instrumentation is a Varian inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrometer (ICP- 
MS) connected to a New Wave UP213 laser for direct introduction of solid samples.
The parameters of the ICP-MS are optimized to ensure a stable signal with a maximum 
intensity over the full range of masses of the elements and to minimize oxides and 
double ionized species formation (XO+/X+ and X++/X+ < 1 to 2 %). For that purpose the 
argon flows, the RF power, the torch position, the lenses, the mirror and the detector 
voltages are adjusted using an auto-optimization procedure.
Tests on NIST glass standard reference materials (SRM) showed that a stable signal is 
obtained when each isotope is measured using the peak jumping mode and one point per 
peak with a dwell time of 18,000 ms. The quadrupole mass spectrometer scans three 
times the mass range per replicate and accumulates 9 replicates for a total acquisition 
time of about 1 minute. For this application, fifty-one isotopes were selected (Table 1).
Be9 Mn55 Ini 15 Dyl63
B ll Fe57 S n ll 8 Ho 165
Na23 Co59 Sbl21 Erl 66
Mg24 Ni60 Csl33 Tml69
AI27 Cu65 Bal37 Ybl72
Si29 Zn6 6 Lal39 Lul75
P31 As75 Cel 40 Hfl78
K39 Rb85 Prl41 Pb206, 207, 208
Ca44 Sr88 Ndl46 Bi209
Sc45 Y89 Sml47 Th232
Ti49 Zr90 Eul53 U238
V51 Nb93 Gdl57
Cr53 Agl07 Tbl59
Table 1: Isotopes determined for glass with LA-ICP-MS. In bold, elements which concentrations are 
calculated as major or minor elements. In bold and underlined, elements which concentrations are 
calculated as major or minor elements and as trace elements. All others elements have their 
concentrations calculated as trace element.
The New Wave UP213 laser operates at a wavelength of 213 nm. The sample chamber 
is a cylinder with a diameter of 6 cm and a height of 5 cm, hence the size of the samples 
is limited. A CCD camera connected to a computer allows for the visualization of the 
surface of the sample. Helium is used as a gas carrier at a flow rate of 0.50 l/min. 
Stability and sensitivity requirements for the signal are met when the laser operates at 
70 % of its maximum energy (0.2 mJ) and at a pulse frequency of 15 Hz. The single 
point analysis mode is selected with a laser beam diameter of 55 pm. A 20 s pre­
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ablation time is set to be sure that possible surface contamination does not affect the 
results of the analysis and to eliminate the transient part of the signal. When the surface 
of the artifact is obviously corroded, two ablations are performed, at the same location. 
The laser beam is focused at the bottom of the first crater before starting the second 
ablation. Only the signal acquired during the second ablation is assumed to be 
representative of the non-corroded glass. The average of four measurements corrected 
from the blank is considered for the calculation of the concentrations.
Standardizations
To improve reproducibility of measurements, the use of an internal standard is required 
to correct possible instrumental drifts or changes in the ablation efficiency. The element 
chosen as internal standard has to be present in relatively high concentration so its 
measurement is as accurate as possible. In order to obtain absolute concentrations for 
the analyzed elements, the concentration of the internal standard has to be known. The 
isotope Si29 was used for internal standardization. Concentrations for major elements, 
including silica, are calculated assuming that the sum of their concentrations in weight 
percent in glass is equal to 100 % (Gratuze, 1999).
Fully quantitative analyses are possible by using external standards. To prevent matrix 
effects, the composition of standards has to be as close as possible to that of the 
samples. Two different series of standards are used to measure major, minor and trace 
elements. The first series of external standards are standard reference materials (SRM) 
manufactured by NIST: SRM 610 and SRM 612. Both these standards are soda-lime- 
silica glass doped with trace elements in the range of 500 ppm (SRM 610) and 50 ppm 
(SRM 612). Certified values are available for a very limited number of elements. 
Concentrations from Pearce et al. (1997) will be used for the other elements. The 
second series of standards were manufactured by Coming. Glass B, C and D are glasses 
that match compositions of ancient glass (Brill, 1999, vol. 2, p 544).
Limits of detection
The limits of detection are calculated as 3 times the standard deviation obtained from 
the measurement of 10 blanks. The limits of detection range from less than 1 ppb to 2 
ppm for copper (figure 1). As the instrument is also used for copper alloy analysis, we 
assume that the high limit of detection for this element is due to some contamination. 
For this element the limits of detection will vary according to the schedule of analysis 
and of cleaning of the instmment.
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Figure 1: Limits of detection in ppm.
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Reproducibility and Accuracy.
The reproducibility and the accuracy of the measurement were tested on two obsidian 
samples: SPHM comes from the Pachuca obsidian source from the State of Hidalgo 
Mexico and GBO comes from the Little Glass Buttes source located in Lake County, 
Oregon, USA. The composition of these two types of obsidian was determined using 
LA-ICP-MS by Gratuze (Glascock, 1999). For the reproducibility, the relative standard 
deviations (RSD) obtained from 10 measurements on SPHM and GBO over several 
weeks was calculated. For each element, the RSD reported is the worst of the two RSD 
calculated for SPHM and GBO (figure 2). The elements that have the highest RSD are 
the elements with the highest limits of detection: copper, tin, arsenic, iron, chlorine, 
etc... The majority of the elements and more important most of the elements of interest 
(i.e. rare earth elements) have a reproducibility better than 10 %. Accuracy is the 
relative deviation between the concentrations obtained by LA-ICP-MS by Gratuze and 
the concentrations measured at the Field Museum for SPHM and GBO. As for 
reproducibility, the worst accuracy is reported in figure 2. As no certified value exists 
for these two obsidian samples, the accuracy depends not only on our measurement but 
also on the measurements we used as a reference. The poorest accuracy is often 
obtained for elements present in very small quantities in the obsidian samples.
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Figure 2: Reproducibility and accuracy. X is for RSD calculated for reproducibility; Y is for the relative 
deviation calculated for accuracy. A is less than 10 %, B is more than 10 and less than 20 % and C is for 
more than 20 %. N is when no concentration was provided for the corresponding element.
Results
Given the problems with the MURR laser mentioned at the beginning of this report, I 
first present and discuss the results from the Field Museum. I then compare the Field 
Museum results with the original results obtained at MURR. This comparison suggests 
that most of the MURR results are probably relatively accurate. Given this conclusion,
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I then present and briefly discuss the results for the beads analyzed at MURR that were 
not re-analyzed at the Field Museum.
Field Museum Results 
The results of the Field Museum analyses are presented in Table 2. Beads with their 
dating (provided by the excavator) and color information are presented along the 
columns, and calculated oxides of the elements of interest are presented along the rows 
following the order of the periodic table. Values not listed with a percentage (%) are 
presented as parts per million (ppm). Major oxides in the glasses include Na2 0 , CaO, 
Si0 2 , AI2O3, Fe2C>3, K2O, and in some cases PbO, whereas other oxides comprise minor 
and trace compositions of the glass.
A common first step in the examination of glass compositional data is to calculate the 
reduced compositions of the glass beads by normalizing the seven major and minor 
oxides to 100%. This normative reporting removes most of the compositional effects of 
additives, such as colorants, so that one can examine the main components of the 
glasses (Brill 1999:11, 8-11). The reduced compositions of the glass beads are presented 
in Table 3, where the oxides are marked with an asterisk to indicate that these represent 
reduced compositions. It should be noted, however, that since Table 3 includes all the 
beads, it ignores the fact that several of the beads have lead (PbO) as a major oxide. 
Thus the data in Table 3 must be used in careful conjunction with Table 2.
Three basic types of glass are present among the beads. The most common of these is 
soda-lime-silica glass. Almost all Roman, Byzantine, Islamic and Indian glasses are of 
this type (Brill 1999:11; Dussubieux 2001). The second type combines soda (Na2 0 ) 
with lead (PbO), as well as silica (Si0 2 ) and lime (CaO), while the third, represented in 
the Field Museum sample only by PR 1005, is a lead:silica glass. Table 4 identifies the 
glass types of each of the beads and also tentatively suggests the region where the glass 
was manufactured (see below for discussion).
In addition to inspecting the Field Museum results visually, I analyzed them on SPSS 
using principal components analysis and average-linkage cluster analysis of the 
resulting components with Eigenvalues >1. The major and minor oxides were used in
C om ponent
1 2 3 4
N a2 0 .737 .058 .168 -.153
MgO .178 .423 .439 .590
AI203 .575 -.687 .124 .113
S i0 2 .704 .270 -.474 -.141
P 2 0 5 .531 .294 .051 .417
K 20 .743 .353 .040 -.236
CaO .513 .714 .229 .180
T i02 .677 -.655 .066 .201
MnO .287 .204 .508 -.562
F e 2 0 3 .550 -.595 .064 .364
CuO -.187 .305 -.826 .337
S n 0 2 -.567 .231 .477 .320
P b 0 2 -.899 -.225 .249 .030
Table 5: Results o f the principal components analysis showing the correlation o f the oxides with the 
extracted components with Eigenvalues >1.
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The resulting dendrogram of clusters (Figure 3) confirms the existence of the three 
major glass types recognized from simple perusal of the data but with a further 
breakdown into sub-types, corresponding variously to colors, geographical origins and 
sources of alkali as discussed below.
D endrogram  u s i n g  A v e r a g e  L in k a g e  (Between Groups)
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Figure 3: Dendrogram showing the clustering of the Essouk beads analyzed at the Field 
Museum on the basis of major and minor oxides.
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Discussion
Soda-lime-silica beads
There are thirteen beads that were definitely manufactured from soda-lime-silica glass 
(see Table 4). In addition, PR1003 is almost a certainly a soda-lime-silica glass that is 
highly corroded and has, therefore, lost almost all its soda to corrosion.
Two major sources of alkali were used in manufacturing soda-lime-silica glass, mineral 
soda (natron or trona) or soda derived from the burning of saline plants found in littoral 
or desert regions. At the risk of oversimplification, it is fair to say that mineral-soda 
glasses were made in the Roman and Byzantine periods using natron from Wadi el- 
Natrun near Cairo. There was a shift to the production of plant-ash soda glass in the 
Middle East in the 9th century AD. Mineral-soda glasses were also made in parts of 
South Asia and perhaps Southeast Asia from at least the first millennium BC until the 
present. In general plant-ash glasses can be distinguished from mineral-soda glasses by 
their higher levels of MgO, while South Asian mineral-soda glasses can be 
distinguished from their Middle Eastern counterparts by both their higher uranium and 
higher K2O levels.
Among the Essouk beads, only PR978 is a mineral-soda glass. It is a South (or just 
possibly Southeast) Asian mineral-soda glass, readily identified by both its K2O and 
MgO levels, its high alumina (AI2O3) level, and by its high uranium content. It is, 
chemically at least, a classic Indian Ocean “trade-wind” bead. Its yellow color derives 
from the use of lead stannate (a lead-tin mineral) as a coloring agent. A date in the 13th 
century is reasonable for this bead, though in Southern Africa we have noted a shift 
from South Asian mineral-soda to plant-ash glass beads at about AD 1240; thus, this 
bead is more likely to date to earlier rather than later in the 13th century, unless it was 
kept in circulation for a long time.
Apart from PR978, all the other soda-lime-silica beads are made from glass in which 
plant ashes were the source of the alkali (soda). What about the sources of the Essouk 
plant-ash glasses? As a rough rule of thumb, Brill (1987) has proposed that South 
Asian plant-ash glasses, which are prevalent in our southern Africa samples in about the 
13th and 14th centuries AD, are characterized by high alumina (>4%) and low lime 
(<5%) while the opposite is true of Middle Eastern plant-ash glasses. Brill’s criteria are 
based on analysis of glass vessels, not beads, and Dussubieux’s (2001) work has 
demonstrated that these criteria are not entirely definitive (see also Lankton and 
Dussubieux 2006). Applying these criteria to the Essouk plant-ash soda-lime-silica 
beads, we can see that all of them are Middle Eastern glasses, with two exceptions 
(PR980 and PR1000). PR980 and PR1000 appear to be South Asian plant-ash glasses, 
given their high alumina and low lime levels (though lime in PR980 is admittedly a 
little above 5%). PR1000 is unusual in terms of its very high iron content (Fe2C>3). In 
Southern Africa South Asian plant-ash glasses dominate the bead assemblages from 
about AD 1240 to AD 1400, which fits reasonably well with the estimated ages of these 
beads at Essouk.
The Middle Eastern plant-ash beads in the Essouk assemblage sort into two clusters 
based on their major and minor oxides (Figure 3). These clusters correspond with the 
colors of the beads, the blue-green and green beads forming one cluster and the yellow 
and off-white beads the other cluster. The green and blue-green beads were colored 
using copper (CuO); they also have low levels of manganese (MnO) with the exception
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of the green bead (PR 1001). The yellow and off-white beads were colored using lead 
stannate and have correspondingly higher levels of lead and tin (SnCh) and lower levels 
of copper compared with the blue-green and green beads. The yellow and off-white 
beads also have higher levels of manganese. Manganese was used in the production of 
Islamic glass, in quantities ranging from about 0.5 to 1.5%, to decolor the glass and stop 
it from turning an amber color. Thus, manganese appears to have been added to the 
yellow and off-white glass, but not to the blue-green glass, as part of the coloring 
process. The dates for the Middle Eastern plant-ash glasses at Essouk fall within the 
expected range. Plant-ash glass appears to have been made at many glass 
manufacturing sites across the Middle East from Fustat (Cairo) to Iran. At this juncture, 
it is thus not possible to specify more narrowly the origin of the Middle Eastern plant- 
ash glass. Isotopic analysis may offer a way to identify origins with more precision.
Soda-lead-lime-silica beads
There are five beads of this unusual glass type represented among the Essouk beads 
analyzed at the Field Museum. This glass type seems to represent the addition of 
between 17 and 39% lead (with associated tin) in the manufacturing process to batches 
of Middle Eastern plant-ash glass. If one examines the reduced compositions of these 
beads, where the lead has been removed from the composition, they fall well within the 
normal compositional parameters of Middle Eastern plant-ash glass (see Table 3). This 
glass type is either represented at Essouk either from the 8th/9th to the 14th century or it 
occurs at the beginning and end of this period, depending in part on whether one 
considers PR992 to represent this glass type or a Middle Eastern plant-ash glass colored 
using a heavy hand of lead stannate. PR992 also has a higher iron content than the 
other beads of this glass type, presumably as a result of its orange color.
This soda-lead-lime-silica glass is a very unusual chemical glass type. We found two 
beads of this type at al-Basra in Morocco in an occupation phase dating to the late 10th 
to 11th century AD. These beads look rather different from the Essouk ones of this glass 
type. This glass type is also known, albeit very rarely and not in the form of beads, in 
medieval Europe. This glass may derive from Iberia, where lead-silica glass is reported 
to have been made regularly from the 10th century AD (Rincon, pers. comm.) and, 
therefore, adding lead to a batch of plant-ash glass may not have been unusual.
The lead-silica bead
PR1005 is the only lead-silica bead in the assemblage. It is characterized by a 
composition that is overwhelmingly just lead and silica. Note too the small amount of 
tin, which is another feature that distinguishes this glass from the soda-lead-lime-silica 
glass. Beads made of lead-silica glass are routinely an emerald green color.
Lead-silica glass is a relatively rare Islamic glass type. The only other site in Africa 
where this glass type has been recognized on the basis of its chemistry is al-Basra in 
Morocco where beads of this type are quite common in deposits dating to the 9th and 
10th centuries. There are a few beads from Koumbi Saleh and especially Awdaghust 
(Tegdaoust) that are very similar in color and morphology to the lead-silica beads from 
al-Basra, but they have not been chemically analyzed. These beads were described and 
illustrated by Delaroziere in her volume, Perles d ’Afrique (1994). None of this 
chemical glass type is present in samples from Kissi, Igbo-Ukwu and Gao (Robertshaw, 
Wood, Popelka-Filcoff & Glascock in prep.), so its presence at Essouk is rather 
unexpected.
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Brill (2001:29) argues that Islamic lead-silica glass was probably developed from some 
closely related technology, such as the use of a lead-based green glaze on ceramics, 
examples of which have been found both on the Ser9e Limani shipwreck (Brill 1999: II, 
182-3) and at Fustat (old Cairo —Wolf et al. 2003). In a more speculative vein, Brill 
(2001:29) wonders whether the technology of lead-silica glass came to the Middle East 
along the Silk Road from China where glass of this type is known from the Tang and 
perhaps even the Han dynasties. However, it seems quite possible that the al-Basra 
lead-silica beads belong to a separate tradition of glass manufacture centered on Iberia.
Comparison between the Field Museum and MURR results
Table 6 examines the differences between the Field Museum and MURR results with 
the results in the “comp” rows of the table expressed as a percentage of the Field 
Museum results. These percentages should be viewed as only a rough guide because in 
cases where there is a higher reading for the Field Museum sample than the MURR 
sample, the percentage difference will be greater and vice versa.
There is indeed some variation between the two sets of results, as we might have 
expected since the MURR results were obtained when the MURR laser is known to 
have been malfunctioning. However, it is noticeable that the differences between the 
two sets of results are generally small for the major oxides, becoming more pronounced 
for the minor and trace oxides. For the trace oxides, a difference of only a few parts per 
million between the two sets of results is likely to translate into a very large percentage 
difference. Perusal of the data for each major oxide indicates that magnesia (MgO) was 
generally under-measured in the MURR analysis, while alumina (AI2 O3 ) and lime 
(CaO) were over-measured. It should also be borne in mind that the glass of each bead 
is not homogenous so some variation would be expected even if the Field Museum were 
to analyze different areas of the same bead.
If we had access only to the MURR data, it is clear that there would have been no 
problem in the vast majority of cases with identifying the three basic glass types, even 
in the absence of the Field Museum data. Therefore, it seems feasible to use, albeit 
cautiously, the MURR results for the Essouk beads that were not reanalyzed at the Field 
Museum. Table 7 presents all the MURR results, while Table 8 attempts to identify the 
glass types of each of the beads that was analyzed at MURR and not at the Field 
Museum. Table 8 also tentatively suggests the region where the glass used for these 
beads was manufactured.
In addition to inspecting the results visually, all the results from both the Field Museum 
and MURR were analyzed on SPSS using principal components analysis and average- 
linkage cluster analysis of the resulting components with Eigenvalues >1. The major 
and minor oxides were used in this analysis (Table 9).
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Component
1 2 3 4 5
Na20 .513 .241 -.265 -1.52E-005 -.509
MgO .145 .536 -.197 -.068 -.632
AI20
3 .783 -.458 -.169 -.121 .106
Si02 .492 .503 .491 .121 .019
P205 .251 .098 .526 .544 .121
K20 .660 .180 -.318 -.206 .541
CaO .393 .650 -.353 -.047 .354
Ti02 .713 -.614 .148 .035 -.070
MnO -.129 .121 -.267 .856 .128
Fe20
3 .652 -.575 .171 .127 -.193
CuO -.168 .288 .724 -.388 .107
Sn02 -.455 -.002 .038 .141 -.031
PbO -.819 -.472 -.196 -.080 .085
Table 9: Results o f the principal components analysis on all the results showing the correlation of the 
oxides with the extracted components with Eigenvalues >1.
The five components account for 77% of the variance. The dendrogram displaying the 
results of the average-linkage cluster analysis (Figure 4) shows that in most cases where 
a bead was analyzed by both the Field Museum and MURR, the two sets of data cluster 
closely together, thus offering some reassurance of the quality of the MURR data. In 
addition, the beads also cluster by glass type.
D endrogram  u s i n g  A v e r a g e  L i n k a g e  (Between Groups)
R e s c a l e d  D i s t a n c e
C l u s t e r  Combine
g l a s s 0
25
ANID t y p e + -----------
+
PR968 N a/Pb 0<£3
PR979 N a/Pb 0°
PR998 N a/Pb 0°
PR998FM N a/Pb 0°
PR969 N a/Pb 0°
PR970 N a/Pb 0°
PR969FM N a/Pb OOO^i
PR970FM N a/Pb 0°  O
PR1004FM N a/Pb Or? O
PR988 s / l / s 0^3 O
PR1008 s / l / s 0°  O
PR986FM s / l / s 0°  <=>
PR986 s / l / s 0°  O
PR965 s / l / s 0 D O
PR965FM s / l / s 0 0 0 °
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PR967 s / l / s 13° O
PR966 s / l / s o
P R 9 8 1 -b lu e  s / l / s 13° O
PR977 s / l / s 13° O
PR996 s / l / s 13° <=>
PR992 s / l / s 13° o
PR984FM s / l / s
PR97 5 s / l / s 13° O  O
PR977FM s / l / s 13° O  O
PR984 s / l / s ^  o  o
PR961 s / l / s 13<£l <£> O
PR987 s / l / s 13° o  o
PR991 s / l / s {3° o  o
PR994 s / l / s 13° <=> <=>
PR995 s / l / s <0° <=> <=>
PR961FM s / l / s 13° O  O
PR995FM s / l / s 13° O
PR962 s / l / s O  <S>
PR994FM s / l / s £ °  o  <=>
PR1007 s / l / s £°  o  o
PR985FM s / l / s <=><=>
PR985 s / l / s 13° o  <=>
PR993 s / l / s 13° o  <=>
PR1001FM s / l / s £ °  o  o
PR1001 s / l / s 13tf <=> D13^ 3
PR963 s / l / s {3<i, <=> O  O
P R 9 8 1 -w h i te  s / l / s 13 ££^3 <=> O  O
P R 9 8 1 - b l a c k  s / l / s 13e? a '0't? <=> O
PR972 s / l / s O  O
PR997 s / l / s 1312 <=> O
PR973 s / l / s ^  O  <=>
PR992FM N a/Pb? 1 3 # ^  O  <=>
PR1008FM s / l / s 13e? n'0’ 3^ O  <=>
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PR100 9 N a/Pb <31313tf o
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PR980FM s / l / s 13t? n13^ 3 O
PR999 s / l / s 13^ 3 <=> O  a13^ 3
PR1000FM s / l / s 1 3 # ^  *131313° O
PR1000 s / l / s 131? <=> O  O
PR978 s / l / s £x<3<£i O  O  O
PR978FM s / l / s 13e? *13t? <=> <=>
PR1010 s / l / s 131313c? O  <=>
PR1003 s / 1 / s  c o r r 43 x 4 3 O  *131
PR1003FM s / l / s  c o r r 13t? a43 43 43 43 4 3 O
PR964 s / l / s  c o r r 13x13^ O
PR1004 s / l / s  c o r r •13t? O
PR1005 P b / S i 13^ 3 O
o
o
o
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PR1006 P b / S i  O  <^>
PR974 P b / S i  £  0  £  £  <£>
PR971 P b / S i  I>t? <S> O
O
PR976 c o r r o d e d
O  O
PR982 A l / K / F e / S i
O
PR1002 A l / K / C a / S i
Figure 4: Dendrogram showing the clustering of all the Essouk beads on the basis of 
major and minor oxides.
Discussion
The same three basic glass types -  soda-lime-silica, soda-lead-lime-silica, and lead- 
silica -  are present in the additional beads analyzed at MURR. In addition there are two 
very strange glasses, assuming that they are indeed glasses and not minerals, 
represented by PR982 and PR1002. These warrant further investigation. PR976 
appears to be so corroded that it is unidentifiable to glass type.
As with the Field Museum results, the majority of the beads for which there are only 
data from MURR are Middle Eastern plant-ash glasses. Most of them join two large, 
linked clusters separated on the basis of color, viz. blue-greens and yellows. The 
remainder are either of an unusual color or exhibit some degree of decay in their soda 
content.
PR999 clusters with PR980 and PR1000 and thus clearly is a third South Asian plant- 
ash glass bead in the Essouk assemblage. Similarly PR1010 is another South Asian 
mineral-soda glass like PR978.
PR963 is the only bead in the assemblage with cobalt used as a colorant. The cobalt 
oxide in this bead appears to be associated with higher than usual levels of nickel (NiO) 
and zinc (ZnO). The most likely cobalt mineral with nickel and zinc derives from 
Anarak, near Isfahan in Iran (Freestone and Stapleton 1998:123; Henderson 1998). 
However, this particular bead was analyzed only at MURR; therefore, the trace element 
results for this bead must be treated with caution.
Several soda-lead-lime-silica glasses are present among the beads analyzed only at 
MURR. A couple of beads, PR992 and PR1004, might be either soda-lead-lime-silica 
glasses or partially corroded soda-lime-silica glasses; these represent cases where the 
MURR and Field Museum results fall in different clusters.
The MURR analysis also turned up three further lead-silica beads, viz. PR971, PR974, 
and PR1006. The presence of 3.7% Na2 0  in PR971 suggested at first that this might be 
a soda-lead-silica-lime glass; however, it clusters neatly with the other lead-silica beads.
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Summary
Fifty glass beads from Essouk have been analyzed using LA-ICP-MS. The analyses 
indicate that the most common type of glass is soda-lime-silica glass deriving from the 
Middle East. There are also a few beads of this glass that probably derive from South 
Asia. In addition there are several beads that can be characterized as soda-lead-lime- 
silica glass. The origin of this glass is unknown but most likely lies somewhere in the 
western Islamic world, perhaps Iberia or even Northwest Africa. There are four lead- 
silica beads in the assemblage; this unusual type of glass may derive from Iberia or 
Northwest Africa, but at present this identification of the origin of the glass is 
speculative.
Comparison of the results obtained at the two laboratories appears to indicate that 
despite the MURR laboratory staffs observation that their laser malfunctioned during 
the period when the Essouk beads were being analyzed, the great majority of the MURR 
results for the major and minor oxides of the glass correspond quite well with those 
obtained at the Field Museum. Thus, it appears that the MURR data may be used with 
caution in archaeological interpretation, though it may be best to discount the trace 
element data from MURR.
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Appendix D. 
LA-ICP-MS analysis of non-bead glass samples from Essouk.
Laure Dussubieux
Field Museum of Natural History
ldussubieux@fieldmusuem.org
Additional documents:
Table of results: composition.xls [not included in the thesis]
Instrumentation and analytical protocol
The analyses were carried out at the Field Museum of Natural History in 
Chicago, USA. The instrumentation is a Varian inductively coupled plasma - mass 
spectrometer (ICP-MS) connected to a New Wave UP213 laser for direct introduction 
of solid samples.
The parameters of the ICP-MS are optimized to ensure a stable signal with a 
maximum intensity over the full range of masses of the elements and to minimize 
oxides and double ionized species formation (XO+/X+ and X++/X+ < 1 to 2 %). For that 
purpose the argon flows, the RF power, the torch position, the lenses, the mirror and the 
detector voltages are adjusted using an auto-optimization procedure.
Tests on NIST glass standard reference materials (SRM) showed that a stable 
signal is obtained when each isotope is measured using the peak jumping mode and one 
point per peak with a dwell time of 18,000 ms. The quadrupole mass spectrometer scans 
three times the mass range per replicate and accumulates 9 replicates for a total 
acquisition time of about 1 minute. For this application, fifty-one isotopes were selected 
(Table I).
Be9 Mn55 Ini 15 D yl63
BU Fe57 Snll8 Ho 165
Na23 Co59 Sbl21 Erl 66
Mg24 Ni60 Csl33 Tm l69
A127 Cu65 Bal37 Y bl72
Si29 Zn66 La 139 Lul75
P31 As75 Cel 40 H fl78
K39 Rb85 Prl41 Pb206, 207,208
Ca44 Sr88 N dl46 Bi209
Sc45 Y89 Sm l47 Th232
Ti49 Zr90 Eul53 U238
V51 Nb93 G dl57
Cr53 A gl07 T bl59
Table 1: Isotopes determined for glass with LA-ICP-MS. In bold, elements which concentrations are 
calculated as major or minor elements. In bold and underlined, elements which concentrations are 
calculated as major or minor elements and as trace elements. All others elements have their 
concentrations calculated as trace element.
The New Wave UP213 laser operates at a wavelength of 213 nm. The sample 
chamber is a cylinder with a diameter of 6 cm and a height of 5 cm, hence the size of 
the samples is limited. A CCD camera connected to a computer allows for the 
visualization of the surface of the sample. Helium is used as a gas carrier at a flow rate 
of 0.50 1/min. Stability and sensitivity requirements for the signal are met when the laser
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operates at 70 % of its maximum energy (0.2 mJ) and at a pulse frequency of 15 Hz. 
The single point analysis mode is selected with a laser beam diameter of 55 pm. A 20 s 
pre-ablation time is set to be sure that possible surface contamination does not affect the 
results of the analysis and to eliminate the transient part of the signal. When the surface 
of the artifact is obviously corroded, two ablations are performed, at the same location. 
The laser beam is focused at the bottom of the first crater before starting the second 
ablation. Only the signal acquired during the second ablation is assumed to be 
representative of the non-corroded glass. The average of four measurements corrected 
from the blank is considered for the calculation of the concentrations.
Standardizations.
To improve reproducibility of measurements, the use of an internal standard is 
required to correct possible instrumental drifts or changes in the ablation efficiency. The 
element chosen as internal standard has to be present in relatively high concentration so 
its measurement is as accurate as possible. In order to obtain absolute concentrations for 
the analyzed elements, the concentration of the internal standard has to be known. The 
isotope Si29 was used for internal standardization. Concentrations for major elements, 
including silica, are calculated assuming that the sum of their concentrations in weight 
percent in glass is equal to 100 % (Gratuze, 1999).
Fully quantitative analyses are possible by using external standards. To prevent 
matrix effects, the composition of standards has to be as close as possible to that of the 
samples. Two different series of standards are used to measure major, minor and trace 
elements. The first series of external standards are standard reference materials (SRM) 
manufactured by NIST: SRM 610 and SRM 612. Both these standards are soda-lime- 
silica glass doped with trace elements in the range of 500 ppm (SRM 610) and 50 ppm 
(SRM 612). Certified values are available for a very limited number of elements. 
Concentrations from Pearce et al. (1997) will be used for the other elements. The 
second series of standards were manufactured by Coming. Glass B, C and D are glasses 
that match compositions of ancient glass (Brill, 1999, vol. 2, p 544).
Limits of detection
The limits of detection are calculated as 3 times the standard deviation obtained from 
the measurement of 10 blanks. The limits of detection range from less than 1 ppb to 2 
ppm for copper (figure 1). As the instrument is also used for copper alloy analysis, we 
assume that the high limit of detection for this element is due to some contamination. 
For this element the limits of detection will vary according to the schedule of analysis 
and of cleaning of the instrument.
10.00000
1.00000
. ♦ ♦
♦
0.10000 ♦  ♦ -------------------------------------
0.01000 ♦ ♦ ♦ — #  A------------------------------
♦♦  ♦ .  ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦ » %
0.00100    % ♦  ♦  ^  ♦ ♦ ♦  ♦  —
0.00010
Figure 1: Limits of detection in ppm.
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Reproducibility and Accuracy
The reproducibility and the accuracy of the measurement were tested on two obsidian 
samples: SPHM comes from the Pachuca obsidian source from the State of Hidalgo 
Mexico and the GBO comes from the Little Glass buttes source located in Lake Cuonty, 
Oregon, USA. The composition of these two types of obsidian was determined using 
LA-ICP-MS by Gratuze (Glascock, 1999). For the reproducibility, the relative standard 
deviations (RSD) obtained from 10 measurements on SPHM and GBO over several 
weeks was calculated. For each element, the RSD reported is the worst of the two RSD 
calculated for SPHM and GBO (figure 2). The elements that have the highest RSD are 
the elements with the highest limits of detection: copper, tin, arsenic, iron, chlorine, 
etc... The majority of the elements and more important most of the elements of interest 
(i.e. rare earth elements) have a reproducibility better than 10 %. Accuracy is the 
relative deviation between the concentrations obtained by LA-ICP-MS by Gratuze and 
the concentrations measured at the Field Museum for SPHM and GBO. As for 
reproducibility, the worst accuracy is reported in figure 2. As no certified value exist for 
these two obsidian samples, the accuracy depends not only on our measurement but also 
on the measurements we used for reference. The poorest accuracy is often obtained for 
elements present in very small quantities in the obsidian samples
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Figure 2: Reproducibility and accuracy. X is for RSD calculated for reproducibility; Y is for the relative 
deviation calculated for accuracy. A is less than 10 %, B is more than 10 and less than 20 % and C is for 
more than 20 %. N is when no concentration was provided for the corresponding element.
Results
Glass Recipes:
In the 25 glass samples from Essouk, soda is the most abundant constituent after silica. 
For only one sample (ESN025), indicated as 1 on Figure 1, magnesia and potash is 
below 1.5 %, which suggest that a rather pure soda flux was used. Mineral soda such as 
natron might have been used. Potash and Magnesia, higher than 1.5%, are generally 
brought by soda plant ashes that may also contain variable amounts of lime, phosphorus 
and other constituents. Two groups appear on Figure 1 for the plant ash glass. Some 
samples (indicated as group 3) contain slightly higher concentrations of magnesia and 
alumina than the others.
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Figure 1. C a0-M g0-A 1203 diagram for the glass from Essouk
To see if these variations in composition were meaningful, we examined more 
elements, most of them being trace elements: B, P, Sc, Ti, Zr, Nb, La, Ce, Pr, Ta, Y, Nd, 
Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Hf and Th
-group 1 
a group 2 
□ group 3
-2 0 2 4
Principal Component 1
Figure 2. Binary graph derived from the principal component analysis.
On Figure 2, trace elements reveal that group 3 is in fact made of only 4 samples: 
ESN009, 011, 020 and 026. The two other samples: ESN004 and 014 seem closer to the 
samples in group 2 and will be considered as a sub-group (sub-group 2).
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APPENDIX E.
Essouk glass: An interpretation of the compositional analyses.
James W. Lankton, Honorary Senior Research Fellow, UCL Institute of Archaeology
The glass beads and vessels recovered at Essouk are important in two ways: First, the 
samples greatly enlarge the existing corpus of detailed (including trace elements) 
chemical compositional data for Islamic period glass from well dated archaeological 
contexts, thus informing us about the types of glass present between the late eighth and 
the fourteenth century, and second, the forms and compositions of the glass artefacts 
found at Essouk may help us to understand the archaeology of the site itself, particularly 
in terms of external trade, and possibly in terms of who may have been living at and 
working in Essouk during its long existence. As an exchange centre, Essouk was 
connected with production or source areas for the raw materials and manufactured 
goods either passing through or traded at the site, as well as with the eventual 
consumption areas for these materials and goods. In addition, it is likely that Essouk 
was a consumption centre in its own right, since merchants staying in Essouk would 
have used similar goods, likely both local and imported, for their own households. In 
terms of production, although it is possible that glass beads or vessels were produced, 
perhaps from recycled imported glass, at such centres as Essouk or Gao, there is not yet, 
to my knowledge, compelling evidence, in terms of excavated workshops and waste 
from bead manufacture, for this, and almost all of the glass compositions found so far 
are consistent with distant, known, manufacturing areas. The one exception to this 
picture of imported glass in sub-Saharan Africa, that of high-lime, high-alumina glass 
produced in southern Nigeria in the early second millennium CE, is also part of the 
Essouk story, as mentioned below.
A complete consideration of the compositional results from Essouk would require a 
detailed analysis of the types of glass found there, particularly in terms of the site 
chronology, comparison with glass from other, possibly similar, West African sites such 
as Gao or Tegdaoust, and comparison with possible source areas elsewhere in Africa, in 
the Middle East and in Europe. For this report, I would like to concentrate on the first 
and third of these issues, leaving the comparison with glass at other sites in Africa to 
Peter Robertshaw and his colleagues, with their wealth of new data from their ongoing 
study of glass beads in Africa. In particular, I would like to focus on the following 
research questions:
• How does the Essouk data fit into the emerging picture of glass production in 
the Early Islamic period?
• What glass compositional types were found at Essouk?
• To what extent can the sources for the various glass types be identified?
• How do the Essouk glass types differ over time?
• What archaeological explanations might account for the observed typological 
and chronological variations?
•  Are there differences by artefact type?
Materials and Analytical Methods
Seventy-seven different glass samples from Essouk, twenty-one vessel fragments and 
fifty-six bead fragments, have been analysed by either SEM-EDS (scanning electron 
microscopy with energy-dispersive spectrometry) or LA-ICP-MS (laser ablation- 
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry). Twenty of the vessel fragments were 
studied by Laure Dussubieux in the LA-ICP-MS Laboratory at the Field Museum of
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Natural History in Chicago (see report in this volume). Many of these, along with one 
additional sample (EV53), were analysed as well by this author using a JEOL 35 SEM- 
EDS system with Link-ISIS software in the Wolfson Archaeological Science 
Laboratories at the UCL Institute of Archaeology. Because the SEM-EDS glass vessel 
results were in substantial agreement with the Field Museum LA-ICP-MS 
measurements, the SEM-EDS data are not included in this report and will not be 
discussed further. In addition, fifty-six Essouk beads or bead fragments were analysed 
by LA-ICP-MS at the University of Missouri-Columbia (MURR). Table I is a summary 
of all of the analysed Essouk samples, showing sample numbers (PR for MURR 
analyses arranged by Peter Robertshaw, and ESN for Field Museum analyses), along 
with the original excavation context numbers. In addition, for the purposes of this 
report, all samples have been given an additional number, EV or EB (Essouk vessel or 
bead), followed by a sequential number reflecting the chronology of the site: ie, EB2 
should be earlier than EV40. The MURR and FM datasets have been adjusted so that 
oxides are shown in weight percent, and elements shown in parts per million (ppm).
Please see the reports by Dussubieux and Robertshaw for detailed discussions of the 
LA-ICP-MS procedures, standards, detection limits, precision and accuracy. In addition, 
a number of Essouk beads were studied by SEM-EDS at the UCL Institute of 
Archaeology as part of a preliminary screening process. At the time of the MURR 
Essouk analyses there was apparently a problem with laser stability, resulting in 
inaccurate values for some, but not all, of the major and trace elements (discussed in the 
report by Robertshaw in this volume). Twenty of the beads were re-run at the Field 
Museum, with results much closer to the original SEM-EDS values, and, where 
possible, the Field Museum results are used in Table I. For the major oxides, several of 
the MURR analyses were suspiciously low in MgO, and these results have been 
replaced in many cases. For the trace elements, it is very difficult to evaluate the MURR 
trace element results for samples not re-done at the Field Museum, since the MURR 
results that were duplicated do not show a regular pattern of difference, being 
sometimes high, sometimes low, and sometimes the same as the Field Museum results. 
However, the trace element values were very seldom different by as much as an order of 
magnitude, the approximate difference in trace elements that would usually be 
considered as indicating a possibly different origin for glass raw materials. For this 
reason, I have included the MURR results, including those not re-checked at the Field 
Museum, in Table I, and have attempted to use the MURR trace element data for the 
statistical analyses in this report. The basic glass types identified by the MURR analyses 
were in most cases confirmed by the FM analyses, and, in addition, the MURR dataset 
includes several other beads with unusual compositions that may be related to glasses 
from Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East or South and Southeast Asia. Even though 
sometimes questionable, the MURR results were certainly accurate enough to enable 
identification of these important glass types, and a very incomplete picture would result 
if these MURR results were not included.
Sample selection
Glass samples for compositional analysis were selected by the excavator, with input 
from Marilee Wood, St. John Simpson and the author of this report. Because not all of 
the excavated glass could be analysed, samples were chosen either because they were 
unusual in some way, or because they were quite common, in the case of some of the 
colourless glasses. In addition, samples were selected from all of the stratigraphical 
levels at the site in an attempt to include the entire scope of site chronology. The earlier 
periods were more intensively sampled, although most of the samples came from the 
very active middle period (late tenth to thirteenth centuries, as is clear from Table II,
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showing glass types by chronological period along with the percent of samples analysed 
for each period. Although the relatively large number of analyses, with an overall 
sampling rate in excess of thirty percent, does permit rough estimates of the types of 
glass likely to have been present at a particular time, and the chemical analyses of these 
glasses may, with luck, indicate both their probable source and broad changes in source 
areas, it is not possible to state with certainty the actual prevalence of the various types 
of glass at any particular time, other than in very general terms. Where the analyses 
under consideration here suggest distinct patterns, further study, with more intensive 
and systematic sampling, will be necessary for confirmation and possible statistical 
evidence for change.
Comparing glass compositional data
In determining the provenance of glass artefacts, chemical compositional data, in 
conjunction with stylistic and technological analyses, has become increasingly 
important as better, less invasive, sampling techniques have matched the growth of both 
technical availability and an appreciation by archaeologists of the usefulness of such 
archaeometric study (see Jones 2005: 327-338 and the ensuing comments in 
Archaeometry (Boivin et al 2005) for discussion of ‘archaeometry and materiality’ and 
its practical and theoretical dimensions). The number of published and unpublished 
glass analyses for review has grown enormously in the past few years, as have the 
number of elements analysed and the possibility of isotope analysis for such elements as 
lead, strontium and neodymium. (For a brief discussion of the uses and pitfalls of 
chemical compositional data see Lankton and Dussubieux 2006: 121-122.)
Multivariate statistical techniques are commonly used to explore the sometimes 
voluminous data, although there remain important issues in the most appropriate way to 
perform such analyses (Aitchison, Barcelo-Vidal and Pawlowsky-Glahn 2002; Baxter 
and Freestone 2006). For this report, I have used the techniques of Principle Component 
Analysis (PC A) and cluster analysis, two examples of unsupervised learning techniques 
(Baxter 2006:674-675), in order to detect patterns in the glass analytical data from 
Essouk and from a number of possible glass production areas. The results of PC A are 
typically shown as a two-dimensional plot of principal components 1 and 2 , while the 
results of cluster analysis are most easily presented as a dendrogram of the type 
illustrated by Baxter (2006: 675). Both of these methods of presentation have severe 
limitations: for PCA, the first two components may represent only a small amount of the 
variability, particularly as the number of variables increases (e.g. with trace element 
data), and, as a result, even significant similarities or differences in sample groups may 
not be apparent from the graphical representation. For cluster analysis, the cluster 
groupings are not always as clear as in Baxter’s example, and, obviously, the 
dendrogram becomes increasing difficult to read as the number of samples increases. In 
addition, and more fundamentally, cluster analysis will always give as many clusters as 
the investigator demands; the difficulty is in knowing whether or not the clusters have 
any practical and archaeological significance. The theoretical basis for any 
interpretation of glass compositional data is both simple and flawed: we assume that the 
unique geochemical milieu of the glass ingredients, generally either silica or flux, will 
be represented in a reproducible way in the ensuing glass compositions, that glass 
produced in a given primary glass workshop tends to be both uniform and consistent 
over time, and that the glass compositions do not change once the primary glass is 
fused. All three of these assumptions appear to be true much of the time, although the 
data from excavated primary and secondary glass workshops is still very scarce. 
Unfortunately, none of the assumptions is true all of the time; Henderson’s (Henderson 
et a l : 2004) evidence for three distinct plant ash glasses from early ninth century Raqqa
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is one good example, although in this case the notion of technological transition makes 
these differences understandable without destroying the basic assumption of one site, 
one glass composition.
In addition to the underlying theoretical questions discussed above, there is the 
additional practical issue of data quality. No analytical techniques are fool-proof, and 
even such high technology techniques as LA-ICP-MS depend heavily on operator 
expertise for both standardization of equipment and collection of data. An immediate 
example of data variability is the present case of some of the LA-ICP-MS results from 
the excellent and well-established laboratory at the University of Missouri-Columbia; 
the problems with the MURR results were appreciated only because some of the 
samples had also be done by SEM-EDS, a lower technology and in many ways less 
useful technique. For this report, I have used the results from both the Field Museum 
and the University of Missouri, as discussed under Materials, along with published 
analyses for selected sites (Brill 1999). The Coming Museum of Glass analyses reported 
in Brill 1999 were generally done by the best chemical techniques available at the time, 
and have proved both useful and reliable (Lankton and Dussubieux 2006). Because 
potential data problems are always a possibility in any given case, and, in addition, 
because early glasses were seldom homogeneous, so that analysis of a given glass area 
may be both perfectly accurate and perfectly misleading, overemphasis on any one 
sample or oxide value is best avoided. Multi-variable techniques like PCA and cluster 
analysis have some advantage here over the commonly used and useful bi-plots of one 
oxide against another.
Results
Glass compositional types from Essouk
Examination of Table I reveals at least six distinct types of glass, along with two 
possible subtypes of leaded glass, as listed in Table II (see the very useful table II at the 
end of this appendix (Nixon comment). In general, the nomenclature is consistent with 
that from Lankton and Dussubieux 2006, where the initial m or v refers to the probably 
mineral (m) or plant ash (v) source of alkali. N, C and A refer to substantial levels of 
soda, lime(calcia) and alumina in the glass, so that a vNC glass would have plant ash as 
the alkali source (generally reflected in magnesia levels above 1.5 wt%), with soda and 
lime predominant among the various oxides. vNCA glass would be a plant ash glass 
with both lime and alumina in substantial concentrations (generally above 4 wt%), but 
alumina generally higher than lime. HLHA glass (high lime, high alumina) is a special 
type found only in Africa (so far) and produced in southern Nigeria in the early second 
millennium CE (Lankton et al 2006). As noted, two of the bead samples were so heavily 
weathered that assignment to a particular group was not possible. A few of the group 
assignments may not be accurate, particularly for the MURR analyses that depend on 
MgO levels to differentiate between mineral soda and plant ash soda glass. This may be 
particularly true for all of the glasses labeled mNCA based on MURR figures, since 
several of the MURR MgO levels that were rechecked turned out to be substantially 
low; in addition, there were no mNCA glasses among those analysed at the Field 
Museum. The two subgroups, vNC-Pb and mNC-Pb, are leaded versions of the 
underlying glass type based on the reduced compositions of the glass, calculated so that 
the seven major oxides, Si02, Na20, CaO, K20, MgO, A1203 and Fe203 are 
normalized to 100% (for details of the method and rationale see Brill 1999: Vol.2, 9). 
While some lead is present in many of the beads, particularly in yellow glasses as the 
colouring agent lead stannate, these vNC-Pb and mNC-Pb samples had lead generally in 
excess of ten percent that could not be explained by colourant addition alone. Whether 
this lead was added at the time of original glass manufacture or during some subsequent 
beadmaking or re-making process is not known.
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Vessels and beads
One significant finding from Table II is that while the glass beads from Essouk were 
made from a variety of glass types, all but one of the vessels were made from plant ash 
soda lime glass with lime predominant over alumina (vNC). The single exception is one 
mNC (mineral soda lime) vessel fragment identified in Dussubieux’s report as Type 1 
(Syro-Palestinian). The overall uniformity of the vessel compositions in comparison to 
the variety of bead compositions is quite striking, although, as will be presented below, 
there is some evidence from multivariate statistics that the Essouk vessel glass vNC 
may include glass from different source areas and with different archaeological 
meaning. While, as discussed previously, the sampling strategy used and the relatively 
small number of samples precludes definitive interpretation, it seems reasonable to 
suppose that the marked difference in compositional variety between vessels and beads 
shown in Table II reflects the underlying structure of the Essouk glass.
Changes over time
With the exception of three vNC-Pb beads from early ninth century levels, all of the 
pre-tenth century glass is vNC. In the tenth century mNC glass appears, and continues 
into the fourteenth century. Lead-silica glass (PbSi) containing low levels of all other 
oxides was found from the tenth to thirteenth centuries. The small number of samples 
makes this observation difficult to interpret, although the presence of PbSi glass in the 
early eleventh century Serce Limani cargo supports this general dating. What may be 
more significant is that both mNA (mineral soda glass with alumina much higher than 
lime generally associated with a South or Southeast Asian origin) and vNCA glass 
appear only from the twelfth century onward. The single HLHA glass bead from an 
early fourteenth century level is somewhat surprising, since the glass itself may have 
been manufactured as much as several hundred years previously (although we know 
nothing about the temporal extension for manufacture of HLHA glass). Careful 
comparison of trace element data from the few HLHA glass beads found at later West 
African sites with the glass from Ile-Ife and Igbo-Ukwu may be helpful in this regard.
Possible source areas
The source areas for several of the glass types from Essouk are relatively well 
understood, at least in the current collective wisdom about glass types. In particular, 
HLHA glass is almost certainly a West African product and strongly associated with 
southern Nigeria (Lankton et al 2006), while mNA glass is almost certainly Asian, and 
probably South or Southeast Asian (Dussubieux 2001). vNCA glass is less well 
understood, although its predominance in East and South Africa as well as at some 
Southeast Asian sites, along with its relatively high alumina, generally a characteristic 
of South and Southeast Asian glass, makes an Asian provenance possible (discussed in 
Robertshaw et al 2006, pp 106-107). mNC glass, most likely based on the use of natron 
as the alkali source, was produced in both Egypt and the Levant until the ninth century, 
when there was a gradual shift toward plant ash alkali mixed with either sand or ground 
quartz pebbles. However, it appears that at least some mNC glass continued to be made 
in the Levant up to the eleventh century, but probably not much later (Henderson et al 
2004: 465). Ignoring for the moment the leaded vNC and (possibly) mNC glasses, that 
leaves only the vNC glass- over half of the total samples and all but one of the glass 
vessels. Are there different groupings within the vNC samples, and can these be related 
to chronological change?
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Multivariate statistical analyses
In order to answer these questions such multivariate statistical techniques as PCA and 
cluster analysis may be helpful, not so much to define a given glass type as to suggest 
possible patterns in the data. We are fortunate in the Essouk samples in having both 
major element (generally greater than 1 wt%) and trace element (generally less than 0.1 
wt%) determinations. At least in theory the trace elements will better define 
compositional groups, and, in addition, may help validate any compositional groups 
determined on the basis of major elements alone. Our strategy for multivariate statistical 
study was as follows: first, to compare the Essouk glass with glasses representing 
possible source areas to see if there are any patterns within the data, using reduced 
compositions of the major oxides (Brill 1999: Vol. 2, 9), and, second, to use the trace 
element data for the Essouk samples to see if the groupings suggested by major element 
analysis do, in fact, represent different types of glass. For the first stage, we compared 
the Essouk vessels and beads to published analyses of glass from the following five 
sources: the cargo of the Serce Limani shipwreck, ca. 1025, thought to be Levantine 
glass vessels and cullet dating from the late tenth and early eleventh centuries; glass 
cullet and wasters from Tyre, Lebanon, ca. tenth to eleventh century (Brill 1999: Vol. 2, 
202; Jennings et al 2001: 238); glass from the excavations at Siraf, an important port on 
the Persian Gulf, ca. ninth to tenth century; glass vessels and waste found at Fustat, ca. 
ninth to thirteenth century; vessel fragments found in the north Moroccan site of Qsar- 
es-Seghir, dating roughly from the twelfth to sixteenth centuries (unless otherwise 
noted, all analyses from Brill 1999: Vol. 2, 168-187). The total dataset of 222 samples 
is listed in Table III. Ten of the Essouk samples, included at the bottom of Table III, 
were not used in these analyses: the three PbSi glasses, the HLHA bead, and six 
additional samples that were so heavily weathered that the major oxides, particularly 
soda, would be misleadingly low for a statistical comparison. Five oxides (Na20, CaO, 
K20, MgO and A1203), with values calculated as reduced compositions, were used for 
the PCA and cluster analyses. Si02 was omitted because, in Brill’s data, Si02 was often 
determined by difference and thus adds no additional information, and Fe203 because 
iron may have been a component of coloring procedures and thus would not reflect the 
underlying basic glass. In terms of the mechanics of cluster analysis, there are a number 
of choices in terms of types of linkage and number of clusters desired. The analyses 
presented here were done by average linkage with Euclidean distance, using logratios of 
the oxide or element concentrations, although the results using standardized variables 
were similar. For the full dataset with only five oxides I specified that cluster members 
have at least an 85% similarity, while for the Essouk glass only, with both major and 
trace elements, I specified 80% similarity. The resulting PCA plots and cluster 
dendrograms are presented as Figures 1 through 7.
The ‘full dataset’ cluster assignments are given in Table III, along with calculated 
means and 90% confidence limits based on the reduced compositions for the two largest 
clusters. These clusters derived from the full dataset will be referred to here as FD 
Cluster 1, FD Cluster 2, etc. As an index of the validity of the cluster assignments we 
note that, in almost all cases, like glasses are grouped together, so that, for example, 
vNC glass is not included in clusters of mNC glass. Figure 1 is a plot of the first two 
principal components, showing 75.6% of the total variability of the full dataset. The 
datapoints are labeled with the cluster numbers, showing a general agreement between 
cluster assignment and graphical representation. Figure 2 is a plot of the relative 
importance of the five oxides in determining the first two principal components in this 
analysis. The cluster dendrogram for the full dataset is given in two parts, Figures 3 and 
4, because of the large number of samples in the analysis. FD Cluster 1 is by far the 
largest, with samples from Essouk (18 vessels, 8 beads), Serce Limani (83 out of 99), 
Tyre (8 out of 8), Siraf (5 out of 8) and Fustat (4 out of 20). There are no samples from
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Qasr-es-Seghir in Cluster 1. FD Cluster 2 also contains samples from Essouk (5 vessels, 
12 beads), along with two Serce Limani glasses, one from Siraf, and eleven of the 
seventeen Qasr-es-Seghir samples. As seen in Table III, FD Cluster 3 is much smaller, 
but similar in membership to FD Cluster 2. FD Clusters 5 and 6 are both mNC glass, 
while FD Cluster 7 contains the three vNCA samples. FD Cluster 8 , in the higher 
alumina region on the PCA plot, contains one of the mNA samples along with the 
sample identified as possibly mNCA. The other clusters were either singletons or did 
not include any of the Essouk samples. The Fustat samples, remarkable for their scarcity 
in the Essouk-related clusters, are found in FD Clusters 11, 14, 15 and 16. Based on the 
compositional means and 90% confidence limits shown in Table III, the overall 
chemical structure of FD Cluster 2 glass is quite similar to that for FD Cluster 1, 
although FD Cluster 2 glass is slightly lower in CaO and higher in A1203.
For the Essouk samples, we ran a series of PCA and cluster analyses, combining major 
elements with different combinations of trace elements. In PCA analysis, the ‘Loading 
Plot’ gives an idea of the relative importance of the chosen variables in determining the 
PCA results. In an effort to match elements important for both the Field Museum (FM) 
and University of Missouri-Columbia (MURR) data and to balance the contributions of 
the various trace elements, we eliminated As, Ni, Sm and Cr, leaving the following 
thirty oxides or elements: Na20, CaO, K20, MgO, A1203, Ti, P205, Ba, V, Rb, Sr, Ce, 
Y, Zr, Nb, La, Pr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Hf, Th, U, all expressed in 
ppm and converted to logratios. In particular, none of these elements were linked 
closely either to the colorants used or to the PbO percentage of the glass, as were, in 
most cases, Sn, Zn and As. Unfortunately, no matter how or with what parameters we 
ran the PCA and cluster analyses, the MURR samples always segregated from the FM 
samples, so that we were essentially using cluster analysis to distinguish between the 
two laboratories. In exploration for the reasons behind this failure to form 
comprehensible groups, we applied PCA and cluster analysis to the two datasets, FM 
and MURR, separately. While the FM analyses consistently grouped into apparently 
meaningful clusters, the MURR samples did not- for the glasses analysed only by 
MURR, there were no samples similar enough at the 80% level to form even a cluster of 
two. Our reluctant conclusion from this exercise is that the MURR trace element data, 
although superficially similar to the FM data in many regards, could not be combined 
with the FM data to give a meaningful result, and, even when analysed on its own, did 
not lead to the types of groups almost surely present in the sampled glasses.
As a result, we re-applied PCA and cluster analysis to the FM samples only, using the 
above-mentioned major and trace elements with the addition of Sm, which seemed to be 
problem only for the MURR data. The PCA plot for these samples, showing 50.3% of 
the variability, is included as Figure 5, along with the Loading Plot, Figure 6 , and the 
dendrogram from cluster analysis, Figure 7. The cluster assignments for the various 
samples are included in Table III under Major/trace FM only, and will be referred to 
here as FM cluster 1, etc. As a check on the groups assigned from the full dataset 
analysis we also ran PCA and cluster analyses on all of the Essouk samples (both FM 
and MURR) using the major elements only, shown in Table III under Major lr Essouk 
all. There were few differences from the assignments from the full dataset cluster 
analysis, supporting the use of at least the major elements, if not the trace elements, 
from the MURR samples. In comparing the three series of cluster assignments, please 
remember that the actual numbering of the clusters varies from one set to another, 
although Cluster 1 is the same for all three sets and Cluster 2 the same for the first two. 
Examination of the cluster assignments shown in Table III reveals that while the 
clustering of the Essouk samples by major elements follows the original clusters from
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the full dataset, clustering by major and trace elements, performed on the FM Essouk 
samples only, suggests that there may be some differences in terms of trace elements 
within the overall groups. For FD Cluster 1, there may be at least three sub-groups as 
defined by trace elements, listed as FM clusters 5, 8 and 10. One of the samples from 
FD Cluster 2, EB28, appears to be more similar to FD Cluster 1, matching sub-group 
FM cluster 5, while the other FD Cluster 2 samples, mainly from Essouk and Qasr-es- 
Seghir, are all distinct form FD Cluster 1 by both major and trace element analysis, and 
may have at least two sub-groups, shown as FM clusters 2 and 14. The remainder of the 
cluster assignments by major/trace elements also follow the full dataset clusters. For 
most of these groups there are not enough samples analysed for trace elements in order 
to draw specific conclusions, other than the important confirmation that the trace 
element clustering appears to be valid in separating the glasses into meaningful groups.
Discussion
Early Islamic glass
The transition from mineral soda (natron) glass to plant ash glass began toward the end 
of the eighth century, with early dates from Raqqa (Henderson et al 2004) and a mid­
ninth century date for glass weights from Egypt (Gratuze and Barrandon 1990). By the 
eleventh century or so this transition was virtually complete. In this light, the early plant 
ash glass vessels found at Essouk, dating from the late eighth to early ninth century, 
suggest that, at the very least, this early plant ash glass was quickly incorporated into 
the developing trans-Saharan trade. The absence of natron glass (mNC) from the earliest 
levels is surprising, and, since this early glass at Essouk was sampled quite intensively, 
as shown in Table II, probably represent something close to the actual distribution at the 
site. By the tenth century there are mNC beads and one vessel, and the mNC beads 
continue into the fourteenth century. Although the small number of samples makes any 
conclusion rather tentative, this persistence of mNC glass hundreds of years beyond its 
probable primary production points to two very real problems in using beads as 
chronological markers: beads may remain in circulation for long periods, and beads are 
well known for migrating both up and down between archaeological strata, percolating 
up during wet periods, and falling into cracks in the earth during dry periods. In this 
respect the vessel fragments may provide stronger evidence since, with their irregular 
shape, they may be less likely to move once deposited. In addition, glass vessels are 
more fragile than glass beads, and only in exceptional circumstances would a vessel 
survive for more than a generation or so. However, here as well some caution is 
necessary, since old vessel glass could be made into new vessels, as possibly occurred 
at Raqqa (Henderson 2004: 465), and for which the cargo of the Serce Limani, thought 
to represent glass for recycling, provides ample evidence.
South and Southeast Asian glass at Essouk
It is clear from the above results that there are several compositional types of glass at 
Essouk. These types mirror to a certain extent the compositional types at other sites in 
Africa, as discussed by Robertshaw in his report in this volume. The mNA and vNCA 
glass in particular seem to follow a chronological pattern, appearing rather late at 
Essouk. These glass types are found in beads only; the importation routes are not 
known, although Francis estimated that as many as 40% of the glass beads found at 
Siraf were produced in South or Southeast Asia (based on morphology alone, since no 
analyses were available). Such Asian beads were also common at Quseir al-Qadim and 
Aqaba during the Islamic period (Francis 2002: 49). Thus, it seems possible that Asian 
beads, when they were available, were carried on the same trade routes as beads 
produced in the Middle East. The possibility of overland transport from East to West 
Africa must also be considered and, indeed, both mechanisms may have been important
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either simultaneously or in different periods. Many more analyses, including trace 
elements, of these Asian or possibly-Asian beads, in comparison with similar beads 
found both at possible manufacturing centres and at potential exchange centres, may 
help to fill in the details of this bead trade from Asia to sub-Saharan Africa.
Plant ash glass at Essouk
Most of the plant ash glass (vNC) excavated at Essouk falls into FD Cluster 1 (26 out of 
a total of 47 vNC samples) or FD Cluster 2(15 out of 47), with the remaining six 
samples in either FD Cluster 3 (5 out of 47) or FD Cluster 4(1 out of 47). FD Cluster 1 
includes the Essouk samples plus glasses from Serce Limani, Tyre and Siraf, along with 
four of the Fustat samples. Identification of FD Cluster 1 as Levantine plant ash glass 
seems reasonable, based both on the mean concentrations and 90% confidence limits for 
the reduced compositions, show in Table III, and on the predominance of Serce Limani 
and Tyre glasses in FD Cluster 1. In addition, the Essouk FD Cluster 1 samples 
analysed for trace elements suggest at least three possible sub-groups, as mentioned in 
the Results. What, if anything, these mean is difficult to say without many more trace 
element analyses from possible source areas, but they do suggest a direction for future 
research. Chronologically, the FM cluster 5 subgroup (925-950 CE) appears to be 
somewhat earlier than the FM cluster 8 and 10 subgroups (950-1200 CE). All of these 
glasses are either blue or green, although the FM cluster 5 glasses are much higher in Sn 
(not used in the PCA or cluster analyses). Other differences in trace elements, although 
clearly picked up by cluster analysis, are not as obvious on visual inspection. However, 
these FM cluster sub-groups were quite robust to changes in trace elements analysed, 
suggesting that there are fundamental differences in the glasses identified.
The same may be said for the FM clusters 2 and 14, sub-groups of FD Cluster 2. No 
matter which trace elements were analysed, these groups remained coherent, never 
coming within 80% similarity with FD Cluster 1. In addition, the FD Cluster 2 samples 
among the Essouk analyses, both FM and MURR, grouped together when only the 
Essouk samples were analysed (with two exceptions, EB54 and EB73, both MURR 
analyses). FD Cluster 2 is particularly interesting because it contains only two Serce 
Limani samples, one Siraf sample, and many (11 out of 18) of the samples from Qasr- 
es-Seghir. FD Cluster 3, containing five Essouk vNC glasses and two from Qasr-es- 
Seghir, is very similar to FD Cluster 2: the two clusters join at the 84.3% level, just 
under our cutoff of 85%. Do FD Clusters 2 and 3 reflect a different source of glass at 
Essouk, and, if so, can we find any chronological pattern? In response to the first 
question we can say that the FD Cluster 2 and 3 glass is definitely different from that of 
FD Cluster 1, and different as well from Fustat glass of approximately the same period. 
The association with Qasr-es-Seghir is striking, and could be evidence that the glass 
found at Qasr-es-Seghir and the FD Cluster 2 and 3 glass at Essouk had a common 
source. In addition, FD Clusters 2 and 3 include most of the heavily leaded vNC and 
possibly mNC (although all of these examples are MURR analyses where the MgO 
determinations are suspect) glasses. Robertshaw reports that beads made from similar 
glass were found at al-Basra in Morocco dating to the late tenth to eleventh century CE, 
and suggests Iberia as a possible source, since PbSi glass was made there. Clearly more 
work is necessary in matching source samples (when found) with glasses excavated in 
Africa, both in Morocco and in sub-Saharan Africa, but the direction of research is very 
exciting.
The chronology o f  plant ash glass at Essouk
How about chronology? The chronological distribution of all FD Clusters containing 
Essouk samples is shown in Table IV, with FD Clusters 1, 2 and 3 in greater detail. The
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chronological periods are defined as Early (750-950), Middle (950-1300) and Late 
(1300-1400), and vessel and bead totals for each FD Cluster are shown at the right, with 
cluster totals shaded in light turquoise, light yellow and gold. If we look at vessels only, 
it is possible to make the case that the FD Cluster 2 vessels are later than those of FD 
Cluster 1: four of the six Late period vessels, and none of the Early period vessels, were 
made from FD Cluster 2 glass. In addition, while vessels made from FD Cluster 1 glass 
appear to be decreasing form the Middle to Late periods, those from FD Cluster 2 glass 
are increasing. This pattern is more impressive considering the relatively long span of 
the Middle period and short Late period.
The bead data is much less clear. Two FD Cluster 2 beads (both vNC-Pb) were from 
early ninth century levels, with three others from the tenth century. In addition, there are 
three FD Cluster 2 beads from each of the subsequent periods, and, in fact, all of the 
Late period vNC beads sampled were made from FD Cluster 2 glass, although there are 
also Late period beads made from some of the other glass types. Perhaps the most 
straightforward interpretation for this finding would be that glass vessels from FD 
Cluster 2 are rather late at Essouk, while FD Cluster 2 glass beads are found throughout 
the history of the site, becoming relatively more important in the Late period, when they 
appear to replace FD Cluster 1 glass beads. If we follow this interpretation, and assume 
at the same time that this FD Cluster 2 glass has a source different from that of the FD 
Cluster 1 glass (possibly northwestern instead of northeastern?), we would say that 
while glass beads from this second source were brought to Essouk throughout its 
history, only in the twelfth century did glass vessels become important in this exchange 
system. By the Late period at Essouk much more vessel glass and all of the vNC glass 
beads were coming from this second source area rather than along trade routes linked to 
the earlier exchange of Levantine (FD Cluster 1) glass. Of course there are many 
alternative interpretations as well. Just a few of these include: the FD Cluster 2 beads 
found at Early levels migrated there from above, and the apparent differences between 
vessels and beads are post-depositional- always possible but difficult to prove, plus it 
seems unlikely that FD Cluster 2 and 3 beads dropped while those of FD Cluster 1 glass 
did not (although the very early FD Cluster 2 beads were heavily leaded and thus would 
have been heavier). It is also possible that FD Cluster 2 vessel and bead glasses, despite 
their apparent similarity, came from separate sources and should not be linked in 
interpreting the glass finds. In fact, there are significant differences between the vessel 
and bead glasses in terms of trace elements, and the FD Cluster 2 sub-groups defined by 
trace element analysis are either vessel or bead glass, but not both together. On the other 
hand, this difference is not unexpected, since the technological requirements for bead 
glass and the beadmaking processes were quite different from those adapted to vessel 
production. In summary, we could say that the vessel glass data strongly support a 
change in vessel glass from FD Cluster 1 to FD Cluster 2 compositions from the twelfth 
century onward, and that this change in compositions reflected a change in glass origin 
and, possibly, exchange patterns. The glass bead evidence is less straightforward, and 
may reflect a long-term exchange of glass beads made from FD Cluster 2-type glass that 
became more important in the later periods. Of note here is that the Late period glasses 
were relatively heavily sampled (including over half of the vessel samples), so that the 
patterns we see in the compositional data are more likely to reflect the patterns in the 
excavated glass. What we don’t know, of course, is the extent to which the excavated 
glass reflects the glass actually present at the site when Essouk was a lively exchange 
centre.
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Conclusions
Returning to our original research questions, and based on the available evidence, we 
reach the following conclusions:
• The Essouk data confirm the generally accepted chronology o f Early Islamic 
glass production, and, i f  anything, demonstrate significant production o f plant 
ash soda glass early in the ninth century.
• A t least six compositional glass types have been found at Essouk, each reflecting 
different glassmaking traditions. O f these, the various types o f plant ash soda 
glass (vNC) and Asian-associated glasses (mNA and possibly vNCA) are 
perhaps the most interesting in terms o f long distance exchange patterns.
• PC A and cluster analyses comparing the Essouk glass with a number o f samples 
from sources in the Middle East and North Africa suggest that there may be 
some underlying structure within the general category o f Early Islamic plant ash 
soda glass. The general pattern o f this structure w ithin the data was confirmed 
by PC A and cluster analysis o f both major and trace elements from the bead and 
vessel glass analysed at the Field Museum.
• Our interpretation o f the Essouk vessel glass data is that the primary production 
system for this glass changed in the twelfth century from one similar to that 
associated w ith the most common types o f Levantine plant ash glass to one 
distinct from those used at known Levantine and Egyptian (Fustat) sources. The 
geographic origin o f this new type o f vessel glass is not known, although Iberia 
would be one possibility.
• The Essouk glass bead evidence is less straightforward but can be interpreted to 
support the above conclusion. Possible reasons for uncertainty are discussed in 
the text.
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Tables and Figures [not provided in appendix]
1. Table I. Summary o f all Essouk samples
2. Table II. Essouk glass types by chronological period
3. Table III. Full dataset with reduced compositions o f 222 samples from Essouk, 
Serce Limani, Tyre, Siraf, Fustat and Qasr-es-Seghir.
4. Table IV. Chronological and typological distribution o f all Essouk glass 
samples, with summaries by artefact type and period (Early 750-950 C.E., 
Middle 950-1300 C.E., Late 1300-1400 C.E.)
5. Figure 1. PC A  plot for the fu ll dataset in Table III, based on logratios o f five 
reduced oxides (Na20, CaO, K20, MgO, A1203), showing 75.6% o f the total 
variability. Data points labeled with the cluster assignments from fu ll dataset 
cluster analysis.
6. Figure 2. Loading Plot for the PC A analysis shown in Figure 1, indicating the 
relative weighting o f the five major oxides used for PCA.
7. Figure 3. Full dataset cluster analysis dendrogram: Part 1 (FD Cluster 1).
8. Figure 4. Full dataset cluster analysis dendrogram Part 2 (FD Clusters 2-15)..
9. Figure 5. PCA plot for the Essouk samples (Field Museum only) based on 
logratios o f major and trace elements (Na20, CaO, K20, MgO, A1203, Ti, 
P205, Ba, V, Rb, Sr, Ce, Y, Zr, Nb, La, Pr, Nd, Eu, Gd, Sm, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, 
Tm, Yb, Lu, Hf, Th, U), showing 50.3% o f the variability. Data points labeled 
with the FM cluster assignments from cluster analysis.
10. Figure 6. Loading plot for PCA analysis o f the Field Museum Essouk samples.
11. Figure 7. Field Museum Essouk samples cluster analysis dendrogram.
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Appendix F.
Report on chemical analysis of Essouk metal objects.
LA-ICP-MS analysis of 9 copper-based samples from Essouk, Mali
Laure Dussbieux
Field Museum o f Natural History
ldussubieux@fieldmusuem.org
Attached documents:
Table o f results: results.xls [not included in appendix]
Instrumentation and analytical protocol_______________________
The LA-ICP-MS analyses were carried out at the Field Museum with a Varian 
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometer (ICP-MS). A  New Wave UP213 laser 
is connected to the ICP-MS for direct introduction o f solid samples. The analytical 
protocol used for this study is derived from the one described by Dussubieux1.
The New Wave UP213 laser operates at a wavelength o f 213 nm. The sample 
chamber is a cylinder w ith a diameter o f 6 cm and a height o f 5 cm; hence the size of 
the samples is limited. A  CCD camera connected to a computer allows for the 
visualization o f the surface o f the sample. Helium is used as a gas carrier at a flow rate 
o f 0.50 1/min. Stability and sensitivity requirements for the signal are met when the laser 
operates at 70 % o f its maximum energy (0.2 mJ) and at a pulse frequency o f 15 Hz. 
The single point analysis mode was selected. When a non-corroded surface is ablated, a 
20 s pre-ablation time is set to be sure that possible surface contamination does not 
affect the results o f the analysis and to eliminate the transient part o f the signal. When 
the surface o f the artifact is corroded, two ablations are performed at the same location. 
The laser beam diameter is set to 65 pm for a first ablation and 55 pm for a second one. 
The laser beam is focused at the bottom o f the first crater before starting the second 
ablation. Only the signal acquired during the second ablation is recorded. The signal 
corresponding to the different elements is measured using the peak jumping mode and 
one point per peak, w ith a dwell time o f 25,000 ps. The quadrupole mass spectrometer 
scans three times the mass range per replicate and accumulates 10 replicates for a total 
acquisition time o f about 1 minute. The average o f five measurements corrected from 
the blank is considered for the calculation o f the concentrations.
Quantitative results are obtained by comparing the signal intensity measured for 
a given element in a sample to the signal intensity for the same element in a standard 
reference material (SRM) with certified concentrations. We selected seven different 
SRMs with the largest number o f elements and the widest range o f concentrations as 
possible: B10 and B12 from the Centre de Developpement des Industries de Mise en 
Forme des Materiaux, France, 71.32-4 and 51.13-4 from the Bureau o f Analysed 
Samples Ltd, England and 500, C l 123 and 1275 from National Institute for Standards 
and Technology. Fully quantitative analysis is possible for 20 elements using the
1 Dussubieux, L., in press, LA-ICP-MS analysis o f copper alloy artifacts in: Glascock, M.D., Popelka- 
Filcoff, R.S., Speakman, R.J. (Eds), Archaeological Chemistry: Analytical Techniquse and 
Archaeological Interpretation.
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following isotopes: 9Be, 24Mg, 27A l, 29Si, 3IP, 53Cr, 55Mn, 57Fe, 59Co, 60Ni, 65Cu, 66Zn, 
75A s , 78Se, 107A g , 118Sn, 121Sb, 125Te, 206Pb, 207Pb, 208Pb, 209Bi. The concentrations o f the 
elements present in the samples are calculated assuming that the sum o f their 
concentrations, in weight percent, is 100 %. The calculation method is adapted from 
Gratuze (1999). To improve reproducibility o f measurements, 65Cu was selected as the 
internal standard to correct possible instrument drift or changes in the ablation 
efficiency.
Using this analytical protocol, the detection lim its range from 1 ppb for bismuth to 2 
ppm for iron and is generally under 1 ppm for most o f the elements. The reproducibility 
(tested on the SRM described earlier) calculated from 10 measurements over several 
weeks is around 10 %. The accuracy o f our measurement, calculated as the relative 
deviation between the certified concentrations and the average concentrations 
corresponding to 10 measurements on SRM, is 10 % or less.
Comments________________________________________________________________
Eight samples are copper-based alloy and one sample contains silver as a major 
element. The measurement o f the concentrations o f the elements in the silver-based 
sample maybe not reliable since the method was optimized for copper-based samples 
and not for silver-based ones.
The table below reports the relative standard deviations (RSD) calculated from the 
normalized signal measured from 5 ablations on each samples. These RSD are 
indicators o f the homogeneity o f the sample. For example, EKA87 and EKA91 are the 
most homogeneous samples.
EKA71 EKA40 EKA87 EKA75 EKA10 EKA55 EKA91 EKA54 EKA116
Ni 9% 6% 7% 60% 7% 4% 16% 36% 25%
Zn 3% 7% 4% 11% 5% 5% 43% 40% 16%
As 95% 26% 9% 62% 17% 6% - 97% 16%
Ag 9% 15% 7% 33% 9% 6% 12% 50% 28%
Sn 13% 14% 7% 34% 11% 6% 38% 25% 8%
Sb 13% 18% 10% 35% 6% 7% 45% 51% 23%
Pb 17% 21% 20% 18% 48% 8% 29% 95% 18%
Bi 123% 27% 20% 44% 43% 14% 29% 26% 12%
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Appendix G.
Preminarv results of chemical analysis of gold droplets from the essouk coin 
moulds.
This appendix provides what is essentially the ‘raw results’ o f the recent PIXE analysis 
o f the two gold droplets on the Essouk coin moulds (discussed sect. 8.2 in thesis). They 
are therefore simply a preliminary communication o f the analysis.
The following information on the analysis come from Maria Filomena Guerra who 
carried out the analysis.
Investigation and results.
The PIXE detection lim its depend on the acquisition time. The following table gives the 
average detection lim its for the analysis o f each inclusion:
LODs Au ppm Ag ppm Cu ppm Fe pm Ni ppm Zn ppm Pb ppm Ru ppm Rh ppm Pd ppm Sn ppm Sb ppm
inclusion 1 125 65 20 18 12 100 100 18 17 18 30 12
inclusion 2 95 35 17 16 10 90 80 13 12 10 17 7
The following table gives the base alloy o f the two inclusions:
Au % Ag % Cu % Fe % Au+Fe
inclusion 1 97,7 0,9 0,2 1,1 98,8
92,7 0,8 0,3 6,0 98,7
inclusion 2 97,5 1,8 0,1 0,6 98,1
90,0 1,4 0,1 8,3 98,3
It is impossible that such high quantities o f Fe come from the gold. In order to have the 
“ real”  base alloy, I propose to say that Fe is under 1000 ppm and add the Fe contents to 
gold (in order to normalise to 100 %). Such high contents o f Fe come certainly from the 
mould.
I passed a gold alloy standard several times during the measurements. The next table 
shows that we had a good stability. Results are obtained using Gupix with the same 
parameters as for the inclusions.
Au % Ag % Cu %
75,5 17,7 6,6
75,6 17,6 6,6
75,6 17,6 6,7
75,6 17,5 6,6
75,6 17,4 6,7
Concerning trace elements, the following table gives the direct results calculated by 
Gupix. However, I would consider detection lim its and other hints to provide a final 
composition.
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Ni ppm Zn ppm Pb ppm Ru ppm Rh ppm Pd ppm Sn ppm Sb ppm
inclusion 1 90 667 72 23 162 26
178 1323 238 11 16 15 254 25
inclusion 2 123 212 171 63 16
533 484 229 21 490 19
I would say that:
- N i may come from the surrounding mould as well as at least a part o f Zn.
- Pb is at about the detection lim its, but concentrations found are rather “normal” . 
Rh and Rh are absent from gold.
Sn is rather variable but I think that it is present in “high”  contents.
So, I propose the following final table:
Au % Ag % Cu % Zn ppm Pb ppm Pd ppm Sn ppm Sb ppm
inclusion 1 98,8 0,9 0,2 667 72 23 162 26
98,7 0,8 0,3 1323 238 15 254 25
inclusion 2 98,1 1,8 0,1 212 171 63 16
98,3 1,4 0,1 484 229 21 490 19
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Appendix H.
Metal working polished blocks from Essouk.
This appendix provides the detailed results o f the 17 sample blocks that were prepared 
for analysis by Professor Thilo Rehren. For each o f the samples the detailed results o f 
Rehren’s metallurgical analysis are provided and his broad conclusions as to what kind 
o f metal working industry each sample relates to.
Unit Eka 
Horizon 2 (pre-c.750AD).
Eka 118 (sampled twice; description from first sample; second sampling provided no 
additional information).
• sample contains lots o f bits and pieces o f iron slag.
• sample also contains material which looks like sandstone/quartzite/rock/granite; 
it is possible that this material could be furnace building material, for example a 
furnace wall fragment.
• areas o f iron slag are stuck onto the material hypothesized as furnace building 
material.
• evidence also o f skeletal magnetite which inform us about a somewhat more 
oxidizing stage than one would expect for iron smelting, but which is often seen 
near furnace walls.
In conclusion the sample appears to relate to furnace wall material with bits o f iron slag 
attached and these are seen to be most likely smelting slag though this identification o f 
smelting is not definite.
Horizon 3 (c.750-800AD).
Eka 114
• Iron slag with feathery fayalite.
• First and 2nd generation wuestite.
• Stuck onto rock o f what appears to be most likely a furnace wall fragment.
• Abundant magnetite crystals.
• Incorporated sand grains.
• Mostly glassy matrix.
In conclusion the sample appears to relate to furnace wall material with bits o f iron slag 
attached and these are seen to be most likely smelting slag though this identification o f 
smelting is not definite.
Eka 113g
• Stone with vitrified surface
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• no clear metallurgical remains
In conclusion possibly a hearth lining or furnace wall building material.
Horizon 6 (850-900AD).
Eka 96c
• lots o f slag w ith interesting inclusions
• blocky fayalite and skeletal fayalite in a glassy matrix
• magnetite dendrites 2nd generation
• wuestite aggregates/dendrites;
• not homogenous but consists o f different phases (multi-phased) -  maybe an 
oxidization feature.
• nothing in terms o f sulphides or metals which would indicate copper smelting
• sand consisting o f quartz
• wuestite in the process o f being oxidized to magnetite; possibly this is a tap-slag 
(i.e. flown out o f a furnace) which would explain the oxidation.
• slightly unusual is the sand included but this can occur in dry environments such 
as Essouk, when the flu id slag flows over dry sand.
In conclusion this looks to be iron smelting rather than smithing though this conclusion 
is not indisputable.
Eka 96d
• lots o f skeletal fayelite in a glassy matrix
• incorporated sand grains
• ‘tap lines’ (where one flow o f slag flowing out o f the furnace creates a contact 
zone)
• wuestite/magnetite dendrites; 1st generation -  20% by vol (quite high).
• locally iscorite developing; normally indicates non-ferrous metallurgy but with a 
tap slag can also get this with the oxygen coming in during tapping.
• no sulphides or metal indicating copper
Summary verdict: iron tap slag which looks to be more like smelting than smithing.
This conclusion is based upon the flow texture and the amount and nature o f iron oxide, 
shape and nature o f fayalite. Again, slightly unusual is the sand included, though again 
it is noted that one can get this in dry environments such as Essouk.
Eka 93a
• Typically high fired quartz grains.
• Heavily vitrified on one side.
• Intense vitrified areas developing out o f the ceramic, may have some added 
component acting as a flux (fuel ash?).
• No metal apart from the iron oxide occurring in the ceramic.
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No definite conclusion. It is to be noted that the object which this sample was taken 
from appeared to contain a piece o f copper in it (Tom Fenn, pers. comm); this however 
most likely results from the random inclusion o f this w ithin this object which was 
probably created in a metal working environment where this could easily happen.
Eka 93b
• An odd sample
• pretty heavily vitrified.
• Two vitrified surfaces: one thick, well-developed w ith quartz grains in, a clear 
boundary between vitrified bit and ceramic, no metal present in this bit; 
opposite side, thinner vitrification, v.rich in iron oxide, magnetite spinel, iron 
not coming out o f the ceramic.
• flakes, possibly hammer scale particles.
• deeper in the body o f the ceramic, white prills/droplets -  could be iron reduced 
from whatever organic temper.
No definite conclusion.
Horizon 9 (c950-1100AD).
Eka89a
• ceramic, very thick vitrified one side and much thinner the other side.
• fayalite and white metal droplets throughout ceramic (iron?) -  possibly iron 
reduced out o f the ceramic
• lots o f iron oxide coming from the surface diluting inwards (could be as from 
hammer scale or from iron slag)
In conclusion: looks like iron metallurgy related; possibly a furnace wall or smithing 
hearth fragment. The strongly reducing conditions indicated by iron particles as not 
needed for gold or copper working.
Eka 86b
• Piece o f tap slag.
• Homogenous
• little  porosity (gas bubbles).
• Numerous prills o f chalcosine, some with metallic copper cores ('fried egg' 
texture),
• skeletal needle-like fayalite (?) in a predominant glassy matrix.
• Euhedral star-like aggregates o f silicate (?) crystals in interstitial glass areas, 
often studded w ith tiny copper prills and spinel (?) micro-crystals.
In conclusion: high-quality copper smelting slag, iron-poor.
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Eka 86a
• Ceramic or soil w ith a glassy layer covering
• Gold seen in great quantities in the vitrified areas
• Gold prills and particles
While it could be argued that the metal seen is brass it looks too soft in appearance and 
therefore is highly like ly gold. SEM analysis would show this definitively.
Horizon 12 (c.1300-1325ADh
Eka 54
• completely corroded thin sheet o f iron metal;
• no further information available.
Horizon 13 a325-1350AD).
eka 16a
• bone or ivory 
eka 16b
• a piece o f ceramic surrounded by a odd layer incorporating sand grains
• pure iron hydroxide rust
In conclusion: a porous material absorbing on its surface iron hydroxide percolating 
through the deposits (similar to desert varnish, but here enhanced through iron-rich 
workshop environment).
Horizon 14 (c.l350-1400AD).
eka 11a
• blocky fayalite in a glassy matrix
• opposite surface (possibly lower surface) feathery fayalite/spinifex (spinifex 
typical o f tap slag flowing onto a cold surface)
• cluster o f metallic iron
• 1st generation dendritic wuestite
• some multi-phased wuestite aggregates
• incorporated sand grains
Conclusion: Very likely an iron smelting slag with some residual free iron oxide 
(wustite) as one would expect, and typical tapping features.
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Eka 20
• much whiter in polished section than most o f the other slag samples
• dominant phase wuestite; pure free iron oxide (available for, but not converted 
to metallic metal). D ifficu lt to see i f  this means it is an inefficient process or not 
without a whole furnace -  it is possible that this might just be a bit left in the 
comer o f the furnace.
• Reasonably quick cooling; fayalite partly skeletal
• 60/70% wuestite; 30% fayalite; 10% glass
• very homogenous throughout; no particular flow  features.
In conclusion could be either smelting or smithing -  unlike previous samples discussed 
above where they appear to be most likely smelting with this sample there is not way o f 
telling. When considering the possible signs o f ‘ inefficiency’ in the process we observe 
here we should consider that in an environment where probably iron raw materials are 
easier to come by than fuel there is not much point in trying to increase iron yield for an 
extra 5% at the expense o f heavily increased fuel consumption.
Unit Ekb.
Ekb 9 (C.950-1050AD).
• heavily corroded iron slag
• blocky fayalite
• first generation wuestite dendrites
• glassy matrix
• considerable corrosion (general feature)
• some o f the fayalite beginning to oxidize
• no copper or sulphides
• metallic iron -  strange that they are preserved given that fayalite is corroding 
In conclusion most likely iron smelting slag.
Ekb 10 (C.950-1050AD).
• iron slag with blocky fayalite,
• plenty o f wuestite dendrites,
• minute metallic iron
In conclusion most likely iron smelting slag.
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Appendix I
The Eggshell from Essouk-Tadmekka
Report preparedfor Sam Nixon, by Jane Sidell, August 2007 
Methods
Thirty six eggshell samples were recovered from the site o f Essouk-Tadmekka in Mali 
and submitted for identification (further details in Table 1 below). The samples were 
considered to be from ostrich eggs and confirmation o f this was sought. Although 
isolated as fragments following initial processing, the fragments required additional 
cleaning prior to microscopy. To this end, the samples were placed in a water-filled 
beaker within a water filled ultrasonic tank. This process gently lifts dirt adhering to the 
individual pieces o f shell without damaging them. The shells were then air-dried. Each 
sample was scanned using a low-power stereo microscope at magnifications o f between 
10 and 40 times. This was done in order to pick out superficial differences and ascribe 
types, based on gross morphology such as thickness and relative size o f mammillae. 
Examination o f pore clusters on the external surface where made where possible. This is 
a characteristic shown by eggs o f large flightless birds and is a characteristic used to 
support identification o f ostrich eggshell. Shell thickness was measured using vernier 
calipers
As yet, it has not been possible to undertake SEM analysis, however, with the exception 
o f one sample, this is really only necessary to take photographs o f the inner surface. The 
identification o f the well preserved fragments is not in doubt and the poorly preserved 
fragments are in such bad state it is highly unlikely that SEM examination would add 
anything
Fuller details o f this methodology may be found in Sidell (1993).
Results
Summary details are presented in Table 1, below. Superficial microscopy suggested 2 
main types were present: ostrich and one sample o f an as yet unidentified species
Context
Number
Sample
No.
No.
Fragments
Comments thickness Hatched? Identification
EKA 1 A 2 Some 
abrasion, 
good pore 
clusters
1.8mm Possibly Ostrich
EKA 1 B 2 Badly 
abraded, 
?sooting, 
good pore 
clusters
1.7mm No Ostrich
EKA 10 A 1 Well
preserved 
with orange 
outer 
colouring
2.1mm No Ostrich
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EKA 10 B 1 Well
preserved, 
buff outer 
colour, good 
pore clusters
1.9mm Possibly Ostrich
EKA 10 C 1 Badly eroded 1.8mm Too
eroded
Too eroded
EKA 18 1 Well
preserved, 
?partly sooted
2.2mm Yes Ostrich
EKA 
wall 3
3 Eroded,
?mould
present
1.4mm Too
eroded
? Ostrich
EKA 38 1 Slightly 
abraded, good 
pore clusters
1.7mm Probably Ostrich
EKA 45 6 Badly eroded 
with ?mould 
present
1.4mm Too
eroded
Too eroded
EKA 78 1 Eroded 1.4mm No ? Ostrich
EKA 85 A 2 Eroded with
?mould
present
1.1mm Too
eroded
Too eroded
EKA 85 B 2 Eroded with
?mould
present
1.4mm Too
eroded
Too eroded
EKA 95 1 Little erosion 1.6mm No ? Ostrich
EKA 97 1 Little erosion 1.6mm No ? Ostrich
EKB 3 A 1 Well
preserved
1.8mm Possibly Ostrich
EKB 3 B 1 Little erosion 1.9mm Possibly Ostrich
EKB 4 1 Well
preserved
2.0mm No Ostrich
EKC 2 1 Well
preserved
1.8mm No Ostrich
EKC 7 A 1 Little erosion 1.7mm Too
eroded
? Ostrich
EKC 7 B 1 Little erosion 1.8mm Too
eroded
Ostrich
EKC7 C 1 Badly eroded 1.6mm Too
eroded
Too eroded
EKC 7 D 1 Badly eroded 1.6mm Too
eroded
Too eroded
EKC 7 E 2 Eroded with
?mould
present
1.6mm No ?ostrich
EKC 11 1 Very well 
preserved
0.25mm no Not ostrich
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Discussion.
The assemblage with the exception o f one sample (EKC11) is almost certainly entirely 
composed o f ostrich eggshell. In some cases, firm  identification is not possibly because 
morphology has been eroded, however, the simple characteristic o f shell thickness 
excludes other species. Preservation is variable w ith material either exceptionally 
preserved, i.e. where colour is still retained on the external surface (could this be 
artificial?) and the shell which is badly eroded, and presumably lain exposed and so 
weathered before becoming covered. The presence o f black spots (?mould) is 
surprising, but may account, in part, for the poor preservation.
Very little  o f the shell has come from hatched birds (based on characteristics o f the 
internal surface, see Simons 1971), which suggests that the eggs were being eaten 
and/or were being used as artefacts. Ostrich eggs are known to have been used in 
antiquity for ornamental objects, lamps, lamp covers etc. and so it is not unusual to find 
this type o f remain. A few fragments did exhibit characteristics o f hatched eggs which 
would suggest that the animals may have been bred locally.
The presence o f colour surviving on several fragments is interesting: the colouring o f 
fresh eggs is an organic compound and only survives in exceptional conditions, for 
instance where anoxia prevails. Further investigation is needed to establish why colour 
has survived and whether it is artificial.
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Appendix J 
The botanical remains from Essouk.
Early Islamic Essouk:
Agriculture and trade in the Tuareg region of the Malian Sahara
Mary Anne Murray
Introduction
Essouk is the modem name o f the Medieval/Early Islamic settlement o f 
Tadmekka in north eastern Mali, located 45 kilometres northwest o f Kidal, the capital o f 
the semi-autonomous Tuareg region (Figure 1). The settlement o f Essouk or 
Tadmekkka, which means ‘this is Mecca’ in Berber, was often cited in the works o f
thArab historians from the 9 century AD onwards as a major centre o f Trans-Saharan 
trade, possibly the greatest Western Sudanic trans-Saharan trading city in the era before 
Timbuktu. There are many historical references to the great wealth o f the merchants 
conducting trans-Saharan trade at the settlement. It has also been called ‘the Tuareg 
capital o f the Middle Ages’ and appeared in Arabic geographical texts from the 10th to 
the 15th centuries AD. Despite this rich history, Essouk has never been investigated 
archaeologically to any great degree. Indeed, prior to this project, directed by Sam 
Nixon o f the Institute o f Archaeology, University College London, no systematic sub­
surface archaeology had been done. The excavation o f this important site, therefore, 
can provide a vital data to investigate the broader comparative archaeology o f early 
trans-Saharan trade to the Western Sudan. The site also offers an excellent opportunity 
to gain insight into the nature o f urban Tuareg culture in the early Islamic period, a 
cultural group for which there is next to no archaeological information. The results o f 
this fieldwork are to be incorporated into a broader study o f Western Sudanic trans- 
Saharan trading centres and Essouk is cmcial for understanding the history o f this 
generally understudied region (Nixon 2007).
The urban ruins o f Essouk are located between two parallel lines o f rocky hills 
and is broadly divided by the Wadi Essouk. A  third area o f ruins is located on an island 
in the middle o f the wadi. The site covers an area o f approximately 50 hectares 
consisting o f the remains o f stone-built structures standing up to two metres high in 
places. Three areas o f the site were excavated which proved to be o f interest from the 
surface collection and survey. Two excavation units were located in the eastern quarter 
o f the site (EKA and EKB) and one unit was located on the island (EKC) (Nixon 2007). 
O f the three units, EKA was most thoroughly excavated and sampled 
archaeobotanically and the report w ill focus on this area. The excavation o f EKA 
uncovered a 5 metre sequence o f stratigraphy spanning more than 650 years (Figure 2). 
Four major periods o f occupations are apparent in EKA: Period 1 (pre-AD 750), Period 
2 (AD 750 to AD 950), Period 3 (AD 950 to AD 1300) and Period 4 (AD 1300 to AD 
1400). Botanical remains were used for AMS dating where ever possible. Fifteen AMS 
samples were sent to the Oxford Lab for dating, including 6 composed o f plant remains, 
as well as chaff tempered ceramics (Table 1).
Due to its historical importance, the ‘urban ruins’ o f Essouk have been proposed as a UNESCO 
World Heritage site.
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Methodology
The ancient plants from Essouk have been primarily preserved by charring, 
although two desiccated items were also found. In total, 50 archaeobotanical samples 
were taken from the excavations at Essouk. A  variety o f context types were sampled, 
including hearths, pit fills, occupation floors, ash deposits, etc. The size o f each sample 
was 5 litres o f soil. The plant remains were then recovered by bucket flotation using a 
finely meshed cloth to retain the plants. Several specimens were also extracted from the 
wood charcoal samples. The plants were analysed under a low power (lOx to 64x) 
binocular W ild MC3 microscope. Identifications o f plant taxa were made on the basis 
o f morphological characteristics and the comparison o f the ancient specimens with 
modem comparative reference material. Several specimens were analysed more closely 
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Figures 3-15).
Table 2 lists the taxa found at Essouk by sample, period and horizon. In the taxa 
list, cereals and other economic plants are listed first while all other taxa follow  the 
nomenclature o f The Useful Plants o f West Tropical Africa (Burkill 1985-2000). The 
seed o f the plant is always referred to in this table unless otherwise stated. The 
abbreviation c f  means ‘compares w ith’ and denotes that a specimen most closely 
resembles that particular taxon more than any other. In the last column o f Table 2, is 
the presence (or ubiquity) o f a species which is quantified by the number o f samples in 
which it occurs. This method is often a more reliable measure o f the relative proportions 
o f taxa than a simple count o f items since, due to the effects o f plant characteristics, 
processing, charring, disposal, deposition and recovery, it is impossible to assume that 
the absolute numbers o f seeds accurately reflect the original proportions (or indeed the 
relative importance) o f any plant taxa on a settlement in antiquity.
Table 3 shows the presence/absence o f taxa on other sites in M ali by period 
from the Iron Age onwards. These include the plant remains from Jenne-Jeno, Dia 
Shoma, Dia Mara and Gao. Only the taxa related to those found in the Essouk samples 
are listed here, not all o f the taxa present on each o f these sites. The table shows the 
continuum o f taxa through time and highlights differences within the Essouk 
assemblage.
The plant remains
The plant assemblage from Essouk is charcterised by a low density o f specimens 
(i.e. items per litre o f soil) with less than 200 plant items were recovered throughout. 
W ithin the assemblage, however, is a wide diversity o f taxa -  cereals, legumes, fruits 
and weed/wild species. Many o f the samples contained only wood charcoal, while 21 
samples, all from area EKA, contained seeds, chaff and other items. O f these, there was 
one sample from Period 1, three from Period 2, seven from Period 3 and 10 from Period
4. They include a variety o f economically important taxa, including hard wheat 
(Triticum durum and perhaps T. aestivum but only T. durum rachises were found), pearl 
m illet (Pennisetum cf. glaucum), fonio (Digitaria cf. exilis), and other millets, such as 
Panicum sp., Echinochloa sp., Brachiari/Setaria sp., along with the remains o f cotton 
(Gossypium sp.), linseed/flax (Linum sp.), watermelon (Citrullus cf. lanatus), and the 
tree fruits jujube (Zizyphus sp.), balanos (cf. Balanites aegypticus), date (Phoenix 
dactififera), Acacia, and Prosopis. The remainder o f the samples are composed largely 
o f wild/weed seeds, animal dung and wood charcoal (Table 1).
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Most o f the plant remains are likely to have been charred, and therefore 
preserved, when the waste products from the processing o f crops, including the weed 
rich remains from cereal processing, had been used as fuel. This would also include the 
fru it and other remains which were probably swept or thrown onto a fire. Ovens and 
hearths would have been cleared o f spent fuel and other debris and these contents would 
be then disposed o f into pits or scattered either on or o ff the settlement.
The following section offers brief descriptions o f the taxa present at Essouk 
(Table 1), as well as some o f the more common uses o f these taxa in West Africa.
Cereals
The cereal assemblage provides evidence for the importance o f modem West 
African savannah cultivars during this time. These include pearl m illet (Pennisetum cf. 
glaucum) (Figure 3), which had a single domestication in the far western Sahel, perhaps 
in Mauritania (Tostain 1992), by the second millennium BC. The Essouk Pennisetum 
fa ll w ithin the size range o f cultivated pearl m illet {P. glaucum) (Brunken 1977), though 
no Pennisetum chaff was present in the samples. P. glaucum has been found on the 
Malian Neolithic sites o f Karkarichinkat (2000-1200 BC) (Mauney, Gaussen and 
Gaussen 1968) and Winde Koroji (2100-1100 BC) (McDonald 1996) and is commonly 
found thereafter. The species is also used as an animal fodder, for beer and for 
medicinal purposes (Burkill 1994).
The Essouk samples also contained a single seed o f Digitaria sp., closely 
resembling fonio {Digitaria exilis), one o f the two cultivated Digitaria species used as 
cereals in West Africa. Fonio has several possible centres o f origin across the West 
African savannah belt (Harlan 1971). It is o f interest that the likely ecological contexts 
o f origin o f these two cereals are different, and this attests to the bringing together o f 
these cereals into a single economic system at Essouk by this time. Elsewhere these 
taxa are reported to co-occur in Phase IV  o f Jenne-Jeno in Mali some time after 800 AD 
(McIntosh 1981). Digitaria exalis is an important cereal as it comes into harvest before 
other crops are available. In this region, the genus Digitaria contains generally good 
fodder plants (Dalziel 1937, Burkill 1994) and some, as with other w ild grasses in the 
Sahel, are collected for food (Bore 1983). It is also used for making beer and has 
medicinal properties (Burkill 1994). Digitaria has also been found at Dia Shoma and 
Dia Mara (Murray S. 2004).
Panicum is another grain which may have been o f economic significance. It is a genus 
with over forty species in West Africa, including those used as food, such as P. laetum, 
P. subalbidum, and P. turgidum (Bore 1983; Cisse 1991). The Essouk specimen appear 
to be P. laetum and may have been used as a w ild cereal. Traditionally it is an 
important w ild resource in the region, especially during times o f scarcity and in areas o f 
marginal subsistence (Burkill 1994). It is also a good grazing plant for animal.
Panicum laetum is also present in the mid and late Islamic levels at Jenne-Jeno 
(McIntosh 1995) and the Islamic levels at Dia-Shoma (Murray S. 2004).
Echinochloa is also present. O f the five species present in West Africa 
(Hutchinson and Dalziel 1927-1936), the most economically important is E. stagnina, 
which is a swamp grass whose grains are often prepared like rice (Bore 1983; Cisse 
1991). It is also a rich fodder, either green or as hay, and the stems are used for thatch 
(Dalziel 1937:527). E. colona is also appreciated as a minor cereal and in some areas it 
is tended in a type o f protocultivation (Bore 1983:30). Dalziel (1937:527) claims that it
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had also been cultivated in Egypt as a cereal. Epyramidalis is another species used for 
food. Echinochloa has also been found in the late Islamic levels at Jenne- Jeno 
(McIntosh 1995). The Essouk specimens, from periods 3 and 4, are not identifiable to 
species.
The lemmas and paleas (bracts o f grass florets) o f either the genera Brachiaria 
or Setaria are present in one sample from Period 2. For Brachiaria, several specimens 
are present in West Africa. B. ramosa has been recovered in abundance at Jenne-Jeno 
(McIntosh 1995) and together with B. lata is listed by Bore (1983) as one o f the wild 
grasses still used for food in the Inland Niger Delta. The genus is also present at Dia 
Shoma and Dia Mara. For Setaria, there are eleven West African Setaria species 
(Hutchinson and Dalziel 1936). The three more common to the area include Setaria 
pallidefusca, which is highly drought resistant and makes good animal pasture and 
fodder (Dalziel 1937). The edible seeds are also collected for food in the Inland Niger 
Delta (Bore 1983; Cisse 1991). Setaria verticillata and S. sphacelata also provide 
animal fodder (Dalziel 1937). Setaria was also found in the Islamic levels at Dia Shoma 
(Murray S. 2004).
Importantly, also present is the grain o f free threshing wheat (Triticum 
aestivum/durum) and the rachis o f hard wheat (Triticum durum) (Figures 4 and 5).
These wheats are not West African cultivars but rather originate in the Levant and 
gradually migrated eastwards, possibly via the “ Saharan Fertile Crescent” , i.e. the 
chains o f highlands forming the migration route from the N ile Valley to West Africa 
(Burkill 1994). The grains o f T. durum and T. aestivum are not readily distinguishable 
from each other; only by its chaff can a specimen be securely identified to species 
(Zohary and Hopf 1993, Jacomet 1989). It is unclear whether the wheat was imported 
or grown locally. Free threshing wheats are wet season crops, which would require 
irrigation in the dry season. Four free threshing wheat grains from Period 3 were AMS 
dated to 1050-1150 AD.
Sorghum is also present on the site but only as temper in a pottery type found 
primarily in Period 3 but also in Period 4 (950 AD -1400 AD). Polyvinylsiloxane casts 
o f the sorghum were taken from the pottery, a low fired ware w ith cord wrapped stick 
impressions (type 5), and compared with modem Sorghum bicolor race bicolour using a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) to which it compared favourably (e.g. the 
trichomes on the interior o f the glume are clearly present) (Figures 6-8). The pottery is 
likely to have been imported from an area southwest o f Timbuktu, which is supported 
by the fact that, at least in these samples, Sorghum is absent from the local macro­
remains.
Other members o f the grass family (Poaceae) are present in the samples although 
many o f these remain challenges for further identification with a broader range o f 
comparative material. Grasses may have arrived on site as collected foods, weeds o f 
crops or as animal fodder or graze preserved in the charred animal dung present in the 
samples.
Although free threshing wheat was found in low numbers, as were the other 
cereals; it is present in the most samples (29%), followed by pearl m illet (19%), 
Panicum (9.5%), Digitaria (8%), and Brachiaria/Setaria (8%). In all, 20 cereal grains 
were recovered from the site; two from the Period 1 {Pennisetum cf. glaucum), five 
from Period 2 (free threshing Triticum sp. and Pennisetum cf. glaucum), eight from 
Period 3 (free threshing Triticum, Pennisetum cf. glaucum and Echinochloa), and five
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from Period 4 {Pennisetum cf. glaucum, Digitaria and Echinochloa). Triticum durum 
rachises were also found in Periods 3 (two) and 4 (one), and the chaff o f 
Brachiaria/Setaria, Panicum and unidentied cereals were found in Periods 2 and 3 
(Table 2). O f interest is the absence o f rice in the samples (Oryza sp.), which is present 
on other Malian sites since at least the Iron Age (Table 3). This may be a factor of 
sampling or may reflect a preference or agricultural regime or more geared for free 
threshing wheat and pearl millet.
Legumes
Remains from the Leguminosae fam ily were present in more than 33% o f the 
samples. Most o f these are seed fragments from the Mimosoideae subfamily due to the 
presence o f the tree fruits Acacia (in 24% o f samples) and Prosopis (in 9.5% o f 
samples) (Figure 9). These trees are typical o f the Sahel and open dry savannah. There 
are numerous Acacia species in Mali and they are used in a variety o f ways, such as for 
animal fodder and browse (leaves), building material and fuel (wood), the pods are used 
for tanning leather, the tree fibres are used for rope, the resin and gum are widely used 
and the genus has many medicinal qualities (Burkill 1995). There are two AMS dates 
using the Acacia from the assemblage -  from Horizon 2 in Period 1(1141+/-28BP) and 
from Horizon 9 in period 3 (960+/-28BP).
Prosopis, too, is an important tree, including for shade and fodder, its beautiful hard 
wood, its wood charcoal is particularly good for smelting copper and the genus also has 
many medicinal uses (Burkill 1995).
Other legumes include several specimens o f a Trigonella type found in one 
Period 4 sample. These may have been weeds o f a cereal crop though the genus also 
provides an ideal graze for animals (Burkill 1995). They may have also arrived as a 
component o f the animal dung from that sample. Numerous small wild/weed legumes 
are also present and have yet to be identified.
Oil and fibre plants
Important o il and or fibre crops are also present. Cotton (Gossypium sp.) was 
found in two Period 3 samples (9.5% o f samples) (Figure 10). As with the free 
threshing wheat, it is not clear whether this taxon was imported or grown locally though 
cotton is commonly found on Malian sites o f Early Islamic date onwards (Table 3). 
Period 3 was charcterised by an increase o f imported pottery and other goods. Using 
the scanning microscope (SEM), the cotton was closely examined to determine species, 
i.e. between G. herbaceum and G. arboreum, but species could not be distinguished 
with this material (Figure 11). Cotton has also been found in the Islamic levels at Dia 
Shoma, Dia Mara and Gao. One o f the cotton seeds itself was AMS dated to 1020-1150 
AD (959+/-27BP cal).
Linseed/Flax {Linum usitatissimum) was found in a single Period 4 sample 
(Figure 12). It is an interesting find as, thus far, it appears to be absent from other 
Malian sites o f this period (Table 3). It is a significant species due to its usefulness as 
fibre (flax) and its oily seed (linseed).
Fruits
Fruit remains are a common component in the samples, especially in Period 4. 
These primarily consist o f the fragmented seeds and kemals o f Zizyphus, the most
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frequent taxon in this category though only found in 14.3% o f the samples and only in 
period 4. Ziziphus from Horizon 13, Period 4 was AMS dated to 630+/-27BP. Three 
species are present in West Africa: mauritiana, mucronata and spina christi. A ll o f 
which have edible fruits although mucronata is reported to have less value, both in 
terms o f nutritional benefit and taste, compared to the other two species (Dalziel 1937; 
von Maydell 1986). Although it is very d ifficu lt to distinguish between the seeds o f Z. 
mauritiana and Z  mucronata, it may be more likely that the Essouk remains are Z. 
mauritiana, the species most commonly used for food. The fruits o f this species, a 
small tree, are edible fresh, dried or ground into flour that makes long lasting bread, 
cakes and beverages (Cisse 1991; Dalziel 1937; von Maydell 1986). The genus is also 
used as a living hedge for cattle enclosures and is important for shade (Burkill 1997).
Other fruits including balanos (Balanites aegypticus), Date (Phoenix dactylifera)
and
watermelon (Citrullus cf. lanatus) were found in one sample each in Period 4. The 
balanos and date fruits were desiccated not charred but their provenience suggests that 
they were contempory with the charred remains.
Balanos (Balanites aegyptiaca) (Figure 13) is also known as the ‘desert date’ 
and it is also important for its oil bearing seed. A ll parts o f the tree are useful, i.e. wood 
for building, objects, firewood, charcoal and penning cattle, its edible leaves are also 
used for animal browse. The tree also produces useful resin and strong fibre and has 
many medicinal qualities (Burkill 1985).
As for the date palm (Phoenix dactylifera) (Figure 14), virtually all o f the 
elements o f the many component parts o f the tree are utilised. The nutritious date fruits 
have considerable food value and although they can be eaten fresh, their high sugar 
content inhibits bacterial decay which means that they can be stored for long periods o f 
time. Both the fruits and sap o f the tree can be fermented into a wine like drink. The 
fruits, seeds, timber, leaves, fibrous sheath, sap and other parts o f the tree not only 
provided food, drink and shade but also supplied material for medicines, animal fodder, 
fuel, roofing, bedding, matting, furniture, fencing, water channels, filters; brushes, 
brooms, rope, sandals, crates, cages, nets, fishing floats, and basketry (e.g. Murray 
M.A.2000)
Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus) (Figure 15) is a native o f tropical and 
subtropical Africa. The leaves, fruit, flowers and seeds o f the watermelon are all edible. 
As is the case in many parts o f Africa today, the watermelon may have been cultivated 
primarily for its o il producing seed and cooked rind than its flesh since this was likely to 
have been bitter and unpalatable prior to the development o f improved varieties 
(Watson 1983, FAO 1988). While it remains unclear which species was the w ild 
progenitor o f watermelon, it is most closely related to and is interfertile with the w ild 
African melon, the bitter colocynth (Citrullus colocynthis) (Zohary and Hopf 1993). 
Watermelon is also used as cattle feed and has many medicinal properties (Burkhill 
1985).
Wild/weed taxa
Several o f the w ild and or weed taxa were identifiable. These include 
Dactyloctenium aegyptium from Period 1, which is a common grass in villages and 
cultivated land and is sometimes used as a famine food. It also provides good grazing 
for all animal stock, beer can be made from it and it also has medicinal properties
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(Burkill 1994). Acanthospermum hispidum is also present (Period 3) and is also found 
as a weed o f crops, sometimes cited as a particular pest o f cotton (e.g. Freitas et al. 
2006). It is a very thorny bushy plant so its seed often move from place to place in 
animal hair, on clothing, etc. (Burkhill 1985). A  species o f Boerhavia (cf.) was found in 
Period 4. Certain o f this genus can be used as a pot herb and have edible seeds which 
are often added to cereals. The genus is a good animal fodder and is used in medicine 
(Burkill 1997). Portulaca cf. oleracea is an edible salad plant and pot herb, which can 
also be found as a weed o f cultivated fields. It provides good fodder and graze for 
animals and, as with many w ild plants, it is valued for its medicinal properties (Burkill 
1997).
Other taxa present in the assemblage have been identified only to the family 
level, such as Apiaceae , Cyperaceae and Poacae (Grass fam ily) or to the order level, 
such as Caryophyllales (which includes families, such as Aizoaceae and Portulacaceae). 
These and other taxa w ill be identified in greater detail at a later date. Indeed, a 
considerable variety o f species o f fruits and seeds o f woody plants has been identified in 
West African plant remains, such as the extensive range from the site o f Saouga in 
Burkina Faso, showing the importance o f this type o f resource at the end o f the first 
millennium A.D. (Neumann et al. 1998). The further identification o f the Essouk plants 
using a more extensive comparative collection may reveal more useful taxa, and the 
various weeds o f cultivation found in cereal processing waste.
Other items found in the samples include what look like fragments o f fungus and 
vesicular fragments, which are usually items charred at a high temperature that have a 
characteristic hollowed out appearance. Animal dung is also present in several samples 
and was likely to have been an important fuel. It has been shown that undigested seeds 
and other plant parts can pass through the gut o f an animal and when the animal dung is 
burned as fuel, any remaining plant material may then become incorporated into the 
archaeobotanical record. Plants preserved in this manner are important indicators o f 
agrarian practices, such as the use o f cereals and processing residues for animal fodder 
(M iller 1984; M ille r and Smart 1984).
Plants by Period and Horizon
Period 1 (pre-AD 750) ends at the base o f the architectural walls where there is 
little  evidence for cultural occupation. Indeed, the lower two metres or so o f occupation 
associated with permanent architecture revealed little  evidence o f trans-Saharan 
contacts. The excavation was terminated with sterile soil (Nixon 2007). Only one 
sample from this period contained botanical remains - 50 items from Horizon 2, a level 
with no architectural features apart from post holes. The plants from this period 
included pearl m illet {Pennisetum cf. glaucum) and unidentified cereal grain, as well as 
Acacia sp. The w ild grass Dactyloctenium aegyptium was present along with numerous 
other unidentifiable grasses, legumes and other weed/wild taxa, which cannot be 
identified without a more extensive comparative collection.
Period 2 (AD 750 to AD 950) is associated with the first permanent architecture 
in Area EKA, as well as evidence for metal production and first the appearance o f trans- 
Saharan trade in the form o f glazed ceramics, glass beads and other luxury goods. There 
are numerous references to the wealth o f Essouk at this time, including trade in items 
such as silk, glass vessels, glazed ceramics, gold dust, etc. This wealth is evidenced both 
in the objects found associated with these levels and in the architectural structures 
(Nixon 2007).
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The three samples from this period are from Horizons 3, 5 and 8. One sample is 
from context 113 in Horizon 3, the level with the first permanent architecture, and 
contained two free threshing wheat grains (Triticum aestivum/durum) and three pearl 
m illet grains {Pennisetum c f glaucum), as well as a fru it stone fragment and three 
indeterminate seeds. It is important to note the presence o f the non-native free threshing 
wheat at this time o f Trans-Saharan trade. As noted above, these wheats are not West 
African cultivars but rather originated in the Levant. Free threshing wheat is also 
present in the Islamic levels o f Dia Mara and Dia Shoma (Murray S. 2004). In context 
103 from Horizon 5, a period o f rebuilding, only animal dung and two unidentifiable 
wild/weed seeds were present. In context 89 from Horizon 8, a level indicating the 
influx o f luxury and other trade goods, only the lemmas and paleas (bracts o f grass 
florets) o f a type o f w ild m illet were present, either the genus Braciaria or Setaria.
Period 3 (AD 950 to AD 1300) is characterised by the continued influx o f 
imported items and luxury goods, including the sorghum tempered ceramics associated 
with burials in lakes region o f Mali, southwest o f Timbuktu, the “ empire o f Ghana” , as 
well as various stages o f rebuilding (Nixon 2007). The seven samples from this period 
are from Horizons 9, 10 and 11. Horizon 9 shows a clear rebuilding o f the architecture 
from its base and the presence o f luxury goods (Nixon 2007). Contexts 85 and 83 from 
this Horizon contained the seeds o f Acacia (from 83) and the seeds o f the w ild grass 
Panicum cf. laetum, which may have been used as a w ild cereal, and the glumes o f the 
grass family tribe Paniceae. The probable seeds o f the weed o f crops Acanthospermum 
hispidum is also present.
There are three samples from Horizon 10, a level o f rebuilding, including a new 
area which was likely to have been a cooking area. This horizon includes context 79, 
which contains pearl m illet {Pennisetum cf. glaucum), brisly star-bur (cf. 
Acanthospermum hispidum), seeds indeterminate, a possible fungus and animal dung; 
context 77a, containing the chaff o f free threshing hard wheat {Triticum durum), the 
seeds o f the w ild grass Echinochloa sp., some species o f which are used as food, and an 
unidentifiable fru it pip. In context 77, free threshing wheat grain {Triticum 
aestivum/durum) was present, as was the first appearance o f cotton {Gossypium sp.) in 
the assemblage. Also present in this context was indeterminate cereal chaff, an Acacia 
sp. seed and animal dung. Cotton and free threshing wheat was also present in Horizon 
11 o f Period 3 (contexts 61 and 76, respectively), as was a cereal culm node and 
indeterminate weed/wild seeds.
Cotton {Gossypium sp.) is only found in Period 3 (Horizons 10 and 11), dating 
to (AD 950 to AD 1300). Burkill (1997: 18-21) writes “ the term shigge for cotton cloth 
has been used in Mali since at least the 11th century, indicating a knowledge o f weaving 
before the Islamic arrival. This brought G. herbaceum race acerifolium from Western 
Arabia via, perhaps the desert oasis o f Libya. This was used extensively in their textile 
crafts and displaced in the Musliminated areas G. arboreum race soudanense, which 
still persists in pagen areas” . Apart from weaving, cotton also has an oil bearing seed 
used for cooking and animal fodder. It also has medicinal qualities (Burkill 1997). As 
with the free threshing wheat {Triticum aestivum!durum), it is not clear whether this 
taxon was imported or grown locally as Period 3 was charcterised by an increase o f 
imported pottery and other goods (Nixon 2007). It was not possible to determine 
species, i.e. between G. herbaceum and G. arboreum. The weed Acanthospermum 
hispidum, also present in this period, is sometimes cited as a weed o f cotton crops (e.g. 
Freitas et al. 2006).
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Botanically, Period 4 (AD 1300 to AD 1400) was the richest, in terms o f 
numbers o f items and diversity o f taxa (Table 2). There are 10 samples from the 3 
Horizons o f Period 4, a period characterised by major rebuilding o f the architecture, as 
well as very different pottery and material culture than seen in previous periods. The 
plant remains from this phase include the cereals free threshing wheat (Triticum sp.), 
pearl m illet {Pennisetum cf. glaucum), fonio {Digitaria cf. exilis) and the potential 
cereals Panicum cf. laetum and Echinochloa sp. Period 4 also contained the highest 
diversity o f tree fruits, including date palm {Phoenix dactylifera), balanos {Balanites 
aegyptiaca), Prosopis, Ziziphus and Acacia sp. The seeds o f melon {Citrullus sp.) and 
the important oil/fibre plant linseed/linen {Linum sp.) were also present. The wild/weed 
taxa present in this phase include purslane {Portulaca cf. oleracea),
Portulaca/Aizoacae, Trigonella sp., spiderling (cf. Boerhavia sp.), Cyperus sp., and 
those from the plant families Apiaceae, cf. Chenopodiaceae/Amaranthaceae, Fabaceae, 
and Cyperaceae, as well as various unidentified seed and fru it fragments.
This latest phase o f Area EKA shows that occupation at the site continued after 
the decline in the large-scale trans-Saharan trade connections, although there is a 
considerable decline in the presence o f imported North African objects (e.g. glass 
vessels, glass beads, glazed ceramics, etc.). These upper levels also show burning and 
the destruction and the abandonment o f living spaces. The ceramic assemblages in this 
later phase seem to suggest that a different cultural group had come to be dominant at 
the site than that o f earlier periods as these highly decorated ceramic assemblages mark 
a great departure from the very plain ceramics o f earlier periods (Nixon 2007). Despite 
the cultural changes evidently taking place during the sequence, the ‘w all’ left in place 
over the course o f the excavation is actually a composite o f structures from the different 
phases o f the site’s use; this reuse o f the in situ remains o f earlier walls as the 
foundations for new walls shows a continuity in the use o f space over the course o f the 
urban site’s history (Nixon 2007).
Conclusions
The Essouk samples indicate the inhabitants o f the settlement had access to a 
wide variety o f plant foods, such as free threshing wheat {Triticum aestivum/durum), 
pearl m illet {Pennisetum cf. glaucum), fonio {Digitaria cf. exilis), as well as other 
millets that may have been used for food, such as Panicum sp., Echinochloa sp., 
Brachiari/Setaria sp., along with the fruits jujube {Zizyphus sp.), balanos (cf. Balanites 
aegypticus), date (Phoenix dactiflfera) and watermelon (Citrullus cf. lanatus). Other 
useful taxa include cotton {Gossypium sp.), linseed/flax {Linum sp.), Acacia, and 
Prosopis and various wild/weed taxa.
The most prevalent cereal in the Essouk assemblage, in terms o f its presence in 
the most samples, was free threshing wheat {Triticum durum/aestivum). While it is 
unclear whether this was imported or grown locally, as with the cotton, the fact that 
Essouk was a major hub o f Trans-Saharan trade makes it a possibilty that these were 
important crops to the area. Free threshing wheat and especially cotton would probably 
have needed irrigation to thrive i f  grown locally, unlike the rain fed millets. There was a 
generally wetter environment in Mali during the Medieval period than is prevalent 
today (ref.), and the possibility o f the local cultivation o f both crops remains a 
possibility. These crops are found primarily in Period 3, a time characterised by the 
wealth o f Essouk thorough trade in items such as silk, glass vessels, glazed ceramics, 
gold dust, etc. Indeed, the archaeology attests the presence o f imported artefact types,
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luxury goods and ceramics, including the sorghum tempered pottery associated with 
burials from the “ empire o f Ghana” to the southwest. The presence o f the sorghum 
chaff in the pots and the absence o f sorghum in the plant remains from Essouk may 
indicate differential processing activities sorghum remains are not visible in the 
archaeobotanical record or it might suggest that free threshing wheat and pearl m illet 
were preferential over sorghum, a cereal they were likely to have access to i f  they chose 
to. The absence o f rice at Essouk (Oryza sp.) also needs further investigation.
In Period 4, the archaeology indicates a decline in imported objects during this 
time (e.g. glass vessels, glass beads, glazed ceramics, etc.), as well as a very different 
ceramic tradition suggesting that a different cultural group had come to be dominant at 
Essouk (Nixon 2007). While the plant remains from Period 4 contain a wide diversity o f 
taxa, there is no cotton and fewer items o f wheat and pearl m illet from this period. The 
plant assemblage from this time is much richer in fru it remains than the previous 
periods. Perhaps this is also indicative or at least supportive o f the presence o f a 
different cultural group and agricultural practices, whether due to environmental 
constraints or preference.
The importance o f wood and animal dung as fuel is clearly shown in all periods 
o f the sequence, as both these items are ubiquitous throughout. Indeed, many o f the 
samples contained wood charcoal exclusively and no seeds or fruits. The w ild taxa in 
the samples may be the remains o f cereal processing, as depending on the crop, clean 
cereal grain is obtained by several processing operations, including threshing, 
winnowing and coarse to fine sieving operations to rid the crop o f field weeds and 
chaff. This ‘waste’ is commonly is often an important commodity in its own right in 
traditional societies for a variety o f uses, including an important source o f fuel. Very 
little  cereal chaff has survived in these samples and it is unclear i f  this is due to some 
factor o f the cereal processing itself or to the disposal o f wastes or i f  is more o f a 
reflection o f sample size. The scarcity o f chaff does not preclude the possibility that 
crop wastes were also a useful fuel on the settlement. Some o f the w ild taxa present also 
may have been deliberately collected for food, animal fodder, fuel, medicines, building 
materials, dyes and other purposes.
The Trans-Saharan trade is often put forward as the driving force behind the 
origins o f Essouk as an urban centre (Nixon 2007). It would be informative to have 
more data on the botanical remains from other sites on the trade routes associated with 
this important early Islamic settlement.
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Appendix K.
Essouk Faunal Report
Kevin C. MacDonald 
University College London
Generalities
The Essouk assemblage is, virtually regardless o f context, a highly comminuted one. 
This is seemingly due to a combination o f pre- and post-depositional processes. Pre- 
depositional processes include the intensive fragmentation o f bones both for marrow 
extraction (including the fracture o f 1st phalanges), and probably also for incorporation 
into stews or sauces. Post-depositional processes especially include some form of 
chemical weathering or leaching in the soil, rendering the bones particularly powdery 
and friable. Nonetheless, universal sieving o f deposits and careful bone recovery makes 
this a representative assemblage as evidenced, for example, by the high frequency o f 
small medium bovid carpals.
Across the time periods, sheep and goat are the most frequent taxa, followed by 
domestic cattle (see Tables 1-3)2. Specimens classed as Small Medium, Large Medium 
and Large Bovid most likely relate to livestock (ovicaprines and cattle respectively), but 
such remains were too fragmentary to be taken to taxon reliably. In total, bovids 
represent 93.6% o f all identifiable specimens from EkA (n=499 o f 533). Other taxa 
(including other mammals, birds, reptiles and fish) are therefore relatively rare, attesting 
to a narrow dietary breadth in terms o f meat protein undoubtedly linked to the Desert 
situation o f the site.
Bone remains are scarce from the sites first occupational period and do not allow a 
reliable assessment o f the site’s earliest economy, except to say that cattle are known to 
be present from the first occupation. In subsequent periods, we are clearly in the 
presence o f a slightly urbanised pastoral subsistence economy, with sheep/goat and 
cattle dominating.
The state and size o f the assemblage precludes the construction o f age profiles for 
livestock or detailed butchery studies, yet some more general conclusions can still be 
drawn for these topics (see Tables 4 -6 and below). In particular it is interesting to note 
that no charred elements survive from Eka Periods 1 and a, but that they are relatively 
frequent (up to 16.8%) in Periods 3b through 4. This may indicate a shift in cooking 
practice at the site from boiling to roasting around AD 1100, or it may be a purely local 
site sample phenomenon. Certainly charring also seems relatively common in the EkB 
and EkC samples, and it should be noted that little  Period 1 and 2 deposits were 
excavated from those units.
Pastoral Economy: Cattle, Sheep and Goats
Cattle occur at Essouk in a slightly higher level o f frequency than one would expect o f 
modem Saharan pastoral nomads who tend to consume ovicaprines, but conserve cattle 
-  even mature males - as capital or insurance (cf. Amanor 1995). Remains are in a 7:1
2
Identifications were made by Kevin MacDonald using the collections o f the Institute of Archaeology 
Bone Room as well as the private collections of MacDonald and Louise Martin.
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chopped) and therefore may indicate the consumption o f Equids -  and even animals so 
prestigious as a horse -  after their working lives were done.
Camel
Only two bones o f Camelus dromedarius were recovered during the Essouk 
excavations: a proximal calcaneus from EKB horizon 3 and a navicular from EKA 
horizon 13. The first confirmed presence o f camel at the site (ca. AD 950-1300) is thus 
later than that o f horse and donkey, although this is probably merely related to sample 
size -  camel remains being a rare recovery even from Saharan entrepots (at Tegdaoust, 
from a much larger sample, only 11 identifiable camel bones were recovered, Bouchud 
1983). Instead, most o f their bones probably litter the wayside o f the former great 
caravan routes.
Dog
Canis familaris (Domestic Dog) remains have been recovered from EkA in Periods 2 
through 4 and they become particularly common in Period 4 (c. AD 1300-1400). They 
have been differentiated from jackals {Canis adustus and Canis aureus) on the basis of 
size. The breed involved at Essouk is larger than the African pariah dogs whose bones 
may be easily confused with jackals (cf. MacDonald and MacDonald 2000; Manning 
and MacDonald 2005). For example, the greatest length (GL) o f an astragalus recovered 
from EkA horizon 13 is 26.4mm as compared to three available specimens o f African 
pariah dogs (23.5 to 24.5mm), and a calcaneus from the same horizon measures 44.0 
versus the pariah sample’s range o f 36.6 to 41.4mm . Such measurements are closer to 
the size one would expect from African greyhound breeds, types known historically 
more from North Africa and Egypt (cf. Epstein 1971, vo l.l; Blench 2000). Pariah dogs, 
on the other hand, occur from Egypt across the Sahel and extend in range southwards 
into Central Africa.
Some o f the canid remains from Essouk (both from EkA Period 4 contexts) are charred 
(a phalanx and a metacarpal, see Table 4). This may be the result o f roasting, or may 
represent a chance association with fire, but it is interesting that these bones are 
occurring in the same contexts as bone remains from animals such as ovicaprines. To 
this end, a lively debate about historical cynophagie (dog eating) amongst Berbers 
occurred in the Bulletin Liaison Saharienne during the 1950s (Canard 1953; Bureau 
1954; Chalumeau 1954).
Terrestrial Fowl
A few remains attributable to domestic fowl (Chicken or Guineafowl) were identified 
from the site. The fact that the remains are so scarce would suggest these were a 
delicacy rather than a major meat source. In one instance, EkB horizon 3, chicken 
(Gallus gallus) was able to be identified on the basis o f size with a distal tibiotarsus 
which was too small for guineafowl and too large for any francolin species. This would 
place the domestic chicken at Essouk at least by c. AD 950-1300, i f  not earlier.
Bouchud (1983: 356) claims the presence o f chicken at Tegdaoust from the 9th century, 
and they are attested south o f the Sahara (at Jenne-jeno for example) from as early as 
the mid-first millennium AD (MacDonald and MacDonald 2000).
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Wild Animals
Antelopes
One would expect a number o f antelope taxa to be present at Essouk, particularly the 
Dorcas gazelle, the Addax and the Barbary Sheep which were present in the region 
during the colonial era and to a more limited extent are still present today. However, 
only the Dorcas Gazelle (Gazella dorcas) was positively identified (tarsals and a 2nd 
phalanx from EkB horizons 2 and 3, ca. AD 950-1300). It is possible that some Addax 
and Barbary Sheep may be included in unidentified Large Medium Bovid material 
(which would otherwise be small cattle), but it is less likely that the petite Dorcas 
Gazelle would be confused with sheep/goat in the small medium category. Regardless, 
there appears to be little  evidence at Essouk for anything but the occasional hunting of 
desertic game.
Wild Carnivores
Remains o f the Striped Hyaena (.Hyaena hyaena) were found in two contexts, a carpal 
from EkA Horizon 12, and three metacarpals from one individual in EkA horizon 13. 
Striped hyaenas can frequently be found around Sahelian and Saharans settlements 
where they are known to prey on sheep and goat, and scavenge food refuse and even 
poorly buried cadavers. The remains o f hyaenas recovered here likely come from 
individuals hunted as a preventative measure against stock raids.
The ulna o f a polecat-sized small carnivore was recovered from the abandonment 
deposits o f EkA and may be an intrusive specimen (from a burrow death).
Rodents
Undetermined Rodent remains (mandibles) were recovered from the abandonment 
deposts in EkA and probably represent modem animals / burrow deaths.
Birds
W ild bird remains are rare at Essouk. A  single scapula o f a large heron, attributed on 
size and morphology to the Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea) was recovered from EkA 
horizon 13. The Grey Heron only traverses the Sahara as a Palaearctic migrant. During 
such migrations certain birds inevitably drop out from exhaustion and are predated 
upon. The author has been presented with i.d. rings from storks, herons and other 
European migrant birds by hunters while travelling in the Malian and Mauritanian Sahel 
and Sahara.
Monitor Lizard
The savanna monitor lizard {Varanus exanthematicus) was identifies on the basis o f a 
humerus and a vertebra from EkA horizon 13. This large and robust lizard species, 
which can sometimes exceed one metre in length, commonly lives in arid rocky areas 
throughout Africa. The author has witnessed it hunted opportunistically for its meat and 
skin all across the Sahel, particularly by children.
Fish
Although distant from any water body containing fish, there is some evidence that dried 
fish may have occasionally been imported into Essouk. A pelvic girdle fragment from a 
perch (Tilapia or Nile Perch) was recovered from Eka Horizon 13, and an anal 
pterygophore from a Nile Perch (Lates niloticus) reconstructable to a 70cm length was 
recovered from a mixed context in EkC (context 30; not counted in the tables below).
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Taken together these may indicate a rather late and limited commerce in dried/ smoked 
fish to the site (particularly ‘prestige’ varieties such as the Nile Perch).
Conclusions
The faunal remains o f Essouk provide a tantalising glimpse o f the animal economy o f a 
medieval Saharan trading entrepot. The assemblage stands in strong contrast to those of 
the Deltaic urban sites o f Jenne-jeno and Dia, and the Niger Bend trading centres o f Gao 
which relied in great part on aquatic subsistence resources. Essouk’s animal protein 
resources were prim arily pastoral including, by inference, m ilk products. Such also 
appears to have been the case at the Mauritanian trading town o f Tegdaoust (Bouchod 
1983), which consumed more cattle in comparison to sheep and goat than at Essouk.
Although scarce, Equid and camel remains from Essouk are valuable indicators o f the 
beasts o f burden which played a crucial role in the victualing and transportation o f trade 
items for the town. Again, there is a contrast here with Tegdaoust, with Essouk having 
sound evidence for the presence o f donkey from its earliest layers, whereas only camels 
are known from the fauna o f Tegdaoust. This may be indicative o f the comparatively 
gentle nature o f the first leg o f the caravan route from the Niger Bend to Essouk -  with 
the Tilemsi palaeo-watercourse providing more water points and scrub vegetation than 
the more desertic route from the Middle Niger into central Mauritania and Tegdaoust.
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